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A Revision of the North American Species of Fissidens.*—I.

CHARLES R. BARNES.

After examining critically the North American species of

Fissidentere, I conclude that the group as elaborated in the

Manual of Mosses of North America, by Lesquereux and
James, includes too mam- nominal species, and that it would
be better to combine some forms which have been separated

as poorly defined species. In this x~evision I attempt to make
the distinctions between species more nearly equivalent to

those which the best systematists demand between species of

phanerogams. The descriptions of the Manual are neces-

sarily condensed and are not clearly diagnostic. I therefore

present complete descriptions so far as material at hand per-

mits, and embody the most obvious diagnostic characters in

a synoptical key. I also offer some critical remarks upon
difficult, doubtful or excluded species.

For the synonymy of all species occurring in Great Britain,

I refer to BraithwaitVs British Moss-Flora, and supply only

references to American works and collections. In species

not British full synonymy is given.

In desc
ing term
the

to d

:ription I have substituted leaf-cells for the unmean-
" areolation," and rhizoids for " radicles." I use

terms vaginaut lamina* verticallamina and inferior lamina

esignate respectively the sheathing or conduplicate por-

tion of the leaf, the whole of the vertical blade, and the part

of it below the costa.

Whenever possible, I include in the descriptions meas-

urements of the leaf-cells of the vertical lamina and of the

spores, instead of the indefinite expressions "large" or

" small." Measurements of height are in all cases exclu-

sive of the fruit.

* Read before the A. A. A. SM Buffalo meeting, August, 1S86.
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FISSIOKTVvS Hedwig.

Fistidens Hedwig: Fund. Muse. 2. 91. — Sillivant: Mosses of U. 8. 24. — Lesq. &
James: Man. 81.

Dicramun Auct.

Skltophyllum I>e la Pvlaie: Dear. Jour. Bot. (>. 133,

Schistophyllum Lindberg.

Octodiccras Bridel; Sp. Muse. 1. 102.

Qonomiirium Montagne: Ann. Sci. Nat. II. 8. 215.—Si'llivant: Mosses oi U. S. 25.— Lesq*

<ft James: Man, 89.

Plants large or small, simple or branched, gregarious or cespitose, ter-

restrial or aquatic: leaves distichous, conduplicate below, often equitant

and clasping, the back produced into a prominent vertical wing with a

sub-percurrent or excurrent costa ; cells parenchymatous, all ehlorophyl-
lose: flowers monoicous, pseudo-dioicous ordioicous: fruit terminal or

lateral; pedicel usually long; teeth sixteen, long, deeply biiid with the

unequal divisions rough, or short and perforate; calyptra cucullate T

mitrate or conic ; operculum conic or rostrate.

Habitat: On the ground, rocka or trees, or in water; in all parte of
the world but chiefly tropical, not alpine.

A very large genus of over three hundred described species, repre-
sented in North America by twenty species, which may be characterized
and arranged in a fairly natural order as follows:

§ 1. Eufissidens Muller: Syn.Musc. 1. 50. — Plants terrestrial
or submersed but not floating : leaves soft, of one layer of cells.

Fruit terminal*

+- Monoic</ii8, maleflowers axillary.
Leaf-cells small, densely chlorophyllose, in distinct rows 1. liiubatus.
Leaf-cells larger, not densely chlorophyllose, nor in dis-

tinct rows. ... o i u
, n . .

2. bryonies.
4- h~ Duncans or monoicous with the male flowers terminal on a rutin,a branch

if-cdls

female

Plants less than 1 mm. high, leaves 2 or 3 pairs 3 Closteri
Plants 2-4 mm. high, wholly hyaline, leaves 8-5 pairs \ 4. liyalinuL

-M- Leaf-cells almost or quite isodiametric, often obscure.

^
Leaves wUh a narrow border, at least on vaginant lamina.

Marginal leaf-cells not papillose - •

Marginal leaf-cells papillose * **«™™-
Costa percurrent . . a ^ 1M
bosta ceasing below apex . n n . •

I /. (rarberi.
ill Leaves without a border

Vcute, cells densely chlorophyllose, obscurely papillose . 8. Donnellil.
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Obtuse, cells pellucid, operculum conic . . . . 9« ohtusifolius.

Apiculate, operculum with acicular beak . . .10. osmundoitles.

fTff Leaves with a thick reddish border.

Plants submersed, rigid . . . « • .11- ruftilus.

* * Fruit lateral.

-f- Leaves without a border.

Obtuse, entire, plants 2-5 cm. high, fruit sub-terminal . 12. pohpodioides.

Rounded at apex, irregularly serrate, 1-2 cm. high, fruit

sub-basal 13. BttW>asllartu

Mucronate, regularly serrulate, fruit basal or sub basal . 14. taxifolius.

of pal

incrassaie, cells.

Capsule cernuous, leaf-colls minute .... 15. Floridainis.

Capsule erect or inclined, flowers dioicous, leaf-cells ob-

scure 16 -
decipiens.

Capsule erect or inclined, flowers monoicous, leaf-cells

distinct 17, adiantoideg.

2. Pacliyfissitlens Mulleb: Syn. Muse. 1. 45.—Leaver rigid,

composed of more than one layer of cells, opaque.

Plants growing in water or very wet places . . .13. grain! ifro?is.

3. Octodiceras Bridfx: Sp. Muse 1. 162.— Plants aquatic, fili-

form, floating.

Plants large, much branched, pedicel shorter than the

capsule 19-
Jtxlianivs-

Plants small, little branched, pedicel longer than the

capsule 2a Hallianus.

i

1. F. limbatus Sullivant: Pac. R. It. Kept. 4. 185. t. L
Lesqderkix : Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 13. 3.—M< -in. Cal. Acad. 1. 7.—Bolandei: :

Cat. 37.—

Watson: Bot. Calif. 2. S74.-LJWQ. A James: Man. 82.-Mittes ; Jour. 1-inn. Soc.

21. 550.

Coll. : Sull. & Lesq. Mused Bor. Am. 2 ed. 106.

Plants small, 2-5 mm., yellowish green or in wet places bright green,,

gregarious: stem simple: leaves on sterile plants 8-12 pairs (on fertile

plants fewer), oblong lanceolate, apiculate r somewhat acuminate
;

bor-

der hyaline, widening from apex to base except on inferior lamina, very

wide at base of vaginant lamina; costa thick, sub-percurrent cells small,

8-12X12;*, arranged in rows, densely chlorophyllose, sub-quadrate, more

irregular in vaginant lamina, which is one-half to three fourths the length

of leaf: flowers monoicous; male gemmi form, axillary ;
female terminal:

fruit terminal ;
pedicel 6-10 nam. long, flexuous, yellowish-red

;
capsule

green, sub-oval, unsymmetric, cernuous ; teeth red, inserted below the

mouth, much introflexed, deeply split; lid red, conic-rostrate, one-half

length of capsule; spores 12-16 //, usually 14 ,,.
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Hab.: California; near San Francisco (Bigelow,Bolander); San Gabriel

and Pasadena (Allen).

2. F. bryoides Hedwig: Muse. Frond. 3. 67. t. 29.

Braithwaite: Br. Moss-FL 1. 71. t. 10E.—Sullivant: Mosses U. 8. 24.—LESQ. & JAMES

:

Man. 81.—Mitten: Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 554.

Coll.: Drummond: Mnsci Am. I. no. 118 in part.—Sullivant: Musci All. no. 185.—

Sull. & Lesq. : Musci Bor. Am. 1 ed. no. 82.

Plants small, gregarious or somewhat cespitose: stems simple or fas-

ciculate at the base, ascending: leaves 3-many pairs, rather remote,
lanceolate or oblong lanceolate, abruptly apiculate; border thickish, pale,

usually confluent with the excurrent costa; vaginant lamina one-half

length with L»j under border, inferior lamina narrowed and decurrent ; cells

roundish -hexagonal, distinct, 12-16 16-20 /i, in vaginant lamina 14-

20x20-24/JL : flowers monoicous; male numerous, axillary, gemmiform,
pedicellate, antheridia few, small; female terminal, vaginant lamina
of peri£oni al leaves broadly ovate, erose, that of the pefichsetial leaves
with a broad border : fruit terminal; seta red or purplish, 4-6 mm. long

;

capsule erect, ova 1 or elliptical, brown ; teeth cleft one-half length, divisions
very scabrous; operculum conic rostrate, short, red ; calyptra cucullate

;

spores 20-26 ;y..

, Peek :

Hab :

New Jersey (jmstmf\ i oiumbus and Cincinnati, Ohio (Sullivant) ; Rocky
Mts. (Drummond)

; Sierras (Lemmon).

Tab : On the ground: Canada (Maemn); New York (Barron
Jersey (Audit*); Columbus and Cincinnati, Ohio (Sullivant)

;

Var. cwspitaiis Schi.mper : Syn. Muse. 2 ed. 111.

Braitiiu-aitk: Br. Moas-Fl. 1. 72.-LWJ. & James: Man. S>
F. Cmmooii Mittex

: Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 556.

Plants 2-3 em. high, more robust than the species, loosely cespitose
in broad soft tufts, pale preen : , tems branching sparsely by innovations,
interwoven by rufouapurple rhizoids: leaves with a prominent border
ceasing at the minutely serrulate apiculus: capsule pah-.

Hab.
:
Wet rocks, New River, White Mts., N. H. (Prof. O. D, Allen).

1. F. Closteri Austin : Boll. Torr. Bot. Club 5. 21.
Sulu^xt: i,o„ Mus,, Snppl. 44. t»-4*Kfc ajamks: Man. M.-MrrTKN : Jo,,,-.

L,inn. Soc. 21. 55S.

Cor.r.
:
Austin

; Musci App. Suppl. no. 479.

Plants very minute and almost stemless, less than 1 mm. high, gre-
garious: leaves two or three pairs, the lower smaller, broad ovate, the

3h m °M
time3 l0ngGr: b°rder none

; "«*»«* ******* "vate >one-half length, nwcal lamina narrow ; costa strong, ceasing below the

8v£ S ETtf?'
m°re °r 1C" irregular at m^n and near apex,

^«\fi*T^. 6 VHginMlt kmina 14-' 0X20-40;,: flowers monoi-

rin?oiH,«T
,C0US

;

male «en,mif<>™. ^tached to the female by«hi«ndaor separate, anthendium single: fruit terminal; capsule erect.

#
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oblong, tapering gradually to the thick seta l.omm. long; operculum
conic-rostrate, the beak only covered by the conic calyptra; teeth when
dry strongly reflexed around the flaring mouth; spores 8-12//.

Hab. : On the ground : Closter, N. J. (Austin).

4. F. hyalimis Wilson & Hooker : Jour. Bot. 1841. £!>. t. 2.

sullivant: Mosses U. S. 24.—Icon. Muse. 84. t. 21.—Les<j. <fc,James: Man. M.--MlTTMl :

Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 558.

Cole. : Sullivant: Musci. All. no. 180.

Plants minute, 2-4 mm. high, pale green, whole plant more or less

hyaline, gregarious: stem simple or branched at the base: leaves 3-5

pairs, upper much larger, very thin and soft, oblong-lanceolate, acute r

entire, bordered by a single row of very narrow elongate cells; costa

none ; vaginant lamina less than one-half length ; cells large, 32-48X68-
100 /a, thin-walled, elongate-hexagonal, chlorophyll bodies few: flowers

dioicous; male unknown ; female terminal, two-leaved : fruit terminal;

seta 1-2 mm. long; capsule oblong-oval, erect, thin; teeth closely articu-

late, cleft to middle ; operculum rostrate, calyptra covering the beak only

;

spores 14-20 //.

Hab. : Rocky ledges at Bank Lick, near Cincinnati, Ohio (Lea, 1839;
station lost) ; on ground in deep ravines near Painesville, Ohio (Beardslee).

5. F. incurviis Schwagrichen: Suppl. I, part 1. 1. 49.

Braithw aite: Br. Moss-Fl. 1. (39. t. 10 C—James: Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 13. 109.—Lesq.

& James: Man. SJ.—Mitten : Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 7.

Coll. : Sull. & LS8Q. : Musci Bor. Am. 2 eo\ no. 104.—Austin : Musci A pp. no. 101, in

part.

Plants small, 2-6mm, high, gregarious or sub cespitose : stem sim-

ple, slender, ascending: leaves 4-10 pairs, straight or decurved, not
imbricate, oblong-lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, apiculate; border nar-

row, almost or quite wanting at apex, widening at base; costa percurrent

or sub-percurrent; vaginant lamina one-half length or more ; inferior lam-

ina narrowed to the base; cells small, 12-14X14-19//, angular-rounded,

of the same size but more irregular in vaginant lamina : flowers monoi-

cous; male gemmiform, at the base of stems from which they sometimes

separate (pseudo-dioicous) : fruit terminal; seta long, red, flexuous; cap-

sule thick, oval, erect, cernuous or arcuate-incurved, pale brown ; oper-

culum prominent conic-rostrate, red ; teeth not deeply inserted, very

scabrous; calyptra pale; spores 13-17 /z.

Hab. : On rocks, especially sandstone ; not rare in Canada and states

east of the Mississippi river; collected also in Texas (Hall) and Vancou-
ver Is. (Maromi).

Var. mimitulus Austin : Musci A pp. n. 102.

F.minutulus Sullivant: Musci All. no. 183.—Mem, Am. Acad. n. s. 3. 58. t. 2 A.-
Mosses U. S. 24.—Icon. Muse. 37. t. 24.—Lesq. & James: Man. 85.—Mitten : Jour.

Linn. Soc. 21. 556.
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Coll.: Hooker & Wilson: Drum. Musei Am. II. nos. 39, 40. (fide Sail!?. ms.)-SULLi-
vant: Musci All. no. 183.—Sull. & LESQ. : Musci Bor. Am. 1 ed. no. 80 in part.—
Austin : Musci App. no. 102.

Plants minute : 1mm. or less high: leaves narrowly oblong-lance-
olate, undulate; some or all narrowly bordered: capsule thin, erect or
inclined.

Hab.: On rocks; widely distributed in the Eastern States and
Canada; collected also in California {Mrs. S. R. Mann).

Var. exiguus Austin : Musci App. no. 108.

F. exiguus Sullivant: Mem. Amer. Acod. n. s. B. <>0. t. 2 B.—MotseG U. S. 21. -Icon.
Muse. 36. t. 23.—Lesq. & James: Man. 84.-Mm en : Jour. Linu. Sec. ZL 557.

Coll.
: Sull. & Ll8Q< ; Musci Bor. Am. 1 ed. nos. 79, and 80 in part.—Aistin : Musci,

App. no. 103.

Plants small
: leaves without border except on vaginant lamina: cap-

sule erect or inclined
; operculum conic-rostellate.

Hap,
: On rocks, Canada, central and eastern States ; Colorado (Bran-

degee).
x

6. F. Ravenelii Sullivant: Mem. Amer. Acad. n. s. 4. 371. t. 2.
Sui .liv'ant: Mosses U. S. 24.-Icon. Muse. 39. t. 25.-LI8Q. & Jamks : Man, s:>.-Mitten :

Jour. Linn. S- C. 21. 557.

Coll.
: Sull. & Lesq. .Musci Bor. Am. 1 ed. no. 81.-2 ed. no. 102.-Austix : Motel Api

Suppl. no. 481.

Plants minute, 2-4 mm. high, yellowish or dirty-green, gregarious :

stem simple: leaves 2-10 pairs, 1

oblong-lanceolate, acute, minutely-den-
ticulate; border none except in the vaginant lamina of the upper leave
of fertde stems where it is broad, prominently and irregularly dentate :

costa flexuous, hyaline, percurrent; vaginant lamina one-half length:
interior lamina tapering, reaching the base; cells very small. s„, obscure
round quadrate, minutely papillose, each with about two papffl*: flowers
dioicous; male plants very small, with 2-3 pairs of leave*; female plants
rarely with more than 6 pairs : fruit terminal

; seta 4-> mm. long, yel-
lowish

: capsule oval or oblong, when dry urceolate. the cell* protuberant

:

operculum red at base, with a short, inclined beak; spores 10-13 a.

N cHoLSaWii! °'« */ ground in wet places Society Hill,

Smtih).
h Charleston

'
S

-
C

- d^nel); Magnolia, Fla. (/. Donnell

7. F.Uarberi Lesq. & James: Proc. Amer. Acad. 14. 137.
A

i
ii.v: Bull. Torr Bor Clnh 7 -^ t PCft r t

Soc. 21. 558.
MES: Man

' ^^Milini
:
Jour. Linn.

me ™iv STf'^^ hlgh
'

bHght green
'
g'egarious: stem sim-

aUnZ tl f
1C

i
OtO

:
n0US

':
l6aVes 4"8 Pairs

'
retimes falcate, oblong.

°^?^l^ than broad,

v-igiu. i. icon. Mu>c. t. 2o, Mem. Amer. Acad. n. ser. 4. t.
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margin minutely denticulate with doubly papillose cells; border none,

except on the lower half of the vaginant lamina of the pericbietial leaves,

where it begins abruptly and consists of two or three rows of larger, rect-

angular-rhomboidal cells; costa flexuous, hyaline, ceasing below apex

vaginant lamina one-half length; inferior lamina tapering to the base;

cells small, 6-8 ji, obscure, round-quadrate to round-hexagonal ; flowers

terminal, probably dioicous or pseudo-dioicous : fruit terminal; seta

equaling or exceeding the stems; capsule erect or sub-erect, elliptical,

pale brown, red at the orifice; teeth densely articulate, rufous at base,

divisions yellowish ; operculum conic-rostrate.

Hah. : On trees, rotten wood, rocks and shells: Florida (Garber, J.

Donnell Smith, Austin).

S. F. Domicilii Austin : Bot. Gaz. 4. 151.

Lesq. & James: Man. 85.—Mittkh : Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 557.

Plants minute, 2-3 mm. high, dark green, gregarious: stem simple:

leaves 3 or 4 pairs, the lower oblong-ovate, the upper much elongated,

narrowly lanceolate, crenulate-serrate ; border none; costa ceasing just

below apex; vaginant lamina one-half length ; inferior lamina tapering

and ceasing before reaching base, or reduced to a mere line ; cells small,

12-16
jti, angular and irregular, each with a single obscure papilla : flowers

dioicious. terminal ; antheridia 4-6, paraphysate ; archegonia unknown

:

fruit terminal; seta very short ; capsule unknown.

Hab. : Base of a cypress tree in a swamp, Caloosa, Fla. (J. Donnel:

Smith j Austin).

9. F. obtusifolius Wilson: Lond. Jour. Bot. (1*45) 4. 196. t. 9.

Sullivant : Mosses U. S. 24.—Icon. Muse. 86, t. 2J.-L JQ. & James : Man. 86.—Mitten :

Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 558.

Coll. : Stllivant : Musci All. no. 1S1.—Sill. & Lesq. : Musci Bor. Am. 1 ed. no. 78.—

2 ed. no. 99.—Austin : Musci App. Suppl. no. 480.

Plants small, densely gregarious, bright green: stems simple or

branched, sometimes with an innovation just below seta, fertile 1-2 mm.

high, sterile longer : leaves 4-12 pairs (the fertile stems with rarely more

than G), the lower oval, the upper oval-oblong, obtuse, entire; border

none; costa barely reaching the apex, or vanishing below it; vaginant

lamina two-thirds length; inferior lamina tapering and ending above

base; cells pellucid, round hexagonal, distinct, 10-14 fi: flowers dioi-

cous, terminal; antheridia 4-6, paraphyses few: fruit terminal; seta

light yellow. 2-3 mm. long; capsule thick, oblong, obconic at base: teeth

short, orange below, divisions hyaline, granulose ;
operculum conic, beak

very short ; spores large, 20-2G tt.

Hab.: On wet rocks or stones: Holmesburg, Pa. (James); Ohio.

Cincinnati {Lea), Sugar Grove (Sullivant), Clifton, Clarke county. (James) :

Canton, lU.(Wnlf): Texas (Hall).
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10. F. osmundoides Hedwig: Sp: Muse. 153. t. 40.

Braithwaite: Br. Moss-Fl.l. 73. 1. 11 A.—Sullivant: Mosses U.S. 21.-1. ksu. & James:
Man. 87.- Mitten : Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 558.

Coll. : Drummond: Musci Amer. I. no. 112.—Sullivant: Musci All. no. 179.—BULL, i

Lesq. : Musci Bor. Am. 1 ed. no. 86.-2 ed. no. 109,-Austin : Musci A pp. no. 104.

Plants of medium size, 1-5 cm. (rarely even 8-10 cm.) high, more
or less densely tufted, frequently matted by the brown tomentose rhiz-

oids, olive- or dark-green: stems simple or branched below: leaves
numerous, approximate, not imbricated, increasing in size toward the
apex of stem, sometimes crisped when dry, oblong-lanceolate, serrulate
especially towards the apex; border none; costa vanishing just below the
rounded, apiculate apex

; vaginant lamina H length; inferior lamina
narrowing slightly toward the base, not decurrent; cells large, 12-21 X
16-82/*, oval-hexagonal

: flowers dioicous, terminal : fruit terminal ; Beta
yellowish to dark-red, |-lcm. long; capsule sub-erect or inclined, light-
to red-brown, oblong; the conical operculum with its long, acioular
straight (rarely bent) beak equaling the capsule; calyptra plurilobate at
base; spores 20-28 {l .

White
Easte

(buUwant)
; Eocky Mts. (Drummond).

U. F. mfulus Bruch & Schimper : Bry. Eu. Fiss. Monog. Suppl. II. 1. 1< >£.

Schimper: Syn. Muse. 1 ed.106.-2 ed. 120.-Mu.de: Bry. Bile* 81.-Bra swim: Br.
Moss-Fl. 1. 74. 1. 11 B.

F, veMricosm Lesquereux: Mem. Cal. Acad. 1. 7.-Scluvant: Icon. Mum-: Suppl. 45.

ZOZ £? -
0t °alif

-
2lm-*^n. « James: Man. 84.-Mittkn : Jour. Linu.

OOC. 21. 556.

•
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ish below, the young branches dark green : stem erect, branching
dichotomously at the base, the branches simple or sparingly divided, with
rhizoids among the leaves

: leaves numerous, crowded, somewhat imbri-
cate

,
cultnform or scalpelliform, entire; border thick, reddish, ceasing
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Columbia College Herbaria. 1

N. L. BRITTON.

The botanical collections of Columbia College have been
accumulating since about the year 1820, a few specimens
indeed bearing still earlier dates. These oldest were among
the first plants collected by Dr. Torrey, and were the nucleus
ot the Torrey herbarium. During Dr. Torrey's connection
with the College, from i860 to his death, in 1873, specimens
accumulated very rapidly, but were nearly all classified by
him and mounted under his direction. In 1874 the ver}~

extensive collection of the late Professor Meisner, of Basle,
Switzerland, specially rich in South American, Asiatic and
Australian species, and supplementing the Torrey herbarium
to a remarkable degree, together with the herbarium of Dr.
A. W. Chapman, of Florida, containing nearly all species
described in the " Flora of the Southern United States," were
purchased by Mr. John J. Crooke, of New York, and pre-

sented to the college. At this time and until about three years
ago the collections were under the care of Mr. P. V. LeRoy,
who acted as curator. Nearly all his time was spent in

mounting the Chapman and Meisner herbaria, and other
specimens obtained through purchase or exchange. About
two years since the personal bryologieal collection of the late

Mr. C. F. Austin was purchased. It contains all of Austin's
types of mosses and some of his Hepaticae, though unfortun-
ately the bulk of his hepatological material was allowed to

leave the countrv.

Until the autumn of 1878 the college herbarium was located
in a building on Madison avenue, which was occupied also

by several of the professors. This was at that time torn down
and replaced by a new building erected for the department
of arts, and the botanical collections were transferred to

another old building, where they remained until last autumn.
Neither of these ancient edifices were fire-proof. Indeed, it

was well known that nothing could save them in case of fire,

and the utmost anxiety was felt by those who had the preser-

vation of the vast botanical collections at heart.

On the completion, last year, of the new library building,

one of its rooms was assigned to the botanical department.
Its furniture was completed in November last, and the task

JRead before the Bot.urical Club of the A. A. A. S., Buffalo meeting, 1886.
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of transferring the herbaria was at once begun, and is now
practically completed, though much work in arranging and
distributing specimens is yet to be done, and for the first time
these invaluable scientiiic collections are secure. It is too
soon to say that this disposition will be final. It isolates the
plants from the other natural history collections in the museum
building on Fourth avenue, and when this shall have been
extended it may be deemed wise to deposit the herbaria in
the extension, and thus bring them close to the museums of
geology and palaeontology containing Professor Newberry's
immense collections in palaeo-botany. The present disposi-
tion makes them absolutely secure from fire, which is a source
of great satisfaction.

The room now devoted to the botanical collections is sixty
feet long, twenty-two feet wide, and sixteen feet in height.
It is lighted by day through large, high windows at each end,
by the incandescent electric light during evenings and gloomy
weather, being an expansion of the system used throughout
he hbrary and law school. The herbarium may be consulted

till ro o clock every evening throughout the year excepting
Sundays. The collections, comprising the Torrey. Meisner,
and Chapman herbaria, Austin's mosses, and a mass of mis-
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gamia strictly follows that of Bentham and Hooker's "Genera
Plantarum." The arrangement of species is geographical,

and all the American ones are put in special genus and spe-

cies covers and placed alphabetically. If there are speci-

mens of plants native or naturalized in America, from other

regions, they are put in the same cover as the American speci-

mens for comparison. American genera of more than four

species are given species covers and the genus cover dis-

pensed with
;
genera of four or a less number of species are

placed in a single genus cover. It may be objected that the

alphabetical arrangement is unscientific, as it destroys natural

relationships, but the advantage of easy reference overbal-

ances this disadvantage, and while studying a genus it is a

small undertaking to group the species temporarily in any

desired order. The arrangement of genera of the crypto-

gamous groups is also alphabetical, and the American species

are similarly distributed. Each second or third compartment

is supplied" with a pasteboard cover, hinged so as to drop

down over the exposed ends of the sheets. To this is attached

the name of the order, printed in large, black letters, and the

names of genera to be found in the compartments. As the

fronts of the cases are glass, it may be seen exactly where

any genus is located before opening the door. Alter much
hesitation it has been determined to unite all the separate col-

lections into a single great botanical series. This brings all

the specimens of a kind together, and appears to be the most

advantageous arrangement. As it is important, however, to

know the origin of each specimen, each sheet is appropriately

stamped, and the Torrey herbarium, in particular, is carefully

identifled.

The botanical library is placed around the walls at one

end of the room ; it comprises about 2.000 bound volumes

and an equal number of pamphlets, and is rapidly increasing

in bulk. Books on general science, such as the American

Journal of Science, etc., are on the main college library floor,

but can be obtained in five minutes through the aid of a tele-

phone, a page and an elevator. Woods, fruits and miscel-

laneous botanical material, microscopical preparations, etc.,

are placed in drawers or in wall cases. Large working tables

in each end of the room complete the equipment.
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Notes on Uinbellifer* of E. United States. I.

JOHN M. COULTER AND J. N. ROSE.

(WITH PLATE I.)

Our species of Umbelliferae have always been more or less
perplexing, chiefly on account of the attempt to discriminate
them without mature fruit. For this reason, it has seemed
to us a helpful thing to take up certain Umbelliferae and pre-
sent characters that can be used with reasonable certainty.
It is well known that the best characters are obtained from
the mature fruit, hence it is safe to give as general advice
that no attempt be made to determine species of Umbelliferce
in its absence. Of course there are certain forms that can be
recognized without fruit, but the rule holds good. The fruit
should be examined both as to its surface and transverse
section, and these taken together furnish reliable characters.
It hardly needs to be said that the fruit is made up of two
carpels and that it is superficially marked by more or less
prominent ribs. Five ribs is the normal number for each
carpel, one being dorsal (the commissural side being ven-
tral), two lateral (nearest the commissural side), and two
intermediate. These ribs may be connected by reticulations
or not, may be developed into prominent wings or corky
ridges, or may be suppressed entirely. Secondarv ribs may
also be developed in the intervals between the live primary
lios ih,n transverse sections should be made as near the
middle of the carpel as possible, and the varying number,
position and size of the oil-ducts, the outline of the seed
section the nature of the pericarp, and the rib sections, will
beitound to furnish most satisfactory characters. In figure J.
indicates the oil-ducts, b the seed section, c the pericarp, d
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with 3 to 7-parted leaves ; radical long-petioled ; cauline short-
petioled or sessile ; their divisions sharply cut and serrate.
Involucre and involucels few-leaved. Flowers greenish or
yellowish. May to August.

1. S. Canadensis L. Spec. 235. Leaf-divisions 3 to 5 : sterile
flowers comparatively few, short pedicelled : style shorter
than prickles : oil-ducts mostly large, occupying nearly the
whole thickness of the pericarp ; seed-section deeply sinuous
in outline (figs. 1 and 2).—Common throughout the region.

2. S. Marylandioa L. Spec. 235. Leaf-divisions 5 to 7

:

sterile flowers numerous, longer pedicelled : style much longer
than prickles : oil-ducts smaller, in thicker pericarp ; seed-
section nearly entire (fig. 3).—Common throughout the region.

OSMORHIZA Raf.—Fruit linear-oblong, long tapering
at base, deeply grooved at commissure, bristly : carpels with
5 prominent primary ribs, each subtended by a well defined
group of strengthening cells, section nearly* pentagonal, no
oil-ducts

; seed-section more or less deeply concave on the
inner face (figs. 4,5 and 6).—One to three feet high, with
aromatic roots. Leaves ternately compound ; leaflets ovate,
strongly toothed or cleft. Involucre and involucels few-
leaved. Flowers white. May to June.

1. 0. longistylis DC. Prodr. "iv. 232. Slightly pubescent or
smooth : styles slender, nearly as long as the ovary (not the
fruit): seed-section deeply and broadly concave (figs. 4
and 5).—Throughout the northern states and westward.

2. 0. brevistylis DC. Prodr. iv. 232. Villous pubescent:
styles conical, very short : seed-section less deeply and more
narrowly concave (fig. 6).—Throughout the northern state;

and southward to N. Carolina. It is a question whether the
specific name O. ciuhis Raf. may not have the prior claim.
The western O. nuda Ton*, has the seed-section still less con-
cave and strengthening cells less developed and well repre-
sents a third member in the series as here arranged.

CONIOSELINUM Fisch.—Fruit oblong, flattened dor-
sally, smooth: carpels with 5 prominent primary ribs, the
lateral ones extended into broad wings ; oil-ducts 1 to 4 in the
intervals, 4 to 8 on the commissural side ; seed slightlv con-
cave on the inner face (figs. 7 and 8).—One to five feet high,
sometimes smaller, smooth. Leaves 2 to 3-pinnatelv com-
pound, with inflated petioles. Involucre and involucels few-

J
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leaved, the former sometimes wanting, the latter awl-shaped.
Flowers white. August to October.

4
i.C. Canadense Torr. & Gray, Fl. i. 619. Leaflets pinnat-

ifid : lateral wings nearly as broad as the seed ; oil-ducts 2

or 3 in the intervals, sometimes 1 or 4.—Swamps and cold
cliffs from Vermont to Minnesota and northward, also south-
ward along the high mountains to N. Carolina, and in Indiana. 1

The discovery of a quantity of fine fruiting specimens has
enabled us to make a careful examination of fruit characters.
Bentham & Hooker have referred this species to Selinum.
which is characterized by single oil-ducts in the intervals.
rarely 2. Their decision, however was based upon imma-
ture fruit, while our recently collected specimens show 2 and
3 to be the usual number of oil-ducts in the intervals, some-
times 1, and rarely 4. This fact would put the species in

Ligusticum as defined by Bentham & Hooker. Its char-
acters of broad lateral wings, inflated petioles, and pinnatelx
compound leaves, however, make it so distinct from our own
Ligu

sp
nus Conio-

scheri i>

.->

properly referred to Selinum. C. Canadense, if it could be
included under Selinum, would belong to the broad lateral-
winged section Euselinum, but with the oil-ducts of Ligusti-
cum it must either stand as an intermediate genus between
Ligusticum and Selinum or these two genera must be merged
into one. But Conioselinum is more closelv related to the
Angelica group than to the Selineie. In fact, its broad lateral
wings and only somewhat prominent dorsal and intermediate
ribs at once separate it from Seline* and include it among
Angehceai even to a superficial observer, a relationship whic.
the minute structure of the fruit confirms. It is a question
whether it should not be included with Angelica and Arch-
angelica in a single genus. The only characters which serve
to separate it from them are the much more dissected foliage
(which does not count for much) and the absence of prom-
inent bundles of strengthening cells beneath each rib, espe-
cially conspicuous under the lateral ribs. These character
can be made to separate Conioselinum from the other mem-
bers ot the Angelica group, but whether they should be con-
sidered generic or sub-generic is a matter of doubt. It seems
best for the present to consider this genus as intermediate in
its characters between Selinesu and Angeliceae.

» Botanical Gazkttk, xi. 8.
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ER1GENIA Nutt.—Fruit much fattened laterally, nearly
round, notched at base and apex, thin between the incurved
carpels, smooth: carpels very thin-walled, with 5 small pri-
mal 11

Explanation of Plate I. Canadensis
r lg. 2. Section of carpel of same : a, oil-ducts ; &, seed section : c, pericarp

:

d, commissural face. Fig. 3. Section of carpel of S. Marylandica. Fig. 4.

Fruit of Osmorhiza longistylis. Fig. 5. Section of carpel of same. Fig. 6.

Section of carpel of 0. brevistylis. Fig. 7. Fruit of Conioselinum Cana-

•

on the commissural side, which is drawn out (neck-like in
section) into the narrow commissure; seed-section deeply
two-lobed on the inner side, longitudinal section semilunar
(figs. 9 and 10).—Low, diffuse, glabrous, from a deep round
tuber, in early spring. Leaves ternately decompound, seg-
ments oblong. Involucels foliaceous. Flowers white.

1. E.bulbosa Nutt. Genera, i. 188. Span or so high : leaves
radical except those subtending the imperfect umbels,—W.
New York and Pennsylvania westward into the Mississippi
valley.

CRYPTOT^ENIA DC—Fruit linear-oblong, flattened sj

laterally, somewhat grooved at the commissure, smooth : car-
pels with 5 small obtuse primary ribs ; a single oil-duct
beneath each rib and in each interval, 2 to 4 on the commis-
sural side, which also contains two bundles of strengthening
cells (in addition to those of the carpophore) besides those
subtending each rib ; seed-section roundish, slightlv concave
on the inner face (figs. 11 and 12).—One or two feet high,
smooth. Leaves thin, 3-foliolate. Involucre none; involu-
cels minute or none. Flowers white. June to September.

1. C. Canadensis DC. Mem. Umbel. 42. Leaflets large,
ovate, 2 to 4 inches long, pointed, doubly serrate, lower ones
lobed : fruit often becoming curved.—Canada to Minnesota
and south to N. Carolina and Mississippi.—In this species the
carpellary walls have two distinct layers, the outer being almost
made up of the very broad bundles of strengthening cells, the
inner composed of a single layer of large parenchyma cells

set palisade fashion, and in which the oil-ducts always occur
(fig. 13). This peculiar character, differing from any other
umbellifer studied, serves to strengthen the position of Cryp-
totamia as a genus distinct from Pimpinella, to which Bentham
and Hooker consider it too closely allied, as in Pimpinella
there is no such inner layer and the bundles of strengthening
cells are very small and widely separated.
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dense. Fig. 8. Section of carpel of same. Fig. 9. Fruit of Erigenia bul-
bosa. Fig. 10. Section of carpel of same. Fig. 11. Fruit of Cryptotamia
Canadensis. Fig. 12. Section of carpel of same. Fig. 13. Section of car-
pel wall of same. Figs. 1 and 4X2i ; 7, 9 and 11X5: transverse sectionsX
27; 13X125.

BRIEFER ARTICLES.

Death of Dr. Wigand—By the death of Prof. Albert Wigand, of Mar-
burg, Hesse, the scientific world has lost a strong and able friend. He
died in Marburg, October 22d, after a severe illness, at the age of sixty-

five years. For many years he has held the position of professor of

botany and director of the botanical garden connected with the univer-

sity of that place. Being the only professor of botany in the university,

his work was naturally subdivided ; as director of the garden and lec-

turer in the pharmaceutical institute and of general botany, he had not
much remaining time to devote to any one branch of the science, as

so many German professors have done. Hence his name is not so well

known to American scientists. Many of them, however, know him as

one of the last of the German botanists who may be said to belong to the
old school. In fact, it was his lot to live during one of the transition

periods of science, and he was among the few who refused to fall in with
the general current. He suffered from this more or less by the isolation

which such conservatism always brings, but in no way did this serve U >

diminish his ardor for his work, or his usefulness in leading others to an
enthusiasm in the pursuit of truth in a degree which few teachers are
able to reach. Among the evidences of the former are numerous works
and papers which he found time out of his busy life as teacher, from time
to time to publish. In respect to the latter statement it is perhaps enough
to say that he reckoned among his students such men as Eichler of Ber-
lin, and Pfeffer of Tubingen. Whatever may be said concerning his
peculiar views on certain points, it is quite certain no teacher could
have been more careful and conscientious in presenting them to his hear-
ers, simply as his own views, in carefully distinguishing between mere
theories and established facts. Certainly none who ever came within the
radius of his influence can doubt the sincerity of his character, his devo-
tion to truth and entire consecration to its interests.—Emily L. Gregory.

The Genus Iris.-It is well known to botani eta that Professor Michael
Foster, the distinguished physiologist of the University of Cambridge, has
for several years paid particular attention to the genus Iris, has in culti-
vation all the species and varieties he has been able to obtain, and has
carefully studied the principal forms from seedling states through their
whole development and in critical cases from generation to generation.
He may be supposed now quite thorontrhlv tn „nH ^on^ fKn am wwirl
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species ; and those of North America have not been neglected. But sev-

eral are still in doubt or obscurity; and few of them, even those of the

Atlantic States, have been sufficiently studied alive, although this is nearly

indispensable. Professor Foster, according to the wishes of botanists who
recognize the need of the undertaking and his unequaled fitness for it, is

disposed to undertake an elaboration of the species; and he has appealed

to me for aid in the difficult matter of procuring ripe seeds or living

roots of certain American species and forms which "are not in his exten-

sive collection. He particularly wants I. tridentata and I. tripetala from

the Atlantic side of our continent, I. Hartwegi, I. Beecheyana, I. macro-

siphon, as well as two recent species of Watson, I. tenuis and I. bracteata,

from the western portion. For these and for any other rare or local

forms—for all wild Irises, except our common eastern species—an appeal

is now made. Seeds and roots contributed to the botanic garden of our

Cambridge will be thankfully received and cared for, and a goodly por-

tion promptly transmitted to Professor Foster in Cambridge, England,

where we may expect them to be fully investigated. For, in a letter to

me Professor Foster writes, "I do not like to come to any conclusion

about a plant until I have had it under my eyes alive, and know its whole

story from seed to seed again. I mean I do not feel that I have really got

hold of the form until I have done this, though of course one can learn a

good deal short of that. Hence I am anxious to get hold of living plants.

Your North American forms are most interesting when the morphology

and geographical distribution are worked together, and in connection

with the Asian forms."

Note that seed, to be of any good, should be thoroughly ripe; and

that living roots are in best condition for transmission in early autumn.

Asa Gray.

On petlolar glands in some Onagraeeai.—At a recent meeting of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of "Philadelphia, Mr. Thomas Meehan

remarked that stipules were unknown in Onagrace.v, but in Ludwigia

(Isnardia) palustris there were two minute conifcal gelatinous gland-, at

the base of each leaf, that appeared to be stipular. They existed in series

of specimens representing the Atlantic and Pacific coast, and from

Europe, those from California being larger than in specimens from other

localities. They are found in all the species of Ludwigia and Ji\gai9ea

that he had been able to examine. In these they appeared petiolar rather

than stipular. In the dried specimens of Circsea a dark spot indicated

the position occupied by the glands in otherspecies. They mostly varied

in form and exact position with the species, and only for having been

wholly overlooked by describers might have aftbrded some good specific

characters. The discovery he regarded as interesting, as confirming the

views of those botanists who had brought Turneracea\ in which the peti-

olar glands were known to exist, in close relation with Onagracea>.

2
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In the specimens of Ludwigia palustris, dried to exhibit with this

communication to the academy, a single capsule only, cut across for exam-
ination, projected the seed into his face while the capsule was being

examined with a lens, indicating a projecting power not before known
to exist in the species.—T. M.

The Square Bamboo.—Some of our readers may remember an article

in Nature, lor August 27, 1885, giving some account of the square-stemmed
bamboo, which has recently been brought to light by Dr. Macgowan, who
sent a notice of it. and also some living plants, to Kew. It appears to be
a veritable species and not a monstrosity. Most of what is known about
it is recorded by Dr. Macgowan, a medical missionary who has long lived

in China, in the Chinese Recorder, April, 1885 and 1886. "It grows wild
in the northeastern portion of Yunnan, on the sequestered mountains."
Dr. Macgowan last summer sent a beautiful cane made of it, with silver

mounting, on which the name of Gray is inscribed in Chinese characters,

and the interesting present reached the botanist to whom it was pre-
sented on the morning of his seventy-sixth birthday.

EDITORIAL.

The Botaxical Gazette extends its best wishes to botanists for the
new year and expects to record a year of unusual activity among American
botanists. It is a time for good resolutions, and botanists should not be
behind in this matter. The Gazette has made more good resolutions
than ever before, but to carry them all out must depend in a large meas-
ure upon the hearty co-operation of fellow workers. The various asso-
ciations of this country and our botanical periodicals have brought us
together in a compacts 3 of organization and friendliness of feeling that
is the promise of great things. The resolution we would like to have
*ach botanist make with the new year is to do some good work and see
to it that none of it goes unrecorded. Our various departments furnish
ample room for all forms of communication, large or small, formal or
informal, and we want botanists to use them. We will trv to keep our
readers abreast of the work in this and other countries, but we want their
co-operation in every direction. We would call attention to the depart-
ment of "Notes and News," and ask all botanists to send us any un-
published scraps of information they may meet concerning the work
-or movements of botanists. Among " Open Letters " we would give place
to any express. ons of opinion, or any discussion that may be of general
interest. In short, we welcome all botanists to all departments of the
Gazette, excepting the editorial, and even that can be freely discussed in
Upen Letters." It is hardly necessary to add that all departments of bot-

any must feel absolute freedom in applying for space, and no one need
complain of a failure to obtain a reasonable hearing
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Probably no former report of the U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture
has contained such a hopeful outlook for applied botany as that for 1886.

Commissioner Colman deserves the credit of having brought this phase
of agriculture into prominence as a subject of economic importance mer-
iting development. His well chosen words in the report regarding the

study of forage plants, the parasitic diseases of plants, and the biology of

forest trees, as prosecuted during the past year, and the need of more
ample provision for their continuance, will meet with the most hearty

approval of every botanist who is interested in seeing the results and
the methods of science turned to the service of the cultivator.

OPEN LETTERS.

Mr. C. G. Pringle.

On the twenty-seventh of November for a few hours I had the
pleasure of the company of Mr. C. G. Pringle, of Charlotte, Vermont, who
is on his way home from northern Mexico, where he has again spent the
summer collecting plants. All who have seen his specimens know that
he is a prince among collectors. He reports the season as unfavorable
for his work, though he estimates that he has secured at least 1,000 species.
Next year he anticipates going on to higher grounds in the same country.
He thinks it is a rough, dangerous way to live, some of the time among
people who would not hesitate to kill him merely for his clothes, still he
is full of enthusiasm and likes his work. There is a perpetual fascination
in finding new things as well as in meeting with old friends among his

plants. Mr. Pringle appeared in good health and spirits. The time
passed too quickly to hear all he had to tell of his journey and his

acquaintance with botanists in various parts of America.

Michigan Agricultural College. W. J. Beal.

Herbarium Case,

In the herbarium case which was constructed for the Ark. Ind. Univ..
to facilitate getting genus covers out of the pigeon holes, a two inch auger
hole was bored in the bottom of each apartment in the center and one-
half inch from the front. By inserting two fingers beneath the shelf the
contents of the pigeon hole above are readily raised, and by slipping the
other hand in, easily removed. This plan works nicely and has the merit
of not disfiguring the front of the shelves, as the holes can not be seen,
also leaves all the space on the front for labeling if desired.

Orono, Maine. F. L. Harvey.

Dr. Edward Pilmer.

Dr. Edward Palmer has just returned from Guadalajara, Mexico,
where he has made a large and valuable collection of plants, which he
will proceed to distribute among his patrons as soon as possible. He has
also collected seeds of economic plants which he believes will be of value
for cultivation in the arid districts of Texas, New Mexico and Arizona.

Washington George Vasey.
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CURRENT LITERATURE.
House

to health and disease, comprising also a consideration of the subject
of practical floriculture, and of the sanitary influences of forests and
plantations. By J. M. Anders, M. D., Ph. D., etc. Philadelnhia: J. B.
Lippincott Co., 1887. 12°, pp. 334.

Dr. Anders is already known to many of our readers, through his

papers on this subject in the American Naturalist and elsewhere. The
present book is an amplification (we had almost said a diffusion) of those

papers, with suitable changes and additions. The theses of the book are

that house plants act as sanitary agents by (1) adding moisture to the air

by transpiration
; (2) producing ozone

; (3) by their positive therapeutic
value in certain diseases; (4) by their appeal to the aesthetic side of our
nature. The latter claim no one will dispute. But it is not clear that

house plants materially affect the quantity of ozone in the dwelling, nor
do the experiments of the author at all demonstrate this. Indeed they
seem to be rather indefinite, and read too much like experiments carried
on to prove a previously assumed theory. Equally questionable also is

the therapeutic value of ordinary house plants. The conclusions from
the facts are not necessary ones, because of the innumerable opportuni-
ties for the action of other causes. It is well known how difficult it is to

determine the therapeutic value of a substance administered directly

;

determi
environment

!

age

effect of forests is appreciable in tins direction. Indeed the whole ques-
tion of the influence of forests on climate must be considered as yet
problematical. Throughout the book the author has shown himself pos-
sessed by his subject, and he has ransacked every nook and corner to
find support for his main idea. The reader must, therefore, estimate for
himself the relative values of the authorities quoted, and must take with
a gram of allowance many of the deductions.

Aside from slack proof-reading, the book is well manufactured.

Zur SystemaUk der Torfmoose, von Dr. Julius Roll in Darmstadt. Separat-
Abdruck aus Flora, 1885, 1886. 8°. pp. 108.

We have already noticed the publication of this work as it appeared
in f lorn (see this journal, 1886, p. 127). It now appears as a reprint in
pamphlet form, and unfortunately re-paged. We shall, in the next num-
ber, describe the original paging, so that those who have occasion to quote
from it may not be confused by this alteration.

The author first establishes what can hardly be controverted, viz
the great vanabflity of the characters used for specific distinctions, and

We may concede the value of house plants in increasing the percent-
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insists that the peat-mosses (Sphagna) do not show either constant specie^

or typical forms, the intermediate forms being of equal value with the

so-called typical forms. Instead of the present so called species, he would
therefore establish "form-series

1

' (Formenreihen)
f
which should be dis-

tinguished by the most easily recognizable characteristics. Since these

distinctions between form-series would beat best conventional, he thinks

they should be settled by a committee of sphagnologists.

The bulk of the paper is made up of the description and arrange-

ment of such form-series as seem to him best characterized. Almost an
infinite number of forms are recognized and described. For example :

under Sphagnum acutifolium Ehrh. (in part !) are placed ttvelve varieties and
thirty-sevenforms ! Now as a matter of biological research this is all very

well, and it certainly shows exhaustive study on the part of the author,

not only in the closet but in the field. But as a practical system of class-

ification we can not see that it is a marked improvement upon previous

works. Every systematist surely regards his species as a series of forms

more closely related to each other than to those of another form series.

But few would hold that these forms are sufficiently fixed or permanent
to be worth describing, and still fewer will believe that they are definite

enough to be recognizable by others. And this last is the sole object of

descriptive botany!

Catalogue of Canadian Plants. Part III—Apetalae. John Macoun, Do-
minion Botanist. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Canada.

This part completes the exogens and the first volume of this fine cat-

alogue. The Gymnosperms are in their proper place, and the genus

Salix (of which there is, of course, a large display of species) shows the

help of Mr. Bebb, as do all the rest of the Apetahe the assistance of Dr.

Gray and Mr. Watson. A large portion of this part is taken up with

additions and corrections to former parts, and a complete index places

this volume in a most compact shape for use. Prof. Macoun is to be con-

gratulated upon so successful a conclusion, and has the wishes of Amer-
ican botanists that the second volume may not be long delayed.

Die Formen der Bakterien und ihre Beziehungen zu den Gattungen und
Arten. Von Dr. Ferdinand Hueppe. Wiesbaden: C. W. KreideL

1886. 8°. pp. 152, Illustiated.

It is as essential in bacteriology, as in other departments of natural

science, to possess a solid morphological basis in order to accurately inter-

pret physiological and biological data. So much study is at present

devoted to questions of great pathological moment that utilitarian and

scientific interests alike suffer for want of well established fundamental

conceptions of the morphology of bacteria. In this work treating of

" forms of bacteria and their relation to genera and species/' the author

proposes to suppy the need, so far as present information permits.

The work is dedicated to Drs. Ferdinand Cohn and Anton DeBary,
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and historically is mainly concerned with the growth of bacterial concepts
from the time of Cohn's Untersuchungen to DeBary's Vorlesungen, 1872 to

1886. A few words are given to the early history of the subject, begin-
ning with Leeuwenhoek, the discoverer of bacteria (1675), after which
the epoch-making classification of Cohn (1872) ushers in the discussion
of the comparative value of natural-history species, form species and phy-
siological species.

The readiness with which certain bacteria pass from one form to
another early attracted attention, and shook the belief in specific distinc-
tions, raising the question, if various forms were not simply phenomena
of growth, and if all bacteria should not be relegated to a single species or
genus. The subsequent idea of monomorphic and pleomorphic forms
led to expansion of the bacterial concept, and reinstated the idea of the
existence of genuine species. Variability, the modifications due to change
of function and of food supply, the significance of zoogloea, the several

|
classes of growth-forms, and the formation and germination of spores,
successively receive attention, followed by a classification of genera on
the basis of fructification, and a discussion of the phylogenetic relation-
ship of bacteria.

Such in brief is the outline of the work. Only a consultation of the
work itself, however, can adequately reveal the full yet careful handling
which the subject has received. It is an excellent treatise, and will prove
a welcome one to a wide circle of readers and students.

NOTES AND NEWS.

18 1886
1 Carolinia*a Eng. is figured in Gardeners' Chronicle, December
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Professor Rodolfo Laxcianla, of Rome, delivers a course of lectures
on Roman archeology at the Johns Hopkins University during January,
the second one of which is devoted to the flora and parks of ancient
Rome.

The fact that some ovaries swell and ripen without ripening seed
hnds an explanation in the suggestion that the pollen-tube lives as a
parasite upon the cells of the style, and so causes an extra flow of nour-
ishment.

H. N. Ridley has concluded his list, in the Journal of Botany, of the
monocotyledonous plants of New Guinea, collected by Mr. H. 0.' Forbes.
New species abound, interesting among which are two new palms, and
two new screw pines.

The English fungus forays for 188G proved less successful than usual,
owing to a scarcity of fungi and unpropitious weather. The Essex Field
Club appears to have done the best, although the two days' search had to
be made under umbrellas.

Drugs and Medicines for September, No. 2 of Vol. 2, has recently
appeared, and, as heretofore, is a mine of botanical and medical informa-
tion. The last part of the article on Magnolia, the first on Lobelia, and
all on Asimina, fill up the number.

Dr. H. G. Beyer, U S. N., has been verifying and extending the re-
searches of Hueppe and Lister on the microbe of lactic acid fermenta-
tion, which he thinks has to do with the souring of milk, while Laurent
of Belgium has been studying the microbe of bread fermentation, railed
Bacillus paniiicus.

The American (formerly Michigan) Horticulturist has been merged
into the B/pular Gardening* Under the editorship of Mr. Charles W.
Garfield, the eminent horticulturist, it was a valuable journal, giving
promise of future growth and usefulness, and his dismissal was a calam-
ity from which it did not recover.

In Garthoners' Chronicle for Dec. 11 (1886), Abies Lowiana is figured
and described. In Bot. Calif, ii. 118, it is included under A. concolor. Prof.
Sargent suggests that A. grandis may be but one variable species, includ-
ing the typical or coast form, the Californian form (A. Lowiana), and the
Utah and Colorado form (A. concolor).

We are sorry to learn that, by a tire in a Chicago bindery, Dr. L. M.
Underwood has lost all the remaining copies of the second edition of his
" Our Native Ferns." As all the bound copies have been sold, the book is

now out of print. We hope that the demand for this excellent work will
encourage the author to prepare a third edition.

Dr. Alfred R. Wallace, who shares the honor wTith Charles Darwin
of originating the theory of natural selection, recently delivered four lec-
tures at the Peabody Institute at Baltimore, on the theory of develop-
ment and the origin and uses of color in animals and plants, part of the
fourth lecture being devoted especially to plants.

Jfe a paper read at the recent Potato Tercentenary Conference, pub-
lished in Gardeners' Chronicle, Dr. J. G. Baker states that the five distinct
species of Solanum which are tuber-bearing, are all natives of America.
Ivvo of them (S. tuberosum and S. Jamesii) are from our Rocky Moun-
tain region, the first extending into S. America, two (S. cardiophyllum
and S. oxycarpum) are Mexican, the remaining one (S. Commersoni)
oouth American.
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The first annual report of the forest commission of New York for

1885, published a short time since, contains, besides other valuable mat-
ter, an appendix giving a list of works on forestry to be found in ten of

the chief libraries of the country, covering thirty-six pages, and nearly a

hundred and fifty additional titles of magazine articles.

Dr. Bessey calls attention to the fact that the roughness of certain

uredospores can only be seen when mounted dry. His attention was
called to the fact by a students difficulty in seeing the prickly wall of

the uredospores of Puccinia coronata when mounted in water. When
mounted dry the prickles appeared with great distinctness.

Two large American walnuts (Juglans nigra) are growing near
London, according to a correspondent of the Gardeners' Chronicle, which
measure 129 inches each in circumference, at four feet from the ground,
and remain nearly the same size for fully fifteen feet upward, the total

height of the trees being between 90 and 100 feet. This exceeds the size

of this species mentioned in Michaux's Sylva.

The Madagascar lattice-leaf, Ouvirandra fenestralis, grows and flow-
ers at Kew, with leaves nearly a foot long. A plant in the conservatory
of Cornell University has leaves about half as long, but it is found diffi-

cult to keep them sufficiently free from unicellular algse and fine sedi-

ment for healthy growth. The plant, besides being rare and beautiful, is

morphologically interesting on account of its perforated leaves.

Mr. C. E. Broome, F. L. 8., an associate of the Rev. M. J. Berkeley in

cryptogamic studies, and a careful observer of English fungi, died No-
vember last, aged 74 years. The record of his scientific work in the pub-
lication of new species, conjointly with Mr. Berkeley, began in 1848, in
the Annals of Natural History, and continued in that journal and Grevillea
till near the time of his death. Although a man of admirable parts, hi
retiring disposition kept him a stranger to all but immediate neighbors
and associates.

Mr. F. H. Knowlton has distributed, as a reprint from the Proc. Biol.
Soc. of Washington (D. C), Vol. Ill, additions to the flora of Washington
and vicinity, as supplementary to Ward's " Guide to the Flora of Wash-
ington and vicinity." It is divided into six parts, as follows: 1. List of
vascular plants added, numbering 85 species, besides 4 hybrid oaks;
2. Revision of the Musci and Hepatic*, by Rev. E. Lehnert: 3. List of
lichens, by the same author; 4. Changes in nomenclature: 5, New locali-
ties for rare species; 6. Species excluded, 4 in number.

r
A

T^5I pTERESTrNG paper by Prof. C, S. Sargent, in the American
Jcmrnal of Science for December (1886), gives some account of the journey
otAndr<5 Michaux to the high mountains of Carolina, in December, 1788.
lftis journey was to collect living plants of Magnolia cordata, a species
which no botanist of the present century has discovered in a wild state.

* rom t-rof. bargent's investigations it seems certain that Michaux's BL
cordata, as known in gardens, is a rare and local variety of M. acuminata,
ana as such Trof. Sargent describes it. Tracing Michaux's journey in
<earch of this form, the rare Short* galacifolia was rediscovered, undoubt-
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A Revision of the North American Species of Fissidens.*—II.

CHARLES R. BARNES.

12.
27.

Hypnum polypodhides Swaktz : Prod. 140.

Fissidens polypodioides Hedwig : Muse. Frond. 3. 63. t. 27.—Sp. Muse. 154.—Brii i:i.:

Muse. Recent. II. 1. 141.—Sp. Mnsc. l. 168.—Mant. Muse. 189.—Bry. Univ. 2. 69 -
Beauvoir: Prod. 57.—Schw.egriciien: Suppl. I. 2. 8.—Mueller: Syn.Musc. 1. VJ.—
Sullivant: Mosses U. S. 25.— Proc. Amer. Acad. 5. 273.-- Icon. Muse. 42. t. :7.—
Lesq. & Jajies: Man. 88.—Mitten: Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 559.

Coll.: Drummond: Musci Amer. II. no. 38.—Sull. & Lesq.: Musci Bor. Am led no
87.—2ed. no. 110.

Dicranum polypodioides Swartz : Fl. Ind. Occ. 3. 1772.
Skitophyllum polypodioides De la Pylaie : Desv. Jour. Bot. 0. 153. t. 38. f. 10.*

Plants large, 2-5 cm., gregarious, yellowish-green : stems simple, rigi< I

rooting at base only, which is nearly bare: leaves numerous, scarcely im-
bricate, lance-oblong to linear-oblong, obtuse, entire or sub-denticul.ue
near apex; border none; costa strong, barely reaching the apex ; vaginant
lamina £-^ length; inferior lamina not narrowed, not at all or slight! v

decurrent, cells large, 16-24^, roundish, pellucid : flowers dioicous; the
male in the lower axils; the female in the upper axils ; archegonia nu-
merous, without paraphyses: fruit sub-terminal; seta short, 1 cm. long,
flexuous, reddish; capsule brown, obconic, much contracted under the
large mouth when dry; teeth broad and long; operculum and thick sub-
oblique beak equaling one half the length of capsule; annulus large,
revoluble.

Hab.: Moist rocks: Louisiana (Drummond); Georgia (Lesquereuz\
sterile; West Florida (Chapman); Cuba ( Wright).

13. 155

Michaux: Fl. Hor. Am. 2. 299.— Bridel: Sp. Muse. 1. 169.—Mant. Muse. 189.—Bry. Univ.
2. 694.- Schw.egrichen : Suppl. I. 2. 10.— Hampe: Linnsea 13. 45.— Sullivant :

Mosses U. S. 25.—Ieon. Muse. 41, t. 26.— Mueller: Syn. Muse. 1. 50.—Lesq. & Jame-
Man. 88 —Mitten: Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 560.

Coll.: Drummond: Musci Amer. I. no. 111.—II. no. 42.—Sillivant: Musci All. no.
184.—91 llivant and Lesquereux; Musci Bor. Am. 1 ed. no. 84.—2 ed. no. 107.—
Austin: Musci App. no. 105.

Skitophyllum subbasilare De la Pylaie: Desv. Jour. Bot. 6. 168. t. 38, f. 11.

Plants small, 1-2 cm. high, densely and widely cespitose, green
above, brown and tomentose below: stems simple or branched, erect:
leaves 12-15 pairs, crisped when dry, oblong, obtuse with a single
pointed cell at the apex, minutely crenate below, minutely and irregu-
larly serrate above; border none; costa vanishing below the apex; vagi-

*Read before the A. A. A. s., Buffalo meeting, August, 1886.
1 Frequent mistakes arc made in citing these plates. They are correctly numbered, but

oy a typographical error incorrectly referred to bv De la Pylaie. There is also confusionm the paging f this monograph.
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nant lamina f-f length ; inferior lamina not tapering, ceasing before or at

the base ; cells small, 10-14 ft, roundish, densely chlorophyllose and very

obscure: flowers dioicous?; female only known, arising near the base of

the stem, rooting : fruit subbasal ; seta short, equaling or somewhat exceed-

ing the stems; capsule pale, cylindric-oval, erect, or slightly curved ; conic

operculum with its beak equaling half the capsule; calyptra slender,,

cucullate ; spores 18-22 fu

Hab. : On trees and rocks: Canada and states east of Mississippi
river ; St. Louis, Mo. (DrumTnond).

14 F. taxifolius Hedwig: Sp. Muse. 135. t. 39.

Braithwaite: Br. Moss-Fl. 1. 77. t. 12 A.— Richardson : Append. 27.—Sullivant :

Mosses U. S. 25.—James: Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 13. 109.—Lesq. & James: Man. 87.-

Mitten : Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 558.

Coll.: Sull. & Lesq.: Musci Bor. Am. 1 ed. no. 83.-2 ed. no. 10G.—Austin: Musci
App. no. 107.

I

Plants of moderate size, 1-3 cm. high, gregarious, dark green : stems
fasciculate branched at base, branches ascending or decumbent, radicu-

lose: leaves numerous, closely approximate, sometimes slightly imbri-

cate, crisped and incurved when dry, largest above the middle and de-

creasing toward the apex of stems, oblong-lanceolate, minutely serrulate,

marginal cells often pellucid; border none; costa excurrent, broadening
to form a strong mucro; vaginant lamina § $ length; inferior lamina
slightly narrowed to the base, not decurrent; cells hexagonal, 12-16//:
flowers monoicous

: male basal, on short rooting branches, antheridia 2

or 3, without paraphyses; female basal, axillary: fruit basal; seta 1-2 cm.
long, flexuous, reddish-yellow; capsule oblong, thick, sub turgid, cernu-
ous, or when empty pendent and contracted below the mouth, dark-

brown; operculum with a long slender beak commonly bout near the

base
; calyptra cucullate ; spores 18-22 >

,

Hab.
: Shaded clayey ground : Canada and states east of Mississippi

river; southern Missouri (Engelmann).

15. F. Floridanus Lesq. & James: Proc. Amer. Acad. 14. 137.
Manual 83.-Mitten : Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 550.

Plants 1-3 cm. high, brown below, bright green above : stems spar-

ingly branched from the base : leaves densely crowded, the upper larger

longcultriform; apex minutely erose-denticulate, otherwise entire; bor-

der broad, pale; costa strong, vanishing a little below the apex; vaginant
lamina more than h length

; inferior lamina ceasing abruptly at the base

;

cells minute, hexagonal
: flowers monoicous ; the male terminal on some-

what elongated lateral branches; the female axillary near the middle of

the stem: fruit on a short branch rooting at base, single (rarely two from
the same stem); seta 10-1.', mm. long, thick, reddish; capsule oblong-
oval, cernuous

; operculum large, long-beaked.
Hab.: Florida {Garber).
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16. F. decipiens De Notaris: Epil. Bry. Ital. 479.

Braithw aite : Br. Moss-Fl. 1. 76. 1. 11 D.—Lesq. ^James : Manual 87.

F. adiantoides Mitten : Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 559, not Hedwig

!

Coll: Drummond: Musci Amer. I. no. 110.—II. no. 41, as var. marginatus of the next.—
Sullivant: Musci All. no. 178.—Sull. & Lesq. : Musci Bor. Am. 1 ed. no. 85.

Plants of medium size, 1-3 cm. high, dusky green, gregarious: stems
simple or branched at base : leaves as in F. adiantoides but closely imbri-

cate; border 4 or 5 cells wide, usually very distinct, pellucid ; cells small

and indistinct, 8-12X8-16 /* : flowers dioicous, on plants in different tufts;

the male axillary, gemmiform; female terminal: fruit as in F. adiantoides,

but seta short, not much exceeding the stems, and spores 16-24 u
% mostl

20 a.
y

±1AB.: On sandy soil and rocks; common in Canada and the Eastern
States : Columbia river {Drummond) .

17. P. adiantoides Hedwig: Muse. Frond. 3. 61. t. 26.

Braithwaite: Br. Moss-Fl. 1.78. t. 12 B.—Mitten: Jour. Linn. Soc. 8. 29.—Lesqik
reux: Mem. Cal. Acad. 1. 8.—Lesq. & James: Man. 88.

Coll: Austin: Musci App. no. 106.

F. majus Mitten: Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 559.

Plants medium or large, 2-10 cm. high, gregarious: stems erect,
branching above or below, branches rooting : leaves numerous, imbricate
at base, oblong-lanceolate, abruptly acuminate, minutely and regularly
serrulate, becoming irregularly serrate with large and small teeth towards
the apex; border none (var. immarginatus) or of two or three rows of
thick-walled, more or less pellucid cells; vaginant lamina £ length or
more; inferior lamina reaching the base; vertical lamina crisped at tip
when dry; cells large, roundish-hexagonal, distinct, 16-20 p, 24-32^ in
sterile shoots: flowers monoicous, short-stalked near the middle of stems;
the male gemmiform, below the female: fruits median, 1- several on the
same stem; seta 1-2.5 cm. long, yellowish-red, flexuous; capsule oblong,
yellowish or dark red, much narrowed under the orifice when empty;
operculum and long more or less oblique beak equaling the capsule

;

spores 22-24 /JL .

Hab.: Shady, moist places; common in Canada and Eastern States;
Fort Colville (Lyall); California.

18. F. grandifrons Bridel: Sp. Muse. 1. 170.

Bridel: Mant. Muse. 191.—Schw.egrichen: Suppl. L 2. 11.—Bri-< h & Schimper: Bry.
Eu. Fiss. Monog. 11. t. 106.—Sullivant: Mosses of U. S. 23.—Mueller: S>n. Muse.
1. 46. --Schimper: Syn. Muse. 1 ed. 110.—2 ed. 121.—Lesquereux : Mem. Cal. Acad.
1. 8.—Bolanoer: Cat. 37.—Watson : Bot. Calif. 2. 374.—Mitten : Jour. Linn. Soc.
8. 29.—1. c. 21. 559.—Lesq. & James : Man. 89.

Coll: Sullivant: Musci All. no. 186.—Sull. & Lesq. : Musci Bor. Am. 1 ed. no. 88.—
2 ed. no. 111.—Austin : Mused App. Suppl. no. 483.

Skitophyllum congestum De la Pylaie: Desv. Jour. Bot. 6. 164. t. 39. f. 16.

[Flssidem mbgrandifrons Mueller: Bot. Zeit. 22. 359.

Fimdens insignis Schimper (in herb. Hampe) : Bot. Zeit. 1. c.

Pendens strictm Schimper.—Fide Mitten: Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 559.]
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Plants of variable size, but usually very large, 3-15 cm. high, dark
green, gregarious or cespitulose : stems pale, fasciculately branched at

base, branches simple or again branched, rigid: leaves numerous, all

equal, thick, rigid, linear-lanceolate, entire: border none; costa thick,

pellucid, vanishing just within the apex; vaginant lamina more than J

length; inferior lamina not narrowed; cells in several layers, small,

12-16//.: flowers axillary; archegonia numerous: fruit lateral, from the
upper axils; seta long; capsule erect or oblique, oblong, dark red-brown:
teeth inserted far within the edge, deeply cleft, very broad at the irregular
and sparsely perforate base, closely articulate, the divisions subulate,
rough

;
operculum conic rostrate, beak short, often oblique ; spores some-

what oval, 20-28X28-32 /,..

Hab.: On submerged or wet rocks: New York. Ohittenango Falls
(Brrron), Syracuse (Rust, Cook), Caledonia creek (ClintovX Xiairara Falls:
Owen Snind Canada (Maemn, Bm,)- Ohio (Sullivant); Illinois (Wolf,

fwXJSi
S
?r f

ast
o
ri

?
M

J
ssouri (WW/); Ruby Valley, Nevada ( Watem) ;

California [Bigelow, Bdander, Roy).
'

It. P. Jnlianns Schimper: Flora 21. 271.
Mueller: Syn. Muse. 1. 44.-Mitten : Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. MO.Fontmnhs ***»***: Fl. Pis. 2. U4.U-D. CAHDOLL.: Fl. Fran<;. 6. 286.-POIX1CH

Fl. Veron. 3. 38d.-Diby : Hot. Gall. 554.
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green : sterns filiform, branching by innovations along their whole length
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Hab.: On wood and stones in streams and swamps : Rhode bland
(Bennett); Hampden, Conn. (Eidon); Shawangunk Mts , K Y., Northern
N. J. (Austin); Smoke's creek, N. Y. (Clinton); Columbus, O. (Sutlimnt)

:

San tee Canal, S. C. (Ravend); Savannah river (Beyrich); Koseville. Fla.
(Austin); Rocky Mts. and California (Hall).

20. F. Halliunus Mitten: Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 560.

Conomitrium Hilliaimm Sull. & Lesq. : Austin's Musci App. no. UK— Suuivam :

Icon. Muse. Sup'pl. 43. t. 28.—Lesq. & James : Man. 90.

Plants small, slender, 1-3 cm. long, in small, dirty-green tufts: stems
filiform, fasciculately branched at base: leaves remote, numerous, nar-

rowly linear-lanceolate; inferior lamina descending almost or quite to

the base; cells 16-24 jx\ otherwise as in the preceding: flowers monoi-
cous, terminal on rather elongated, leafy branches: fruit cladogenous;
seta once and a half or twice a> long as the capsule, pale; capsule oblong-

elliptical, pale; teeth undivided, lance-subulate, reddish; distantly articu-

late, papillose, inserted below the edge; operculum conic-rostrate, to-

gether with its acute beak shorter than the capsule; calyptra cucul-

late, covering entire operculum ; spores 18-24 p.

Hab.: On wood and stones in swamps and rivulets, places wet by
spray, and old wells: Athens, Ills. (Hall); Little Falls and Ogdsnsburgh,
N. J., and Herkimer county, N. Y. (Austin); Caloosa, Fla. (/. Dnmell
Smith).

REMARKS.

P. bryoides —The teeth in this species and its congeners are

somewhat spirally roughened above. The stems bearing their

first fruit do not bear any male flowers s at the second fruit-

ing the male flowers are abundant in the axils of the older
lea\res.

P. bryoides, var. crespitans.— I have seen no American speci-

mens of this variety. 1 The rufous purple rhizoids and pale
color are its most* striking characters. These differences,

together with the robust habit, are just such as we should
expect on transferring the species to wet places, and do not

seem to me sufficient basis for the new species proposed bv
Mitt

P. Closteri.
—"The plants are always surrounded by brown

patches of protonema, the color of which and general appear-
ance is characteristic."—Austin, fide E. A. Ran /// lit?

en.

*Mr. Allen writes: M We collected it (with very immature fruit) on the stream which
comes down from Boott'a spur, * •

.
• just south of the stream from Tuckcrman'-

Kavine." The specimens sent to James can not now be found in his herbarium, nor can

Prof. O. D. Allen find his own.
2KitRATUM.— Page 5, line 4: for "on the ground" read on rocks alojig rivulrtt.-E. A.Rai*
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F. inenrvus.

for this name.
MSS

.but Schw£egnchen first published \X in ion.
From his plate, which has in this part no explanatory text,

Rohling took up the name in Deutschl. Fl. 3. 76 (1813). The
papilla? of the teeth in F. incurvus and its allies are not ar-

ranged spirally as in the bryoides group, but are irregularly-

distributed.

This species has two distinct forms which differ chiefly in

the capsule. The typical form has an arcuate capsule, while
the f. erectus has the capsule erect. The latter is especially
abundant in the James herb, from all parts of the middle At-
lantic States. The variety minutulus, in its typical form, is

readily distinguished by its small size and narrow, wavy-
edged leaves. It passes insensibly however on the one hand
into the variety exiguus, and on the other into true incurvus.
The inflorescence in the whole group is variable and can not
be depended upon for specific distinctions. 1 In specimens of
minutulus from Oakland, Md., I have found the old plants
innovating from the upper axils. These innovations are the
male and female stems, and arise side by side from the same
point with their rhizoids interlaced. In other specimens the
male was found attached to the female exactly as in typical
incurvus. In some of these specimens the leaves are mar-
gined, in others they are immarginate, and in others still

some leaves are margined, and some not, apparently as it

happened. r
:

F. (iarberi.— I have examined many flowers of this species,
but have found none with antheridia. I therefore alter the
description of the flowers to conform to Austin's investiga-
tions and mv own.

F. Donnellii.—This plant has been collected but once, with-
out capsules, and ought probablv to be referred to F. subcre-
natus of Schimper, a Mexican species, from which its known
characters differ only by the less number (bv one pair) and
jreater narrowness of the leaves. The larger cells and the
distinct serration of the leaves are obvious distinctions from
t

. Crarben, to which it is closely allied.
F. obtnsifolins.*—" Specimens from Texas appear to be

pseudo-rnonoicous, i. e.,* branch with a terminal male flower
s at first attached to the female stem, and afterward becomes
independent, rooting at base."-^/s5 . note in herb. Sullivan/-

lCL Braithwaite: Br. Moss-Fl. i ftTo habitat on page 7 add : Colorailo (Brandegee) fide Rau

.
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1

F. rufiilus.—The upper leaves are usually much abraded
;

of some, the thick borders and costa alone remain.

F. Floridaiuis.—This species has been severely criticized by
Austin, 1 and no specimens of it are extant in this country.

F. decipiens and F. adiantoides.—I can not agree with Mit-
ten2 in changing the application of Hedvvig's name. The
characters which distinguish adiantoides from dectfiens are

stature, size of leaf-cells, character of leaf-border, monoicism
and habitat. Of these Hedwig mentions but one, and that one
about which it was easy to be mistaken by reason of the

scarcity of male flowers. If indeed he had both specimens
he merely confused them (as many subsequent writers did),

as is shown by his citing Dillenian and Linnrean figures and
descriptions of the palustral species under his description,

''fcemineus itidem alaris profirii tndividui" As the only

Hedwigian character is somewhat in doubt, it seems unwise
and unnecessary to introduce confusion by transferring Hed-
wig's name from a plant with which it has been associated

for a century to a plant which it is possible, but not proved,

that he meant.
F. ^ramlifrons.—The description of the fruit is supplied

from Himalayan specimens collected by Falconer.

DOUBTFUL OR EXCLUDED SPECIES.

F. impar Mitten : Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 554.—/^. bryoidcs

Drummond : Musci Am. No. 113 in part.

" Similar to small F. brvoides, but with more oblong

leaves, having shorter and wider points, the inferior edge ot

the vertical lamina not continued to the base, mostly onh
half way ; limb very narrow or almost obsolete on the verti-

cal lamina ; capsule oval or oblong ; male flowers bud-like,

very minute.
" Canada, Prof. Macoun."
I have examined this plant in Drummonri\s collection, in

which it is recognizable. I have not been able to find it,

however, in collections kindly loaned by Prof. Macoun. It

seems to me to be only depauperate F. bryoides.

F. inconstans Schimper.—This form seems to be a mere_

sport of F. incurvus, dependent on the decaying or not ot

the older stems. To the latter species it is reduced.

lBtfL Torr. Bot. Ciub, vii. 6.

2Jour. Linn. Soc xxi. 559.
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J

Mosses U. S. b. iot.—Referred bv

F. incurvus. The variability of the inflorescence seems to

be only a sport as in F. inconstans. It is nearest the var.

minutulus.

F. Hallii Austin : Bot. Gaz. 2. 97.—Lesq. and James : Man.
85.—Mitten: Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 558.

'• Size and fades of F. incurvus, from which it is dis-

tinguished by the crenulate leaves without a border, the
i always?) longer-beaked operculum, the calvptra not cleft

and descending scarcely to the base of the beak, etc.—Cap-
sule erect, pedicel moderatelv long, inflorescence dioicous,
plants of both sexes growing 'together.—Texas, Hall."

The above characters are, in the incurvus group, wholly,
insufficient. The scanty diagnosis does not permit it to be
referred with certainty to any species. It is probably F. in-

curvus, var. exiguus. In case it proves, on further collec-
tion, to be a good species, it should be called F. lnst/ni, as
the present name is too near F. Hallianus.

F. Towns Lesquereux : Lesq. & James Man. 86.—Mitten :

Jour. Linn. Soc. 21. 556.
"Plants dark green, turning to black: leaves 5-7 pairs,

curved at the apex, broadly lanceolate- acuminate, with a
thick dark smooth margin ascending to the apex or to near
the slightly serrulate point : costa stout, percurrent or excur-
rent into a short mucro : dorsal lamina broad, descending to
the base: male and female plants similar : capsule long-pedi-
cellate, oval, inclined, rarely erect, greenish brown, smooth?
lid conical, short-beaked, subincurved.—Herb. Sulliv. 1850.
Texas ( Wright)r

Neither MSS. nor specimens can now be found in the
Sulhvant herbarium, and the meager description indicates
too close affinity with F. incurvus, and it can hardly be
doubted that it is referable to this polvmorphous species.
1
he remark of Lesq. & James that -it differs from F. Hallii

merely in the entire margined leaves" also indicates that it

is not a true species.

F. cravsipos Wilson.—

X

American specimens are known.
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Flora near Santa Barbara, €al

MRS. R. F. BINGHAM.

f is one of the
most favored for botanizing, for although we seldom have
rain from May to November, there is no time in the year
when a search will not be rewarded by something of interest.

An enthusiastic collector can, in a very short time, pick
up a goodly number of plants, along the roadside, in the
mountain canons, on the hills and mountains, on the banks
of streams, in the dry beds of streams (after the rains are
over), in swamps, on the cliffs, and in the sand near the sea,
in still water, and in the ocean.

Not only are flowering plants abundant, but many cryp-
togams can be obtained. Several beautiful ferns are natives
here. During the rainy season many species of mosses can
be collected, and a few can be found in favorable locations
all the year.

Fresh-water algse can be found in our streams, and this

part of the coast is noted for the abundance and beauty of
marine algae, upon which are many forms of diatoms. Those
who are interested in lichens and fungi need have no trouble
in finding them.

As the result of several years botanizing here (the greater
part of which was done in the years 1877, 1878 and 1882), I

have collected about 500 species of phanerogams, twenty
species of Musci, over 100 of marine algae, several parasitic

fungi, besides ferns, equisetums, Selaginella, Chara, Azolla,

Marsilia, and some other cryptogams.
If a person wishes to know the flora of even a limited area,

it must be visited often during the year, and for more than
one year. The flora changes with the season; while there
are many perennials that are always in bloom, there are
many plants that bloom and disappear, or cease blooming,
and others take their places, so that several species of plants

may occupy the same ground during the same year.

Plants that are abundant one year do not always appear
the next year, or in succeeding years. This fact may be one
reason why botanists visiting a certain locality, may find

plants that Some previous or succeeding visitor has failed to
find.

Each plant seems to know its own season for appearing.
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I have often noticed that when the rains were late, many spe-
ci > which can he found when we have earl}- rains do not
app« tr at all. and ome later plants do not appear when we
have only early rains.

During tin present year we had botli early and late rains
in large quantity, and it has been very favorable for botaniz-
ing. Not since 1N74 lias the flora been so abundant and so
erfeet. I have found several species in large quantity that
had not seen, except occasional specimens, since 1878. In

some plact that I had looked over pretty thoroughly in pre-
vious years. I have found plants that I had never seen before.
I have added over thirty species to my collection that I had
not before obtained.

Many plants have been introduced here both from semi-
tropical and temperate latitudes, and several have escaped
from cultivation.

Many of our native plants are beautiful and have been
cultivated in gardens in this country and Europe. Manv less
attractive plants are nevertheless very interesting. My atten-
tion has been especially called to some plants of the order
N tiadacea-, which are found in the sea, growing upon small
rocks near low tide marks. When the tides run verv low
these plants are uncovered, but at the time of blooming the
tides are not very low in the daylight, and they can not be

en, yet the water is not deep enough to enable one to col-
lect by means ,,f boats. The only way to obtain it is to search
carefully when it is washed ashore.

Thj leaves are bright green, long, verv slender, and one
nerved. The blossoms are dioecious, arranged in two verti-
cal row on the face of a spadix, which is enclosed in the
lllated has,- ol a leaf-like spathe. Within the margin, on
each side, is a sen s of short dilated foliaceous appendages.
In e appendages cover the blossoms, and in the staminate
plant are reflexed at maturity : in fruit the base of the nutlets
is covered by the appendages.

Imperfect specimens of this plant were collected here bv
Dr. lorrev, and it was described under the name of Phvl-
lospadix I orreyi, but the staminate blossoms were unknown
until 1 m when I succeeded in finding both forms of the
P ant. and from those S

|
aniens the generic characters of the

plant were established. The plant is washed ashore through-

Aumi J

the staminate blossoms are rare, and require careful search
to obtain.
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Although I have obtained a good many specimen*, I do

not know of any being found here by any one else, and I do

not think it has been found in bloom elsewhere on the coast,

ilthough botanists have searched for it in many localities.

There is another species, Phyllospadix Scouleri, that was
collected in imperfect specimens at \ mcouver, and at the

mouth of Russian liver, but had never been found south ot

there, or indeed anywhere for several years, until thi I ear, m\
husband, who is my associate in all my collecting, and without

whose untiring assistance I could accomplish but little in t Id

work, has found a specimen with pistillate blossoms. The
leaves of this plant are broader than those of P. Torreyi. rib-

bon-like and three-nerved ; the peduncles are short and with

a single spathe.
Our Zostera is somewhat different from that of the Atlantic

coast, the leaves nearly one-half inch wide and ten to thirteen

nerved
; the fruit is also larger than the eastern form. Cal-

ifornia is a land of large products, which may in some meas-
ure explain this fact; but our plant is considered a new

variety by Rev. Thomas Morong. who describes it under the

name Zostera marina, var. latifolia.

Strasbiir^er's Laboratory.

I) () O GLAS H . C A M P B E L I

The laboratory is not at all pretentious, and is fitted up

in the plainest po ible manner. In company with the U 1-

ogical and paheontological laboratories, it occupies an old

building known a the
'•• Poppelsdorfer-Schloss. ' originally

the dwelling of some dignitary or other, and not specially

adapted to its present purpose.
~

It is a large square buildin .

enclosing a central circular court, around which a gallery,

level with the second story, is built, by means of which access

is had to the various rooms.
The building is finely situated at the head of a magnifi-

cent double avenue of horse-chestnuts, some halt-mile in

length, which forms the favorite promenade of the citizens

of 13onn. Three sides of the building are included in the

botanical garden, which is a very good one.

In the garden th re is a very good collect) n of bard)

plants, and beside^ I me half-dozen green-houses and con-
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servatories containing a large and varied collection of tender

plants. Among these is a large palm-house containing some
very fine examples, and a smaller circular building, in which
beautiful specimens of the Victoria regia and other water-
lilies were blooming when I first arrived. These have all

been removed, however, to make room for other plants.

One of the smaller houses is devoted principally to or-

chids ; the contents of the others are of a more miscellaneous
character. Thus it can be seen that there is abundant mate-
rial for work.

The laboratory itself consists of a series of small rooms,
two of which Professor Strasburger uses as his own labora-

f

tory and study, and a large one which is occupied by the
classes engaged in general work. This latter is at present
closed, as the work of the more elementary classes is carried
on for the most part during the summer semester.

The laboratory appliances are for the most part of a very
simple description, except in the matter of reagents, of
which there seems to be an endless variety ; but of physio-
logical apparatus there is very little— at least, visible.

Prolessor Strasburger is an extremely satisfactory teacher.
There are so few of us in the laboratory at present that he
has time to follow our work closelv, and~is always ready with
helpful suggestions.

One has but to look at him to see that he is a man en-
grossed heart and soul in his work. He is a man of about
forty-three years of age, though looking somewhat older; of
medium height, very thin, and with peculiarly strongly
marked aquiline features. His whole appearance is indica-
tive ol overwork.

As a lecturer he is clear and concise, but the course ot

lectures that I have been hearing has been chiefly, so far, on
a not very interesting subject to me—methods of bacteria
culture—and so I can hardly claim to have heard him at hi*
best.

His assistant. Dr. Johow, is a much younger man, and, to
judge from what I saw of his work, an able one. lie spent
about a year in the West Indies with Sehimper, who is prob-
ably now on his way here from Brazil. I believe he is ex-
pected here about the first of January, and will give some
lectures this semester.

Of course, my principal object in coining here was to get
hold of some ot Strasburgerrs methods, and as he is very
obliging, and my
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realized. It is one thing to read directions about making a
preparation, and another to have all the steps explained mi-
nutely by one who is thoroughly versed in the subject. If
anything is wrong, it is so much easier to be told where the
trouble is than to have to make it out for one's self I

Some time ago I had an opportunity of examining some
or Strasburger's own preparations of nuclear-division. Thev
were from the embryo-sacs of Fritillaria and Galanthus
and were stained with sogranin. It would be impossible to

imagine anything more definite and clearly colored. I had
not supposed it possible to fix and stain anything so perfect! v.

From what I have said, you can easily see that I feel fully

repaid for coming here.

(hippeway Plant Names

L. H. BAILEY, JR.

During a recent visit to the extreme northern portion ot

Minnesota, under the auspices of the Geological and Natural
History Survey of that State, I had occasion to acquire some
of the plant names of the Chippeways. These names were
•obtained from two men—Pasheton'egweb and Mimash'ga-
wab—who could speak tolerable English. In accordance
with custom in writing Indian names, I have employed e for

the first sound of a. In the middle of a syllable this sound ot'

e is much shortened ; i usuallv has the sound of e; g and /•

are interchangeable, the sound which they represent being
nearly a medium between them, and often partaking also of
the sound of;/. Ngk often represents very nearly the sound
represented by^or k. Ans, a pure French-like nasal with
the sound of s retained, is a diminutive ; m/n'n/s, island.

rnin'nisans, little island ; sag'/me, mosquito, sag'imans, little

mosquito ("sand fly").

Anibi'shnn, Plantago major. This word appears to be used also to

designate leaf or foliage in general.

Shin'kimg (pi. shinktva'kwag), Pine. Appears to be applied to both

Pinus resinosa and P. Strobus.

Wi'gob, Tilia Americana. We find b here has much the sound of p.

Wi'hcas, Betula papyracea.

Mitig'omUh, Quercus macrocarpa.

Bima'tig, Vine.
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Wi'kivas bima'tig, Celastrus scandens, literally " birch vine," from its

frequent occurrence on the birch.

Manito' binvx'tig
, Ampelopsis quinquefoHa, " spirit vine," from medic-

inal properties of its roots.

Ki'shig, Thuja occidentalis.

Mi'nan, Vaccinium berries. This word appears to be used also for
l»errv in general. As near as I could learn, it is the plural form of the
word, the singular being wim'in.

Watx/sominan, "rabbit berry/'^Aralia nudicaule.
Wgi'si wimin, " eagle berry," Physal is grandiflora.
Asa'savrimin, Prunus Virginiana.

mxnan
Ole'imin (pi. at^iminin), Strawberry. Evidently applied to fruit of

both Fragaria Virginiana and F. vesca.

Manito'Jcatag
, "spirit root," Cicuta maculata.

Wan'pekoon, Epilobium spicatum.
GUchik' amiwashg, Scirpus lacustris and the large Eleocharis palus-

tris, growing in borders of lakes.

Anikawashg'ans, " little joints," Equisetum limosum, growing in lakes.
Assak'anashg, Phragmites communis.
Abakivai', Typha lati folia.

Amis', well denned masses of Potamogetons growing in water.
AnsisV, various water weeds along the margins of lakes and rivers.
Wabizi' binawcdig, Sagittaria variabilis, var. gracilis.
Mibishka biqua'kwai," white ball," Nymphsea tuberosa
Bigna'kivatam, " little ball," leaves of Nuphar advena and N. Kalmia-

It would seem that this name should be applied to the flowers,
but repeated questioning only supported this application.

Ogil/bag, flower of Nuphar Kalmianum, and perhaps also of N.
advena. l

Wiken', Acorus Calamus.
Name'bin, Asarum Canadense.
Mash/gig, « mushkeg" of the settlers, a sphagnous swamp.
Mashgikwam'otash, "swamp bag or pouch," Sarracenia purpurea.
Bashgiwkwa nibagon, Lycopodium complanatum, L. clavatum, and
>ablv other lvormnrla

num.

probably other lycopods.

Washashkwa

Kene
significance of the remainder of the word.

Winnisi'b ig, Chimaphila umbellata.
Oshabo'minag

, fruit of Ribes hirtellun
Oshabo'minagansh, bush of Ribes hirtt
Mine'sag, fruit of Crataegus.

Osikwa'gomish, fruit of Amelanchier.
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Osikiva'gominag, bush of same.

Tchatchamo'sikan, Achillea millefolium.

Miskwim'inag, fruit of Rubus strigosus.

Miskwim'inakash , bush of same.

Ashkashkata'minakwai, Clintonia borealis.

Bashgisikana'gominan, berries of Sambucus racemosa. Pashetoneg-

. web told me of edible and darker colored berries of the same name, evi-

dently the fruit of S. Canadensis, but I did not see the plant there. Bash-

gisikan is gun ; minan, berries. The intermediate syllables I can not ac-

count for. The name refers to the practice of making pop guns from
elder stems.

Babashgisikana/
tig, bush of elder.

Kakagiwan'tag , Taxus Canadensis.

Pukan', Corylus rostrata.

Miskiva'bimag, Cornus stolonifera.

Osa'kitigomag, Echinospermum sp.

Ni'ga-wimmin, " goose berry," Lonicera oblongifolia.

Shi'gak-minan, "skunk berry," fruit of Ribes floridum. Mimashga-
wab informed me that there is a red berry of the same name, evidently

the fruit of R. prostratum, which occurs there.
-*

Mishshitch'i-minan, fruit of Ribes rubrum.
I could not find names for Lysimachia stricta, Actsea alba. Chenopo-

dium album and hybridum, or the Ashes.

BRIEFER ARTICLES.
New form of Baptisia ealycosa.—I wish to call attention to a plant in

the last distribution of that excellent collector, Mr. A. H. Curtiss, of Jack-

sonville, Florida. It is his No. 699*, and is sent out under the name of

Baptisia ealycosa Canby. The specimens which I have seen are, however,
quite different in appearance from those originally collected by Miss

Reynolds and Miss Floyd in the vicinity of St. Augustine. As in most
species of the genus, these were very smooth or even glaucous, the only

pubescence being a sparse and often deciduous fringing of the stipules,

leaves and calyx, with long white hairs. In Mr. Curtiss's specimens the

stems, branches and under side of the leaves (and also their margins and
midrib above) are densely covered with a spreading or retrorse villosity

which is still more strongly marked at each node of the stems. Appar-
ently they retain their color in drying to some extent, while the type

specimens always appear quite black. Mr. Curtiss's locality is at DeFuniak
Springs, Wilson county, K W. Florida, and as this must be about 300

miles from St. Augustine, it is possible that intermediate forms may oc- •

cur; if these do not turn up a varietal name will be necessary, and the *

plant in view may be designated as Baptisia ealycosa, var. villosa.—Wm.
M. Can by.
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Fixing and Staining Nuclei.—The following methods have been found

to give excellent r< -alts in the study of nuclei. The observations were

chiefly made with the mother-cells of the spermatozoids of various ferns,

but the nuclei of vegetative cells also gave very instructive preparations.

In order to tix the nuclei, the prothallia were placed in aqueous solu-

tiona of chromic or picric acid or corrosive sublimate. The chromic acid

solution should be a 1 percent, solution ; the others concentrated. In these

solutions they should remain from one to two hours, though in the corro-

sive sublimate solution less time is required. The chromic and picric

acid preparations must be washed in several waters before staining. It

has been found a good plan to leave them over night in abundant fresh

water before the final washing.

The sublimate preparations may be transferred to absolute alcohol,

in which they should remain several hours.

The specimens are now ready for staining. The best results were

obtained with hematoxylin and gold chloride. The secret of good hsema-

toxylin staining is to use a very dilute solution—three or four drops of

the prepared solution in a watch-glass full of distilled water—and to allow

the specimens to remain in this for at least twenty-four hours. Stras-

burger is especially emphatic upon these points.

After taking the specimens from the haematoxylin solution, they

must be passed successively through 50 per cent, 70 per cent, and abso-

lute alcohol before moimting. Half an hour is usually sufficient for each

of the alcohols. For immediate examination they may be mounted in

glycerine, but for permanent preparations first in origanum oil, and then

transferred to Canada balsam (dissolved in chloroform).
The gold cnloride method is simpler, and I have found it to answer

admirably for specimens fixed in picric or chromic acid ; but with those

fixed with corrosive sublimate or alcohol it has not answered so well.

A few drops of 1 per cent, gold chloride in water are placed in a

watch glass almost half filled with distilled water, and the specimens are

allowed to remain from one-half to one hour, the solution being kept in

the dark. Strasburger recommends a trace of HC1, but with the picri>

and chromic acid preparations, although thoroughly washed, I found thi

unnecessary. The specimens are then thoroughly washed, being at the

same time exposed to the light and finally mounted in glycerine. With
alcoholic material haematoxylin was found to give the best results.

The above notes embody nothing especially new, but may be useful

as a memorandum of work actually done.—Douglas H. Campbell, Bonn.

A Useful Artificial Light.-The following apparatus, recommended
by Strasburger, has been found very useful in dark weather, and of course

can be used at night
: A glass globe about six inches in diameter is filled

with a very dilute solution of ammoniated copper oxide, and suspended
between a large Argand burner (gas or oil) and the microscope. The
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light should be about twenty inches from the microscope, and the globe
sufficiently supported so as not to oscillate. The light obtained is bright
but not dazzling, and of a soft green color that is extremely agreeable to

the eyes. A screen of some kind should be used to protect the eyes from
the light and heat of the lamp or gas flame used. The apparatus is re-

ferred to in the " Botanische Practicum " as the Schuster Kugel.—D. H.
Campbell, Bonn.

The influence of heredity upon vigor.—The results of two series of

experiments with the tomato plant, carried on during the past three sea-

sons, furnish a forcible illustration of the influence of the health of the

parents upon progeny in plants.

In the fall of 18S3 a single plant was noticed in a row of tomatoes
that appeared more feeble, and had more of its fruits decayed than any
other. A few seeds were gathered from some of the sound fruits of

this feeble plant, and at the same time, a few from sound fruits on a
neighboring plant that appeared healthy and vigorous. The following

spring the two samples of seeds were sown, and the young plants trans-

planted to adjoining rows in the garden. It was a surprise to find that in

habit the plants of each row closely resembled the parents, i. e., the prog-

eny of the feeble plant was also feeble, even more so than was the parent,

while that of the vigorous plant appeared entirely healthy. The differ-

ence in the two rows was so marked that, but for the unquestionable

identity of the fruit, one would scarcely have thought it possible that

they could be of the same variety. The same selections of seed were con-

tinued through 1885 and 1886, with like results. The past season the

progeny of the feeble plant of 1883 scarcely exceeded one-fourth the size

of that of the vigorous one. The plants lay prostrate on the ground, with

discolored and shriveled foliage, and with the fruits fully one-half decayed
before frost came. This decay is a soft rot, quite different from the black

rot that so often affects tomatoes. The fruit becomes soft and collapses

without changi^; color, the skin finally bursts, permitting the contents to

flow out, when the skin dries without detaching itself from the plant.

In the second series of experiments plants were grown through three

successive generations from seed taken from quite immature fruits. In

one instance seeds were gathered in every case from fruits that had not

commenced to change color toward ripeness; in the other they were

taken from entirely ripe fruits. It is of interest to observe that the effect

of the immature seed upon the vigor of the progeny was precisely simi-

lar to that of the seeds from the enfeebled plant above noted. The plants
(
.
rrew more and more feeble, until they failed to attain more than a fourth

the size of those grown from ripe fruit.

Several varieties of tomatoes now cultivated show evidences in their

manner of growth of having been originated by the selection of too imma-
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ture seed. This course may have been taken to secure earliness. Prac-
tical deductions, however, may be left for the cultivator; present interest
centers more especially in the fact, illustrated by the experiments, that
the hereditary law of the transmission of vigor holds as strongly in the
vegetable as in the animal kingdom.—Emmett S. Goff.

Petroleum Spirit as a Plant Preservative.—If petroleum spirit (boil-

ing from 25°-4o°C.) has not been employed for preserving plants intended
for the study of chemical constituents, I should like to propose it

Plants for macro-chemical work are usually preserved by drying.
Dried plants have lost volatile substances, particularly volatile oils.

Chemical changes, too, have been produced by plants remaining in con-
tact with air. Since the first step in the chemical analysis of the plant is

to treat it with petroleum spirit, and as cold maceration requires a good
deal of time for complete extraction, time is actually saved by thus keep-
ing the plant.

I am not proposing petroleum spirit as a preservative entirely on
my own experience. An experienced chemist to whom I spoke thought
it would be excellent. After beginning the analysis of different plants,
he had several times been interrupted and obliged to keep them in petro-
leum spirit for a year at least. If kept in the dark he invariably found
them in good condition.

Dried plants are not fit for microscopic study, even if their chemical
constituents are unaltered. Their cells are contracted and they break so
readily that sections are not conveniently made. Therefore plants must
be kept in a liquid. Ordinary alcohol removes too many constituents
and renders the plants too brittle. In a measure the same is true of abso- .

lute alcohol. Moreover absolute alcohol absorbs water so rapidly that it

is troublesome and it is too expensive. Since Dr. H. W. Jayne, of Frank-
fort, Philadelphia, has undertaken the manufacture of petroleum spirit it

n easily obtained and does not cost a great deal. Ordinarily it removes
only a little chlorophyll and volatile and fixed oils. If these constituents
are to be especially studied, the previous macro chemical examination
would show in what they were insoluble and the plants preserved iu
these My experience has been that petroleum spirit does not contract
the plant or render it brittle, as does alcohol. Since petroleum spirit
does not remove water, I should think this would be true in most cases.
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EDITORIAL.

In THE L>3cember number of the American Nataralid (p. 107")),

occurs the following, portions of which we italicize: "The species of

tree moss, Ursea barbata, grows to a considerable length on the south shore

of Lake Superior. * * * The moss trails from the limbs a la the para-

sitic Spanish moss of the South." This item of "scientific news" occurs

in the department under that name edited by Wm. Hosea Ballou. Just

why there should be such a department in addition to the others edited

by specialists, and embracing almost all branches of natural history, we
can not see. The editor of this department can not be a specialist, and

is therefore constantly liable to bring discredit upon the Naturalvtfs good

name, by the insertion of items like the above, wThich savors of the style

of the daily newspaper. Had this note come under the eyes of the editor

of the department of botany, Dr. Bessey, it would of course have appeared

in a correct form. We respectfully suggest to the editors of the Naturcdtet

that they have the department of " scientific news" edited by the various

specialists on their staff, and not left to the tender mercies of any special

news gatherer.

It may not be too late, at least for its own sake, for the Gazette to

express its opinion on the " Hatch bill," which is pending before Con-

gress. The bill provides for the establishment of agricultural experiment

stations in connection with the agricultural colleges established under

the act of 1862 in the various states and territories, or hereafter estab-

lished under that act. The trustees of these colleges have entire charge

of such stations, and are required to appoint a director and necessary

Jissistan ts

:

"It shall be the object and duty oi -aid experiment stations to conduct original

researches or verify experiments on the physiology of plants and animals, the diseases to

which they are severally snbje< with the remedies for the same ; the chemical composi-

tion of useful plants at their different stages of growth ; the comparative advantages of

rotative cropping as pursued under a varying series of crops ; the capacity of new plants

or trees for acclimation within the isothermal limits represented by the climate of the

several stations and their vicinity ; the analy>is of soils and water; the chemical composi-

tion of manures, natural or artificial, with experiments designed to test their comparative

effects on rTOps of different kinds ; the adaptation and value of grasses and forage plants ;

the composition and digestibility of the different kinds of food for domestic animals ;
the

scientific and economic questions involved in the production of butter and cheese
;
and

^ich other researches or experiments bearing directly on the agricultural industry of the

Baited States as may in each case be deemed advisable, having due regard to the varying

conditions and needs of the respective states and territories."

In order to secure uniformity of methods and results these stations

are to receive advice and assistance from the Commissioner of Agricul-

ture (though not under his control in any way), and are to report their

work annually, in addition to issuing quarterly bulletins of progress.

000

ated to each station.
,
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No more useful legislation has ever been proposed in the United
States, and the benefits accruing to the agricultural industry and botani-
cal science, from the establishment of such stations, would be incalcula-
ble. The provision for original research and the prompt publication of
results is a most commendable feature, and the bill is worthy of the
heartiest support. Immense pressure has been brought to bear upon
Congress, and the friends of the bill confidently expect its passage. In
this hope the Gazktte earnestly joins.
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At the Christmas meeting of the Indiana Academy of Sciences, at
Indianapolis, Dr. H. W. Wiley presented n valuable paper on the "< !ause
of the Variation of Sucrose in Sorghum,'" of which we shall publish an
abstract shortly.

As the appropriation bill be fore Congress now reads, the work <

plant pathology of the Agricultural Department will receive about sr>.(H>n

for carrying on the next year's work, exclusive of salaries. But it may
yet be cut dowrn.

A short account cf the life and work of Dr. Georg Winter, editor
of Hedwigia,hom the pen of Prof. W. A. Kellerman, is given in the Jour-

nal of Mycology for January. A full list of his publications, forty-three in

number, is appended.
Truffles of edible size have finally been found in the United .

w

They come from Louisiana, and have been identified by Mr. J. B. Ellis

as Tuber niveum {Terfezia leoni< Tul.). It is reported quite common
near Natchitoches, and is eaten by the residents.

Hugo de Vries suggests, in Nature, a method of preservii g such
colorless plants as Monotropa in alcohol without their assuming a brown
color. "To 100 parts of common strong alcohol add 2 parts of the ordi-

nary concentrated solution of hydrochloric acid of the shop^.*'

On comparing the reprint of Roll's Zur Sjjsfpnvatik der Twjrwx with
the original in Flora we find that the paging has been so completely al-

tered as to make it impracticable to state at length the changes. It in

greatly to be regretted that such confusing changes should be introduced
into important papers.

A. J. Brown declares that the membrane commonly known .

" mother of vinegar" is formed by Bacterium xylinum, n. sp., and nut by
Bacterium aceti, to which it has been ascribed. The membrane givei 1

the reactions of cellulose, which the bacterium forms from the dextrose
and other sugars present.

That botany is a suitable, and even very desirable study for youni
men is the conclusion reached bv Dr. J. F. A. Adams in an article in the
Swiss Cross, the new journal of "natural history for the Agassiz Associa-

tion, published in connection with Sci -e. He has the botany of the

plant collector chiefly in mind.
A new journal, Agricultural Science, has started with the year, which

will doubtless contain more or less matter of interest to botanists. It is

edited by Charles S. Plumb, of Geneva, N. Y.,and is a monthly of twenty-
four pages, rated at two dollars per annum. It presents an excellent ap
pearance, and has articles in the lirst number by well-known ^ientists.

Prof. Baylkv Balfour, in Nature for Dec. 9(1886), confirms George
Kleb's easy demonstration "that alga* make the water in which they live

alkaline when they are lixing carbon in light. A watery solution of

phenolphtalein is added, and in proportion as the fixation of carbon pro-

ceeds the water gradually assumes a deep red tinge, which gradually dis-

appears when light is excluded."
Dr. E. Klein, in Nature (December 23), calls the Cambridge choleri

fungus (of Messrs. Roy, Brown and Sherrington) to account, and says it

is a common mold which has developed during preserving of the nut
rial, and has grown from the free surface into the tissue-, and h no
jonnection with Asiatic cholera. His criticisms indicate a surprising
lack of care in the work of the gentlemen referred to.
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The results attained by Mr. Roland Thaxter in the cultivation of
Roestelia from spores of Gymnosporangium, which have already been
partly described in this journal by Dr. Farlow,are given in detail in Pro-
ceedings of the American Academy, recently issued. In addition to
what has already been said, it is noted that G. macropus, the common
cedar-apple, is joined with R. pyrata, an American form of R. penicillata.

We recret to record the deatiTof Marshall P. Wilder, Dec. 17, in
his eighty-ninth year, for many years president of the Am. Pomological
Society, arid so well known to all plant cultivators. The Gardener's
Ummtcle (Jan. 1), in an appreciative notice of his services, gives a charac-
teristic extract from his last letter to them, dated March last, in which he
mentions himself as "still living, and continuing to stir up the soil to see
what it will produce."

In the JourmU of Botany (January), Drs. De Toni and Voglino call
attention to the vexation of homonymous genera. No remedy is sug-
gested for existing confusion, but caution suggested in subsequent
naming. * or instance, Antennaria is a genus of Composite and Hypho-
mycete®, Chauvmi- is a member of Chlorophvcese and Graminea?, Cryp-
todiscua is a Discomycete and an Umbelhfer, Leptotrichum is a Hypho-
mycete and a moss, and so on.
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The biennial report of the University of Nebraska shows that a
remarkable growth has taken place in its scientific departments under
the leadership of Dr. Bessey. For botany, with which we are most con-
cerned, there are five rooms required, now provided with an outfit of
many compound and simple microscopes, a library especially valuable
in serial works, over twenty-three thousand specimens in the herbarium,
and other useful and illustrative material. The standard of scholarship
has been considerably raised during these two years.

Dr. G. Haberlandt, investigating the structure of stinging hairs of
various families, finds their essential structure very similar. Usually
there is a large terminal cell, more or less sunk in a multicellular base
by which it is attached. A short distance below the point the walls of the
terminal cell are very brittle, made so either by the deposit of mineral
substances or by lignification. The substance which produces the irrita
tion is not yet known. Formic acid, to which the urtication has been
ascribed, he thinks will not produce the effects in th< imall quantity in
which it is present.

The first number of a new journal devoted to animal and vegetable
parasites has been received. It is entitled Centralblattft r Baeteridogie und
Parasiteiikunde, and is edited by Dr. Uhlworm,of Cas^el, Germany, assisted
by Drs. Leuckart and Loeltler, and a very long list of promised contribu-
tors. Dr. Sternberg, of Johns Hopkins University, will represent the
editor in this country. It is a bi-weekly of the size and appearance of
the Botanisches Centralblatt, and promises to be in its field an equally use
tul journal. It will at least be indispensable for bacteriologists. The
price per year is 28 marks ($7).

A simple method of detecting ptomaines at the time of their forma-
tion has been devised by Alex inder Poehl, according to Biedermann s

Centralblatt A needle culture is made in nutritive gelatine [kept in the
dark presumably], to which has been added .05 per cent, of ferric chlo-
ride, and the same of ferricyanide. In twelve hours the organisms will
have grown sufficiently to bring about a reduction, if any ptomaine is

formed, giving rise to Prussian blue, which will at once be evident by its

color. The presence of air prevents the change taking place at or near
the surface of the gelatine. For organisms which require an alkaline
medium, the culture must be acidulated with hydrochloric acid after the
lapse of sufficient time for the growth of the bacteria, in order to bring
out the blue color in the presence of a ptomaine. An interesting result
of the studies already made is that the forms which liquefy the gelatine
are found to induce no reduction.

[n Nature for December 16 (1886), D. Morris gives two interesting
instances of the dispersion of Jamaican plants by birds. Uncjnia Jamai-
censis has light fruits bristling with hooks very favorable for grasping
the migratory birds. Small birds have been known to become so entan-
gled by them that they were unable to extricate themselves. As a result
this plant is dispersed plentifully in the track of migratory birds.

Pimento vulgaris, which gives rise to the great allspice industry of

Jamaica, is distributed by frugiverous birds, by whom the fruit is greed-
ily eaten. In fact, it is said that this industry is entirely dependent upon
the action of frugivorous birds. Ground is prepared for a new pimento
plantation, and in a year an abundance of young pimento plants will be
found growing from ripe berries scattered there by birds. It is thought
that the seeds undergo some fermentation in pa-sing through the ali-

mentary canal, which fits them better for vegetation than those gathered
immediately from the tree.
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The relation of nutrition to sexual variation, advocated byMeehan,
Hoffmann and others, appears to have been observed long ago. F. W.
Burbridge calls attention, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, to a statement in

Threkelds "Synopsis Stirpium Hibernicarum," published in Dublin in

1727, which says: "The male hemp has the seed, the female only flow-

,
yet both are procreated from the same seed. The more attentive

husbandmen observe that in a fat soil you have more plenty of male
hemp—in a lean soil more of the female; or where sown too thick, and

so wants nutritious juice, it is female." Transposing the words "male"
and " female ' to accord with present usage, and the account agrees with

r ent investigations.

Fungus diseases of the grape-vine is the topic of the second bulletin

of the Botanical Division of the Department of Agriculture, prepared by

F. L. Scribner. It contains 136 pages, illustrated with seven excellent

plates, partly colored, and with cuts in the text. The diseases described
are the downy mildew (Peronospora viticola), powdery mildew (Uncinula
spiralis), black rot ( Physalospora Bidwellii), anthracnose (Sphaceloma
ampelinum), leaf blight (Cercospora viticola) and leaf spot (Phyllosticta

Labruscse). These are carefully discussed, both botanically and practi-

cally. An article by Col. Pearson, of New Jersey, is appended, together

with a translation of several articles on French and Italian remedies. A
copious index closes a paper which does credit to the Department, and
will be of service to both the botanist and vineyardist.

The Journal of Botany for January contains a biographical sketch

(with portrait) of the late Dr. H. F. Hance, prepared by F. B. Forbes.
Dr. Hance was born August 4, 1827, in London, and died at Amoy (where
he was acting consul) June 22, 1886. His name is closely identified with
Chinese botany, and his contributions, of late years, in the Journal of

Botany, have made his name familiar to all botanists. Sir Joseph Hooker
gives th following estimate of his scientific work :

u With regard to Dr.

Hance's botanical attainments and the value of his labors, I can speak in

very high term<. For upwards of 40 years he devoted all his spare time
to investigating the vegetation of China, displaying rare ability in mas-
tering the technicalities of structural and descriptive botany, at times
enriching the scientific journals in England with accounts of new plante
of great interest in a botanical and economic point of view. In all that

he attempted he aimed at critical accuracy in identification and diagno-
si and this he attained in an eminent degree, so that there is no possi-

bility of failure in recognizing from his descriptions the plants he had
under examination. Had Dr. Hance lived he would doubtless have given
in a connected form an account of the vegetable riches of China, such
as it would have been far beyond the grasp of any other naturalist to

have produced, and this, too, with a classical diction that is extremely
rare in the writings of scientific men. As it is, he has left no successor
in China."
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Delphinium, an attempt to distinguish the North American Species.

AS \ GRAY.

This essay at an arrangement of our species of Delphin-
ium is submitted to the botanists of the I lilted States in the
hope of eliciting, during the ensuing spring and summer,
some observations on the living plants and such collections

of specimens with their roots, fruit, and seed as may either

confirm or invalidate the characters which I have endeavored
to turn to account.

I make no reference to the naturalized species, of the sec-
tion Consolida; nor to the two scarlet-flowered species of
California, D, nudicaule and D. cardinale (g P/nv/ifcodelfhis),

except to say that it would be well to verify the fact noted by
that most experienced seed-raiser, Mr. William Thompson,
that while I), nudicaule germinates (after the manner of D.
tricorne) with prolonged connate cotyledon -petioles and
hypogceous plumule, the nearly allied D. cardinale does not.

In our species of the Delphiniastrum section, I think good
use may be made of the seeds and of the root, although most
of our species have the same type of seed.

1. Seed-coat close, smooth : root fasciculate-tuberous

2. Seed-coat cellular, more or less loose and rugulose :

stem scapiform from thickish branching roots.

Leaves well dissected: raceme many-flowered.

Leaves merely 3-cleft: raceme few-flowered.

& 8eed-coat loose, cellular, becoming transversely ru-

gose-squamellate: fascicled roots long: stem leafy.

4. Seeds with loose cellular coat either arilliform or

when dry merely scarious-margined or winged at

the angles, not at all squamelliferous: more orles

leafy-stemmed.

Fasciculate roots elongating, not at all tuberiferouft.

"Stem strict, tall or robust, many-leaved : raceme
many- flowered: pedicels seldom longer than the

flower or fruit, ascending or erect: follicles erect

I). TRICORNE.

I). 9CAP0TOM

D. IUOINOSUM.

I). AZI'KKUM^

or nearly so, short-oblong.

\*pj*^°W

V

J
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Alleghany species, slender-stemmed : small flowers can-

escent-puberulent.
*

Californian, stout: sordid flowers villous.

Rocky Mountains to Oregon, etc.: flowers glabrous,

D. FXALTATUM.

D. Califokmcu.m.

< Mnescent puberulent, or barely pubescent outside. D. scoPULOmUM,

- Stem lax, several-few-leaved: pedicels of loose

raceme spreading or ascending, mostly long : fol-

licles elongated cylindraceous, often diverging at

maturity : flowers pretty large.

Stems 2 to 6 feet high : leaves mostly ample, the lobes

acute : follicles recurving in age. D. TROLL II KOLUJM.

Stems a span to a foot high : lobes of the small leaves

obtuse, mostly linear. D. HICOLOR.

_t Stem strictly erect, with few or sparse leaves, a

foot or two high, bearing a virgate or narrow
raceme, with ascending pedicels, at least the upper
not longer than the spur : follicles oblong, not over
half an inch in length, not recurving.

Very glabrous, a foot or two high, robust : leaves thick-
ish: sep ds half an inch long, little surpassing the
petals.

Puberulent or glabrous, 1 to 3 feet high: leaves not
thick; divisions or lobes few and linear: root
comparatively long and Blender.

Raceme a span to a foot loog: sepals oval, over half
inch long, much surpassing the petals, fully as
long as the spur.

R iceme and flowers smaller: sepals oblong, 3 or 4
lines long, hardly surpassing the petals, shorter
than the spur.

**KK<iculate roots short and thickening, but not
tuberiform

: herbage puberulent or below hirsute :

stem strict, a foot or two high: leaves not hirge :

raceme spici form or narrow : pedicels short, except
KMM lower Oft tscending or erect : follicles oval
or short oblong, erect, puberulent.

D. AndkrsoM

J). Parr yi

D. Parishji
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Raceme virgate, usually elongated and many-flowered :

sepals oval, 4 or 5 lines long, hardly longer than
petals or spur.

Kaceme of few to several large flowers : sepals orbicu-
lar-obovate or oval, 5 to 9 lines long, much sur-
passing the petals: follicles turgid.

• Fasciculate-tuberous or grumous roots, i. e. a clus-
ter of globular or oblong testiculate or sometimes
palmate tubercles, bearing only fibrous rootlets.

Raceme spiciform and virgate, many-flowered, with
erect or appressed pedicels shorter than the spur :

stems strict.

Tall, somewhat velvety-pubescent: calyx externally

pubescent.

Lower, glabrous or inflorescence puberulent: leaves

thickish.

Raceme loose, few-many - flowered : pedicels
spreading or ascending, comparatively long, never
appressed,

Long and lax, lower often 2 inches long : leaf lobes
all narrow : follicles oblong-cylindraceous, half to

three-fourths inch long, at maturity almost
always widely recurring : (lowers large and not
numerous.

An inch or less long, rarely longer : follicle « >blong,

hardly over half inch long or shorter, mostly
erect: herbage glabrous or nearly so.

Spur not longer than sepals, thickish : lower

leaves with broad or broadish divisions.

Spur longer than sepals, slender.

Low, or slender and few-flowered: leaf-

lobes all or mostly linear: sepals 3 or 4

lines Jong: root-tubercles disposed to be

fusiform.

Strict, 2 feet high, with rather many-flow-

ered raceme: leaf-lobes lanceolate: pe-

tals all bright blue.

Such a key is far from satisfactory .

:>
i

D. HESPERRiUM

J). \ A It I K<; AT! I.

1). SIMPLEX

I). DI8TICHUM

1>. Mknziksi J

I). DECORUM.

I). PAU< TFLORl'M

I). tfUTTALLIJ
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Mi
D* tricome Michx. does not extend further west than

D. scaposum Utah and Arizona.— — — -—
- ^r^^ w w ^^- ^™ « i^b ^^ ^^^ — — — — — — — /

in the latter territory accompanying D. azureum. More fruit

of it is desirable.

D. uliginosum Curran seems to be a near relative of the
preceding. It is imperfectly known, only at one station, in

Lake Co., California.

»• azureum Michx., with its var. viuiineuni, extends
from Saskatchewan and from N. Carolina to Arizona and
Mexico, The seeds should well distinguish it.

not be confounded.
exaltatum Ait. is our most eastern species and can

i#. i aiitorntciiiii Torr. & Gray seems also quite peculiar,
and is restricted to the Californian coast district.

D. scopulorum Gray I take to be a collective species,
of the Rocky Mountains and northwestward, to the type ol

which I am constrained to annex the following varieties

:

V ar. stacliydeuin. A form with narrow leaf-lobes and
strict stem (3 to 7 feet high), upper part of this with the long
and dense spiciform raceme and outside of flower cinereous-
puberulent.—Interior of Oregon, Cusick. New Mexico and
Arizona, Pringle.

Var. giaucum. Like the other broader-leaved forms T

sometimes glaucous, even the pedicels glabrous or onlv
obscurely glandular-puberulent, and follicles glabrous.
D. glaunim Watson. Sierra Nevada, California, to Wash-

Yukon River. Connects
with

. , f
r

* »«toalpinttm. A foot to a yard or more high.
with shorter raceme of larger and deeper-colored flowers,
the inflorescence and even upper part of stem viscidly pubes-
cent or villous, and follicles glabrous.—This is D. datum
Gray in Am. Jour. Sci., D. occldentale Watson, and is the
analogue of D. alpinttm of Europe. It occurs through the
higher mountains of Colorado to those of E. Oregon.

D. troll ii folium Gray occurs on the Columbia River,
below the Dalles, and in N. W. California, and is evidently a
species ot woodland or shade.

O. tricolor Nutt., a low species of the higher Rockv
Mountains, and of those of E. Oregon, etc., with the inflor-
escence and flowers somewhat of D. Menziesii, proves to
have deep and long (instead of tuberiferous) roots. It i

1). Menzttstt var. Utahense Watson. Rot K\J< Fvn
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D, Andersonii is D. MenziesiiWatson 1. c, as to Nevada
plant, and mainly D decorum var. Nevadense of the Botany
of California. It belongs to the mountains of W. Nevada
and the adjacent Sierra Nevada. More specimens in fruit

.are desirable.

'D« Parryi is founded on specimens collected in San Ber-
nardino Co., California, by Parry in 1850, Parry and Lem-
mon in 1876, and by Parish : also apparently the same col-

lected near Santa Barbara bv Brewer.
'D. Parishii is a rather low and rigid-stemmed species,

much smaller-flowered than the preceding, collected at Agua
Caliente, on the southeastern borders of California, by Par-
ish, and in adjacent Lower California by Orcutt.

D. fiesperium is a common Californian species, which
has passed for D. simplex and for Californian D. azureum.
It appears to abound from Mariposa Co. and from Monterey
northward, and it reaches W. Oregon. The roots of this

and the next species are intermediate in character between
the merely fasciculate and the tuberiform types, but rather of
the former.

». variejjatum Torr. & Gray is very well marked in

character, and is one of the most showy species. Bentham,
in PI. Hartw. 295, took it for D. decorum, but wrongly. We
know it only in California, from Monterey to the Upper Sac-
ramento Valley.

The remaining species have genuine grumous or tuberi-

form roots, although, as to

D. simplex Dougl., this is only an inference; for the

roots of Douglas' plant, and of Spalding's from the same
district (W. Idaho), which accord in character, are wanting
in the specimens. But the plant comes near to the following,

which has commonly been taken for it. Further knowledge
of this species is much desired.

I>. disticlium Geyer in Hook. Lond. Jour. Bot. vi. 67.

D. azureum Torr. in Bot. Wilkes' Exped. Common on the

low prairies of E. Oregon and Washington Territory, and
extending to Montana.

». Menziesii DC. Chiefly near the coast; Brit. Colum-
bia to Oregon and northern part of California. There are

puzzling specimens, but it appears to be the only grumose-
rooted species with pretty large and slender peduncled flow-

ers, succeeded bv long and narrow divergently recurved

follicles. Yet sometimes these seem to remain erect.

». decorum Fisch. & Meyer. This is a low and lax
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species of the western part of California, extending eastward
to the Sierra Nevada, of very variable foliage, but compar-
atively broad-leaved. Indeed the rounded lower leaves are
sometimes barely 3-lobed, and the divisions commonly round-
obovate or cuneiform. The typical form (the plant raised in
the St. Fetersburgh garden, from seeds gathered at the Ross
polony—of which an original has been obligingly sent me
tor identification) has flowers as large as those of I). Men-
ziesn. Other specimens agree with this

; but not rarely, bothm the northern and southern districts, it is much smaller-
Howered, and passes freely into

" Var. patens, the I), "fatem Benth. PL llartw. This is
a common form, with narrow leaf-lobes, and a narrower
raceme of rather small flowers, the pedicels in fruit ascend-

fcf'th - \
VOuId

J
be ta^en for » quite distinct species, except

101 the intermedial frn-mo i > r

The type of this species occurs

for the intermediate forms.
». pauciflorum Nutt

Mountains, from W\m rvi~,- j i. TiT ' """« vv
\ wining anci adjacent pans

bLSSrfW*5&:a^LSAen/er «?™ reacheS
J

,he eastern

nperatum, taken to be D. depauf
.-? ?yD. decorum vay. fatens. Addi-*ona, .atenais and well fornTed f^aTe w^ed!

•' D simniPv""V m°
na

,

med because in ouf herbarium it is

with nunL r ;
NuttalL Jt is a moderately tall species,

^currliTir l TU aPPa"*% q^te distinct in character,

RiverK kJ rf

n

UndS
u
al°n -" and »eai" the Columbia

anUv collected b ^
alIe5

' ŵ it has been of late abund-

tafl
!

s specimen ,/f W' Henderson
- Suksdorf. etc. Nut-«n s specimen is ticketed <« Columbia Plains "

On the causes of the variations in the contents of sncrose i.

Sorghum saccharatum.

w
f or some venr^ T kn u

saccharatum in respect of ite*£ Tw***** the Sorgh"nf

of sugar.
P lts adaPtabihty to the production

^^^!^:C^^CmeS haVC been encountered
e lUI l)et ' n overcome with one excep-
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tion. The chief obstacles to successful sugar making have
been, jirst, unfavorable climatic conditions ; second, imper-
fect methods of extracting the sugar; third, improper treat-
ment of the extracted juice

; fourth, variations and rapid
changes in the sucrose of the juice. All of these problems
have been successfully solved "save the last. It is proper to
say, however, that certain methods of cultivation and certain
methods of selecting seeds tend to produce maximum con-
tents of sucrose in the cane and these methods are not yet
fully developed. A proper conception of the variations" to
which the sucrose in sorghum is obnoxious can not be had
unless we study briefly the method of its formation, how it is

stored and the physiological functions in which it takes part.

Vegetable physiologists have taught us that a carbo-
hydrate can be formed by a certain retrogressive change in

protoplasm, by which the cell envelope, in other words cellu-
lose, is produced. The carbohydrates which appear in the
embryo of a plant are developed at the expense of the stores
of material in the seed. After the appearance of the chloro-
phyll cells in the plant the production of carbohydrates takes
place with their aid, CO., being absorbed from the air and
free oxygen being eliminated.

It would be easy to explain the production of carbohydrates
by supposing that the chlorophyll cell exerted a reducing
influence 1 on the C0 2 which, with the assimilation of water,
produced, for instance, starch by the formula 6CO, 5ILO
=Q>H

10O5 -f-O 12 . In the vast majority of plants it is found,
in corroboration of this supposition, that the volume of the
oxygen set free is sensibly the same as the carbonic dioxide
absorbed. The carbohydrate Which is generally formed in

the chlorophyll cells is starch. This starch \% removed
from the leaf, and it is supposed that the carbohydrates which
are formed in all parts of the plant are derived from this

original substance.
In point of fact, however, the production of organic mat-

ter in a plant does not probably take place in the simple
manner above described. It is more likely that the presence
of a nitrogenous body is necessary and this "proteid itself is

the active principle of the production of new organic matter,
oy a certain decomposition it suffers, with the help of carbonic
dioxide and water. Nor is it by any means certain that

J It has lately been stated that this reduction is due to the action of electricity on the
ieaf-~producing hydrogen—and this hydrogen is the active principle in the reduction of

e carbonie dioxide. This statement appears to be purely theoretical.
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starch is the only organic matter formed by the chlorophyll
cells

;
in fact, it is known that oil is often the product of this

constructive and destructive metabolism.
But it seems reasonable to suppose that the different

sugars areas likely to be formed in the leaf of the plant as
starch. When we remember how easily starch is detected
in most minute quantities and how easily sugar is missed
even when present in much larger quantities, we do not won-
der that vegetable physiologists have supposed that starch is
the first carbohydrate formed in the leaf and that all the others
are derived therefrom. The explanation which is made of
the ranslation of the starch from the point of its formation to
the localities where it is stored is as follows:

1 alee, for instance, the formation ofstarch in the germ ofce-
reals. We
;c „v„ , . ~ —f,'» i«ai me m«u in nrstiormecl in the leaves

IhP nia
g
f '? ° SUgar and in this soluble state carried through

ooim whV
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or more probably are of independent formation. If they
were derived from starch they would show dextro- if from
sucrose, kevo-gyration. In point of fact they often show
neither, as I long ago pointed out when in view of this optical
inactivity I proposed for them the name of anoptose. When
they do show rotation, however, it is left-handed.

It seems to me that there is one fact that the physiologists
forget, viz., that starch is not always insoluble. In my ex-
aminations of sorghum juices I have never failed to find
soluble starch when I looked for it. The existence of bodies
when first formed in the soluble state, which when once
made solid become insoluble, is not unknown. Certain forms
of silica are illustrations of this. It seems much more reas-
onable to suppose that in the case of the sorghum for instance
the starch which appears in the seed is partly transferred
directly from the soluble nascent state to the seat of its final

deposition. This, indeed, is hardly a theory in the light of
the fact mentioned above : that the sap of the plant always
contains soluble starch.

Led by the commonly accepted theory that the starch in

the grain of cereals, etc., was formed from sugar, a few years
ago some experiments were made to increase the sucrose in

sorghum by cutting away the seed heads as they appeared
and thus preventing the formation of starch. Two or three
analyses were made and the results showed a large increase
in the sucrose in those plants in which the formation of starch
had been prevented.

In 1885 I conducted some experiments on a large scale.
About two acres of a sorghum field were selected. In each
alternate row of the growing cane the seed heads were re-

moved as they appeared. Numerous analyses were made
of the canes from both kinds of rows. The result showed
most conclusively that no marked increase of sucrose was
noticed by reason of the prevention of the deposition of
starch. It is far more simple to suppose that the sucrose
which we find in sorghum is produced directly by the de-
composition of protoplasm in presence of carbonic acid,

provoked by the katalytic action of the chlorophyll cell. At
an}" rate there is no sort of evidence that it is ever made from
starch and no phvsiologist has ever invented any hvpothetical
saccharoplast to account for such a transformation.

This subject of the origin of sucrose is of great interest
out I have not yet finished my experimental studies of it and
so will not pursue it further at present.
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The question now arises is the sucrose of sorghum a plas-
tic material, reserve material, or waste ? In respect of plastic
material it is sufficient to call attention to the fact that the
development of sucrose does not begin in the plant until it is

far on the road to maturity. To this it mav be objected that
its accumulation does not begin until this*' period, and that
what is tormed earlier in its history is a really plastic mater-
ial used in the development of other tissues." Mad I time I

might show. I think, conclusively, that the presence of the
sucrose as a plastic material is not probable. Is it a reserve
material? The sucrose which is deposited in the seeds of
plants, in tubers like the sugar beet, and in sugar-cane,
doubtless is a true reserve material and bv its decomposition
helps the growth of the succeeding plant. But the sucrose
in sorghum seems to have no such function. It can in no
way aid the incipient growth of the next plant, for that plant
grows trom a seed. As far as an v use in the economy of the
plant is concerned, it appears to be absolutely worthless. It

is true that in the case of " suckering," the sucrose in the
cane may suffer loss, but » suckerino-

v
'

5s not a iwavs a „
'

uial growth; it is adventitious and is aiwavs detrimental
the proper maturity of a plant.

It seems, therefore, that the sucrose in sorghum is purely
a waste material—as much so as an alkaloid or a resin,

in .Za °ff Where Sucrose is a tnie reserve material, as

Wv fA,

m
s I v'

in sugar-cane, we find there is no ten-"", Vu dlsaPPear un *il the needs of the new plant

thfZlll\
SU(

5

r0
f
e remain *< for instance, unchanged in

me f: wT m
i

Ul the " evv Srowth begins. The same is

Serefor. 7 *• **&*? °f the sucrose £ seeds. The fact,

Dea in %l i

m Tghum a11 traces of sucr^e mav disap-

As ; ,l?u T Sh<
?
ws tha

' its office is radically different.

onment of ,
"^ mve 'stigations I will say that the devel-
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or

with the f,^^; , 3 Snctlon\ Kgoesonusua

nat-

to

with th P fnrm «-• r
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- it goes on usually pari passu
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.
q^antitj is at a maximum at

cane the s™,r,

v

formatl™ is completed. In the sugar-

piaslic mat ar rar to be not
"
nJy reserve >

but als*

of sucrose is
^' hi I

Up
P° r Part of th * cane the content

region of n^osTu 5

S than
J"

the lowei'- lowing that in the

portion am eininll ST"* ?* 8UCrOSe maV s»ffer deC°^
here tl a tie on v I .*ormatlo» of proteid. " (I wish to add

the onlj way ,„ which the plant can use sucrose (or
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the formation of other bodies or for working it into living? tis-^ v -- t ""to

parts of the cane, being just as great at the top near the pla
of most rapid starch storage, as it is near the base. It is n

sues is by thus getting it into protoplasm.) On the other hand
the content of sucrose in sorghum is sensibly the same in all

ice

ot
strange, therefore, if it be true that the production of sucrose
is only the expression of the exuberant vitality of the leaf of
the sorghum, that the greatest variations should be met with
the content of sucrose. These variations are not coniined to
different varieties or to different fields but are found in the
same variety in different canes growing in the same hill, and
which, therefore, have been subjected to precisely the same
conditions of culture and weather.

In ten successive analyses of sugar beets made two years
ago, I found no greater variation than one per cent, in sucrose.
The same was true often successive analvses of sugar-canes
1 made last month, November, 1886. On the other hand,
any ten successive analyses of sorghum canes, made last

October, will show a variation of six per cent.
I have not the time here to cite all the instances I have

noticed which illustrate the principles set forth above. They
number hundreds. Without a record of these analyses, how-
ever, the fact clearly appears that the chief cause of variation
is found in the accidental or adventitious nature of the form-
ation of the sucrose—in other words, its independence of the
hie history of the plant. When, however, the sucrose has

to sudden
ere frosts *

once been formed, as in a mature cane, it is subject
variations. Sudden changes in the weather, sev
followed by warm weather, or simply standing dead ripe,

olten cause a rapid disappearance of the sucrose. It is first

converted into invert sugar and this quickly disappears by
fermentation.

When the canes have been cut also, if they be expressed at

a temperature of a warm vSeptember day, the sucrose is rap-
idly inverted. This inversion is not due to the action of the
acids which the sap contains, but is produced by a special

ferment, probably inverting or some similar substance. 4

These variations in the content o( sucrose, are, as I inti-

at the beginning, the chief obstacles now in the way
successful introduction of a sorghum sugar industry

mated
of t!ie sii

mto this country. The last one is easily avoided by promptly
working the cane as soon as it is cut. The first one can

'Duc'loux, Compt. rend, lie,, p. 8&, has shown that sunlight is capable of inverting a

lotion f .sucrose.
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only be overcome by the scientific agronomist, aided by the
best practical botany and chemistry.

tifiqi
Re

observations of Girard on the production of carbohydrates in

« !%Jh
l
s ™th <>r definitely confirms rav statements in re-

spect of the independent formation of sucrose in leaves. The
reviewer says

:

f.h
."^"P^^8 deM. A. Girard mettent hors de dome que les limbes

labriquent alors des saccharose et des sucres reducteurs."

frnn'a
G[riird s

t
ows

1

the Possibility of leaves developing starch

rev?ri
U
^?u

e
'
but there aPPears to be no evidence that thereverse of this operation takes place.

Notes on Uinbelliferje of E. United States. II.

.JOHN M. COULTER AND J. n. ROSE.

(WITH PLATE II,)
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ing Angelica Curtissii and Archangelica hirsute together
the other Archangelicas must follow. Also, the adherence
of the seed to the pericarp is hardly a usable character, as
in Archangelica hirsuta it becomes loose very tardily, and
in most (even mature) specimens appears as completely
adherent as in Angelica Curtissii. Sometimes the same is

true in A. dentata also. Archangelica Gmelini we do not
consider a member of Angelicese at all.

* Seed adherent to pericarp: oil-ducts one to several in the inter*
vals: uppermost leaves mostly reduced to large inflated petioles.

i. A. Curtissii Buckley, Am. Jour. Sci. i. 45. 173. Smooth :

leaves twice ternate or the divisions quinate ; leaflets thin,

ovate-lanceolate (1 to 3 in. broad), sharply and irregularly
toothed : fruit smooth (1-^ to 3 lines broad) ; oil- ducts mostly
one in the intervals (sometimes 2 or 3), 2 to 6 on the commis-
sural side (figs. 14, 15),—Along the Alleghanies from Penn-
sylvania to N. Carolina. Fl. August.

2. A. hirsuta Muhl. Cat, 2 ed. 30. Pubescent above:
leaves twice pinnately or ternately divided ; leaflets thickish,

lanceolate to oblong (5 to 10 lines broad), serrate: fruit pu-
bescent (2 lines broad); oil-ducts 3 to 6 in the intervals

(sometimes 1 or 2), 6 to 10 on the commissural side (fig. 16).

Archangelica hirsuta Torr. & Gray, Fl. 1. 622 ; Chapman,
104 ; Gray, Manual, 193. Angelica triquinata Nutt. Genera,
u 186.—Dry ground, New York to Minnesota, and south-
ward to Tennessee and Florida. Fl. July.

* * Seed loose in pericarp : oil-ducts indefinite, somewhat evenly
distributed, under the ribs as well as in the intervals: upper petioles not
so prominent.

3. A. dentata. Slender, smooth: leaves ternate, with long
slender petioles and few leaflets, which are small, lanceolate,

coarsely toothed : umbels slightly pubescent : fruit smooth
or pubescent; oil-ducts about 20/ with 8 on the commissural
side (fig. 17).

—

Archangelica dentata Chapman. Torr. & Gray,
PI. 1. 622 ; Flora, 164.—Dry pine barrens. Florida. Fl. July
to September.

4. A. atropurpnrea L . Spec. 251. Very stout, smooth,
with dark purple stem : leaves 2 to 3-ternately divided ;

seg-

ments of 5 to 7 leaflets, which are lanceolate to ovate (1 to

*i in. broad), sharply cut mucronate-serrate : umbels smooth :

fruit smooth ; ribs larger and with much more conspicuous
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groups of strengthening cells ; oil-ducts 25 to 30, with 8 to

10 on the commissural side (tig. \%).—ArchangeUca airopur-
pirea Hoffm. Umbel. 161 ; Gray, Manual, 193.—Low river-
banks, from New England to Pennsylvania. Minnesota, and
northward. Fl. June.

CCELO I 'LEURUM Ledeb.—Fruit globular-ovoid, round
in section, or slightly flattened laterally: carpel with 5 very
prominent thick corky primary ribs, about equal and none of
them winged, each with a large group of strengthening cells:
oil-ducts 1 in each interval, 1 (rarely 2) under each rib, and
2-4 on the commissural side: seed loose in the pericarp,
plane or slightly concave on the inner face (tigs. 10, 20).—
Stout perennial, with 1-3-ternatelv divided leaves, few-
leaved involucre and involucels, and greenish-white flowers.
*1. juiy.— ihe genus is well marked by its fruit characters.
It clearly differs from the whole group of Angelicea^ in the ab-
sence of lateral wings, and in the fruit not being at all dor-
sally flattened. The flattening, if any, is slightly" lateral, as
in Ligusticum From Ligusticum it differs in its very large
ribs and single oil-duct in each interval ; from Selinum in
that it has oil-ducts beneath the ribs as well as in the inter-

ior •

i
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bundle of strengthening cells: oil-ducts none, but a layer of

secreting cells next the seed: seed deeply and narrowly

concave on the inner face (figs. 23, 24).—Poisonous bien-

nials, with spotted stems, large decompound leaves with

lanceolate pinnatified leaflets, narrow-leaved involucres and

involucels, and white flowers in July.

1. C. inacnlatum L. A large branching European herb,

in waste places throughout the Northern States.

POLYT^ENIA DC—Fruit obovate to oval, much flat-

tened dorsallv: carpel with 5 primary ribs, the dorsal and

intermediate small or obscure in the depressed back, the lat-

eral forming broad thick corky wings closely contiguous to

those of the other carpel and forming the margin ol the fruit:

oil-ducts 12 to 18 about the seed (4 to 6 on commissural side)

and many scattered through the thick corky pericarp, which

also contains 5 small bundles of strengthening cells: seed-

section variable, oval or much flattened (figs. 25, 26).—rer-

ennial, mostlv glabrous herbs, with twice pinnate leaves

(upper opposite and 3-cleft), segments cuneate and incised,

no involucre, narrow involucels. and bright yellow Mowers

in May. _,-
>m Umbel. «. t. n. Plant 2 to 3I. M

Michig
feet high : pedicels and involucels pubescent.

Louisiana and westward.

Exp anatiox or Plate II.-Fig. 14, Fruitof Angelica Curthwii, X7.
Fig. 15, Section of carpel of same, X 20 Fig . 16, Section of carpel of A.

hireuta, X 20. Fig. 17, Section of carpel of A. dentata, X 20. * '8- 1{

J;
°^

tion of 'carpel of A. atropurpureu, X 20 Fig. 19, Fruit of Oatoteuram

Omelini, X 7. Fig. 20, Section of carpel of same, X 20. Fig. 21,J ruit 01

^thusa CynapiunT, X 10. Fig. 22. Section of carpel of same X.20. * ig.

L3, Fruit of Conium macalatnm, X 7. F g, 24, Section of carpelofmme
> 20. Fig. 25, Fruit Of Polytenia Nuttallu. < 8*. F.g. 2b, Section ol

carpel of same, X 20.

BRIEFEE ARTICLES.

Carex notes.- Cure.* glaucodea Tuckm., which W. Boott Lsq., has re-

cently referred to C. grisea, has an even, strongly curved style, complete!)

separating it from the latter, and also from C. flaccosperma, which has an

even, straight style. « Bulbous thickened " does not accurately describe

the style of C. grisea, as it is often merely thickened above the base as m

C. oligocarpa. But this character is sufficiently marked to disconnect it

from the others mentioned. Judged by external characters W*»"
three species sometimes closely approach each other, but their styles

!"rmanently different.—E. C. Howe, Lansingburg, N. X.

*/
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Fig. 1.

Ash in basket work.-In the Botanical Gazette, vol. xi
, pp. 326-328,

is an article on Hierochloa borealis, in which the author describes the

use of this grass in basket work. Furthermore he says : " The wood

used, which forms the main

part of these articles, is white

ash, Fraxinus Americana,

and red maple, Acer rubrum,

5 called in Maine white maple.

These woods they prepare at

home, splitting the ash into

strips of the requisite thin-

ness and width by means of

a machine."
In conversation with an old basket maker, in the eastern part of

Yates Township, Orleans County, N. Y., I gleaned the following facts rela-

tive to a more primitive method of splitting ash than that by machines.
This basket maker first splits the ash log into wedge-shaped pieces as repre-
sented m the upper half of figure 1. These pieces are again divided into
parts along the cross-lines, as seen in the lower half of figure 1. The
pieces now obtained are called " bars. In order to separate the bar into
strips suitable for his work, the basket maker places the bar on a block
and strikes hard blows upon it with a heavy hammer. The blows fall

perpendicular to the layers of growth. This causes the layers of wood to
slightly separate, much in the same way as a lad in making a whistle, by
pounding for a time, loosens the willow bark. In order to still farther
separate the layers, the basket maker causes the end of the bar to project
about four or six inches from the pounding block, and strikes more hard
wows upon the projecting end. This causes the end of the bar to sepa-
rate m layers, as figure 2 shows.
The strips of layers of growth,
or " grains" in the basket mak-
ers' terminology, can then be
readily pulled apart. These
strips vary in thickness and
are either trimmed by various
guagesorare themselves split Pig. 2.

thods
a knife fnr „ a* '

"~
,
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floor Ind he b t?6

1
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'
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^ratf; t^'fiht "if

8TChGd the end <* *« -trip. This procedure
separates the fibres so that the strip i8 easily made into two. This basket
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maker prefers black ash which has been exposed to the wind and sun.

The best ash for his purpose is obtained from a wood-lot which is open
and dry. Next to this he prefers isolated trees near a forest He does
not use black ash of the " black ash swamps" for, he says, " the grains are

too thin and the wood is not as tough."

The structure of the ash determines its mode of splitting under
heavy blows. It divides at the lines of demarcation of the annual layers.

Here are to be seen, upon microscopic examination, large dotted ducts,

whose open mouths are quite evident to the naked eye, in cross section.

The earliest mention of the ash and other trees in this section of

Western New York, that I know of, may be found in a handbill issued

by Joseph Ellicott, November 26th, 1800, (and quoted in Turner 'e History
of the Holland Purchase), viz: " Those who prefer land timbered with

black and white oak, hickory, poplar, chestnut, wild cherry, butternut

and dogwood, or the more luxuriant, timbered with basswood, sugar tree,

white ash, wild cherry, cucumber tree—a species of magnolia—and black

walnut, may be suited."

I am indebted to a botanical friend, 'Miss L. A. Weld, for the draw-
ings.—Charles E. Fairman.

Astringent qualities of Heuchera and Mitella.—It is well known thai

stringency is a common property in the Saxifrage family, and in the

west. Heuchera hispida Pursh., H. cylindriea Dough, and H. parvifolic

Xutt., are well known by the hunters, prospectors and others who lead a

wandering life. These plants are all very astringent and are successfully

employed in cases of diarrhoea of all degrees of severity. This complaint

is very troublesome and all the more so on account of its liability to oc-

cur at any time. This is particularly the case in alkali regions where the

water one has to drink is so bad as to bring on this sickness in a few

hours. Of course no drug stores are at hand, but by a little search one

can usually find one or another of the specie- mentioned, H. paralalia

being the commonest species in Northern Montana. Any one troubled

with the complaint mentioned can, by chewing a small portion of th<

root and swallowing the juice, quickly relieve himself. Or where the

dried root is used, some people carrying a supply wherever they go, a

decoction is often made, but is very disagreeable fcu take. The great

rouble with alum root is that if one takes only a little too much sudden

constipation comes on and has been known to last for days, often causing

dangerous symptoms.
We have tried several native roots at different times while far away

from human habitations and have found that the root of Mitella pentandra

Hook, is far superior to alum root. It is milder and slower in its action

and besides being mildly astringent possesses a bitter principle which
acts as an appetizer, as we have demonstrated to our perfect satisfaction

2
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on several occasions. The last time we employed it was in the case of a

young man who had been troubled with diarrhoea for three weeks. Dur-

ing the last week of the period the complaint was coupled with severe

indigestion and total loss of appetite. Having nothing at hand to give

him we broke off the root from a botanical specimen of Mitella pentan-

draand divided it into two parts of about ten grains each. He chewed
and swallowed one piece on the spot (about 9 a. m.) and ate the re-

mainder at 11 A. m. Before noon he actually complained of great hunger
and spoke with evident relish, to our amazement, of what he expected to

have for dinner. We saw him again at 2 p. if., and he felt much better,

telling us how he had enjoyed his dinner. The next morning we saw
him again, and he was well in every respect, having a good appetite and
digestion, his bowels being free and regular in their action. Now this

man had been sick, and looked sick, for three weeks, yet that little bit of

root made him well in less than twenty-four hours. We would not say

that such decided results would take place in every instance, but.a-^

mentioned before, we have used the root of this plant on several occa-

sions with beneficial results! By accident we discovered the good
quality of the plant in question. It is our custom to taste every root we
rind new to us, and that is the way we found out. Thinking this might be

new to the public, and that the knowledge of it might be of practical value
to others, we submit these remarks to the readers of the Gazktte. -F. W.
Anderson, Great Falls, Montana.

Celery Leaf Blight (Oenotpora Apii Fres.)-This disease annually de-
stroys about one half of the celery planted in this section ; last vear (1886)
the loss occasioned by the parasite was not 80 great as in former years,
owing, no doubt, to the dry weather which preva.led in this section.
frequent showers and heavy dews followed by hot sunshine favors the
growth of the fungus. The fungus usually appears in this section about
the tint.of July, and at the approach of cool weather, which usually comes
on in September, the fungus gradually disappears. When fresh the
comdia germinate readily (i„ three hours) bv Bending cut a delicate,
colorless thread from each cell. So long as the celery leave* a re kept dry

, ,°L
COn " ,ia Kermin^, but if the leaves aw frequently

moistened the iungus quickly destroys then. ( 'elerv protected from the
mrect rays of the sun, either by natural means, as planting under trees,
or by screens made for the purpose, is rarely attacked bv the parasite.

On September 2&, 1886, several healthy celery plants' that were grow-

Z Z1X ?r^ Were Ufted "nd Planted !l1 ^ green-honse. About

ZZ«L VTngs of the conidia of (
-
A P»" — »^« »P°" the

ZZt T I
nt8

; u
Filteen da^8 later the **— <*ere the sowings

beLctb^h I f the Pale green PU8t"'- »hW» alwuvs appear ju-t

which 1/P TfTldk beC°me Vi8ible
- ° wi"S *° *« cool weather

winch came on about the time the pustules made their appearance, *•
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fungus made no further progress, except several spots which showed the

brownish hyphse, but no conidia. The plants upon which no sowings
were made remained healthy. If the experiment had been made earlier

in the season the development of the fungus would have been more
rapid. A form of C. Apii is quite common on Pastinaca, but is quite dis-

tinct from C. Apii on cultivated celery. In the Journal of Mycology (vol.

I, p. 37), the form on Pastinaca is included under C. Apii Fres. Mr. Ellis

thinks, however, that the form on Pastinaca might be called C. Pastinaca*

with propriety, as distinct from C. Apii Fres.—B. T. Galloway,
Columbia, Mo.

An American Papavor.—Last summer Mr. John Spence, a florist of

Santa Barbara, collected many plants in the high mountain regions of

Santa Barbara County, which he submitted to me for examination*
Among other novelties were the beautiful orange-colored blossoms of a

Papaver. In the absence of root or foliage, it was not easy to tell

whether it was P. Rhoeas of Europe or something new; but, judging from
the location in which it was obtained, I suspected it might be something
new, and sent it to Dr. Gray. On a visit to the same locality later in the

season, Mr. Spence obtained ripe seed, and succeeded in raising perfect

plants, specimens of which he has sent to Dr. Gray, who deoides that it is

a new species. Being the first American representative of the genus, Dr.

Gray very appropriately christened it Papaver Californioa. Mr. Spence
says the plant is found in quantity where the ground had been burned
over the previous season, and that the large masses of brilliant orange
flowers could not fail to attract attention. The same plant was found
lastyear, by other individuals, in two different localities in the Sinta
Xnez mountains, and under the same conditions, on ground that had
been burned over the previous year; but we have no report of its having
been collected before last year.—Mrs. R. F. Bingham.

Termieularia phlogina Pairman (n. sp.)—Perithecia very delicate,

minute, superficial, sparingly clothed with bristles of varying length,

8ubhyaline above, darker below, continuously or sparingly septate, 60-100

>
a long and 5-7 <i thick, tips (especially the longer ones) obtuse : sporules

oblong, fusoid, hyaline, slightly curved, endochrome at length imperfect-

inajy divided in the middle, 15-20X2J-3 ,u.—Differs
its smaller, paler perithecia and different bristles.

On leaves of Phlox divaricate. Kidgeway, Orleans County, New
York, July, 1886.

This Verm cularia occurs on the phlox leaves, (generally after flower-
lI*g of the host), often mixed with a Cladosporium (O. epiphyllum Nees?)

sometimespure, and at times suspected leave* have only the Cladospo-
num present,—Charles E. Fairman, LyndonvUle, New York,
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EDITORIAL.
One thing is especially true of American botany—it is vigorous and

progressive. The evidences of accelerating growth may reasonably sup-

port hopes of a future development as profound, even if not as massive,

as Germany now possesses. We are of a mind with our German corre-

spondent (whose views on this and other points carry all the more
weight by being taken from a letter not written for publication), that

time will bring us college faculties in botany, with all implied improve-
ments and accompaniments, where we now have" isolated teachers. It is,

indeed, quite possible to establish a few laboratories and lecture rooms
in emulation of the best the world knows, if men of erudition and in-

domitable energy are willing to devote themselves to the work, and can

secure the backing of sufficiently large and wealthy institutions, yet to

see the science acknowledged as an essential part of a general education
which is now true in a limited sense only, there must exist the convic-

tion in the public mind that it is of greater importance than other studies

which it displaces. Public attention is much more directed toward the

useful at the present time than what is simply interesting. It will be

good policy, therefore, for botanists to pay regard to those subjects which
affect the thought and welfare of the people. In passing this way the

dangerous ground of superficiality must be sedulously avoided, for our
plea is not for popularity at the expense of science, but for the advance-
ment of science by the aid of the good will of the people. Let the botany,
presented by botanists, take hold of problems of human welfare and phil-

osophy in a masterly way, and the public will not fail to show apprecia-
tion by lending its support to the advancement of the science as a whole.

OPEN LETTERS.

Anatomical Botany.
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Ouvirandra fenestralis.

In the January number of the Botanical Gazette the fact is men-
tioned that it is very difficult to keep Ouvirandra fenestralis free from
algse. This seems to be the only real difficulty in cultivating this most
interesting plant, and it may be of interest to your readers that it has
been overcome in the Botanic Garden at Breslau (Germany) by putting
some specimens of Planorbis corneus into the tank where that plant wa>
growing. This snail cleans Ouvirandra thoroughly without injuring it.

I do not know whether Planorbis corneus occurs in America, but any
other species will probably do quite as well. English cultivators recom-
mend keeping Ouvirandra in the shade to prevent the luxuriant growth
of alga} on it. (cf. Kegel's Gartenflora, 1886, pp 308 and 6>7).

Botanic Garden, Oxford, England.
~

Dr. S. Schonland.

Rendering herbarium specimens pliable.

A year or more ago I received a package of plants from a botanical
correspondent which, though otherwise very line, were extremely brittle,
and therefore liable to be injured by handling. It happily occurreJ to
me to try whether perhaps glycerine would render the specimens more
pliable and so to a portion of my poisoning mixture (the ordinary one of

1 oz. corrosive sublimate to a quart of methylic alcohol) I added glycerine
m the proportion of 4 ozs. to the quart. On treating the plants with this
solution they were very much improved and could be handled without
danger of undue breakage. Since then I have used no other mixture,
only I have gradually improved it until now my poisoning solutionis
made up as follows : Alcohol, 26 fl. oz.; corrosive sublimate, 1 oz.; mix
and dissolve, then add 6 fl. oz. glycerine. Plants poisoned by this solution
are not only well preserved, but are also much less liable to be damaged
by frequent handling. F. T. Aschman,

Sharon, Pa.

German and American Botanists.

One is very soon impressed with the different standing of science in
Germany and America, when he is here. I wish all our workers, and
especially the young men, might come and learn something of the
thoroughness, the patience and enthusiasm of the Germans It would
have a wonderful effect upon our future scientific development. The
amount of original work done here is enormous. No professor of natu-
ral science is content with the mere teaching of his specialty, but strives
to add something to the knowledge which he already has. Indeed, no
pan can long hold his place who does not do original work. The result
is keen interest and competition, and a splendid scientific literature. I

will not say our American scientists are at fault, because they do not do
likewise, for they are overloaded with routine work, and have no time
outside of college duties. They are not vet specialists, because few of our
American institutions are vet broad enough to support a botanical or
chemical faculty. But all this will come also in America in due time.

Qiitingen, Germany. W inthrop E. Ston k
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NOTES AND NEWS.

American
cott & Co., of Philadelphia.

Professor John M. Coulter was elected president of the Indiana
Academy of Science for 1887.

In the Gazette for December, lsstj, page 330, in "Explanation of

Plate XI,*' Carex gracillima should read Carex debilis.

A paper on North American Geraniacese has been presented to the
Boston Society of Natural History by Dr. Win. Trelease.

Through the kindness of a member of the corporation, the botanical
laboratory of Brown University is now equipped with six of Beck's "Star"
microscopes.

In THE Gazette for November, 1886, there is a mistake in Professor
Scnbner's plate on the Black Rot. In figure 8 the u should be mm. The
mistake was made in copying the figure.

An interesting fungus, Boletus decipiens B. & C„ has been found
in Niagara County, N. Y., by Dr. Charles E, Fairman. Hitherto it has
only been collected in the southern states.

Mr. Philip L. Cobb, of Cleveland, O., writes that Viola hastata and a
white flowered variety of Cnicus arvensis occur east of that city, and that
Lactuca bcanola is common in and about the oity.

M. Alph. DeCandolle has just distributed a paper, from the Archive*
des Sciences Physiques el Naturelles, on the botanical origin of certain cultU
vatecl plants and the probable causes of the extinction of certain species.
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At a recent meeting of the Philadelphia Academy, Miss Helen C.

De S. Abbott announced the discovery of hematoxylin in the bark of Saraca

Indica. It is another genus of the same order to which Hematoxylin
Campechianum belongs, the only plant heretofore known to yield hem-
atoxylin.

Lorenzo G. Yates, of Santa Barbara, California, has published a list

of Hawaiian ferns, with notes of locality, etc. Of the 12!> species, ten are

found in North America, live of which are Californian. Mr. Yates has

also in preparation a similar list of the ferns of Ceylon, as well as a list

of all known ferns, with synonymy, habitat, etc.

Prof. F. L. Sargent gives in the American Month!}! Mic. Journal for

February an interesting paper " On the Schwendener Theory of the Con-
stitution of Lichens." In this connection we must congratulate this

journal upon its improved appearance. The abandonment of the two-

column page is a decided change for the better.

Mr. Henry Willey, of New Bedford, Mass., is offering for sale his

large collection of lichens and also his library. It is undoubtedly the

most complete in this country after that of the late Professor Tuckerman.
It would give any student of lichens in this country an unsurpassed op-

portunity for good work. The collection is valued at $2,000.

Most of the ornamental indigenous plants of the United States are

kept for sale in small or large lots by Edward Gillett, of Southwick,
Mass., also the seeds of many kinds. His annual catalogue for 1887 makes
the tenth issue, and it is pleasant to note that the commercial demand
shows an increased appreciation of native wild flowers and ferns.

The " Botanical Soctety of Western Pennsylvania " was organized
in Pittsburgh, Pa., on October 21st, 1886, with twenty-five charter mem-
bers from that city and vicinity. Prof. B. H. Patterson was elected

president, and Dr. A. Pettit, secretary of the new society. Monthly meet-

ings are held, preparatory to active field work during the comin ason.

The Columbus (Ohio) Horticultural Society has published a very

interesting volume of proceedings for 1880. With such boianists as Pro-

fessors Townshend, Lazenbv and Devol at work the botanical activity oi

the state is reported as increasing. The only criticism to be made upon
this report is its sad lack of continuous pagination. The secretary's

address is W. S. Devol, Columbus, 0.

A synopsis of Tillandsiffi has been begun by J. G. Baker in the Feb-

ruary Jtnimal of Botavi/. The suborder is in great contusion and Dr.

Baker's work will be most acceptable to botanists. It contains six genera

separated into two groups by the coalescence of petals into a tube or not.

In the present paper the genus Sodiroa (with three species, one of them
n^w) is considered and two species (out of eleven) of the genus
Caraguata..

_. The Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society of North Car-

olina for the vear lHSr>-i\ show- a commendable activity in the scientific

Proles of that state. This publication, of about one hundred and bfty

Pages, contains a great variety of papers, two of which are of great botan-

^al interest, viz.: "A Sketch of the Life and Scientific Work of L. D.

von Sehweinitz," with portrait, seventeen pflges, containing also complete

bibliography; and the " Wilmington Flo™/' sixty pages, by Dr. 1. *".

Wood and Gerald McCarthy. The latter is a full catalogue of 1 .202 species

tod varieties, reprinting 527 jrenera and 129 orders of phanerogams.
*ne secretary's address is F. P. Venable, Chapel Hill, N- C,
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The las! number (December) of Drugs and Medicines has just come
to hand. It treats chiefly of Lobelia inflate. The drawings of the micro-
scopic structure of various parts are unusually bad—in fact, not up to the

average of college student's work. The illustrations of microscopic struc-

ture have never been on a par with the other illustrations. The editor
of this excellent quarterly might profitably seek to improve the work in

this direction.

Dr. H. W. Wiley, of the Agricultural Department, has just distrib-

uted as Bulletin 14, the record of the recent experiments at Fort Scott,

Kan., in the manufacture of sugar from sorghum and sugar canes. The
results are very interesting from a scientific point of view, and suggest
many problems for future investigation, but the " practical " result is best

stated in Dr. Wiley's own words :

i «u
l P^81 ho (>onfess0(i th**t the chief object of this last series of experiments, viz.: to

place the industry where private capital would see its way clear to its extension, has not
he«Mi attained."

*

The account of larval entomophthora, E. Phytonomi on Phytonomus
punctatus, given in the January number for 1886, is supplemented by

Mr. Arthur in his recent report to the New York Agricul-
Cfts=w") tural Experiment Station. It is found that the germina-

(y tion of the spores on the surface of water differs widely
from germination under water. Instead of forming myce-
lium they put out short hyphse of definite length, on each
of which is born a single minute spore, as shown in the

accompanying figure ( x 200). Such spores are well

adapted by their minuteness for long distance transportation through
the air.

The Indiana Academy of Science is a young but very vigorous or-

ganization. After a meeting to organize, the first annual meeting was
held at Indianapolis during the holidays. Over 100 persons, of various
scientific taste and attainment, joined, and among them the botanists were
well represented. Among the papers presented, those of botanical inter-
est were ' Origin of the Indiana Flora," John M. Coulter; "Mildews of

Indiana. .J. N. Rose; "Chlorophyll Bands of Spirogyra," Stanley Coulter:
Additions to the Indiana Flora," Geo. C. Hubbard. In addition to these,

rrot Lhas. K. Barnes gave directions for the collection of mosses. Prof.
Stanley Coulters paper brought out certain peculiarities in the action of

trie young bands of bpirogyra under shock and will shortly be prepared
for the readers of the Gazette.

1>k. E. Loew has published in the Jahrbuch of the Berlin Botanic
gardens the results of his extensive experiments upon the reciprocal
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COULTER and ROSE on UMBELLIFER/E.



Vol. xn. no. 4—Botanical Gazette-April, isst.

Notes on Umbelliferje of E. United States. IIF.

JOHN M. COULTER AND J. N. ROSE.

(WITH PLATE III.)

The range of Erigenia bulbosa, as given on page 15, ante.
should be somewhat extended, so as to include Eastern Penn-
sylvania, along the Lower Susquehanna {Porter), and Ten-
nessee {Gattinger). It is very much desired that botanists
will not only assist us in thus perfecting the range of our spe-
cies of Umbellifene, but also in providing good fruiting speci-
mens. The failure of many of our best collections in fruiting
specimens is somewhat remarkable, and we give this early
notice, that all collectors, western as well as eastern, may
take pains during the coming season to collect fruiting speci-
mens of all the Umbelliferae of their region. We already have
to acknowledge the courtesy which has extended to us all

needed assistance from the Harvard Herbarium and from the
herbaria of I. C. Martindale, Thomas C. Porter, M. S. Bebb,
Wm. M. Canby, Walter Deane, and S. M. Tracy.

LIGUSTICUM L.—Fruit ovate to oblong, not flattened
either way

: carpel with 5 equal strong primary ribs (some-
times winged), each with a group of strengthening cells

:

oil-ducts 2-4 in the intervals, 6 on the commissural side

:

seed-section somewhat dorsally flattened : stylopodium coni-
ca

' (figs - 27-3 ).—Smooth perennials, with aromatic root:*

and fruit, 2-3 ternately compound leaves, and white flowers.
1. L. Scoticum L. Spec. 250. Stem simple, 1-2 ft. high:

leaves twice ternate ; leaflets ovate, coarsely toothed ; fruit

narrowly oblong, 4-5 lines long ; oil-ducts small, 2-3 in the
intervals; seed-section nearly semicircular (figs. 27, 28).

—

^alt marshes, New England." Fl. August.
2. L. actaeifoliiim Michx. Fl. i. 166. Stem branched above,

2-o ft. high : leaves thrice ternate ; leaflets broadly oblong,
coarsely serrate : fruit ovate, 2-3 lines long ; oil-ducts large,

i~4 m the intervals ; seed-section pentagonal (figs. 29, 30).

—

Kich ground, S. Pennsylvania to Kentucky and southward.
**• July and August.

TIEDEMANNIA DC—Fruit ovate to obovate, flattened
dorsally

: carpels with K primary equidistant ribs ; dorsal and

v

•
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intermediate filiform; lateral extended into broad wings,
closely contiguous to those of the other carpel, forming a
winged margin to the fruit, nerved dorsally at the inner mar-
gin giving the appearance of five filiform ribs on the back of
each carpel

; strengthening cells under each rib and nerve:
oil-ducts solitary in the intervals, 2-6 on the commissural
side: seed-section oblong to broadly oval : stvlopodium short,
thick conical (fags. 31-36).—Smooth erect aquatic herbs,
with leaves reduced to petioles or of few narrow leaflets, in-
volucre and involucels present, and white flowers. Eastern
species. Including Archemora DC.—Bentham and Hooker
have included both Tiedemannia and Archemora under
reucedanum. They are very distinct in habit from our own
^eucedanums, whi-h are low dry ground western forms,
with much dissected leaves and mostly vellow flowers. The
fruit characters still further confirm this difference of habit,
the carpels being much more flattened dorsally in Peuceda-

v^' !w g a nam
?
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oil-ducts small or sometimes large, 4-6 on commissural side
( fi£s - 35^ 36) Archemora rigida DC—New York to Minne-
sota and south to the Gulf. Fl. August.

PEUCEDANUM L.—Fruit roundish to oblong, much
flattened dorsally

: carpels with 5 primary ribs ; dorsal and
intermediate filiform and approximate ; lateral extended into
broad wings, closely contiguous to those of the other carpel so
as to form a winged margin to the fruit, strongly nerved ven-
trally (on commissural side) at the inner margin ; strength-
ening cells under each rib and nerve : oil-ducts 1-3 in the
intervals, 2-6 on the commissural side: seed-section much
flattened (figs. 37, 38).—Dry ground acaulescent (or short
-caulescent) herbs, with fusiform roots, dissected leaves, no
involucre, mostly yellow (sometimes white) flowers, and sty-
lopodmm depressed or wanting. Western species.—The
strong nerve on the commissural face of the lateral wings
seems to be a constant and distinctive character, taking the
place of the dorsally placed nerve on the lateral wings of
liedemannia.

1. P. nudicaule Nutt. Torr. & Gray, Fl. i. 627. Low, nearly
acaulescent, pubescent : leaves much dissected : flowers white :

fruit nearly round, 2-3 lines broad ; oil-ducts small, solitarym the intervals, 2-4 on the commissural side.—Minnesota to
Jowa and westward. Fl. in earliest spring.

PASTINACA L.—Fruit oval, very much flattened dor-
sally

: carpels with 5 primary ribs ; dorsal and intermediate
inform

j lateral extended into broad wings contiguous to
ose.°f the other carpel, stronglv nerved towards the outerm '""gm

: strengthening cells continuous about the seed cavity
and under the nerves : oil-ducts small, solitary in the inter-
vals, 2-4 on the commissural side : seed-section very much
flattened

: stylopodium depressed (figs. 39, 40).—Tall stout
lennial, with pinnatelv compound leaves, mostly no invo-

J acre, and yellow floweVs.
1. P. sativa L. Stem grooved : leaflets ovate to oblong, *

cut-toothed.—Introduced everywhere. Fl. July-September,
tfentham and Hooker include Paslinaca under Peuceda-

num, although the fruit characters are quite distinct and
almost identical with those of Heracleum. In fact, were it
not for ^e remarkable petals of Heracleum and its conical
styJopodium Pastinaca could not be distinguished from it.

n comparison with Pencedanum the fruit of Pastinaca is
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much more dorsally flattened, the lateral wings are stronglv
nerved towards the outer margin, instead of at the inner mar-
gin on the commissural side, and a remarkable layer of
strengthening cells completely invests the seed cavity, instead
of occurring m small isolated groups beneath each rib, all of
which characters are shared with Heracleum. As of minor
importance the habit of Pastinaca is not that of Peucedanum,
but rather that of Heracleum. Pastinaca is thus character-
ized by the fruit and habit of Heracleum and the floral char-
acter of 1 eucedanum, and had better stand as an intermediate
genus. I he length of the oil-ducts, a character sometimes
used, is far from constant. In Peucedanum thev are gener-
ally as long as the fruit ; in Pastinaca sometimes as long and
sometimes shorter; in Heracleum generally -about half aa
long, though sometimes nearly as long.

J .
HERACLEUM L.—Fruit oval, somewhat narrowed at

>ase
:

like PasUnaca, but with thick conical stylopodium
ngs. 41 42) —I all stout perennial, with ternately compound
leaves, deciduous involucre, white flowers, and obcordate
petals, the outer ones commonly larger and 2-cleft.

ferifet u *!

"m m
?
bK

'
F1< L l66

' Woolly, stem grooved:
eaflets broad, irregularly cut-toothed.-Wet ground, through-
out the northern states, and as far south as North Carolinaand Kentucky

; also westward. Fl. June.

A Botanical Tramp through North Carolina.

GERALD M'CARTHY.
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everywhere absent, the only means provided the foot-passen-

ger for getting across such places being what is called the

"foot-log/' The foot-log causeway is a characteristic insti-

tution of subaqueous Carolina. It consists of logs, usually of

bald cypress, strung across the stream, and supported at th<

*nds by piles driven a few feet into the soft ooze beneath.
The upper surface is chipped off, so as to furnish a level and
slippery pathway of some twelve to sixteen inches breadth.

Frequently, after getting halfway across some wide lagoon

or stygian stream, the wayfarer is confronted by a yawning
chasm, where the connecting logs have been swept away by
the rising flood. It may be, too, that the twilight is fast

deepening into the Egyptian darkness of the cypress swamp.
Then the belated traveler must wade if he can, swim if he
must.

The most abundant trees of all this wet region are the

valuable black gum and bald cypress. The latter often rises

to a height of over one hundred feet, and attains a girth of

twenty-five feet or more above the swollen base. Where the

trunks are not overcrowded, each one is surrounded by a

palisade of cypress knees. The use of these curious excres-

ences can perhaps be explained by some of our biologists,

"ome one has suggested that they are intended to protect the

sapling tree from injury by floating ice, a service, indeed,

they are well fitted to perform, only it must be remembered
that ice and the current to give it momentum are both usualh

absent from cypress pools. It may be, however, that the

swamp water, which has a strongly acid reaction, acting

upon the soft, spongy texture of the wood, has something to

do with the production of these apparently useless appurte-

nances, as well as the swollen base of the trunk itself.
1

The cane, Arundinaria macrosperma, mingled with Scir-

pus lacustris, Typha latifolia, and Smilax laurifolia, forms an

impenetrable jungle along each side of the road, which it

would soon invade were it not for the corduroying process.

Separating the basins of the different swamps are ridge*

of higher ground, usually with clavev soil. These ridges

ar* often treeless, and are then covered by rank-growing

sedges and aquatics. Among the sedges I noticed the fol-

lowing: Cvperus strigosus, C. retrofractus, C. Ilaspan. C.

rivularis. C. flavescens, C. flavicomus, and C. Grayn, Du-

nchium spathaceum, Fuirena squarrosa, Eleochans tubercu-

.

I
The ordinary function assigned to - cypress kneaa" is that they permit the access of

*"" to the roots. Also see Botanical Gazette, viii. 286.-Ens.
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losa, Enophorum Virginicum, Fimbristvlis spadicea, Rhvn-
chospora inexpansa, R. alba, R. oligantha, R. microcarpa.
K. pallida, R. gracilenta, R. Torreyana and R. glomerata.
K. cormculata is rather scarce, but increases southward.
Oichromena leucocephala, D. latifolia, Scleria trigloraerata,
&. oligantha, S. Elliottii, S. gracilis and S. laxa abound. Of
carices the most common are C. flavescens, C. vulpinoidea
ana u. Jupuhna. This genus is bv no means so well repre-
sented as one would expect.

But the flora of these lonely swamps is, like the swamps
themselves, rather monotonous. The collector will often get
as complete a set of species in a single clay as he can secure
by a whole weeks labor, even though he force his way, as
the writer did,

'Through tangled juniper, beds of reeds,
lhrough many a fen where the serpent feeds,

And man never trod before."
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elongated palisade cells, and usually about three layers of

spongy parenchyma, more closely packed than usual. The
chlorophyll bodies are small and thickly and evenly distrib-

uted throughout the mesophyll cells.

The first indication of the approach of autumnal change^
is the withdrawal of the contents of the mesophyll cells. This
goes on gradually, but the cells are seldom emptied. The
amount of protoplasmic cell contents lost to a plant by the

tall of its leaves must be very considerable. The whole raa,^

of the chlorophyll bodies in any cell is much reduced by this

process of withdrawal (see figures 2 and 3). At the same
time the protoplasm of the cell seems to dispose of much of

Fig. 1. Vu:. 2.

its substance in the manufacture of cellulose, chiefly in the

palisade cells, in which it is deposited upon the cell walls in

successive 1 avers, either uniformly or in restricted patches, or

is used occasionally in building a transverse partition across a

palisade cell (fig. 4). In every case the lines of stratification

ire beautifully marked. That this deposit is cellulose was
determined bv the ordinary tests for that substance. During
these changes the chlorophyll bodies are seen both to disin-

tegrate and to blend together in larger masses. In the case
of the red leaf these larger masses often become invested by
a pellicle which appears to be cellulose.

In the leaf which has become brown (fig. 2), a greater

amount of cell contents remain than in the red, the chlorophyll

bodies do not mass together so much, and the cell sap is a

dirty brown.
In the red leaf (fig. 3) the cell contents are even more

reduced, some cells being almost empty, the remaining con-

tents are mostlv collected in masses of considerable size and
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often surrounded by the pellicle referred to, and the cell sap
is colored by the characteristic red coloring matter, erythro-
phyll.

In the yellow leaf the cell contents are much like those of
the red leaf, but the cell sap is colorless and the chlorophyll
masses are stained yellow by xanthophyll.

What has been said of red and yellow and brown leaves
is applicable as well to groups of cells in the case of mottled
leaves.

The existence of erythrophyll and xanthophyll in thes<
positions, the tormer in the cell sap, the latter in the solid
cell contents, is of course well known in a general way. But
we wish to add an additional fact or two in the explanation
01 these phenomena. Chlorophyll, manufactured constantly
under the influence of light, is as constantly undergoing

-j decomposition by the metabolism
of the cell. Under ordinary condi-
tions the manufacture of chloro-
phyll is sufficient to cover up its

decomposition and the leaf retains
ifo ,«• 1 T T 1 . *

pears.

its green color. Under certain

changed conditions, however, such
as intense light or diminished vital-
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the cell sap, leaving the chlorophyll masses untouched. This
red coloring matter can not be discovered in any of the crude
materials brought into the plant, or in any other part than
the leaves, except sometimes in the phloem regions of the
petioles. When the leaf falls and the cell sap evaporates,
md the chlorophyll bodies die, the erythrophyll lays hold of
the cell wall and solid contents and stains them. In this way
dried leaves retain their red color
ble in water, however, contact
with moisture will soon cause the
most of it to disappear. In the

As erythrophyll is solu-

case of many cells containing
erythrophyll we found the chlo-
rophyll masses retaining their
green color. In fact, the green
was so slow in disappearing that
it was only in the most advanced
stages that it had given place to
the yellow of xanthophyll. In
some cases, where chlorophyll
masses were in contact with ex-
ternal cell walls, they had be-
come yellow, while in the same
cell those masses completely sur-
rounded with erythrophyll re-
mained green. The explanation
of this seems to lie in the fact
that in the red rays the decom-
position of chlorophyll goes on
Jess actively than in the rays of
low refrangibilitv.'- The erythrophyll thus acts as a check
upon the decomposition of chlorophyll, and so on the appear-
ance of xanthophyll. It thus seems that all the leaves would
become yellow but for the presence of erythrophyll. The
brown coloration seems to be a modification of the red, the

erythrophyll color of the cell sap being replaced by a dirty

brown. Whether this is a resultant from the action oferythro-
phyll upon certain cell contents, or an entirely different color-
lng matter, was not ascertained.

Kl(,. 4.

-Vines' Physiol< gy of Hauls, p. 266.
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BRIEFER ARTICLES.

A Plant Heliostat.—The Malva bvrecdis Wall, is a very common weed

in cultivated ground throughout Southern California. It is an annual that

quickly springs up in rich, tilled soil that is at all neglected. This "Malva,"

as it is appropriately called, is an almost constant stimulus to better cul-

ture, and stands ready to possess the soil, for a time at least, so soon as the

harrow, gang-plow or hoe ceases to make frequent visits. The large areas

in walnut groves, orange orchards, open fields for grain growing, and

even along the roadsides, occupied by this weed, made any observations

as to its habits an easy task. The most interesting characteristic of this

mallow,which was noticed, is the heliotropic power possessed by the foliage.

The round-cordate, neatly crenate and more or less five to seven lobed

leaves follow the sun during its daily course, and present their upper sur-

faces to the descending rays. The position of the blades is facing east-

ward in the morning, and as the day advances the laminae turn to the

south and become more nearly horizontal. During the afternoon the

blades approach the vertical position, and at sunset they face the western

sky. In short, the malva leaves are living heliostats. This heliotropic

movement is much more uniform in the leaves of young plants than in

those that have grown old and woody. Over an area entirely covered

with the malva plants that are about six inches high, and before any flow-

ering stems have begun to shoot upward, the peculiarity of the leaves

above noted is strikingly manifest to any person, however blunt his pow-

ers of observation, when once his attention is called to the matter.
A series of observations was made upon the movement of the leaves

to determine, if possible, the portion of the blade that is most active in

the turning, and also to discover the method of the return from the even-

ing position to that assumed in the morning. By pushing small wooden
stakes into the soil, and thus marking the position of a leaf at any given

time, together with the use of strings tied upon the leaves, the changes

could be determined. Frequent observations were required at all times

of the day and far into the night. It was found that the point of torsion

was located just below the blade in a <hort portion of the upper end of

the petiole. At this place, averaging a line in length in the most active

leaves, the petiole is of different color and t xtur from the remaining
lower portion of the long petiole. The fibro-vascular bundles here con-

verge from their several strands into one central tough thread, and the

surrounding soft tissue is similar to that of a pulvinus in nvetotropic and

sensitive plants. The exterior of this portion of the petioleYs of a reddish

brown color. The blade effects its daily turning at this place, and when
night comes on it returns to its morning position by retracing the path

taken during the day. In no case was there any indication of any attempt
to make an entire revolution. be.u
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as the sun is set; in fact the following of the sun is not so pronounced
after 3 o'clock (and earlier on dark days) as up to that hour. It seems as

if the sun drew the leaf around by its own attraction, and the blade moves
back to its point of rest when the force is withdrawn. There was no evi-

dent daily motion observed in the remaining portion of the long petioles.

It is true that they varied their position from time to time, but with no
regularity. Petioles on the eastern side of a plant remain more nearly

horizontal than those located elsewhere. Those upon the north and south

-ides are more upright, with a tendency to point eastward. The western

leaves are nearly upright, so that the blades may be able to catch the di-

rect rays of the morning sun. At night there is an evident falling of the

petioles as if to assume a position of rest, while the blades become nearly

horizontal at the same time. By 9, or at most 10 o'clock in the evening
the plant reached its position of repose, and an hour or more before the

sun's morning rays can strike the plant the blades are all in position.

Three distinct views of a malva patch may be obtained at any time when
the sun is shining. If the view is, so to speak, from the sun, that is, in the

direction of the rays of light, only the upper surfaces of the leaves are

seen; if toward the direction of the sun, the under surfaces are in view.

The difference between the shades of green of these two views is very

marked. A third view is at right angles to the sun's rays, from which
point the leaves are only seen by their edges, which are inclined from
the perpendicular, the angle depending upon the height of the sun at the

time of observation. Upon a dark, stormy day the heliotropism of the

leaves is in a large degree suspended.—Byron D. Halsted, BOanical

Laboratory, Ames, Iowa.

Leaf Prints.—Several years ago I devised a method of taking leaf

prints of marked beauty, and a specimen of the work recently sent to Dr.

Gray elicited the reply: " 'Tie a new way; better send account of it to

Botanical Gazette," etc. I do so, prompted by the belief that the

method may be of actual usefulness to the botanist as well as a relining

recreation for those who love nature "on general principles." There

will be needed for the work: 1. A small ink roller, such as printers use

for inking type. 2. A quantity of green printer's ink. 3. A pane of

stout window glass (the larger the better) fastened securely to an evenly

planed board twice the size of the glass. A small quantity of the ink is

Put on- the glass and spread with a knife, after which it is distributed

evenly by going over in all directions with the ink roller. When this

has been carefully done, the leaf to be copied is laid on a piece of waste

Paper and inked by applying the roller once or twice with moderate

Pressure. This leaves a film of ink on the veins and network of the leaf,

and by placing it on a piece of blank paper and applying considerable

Pressure for a few moments the work is done, and when the leaf is lifted
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from the paper the impress remains with all its delicate tracery, faithful

in color and outline to the original.

To get the best results, however, several points must be carefully

noted. Get a quarter or half pound of dark green ink, which is put up

in collapsible tubes costing from SO cents to $2 a pound, according to

quality. As sold it is invariably too thick for this purpose, and should

be thinned by adding several drops of Balsam Copaiba to as much ink as

may be taken on a salt spoon. Much depends on the proper consistency

of the ink. In inking, the leaf is apt to curl on the roller, but it should

part readily from it. In case it sticks tightly, the ink is too thick. Take

care that the ink is evenly distributed on the glass and roller, as it is

essential that each part of the leaf receives an equal coating of ink. If

the leaf is large, ink it part by part, keeping the roller supplied frequently.

A roller three inches long, costing 40 cents, will answer for all small

leaves and branches of plants (clean the roller with benzine after using).

If the leaf is finely veined the lower surface makes the better print, but

if the veins are coarse and large the upper surface may be used. If

the specimen is fleshy or brittle, allow it to wilt until it becomes more

be In most cases

the best copy is obtained after taking one or two impression?, as the leaf

takes the ink better after several applications.' A good quality of unsized

|
per that is made slightly damp by putting in a cellar several hours

before using is best for general work, but in other cases well sized paper

will take a copy that will allow ft fUidype (may I coin the word?), to

bear inspection side by side with a i^ood lithograph. I find a little

press very valuable in making the impression, especially if the leaf is at

all coriaceous. If it be soft, it should be covered with a few thicknesst

of newspaper. If it is irregular in thickness, paper may be laid over the

thin parts so that equal pressure is received. This is necessary with all

haves that have thick stems. If the leaf or branch is very irregular or

delicate, or in the absence of a press of any kind, the specimen maybe
covered with several layers of paper and held in place with one hand

while the pressure is applied with the thumb or palm of the other hand

as required.

These particulars are as complete as practicable ; experiment will

lead to many improvements in details. Employ tact and neatness and

you will be surprised at the result. For illustrating monographs, and

miliar papers where the number is too limited to warrant an expensive

•lithograph, for identifying a rare specimen, or as an adjunct to an her-

barium, combining portability, unalterability and beauty withal, the

method seems particularly fitted. But aside from this, others may find •

delightful and instructive recreation in taking prints of the entire flow

of the old farm, the trees of a certain grove, the native annuals of a

county, the ferns of a state, or any other special field that seems most
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inviting. Such copies may be taken in a blank book suited to the pur

pose, or better, take them on single sheets of uniform size, as in this wa\

imperfect copies may be thrown out, and when the work is completed

they may be named, classified and bound, making a volume of real value

and worthy of just pride. I would esteem it a favor as well as a pleasure

to hear personally from any who may employ this method in any way
the coming season, concerning the progress of their work, with its atten-

dant imperfections and successes.

—

Horace M. Engle, Marietta, Pa.

A method of staining Peziza specimens.—Decolorize the Pezizae by
soaking in a solution of corrosive sublimate (1 to 2000 Aq. Dist.). Wash
from precipitated calomel by agitation in distilled water. Macerate in

90 per cent, alcohol for twenty-four hours. For immediate examination,

lower for a few seconds in a strong hematoxylin solution, wash in dis-

tilled water; or, if preferred, use the dilute hematoxylin fluid. (See

Campbell, ante, p. 40.)

—

Charles E. Fairman.

A visit to Washington.—A brief visit to the capital of the country

recently gave an opportunity of inspecting some of the botanical work in

progress under the auspices of the government, a short account of which

may interest others.

The casts of fruits, vegetables and fungi, naturally colored, with other

material illustrative of the vegetable kingdom, first attract the attention

of the visitor, as he passes through the museum on the second floor of

the Agricultural Building on his way to the herbarium. Entering the

herbarium one is pleasantly greeted by the head of the Botanical Divis-

ion, Dr. Vasey. During his fifteen years of service the botanical work of

the department has expanded and developed new features, giving rise to

two lusty offshoots, the Forestry Division and the Section of Vegetable

Pathology.

The large double room of the herbarium is lined with tall cases tilled

with the 200,000 sheets, or so, of mounted specimens, with tables and low

cases in the center for bulky specimens. In this room also are the desks

of the assistants. The division is fortunate in having recently secured

the services of Mr. Crozier, of Michigan, who is now engaged in prepar-

ing a catalogue of the North American desiderata. This will be heartily

appreciated by the botanists of the country, enabling them to contribute

desirable material, as they have long expressed a willingness to do, when

they should be informed of the needs of the herbarium.

On the next floor above are the rooms of the Forestry Division.

The work here does not profess to be botanical, but as it deals with trees,

™any of the problems being treated biologically, and employe ^everal

eminent botanists in the field, the botanists of the country will naturally

take an interest in the work and its results. Mr. Sudworth, of Michigan,

has recently been appointed assistant.
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Adjoining rooms are occupied by the Section of Plant Pathology,

under the care of Prof. Scribner. We found various diseased and injured

parts of plants lying about, awaiting study. This work having but

recently been begun the library and collections are small, but they are

well selected and thoroughly indexed. The microscopic and other appli-

ances show an appreciation of good tools. This room and the one on the

floor above, occupied by the assistant, Mr. Erwin Smith, also of Michigan,
have but lately become available for this use, being formerly occupied by

the statistician, who now has rooms in the new seed building not far dis-

tant. Mr. Smith was working on diseases of potatoes, and other matters,

carrying on cultures and making microscopic examinations.
On the upper floor are also the rooms belonging to the Bureau of

Animal Industry; the one for the culture of bacteria, presided over by

Dr. Theobald Smith may properly be considered to be partially botanical.

There were the various appliances for thorough bacteriological work,

and yet the rooms and furnishings are by no means as good as the impor-
tance of the subject should warrant. It is fortunate that pine tables and

battened doors do not detract from the accuracy of scientific results

secured in their presence.

In a broad gallery of the National Museum is another botanical quar-

ter. There is a large herbarium here also, including American and for-

eign plants arranged in a single series, put up in a similar way to those

at the Agricultural Department. But the chief interest lies in the work
on fossil plants. Several workers are engaged under Prof. Ward in

indexing the literature of the subject, which is put in card-catalogue
form for the present, but eventually is to be printed. The amount of

labor required is enormous, but the results will be of inestimable value

to future workers. Series of specimens which are being studied are

arranged in drawers. These are carefully selected, and then passed into

the
-~> ~ "w^ vaao, wings UI Llieill, WUJKlllg uui it*—

much patience every detail of the structure which the rock can be made
to furnish. The weight of the specimens and the indistinctness of the

impressions make the drawings desirable for comparison and study,
while the specimens are always at hand for verifying doubtful point*,

proofs of the plates to be used in the volume on the Types of the Laramie
flora, which is now in press, showed line work, and some interesting
features in photogravure.

In a room still higher up we met Mr. Knowlton studying the micro-
scopic structure of fossil wood, the first work in this branch of paleobot-
any that has been done in a systematic way in this country. It is a sur-

prise to find how perfectly the structure of some silicified woods is pre-

served, the drawings appearing as if taken from living plants. The prep-

r l
?

8eCtT 8 f0r Studr is not difficult, but consumes time; how-
ever the study is a fascinating one.
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Lrtck of time permitted only a cursor\r inspection of these several

•centers of botanical activity, a glance into the plant houses at the Agricul-

tural Department, and a sight of the Botanic Garden from the distance;

and it may. be that other botanical attractions in the city were entirely

overlooked. Enough, however, was seen to make it clear that Washing-

ton contains many elements of botanical interest, and that valuable botan-

ical work is being done there, directed by a coterie of genial botanists-

Let fellow scientists pay the city a visit whenever convenient to do so, and

they will be amply rewarded.- J. C. A.

EDITORIAL.

The two extremes of botanical teaching are frequently referred to.
—«- — — m

They may be called the ancient and the modern, and neither alone i

productive of the best results. The subject is a much discussed one, but

is never decided, the chief result being a settling down to some interme-

diate position which is likely to be the right one. When two methods of

teaching have their acknowledged advantages, and when the only disad-

vantage of either is that it lacks the other, it would seem that the best

method would be to combine the two, and thus obtain all the advantage

^nd eliminate all the disadvantage. The ancient method gives a wide

range of acquaintance with external forms, a general knowledge of the

plant kingdom and its affinities, a living interest in the surrounding flora

;

but it disregards the underlying morphology of minute structures and

chemical processes, the great principles which bring plant life into on<

organic whole. The modern method, on the contrary, takes a few types,

carefully examines their minutest structures and life work, and grounds

well in general biological principles; but it loses the relation of things,

as well as any knowledge of the display of the plant kingdom in its end-

less diversity, and worse than all for the naturalist, cultivates no love for

a flora at hand and inviting attention. The former is the method
field, the latter of the laboratory. The wise teacher will adopt both meth-

ods and thus avoid the greatest disadvantage of either. The most natural

way of combining the two seems to be to begin with the old method, an

unrivalled one in awakening enthusiastic interest and kindling the nat-

uralists' fire, and then to lead to the other. What naturalist has not be-

gun with the fever for collecting? And to what more natural impulse

in the young can appeal be made? Theoretically, the science of botany

may be said to best begin with the study of protoplasm or Protococcus,

but the natural order of the human mind in approaching the subject may
be different. We venture to make the assertion that no competent

teacher of hntanv i fl *Vpr aat^fiprl with the results from using one method
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exclusively, and that no teacher, however strongly he may write or talk

concerning modern methods as the only ones, fails to incorporate some

of the old writh the new. The botanical teaching of the future will con-

sider these not as two opposing methods, but as complementary, both

essential to the rounding out of a botanical course.

Before the botanical activity at our American colleges can b? much

increased, the Board of Trustees, Regents and Presidents must get rid of

the prevalent and most pernicious idea that a college professor's time

must be chiefly occupied by teaching. An acquaintance of the writer

received lately an invitation to the botanical chair of a well-known Ohio

college, in which, after reciting the duties of the chair, the President

added : "As at present the professor's whole time will not be occupied

he maybe asked to take also some additional work of a congenial nature.

Why can not those in authority see that the giving up of the whole

time to instruction is the chief cause of the lack of scientific spirit in our

colleges as compared with those of Germany ? Give any man who has the

capacity for original research in him the time necessary for the prosecu-

tion of such work and in five years he will attract more students to the

institution with which he is connected than he would by fifty years of the

most commendable teaching. It is not the fame of DeBary the teacher,

but of DeBary the investigator, that draws students to Strasburg. And

it is so in every case. The host of German botanists, who might be named,

attract American students, not because they are eloquent lecturers or

faithful instructors, but because the German University demands that

they spend the chief share of their time in conducting original investiga-

tion. When American colleges are willing to pay men living salaries,

when they demand that their professors shall be able to conduct origini

researches, and when they allow time for the work, then shall we see botany

and all the kindred sciences flourish. Such a college would be as a tre

planted by the rivers of water

!
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are about a dozen complete sets now in existence, either in private or
government possession. In the preface of the "Enumeratio Plantarum
in Japonia sponte crescentium " by Franchet and Savatier, an account of
the work is given at some length on pp. vi and vii.

Botanical Laboratory, Harvard University. K. Metyare.

Humblebees and Petunias.

In the October number of the Botanical Gazette I noticed a note
from Mr. Schneek, stating the manner in which the humblebees extract
the honey from the flowers of Physostegia Virginiana, by making a slit

in the base of the corolla, Following is a similar case : During last sum-
mer I noticed that the humblebees never attempted to enter the tubes of
the common garden Petunia, but alighted on the upper side of the corolla,
made a slit in its wall near the calyx and inserted their proboscis to ex-
tract the honey. The slits were about one-third of an inch long and were
made by the bee pressing his mandibles against the corolla, and so forcing
apart the tissue, which tears easily in a longitudinal direction. I hav«
not yet noticed whether the flowers so mutilated are after all fertilized
by other smaller insects entering the tube. Gilbert van Ingev.

Ithaca, N. Y.

CURRENT LITERATURE
Ke

of flowering plants growing west of the Sierra Nevada and Cascade
crests, from San Diego to Puget Sound. By Volney Rattan. 12mo.
128 pp. A. L. Bancroft & Co., San Francisco, 1887.

The author is already known by his "Popular California Flora," and
this is a continuation of the effort to bring the botany of the west coast

within the reach of the schools. This "Analytical Key" is preliminary
to a West Coast Botany for beginners, which is promised within three

years. Umbellifene and Composite are omitted, and the more difficult

monocotyledonous orders, but the names of the other species are placed

within easy reach of beginners. This kind of work is very helpful to

botanical science in general, and we expect it to result in a greater array
of botanists than ever from the west coast.

Die natiirlichen Pjlanzenfamilien, by A. Engler and K. Prantl. Part I. Leip-
zig

: Wilhelm Engelmann, 1887.

This is the beginning of a very extensive and important work, and
the names of its editors assure botanists that it will be well done. It is

intended to give an account of all the natural orders of plants, including
their genera and principal species, and is fully and handsomely illustrated.

Each order is to be monographed by a specialist, and thus the work will

not only be of a high order, but probably completed within a reasonable

time. This fir^t part is devoted to palms, by O. Drude, and contains a full

account of their distribution (geological as well as geographical), eco-

nomic value, and structure, both vegetative and reproductive. Botanists

WlH watch the progress of this work with great interest.

J
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Manipulations de Botanique, guide pour les travaux d'histologie vegetal

par Paul Girod. 72 pp., 20 plates. Paris, 1887.

This is one of the many books of to-day useful as laboratory guide

The first part briefly describes microscopic appliances and methods of

using them. Then follow such subjects as "dicotyledonous stems," "mono

cotyledonous stems," "dicotyledonous roots," etc., all the way to alg*e.

Brief directions with each plant taken up, and a plate on the opposite

page containing careful drawings of all the sections, clear troubles from

the path of the student as completely as any laboratory guide we havo

ever seen. While by no means complete or explicit enough to serve

the whole purpose of a laboratory guide in histological botany, it will be

very useful to the advanced student as a book of reference, and in sug-

gesting different lines of work.
*

Diefossilm Raiser West Indiens, von J. Felix. Cassel, 1883.

This work, which has but recently been received in this country, is

another one of the many valuable contributions of Dr. Felix to the inter-

esting and difficult study of the internal structure of fossil wood. This

department of paleobotany, which may be said to have had its origin in

the year 1830, when Witham published his first observations, has, during

the past few years, attained a remarkable activity in Europe, and partic-

ularly in Germany.

Several of the West Indian islands, and particularly the island of

Antigua, have long been noted for their deposits of fossil wood, and many

specimens had found their way into European museums from this local-

ity. These specimens, through the kindness of the various curators, were

placed at the disposal of Dr. Felix, and the results of their study is the

present monograph.

Before proceeding to the detailed description of the species he

remarks somewhat at length upon the difficulty attending the study of

monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous wood as compared with that of

coniferous. In the latter there are but three elements to be considered

:

"Tracheiden, Strang und Strahlen-Parenrhyma," while in the former the

tissues are numerous and complex, consisting of parenchyma, annular.

spiral and scalariform vessels, wood cells, bast- fibres, etc. As the result

of his personal examination of over four hundred living species, belong-

ing to various families, the author concludes that a study of the histolog-

ical structure alone is not in general sufficient for the identification of

genera or species, since, as he says, different species of the same genus

may differ so extraordinarily in their structure that, should one have

them before him only in a fossil state, they would never be referred to

the same genus. Again, species of different genera may so much resem-

ble each other that, if known only in a condition of fossilization, they

would undoubtedly be referred to the uue genus; for example, Sophor*

Japomca, Robinia hispida and Gleditschia triacanthos; also different gen-
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era in the same family may differ from each other in a very marked

degree, as do the genera Amorpha, Sophora and Erythrina in the Legu-

minosoe. But, notwithstanding the difficulties Jlii the way of specific or

generic determination, the family can probably in all cases be recognized.

The genera of fossil plants founded jupon histological data must then b<

comprehensive. Salicinium, for instance, will include Populus as well a

Salix.— F. H. Knowltox.

Handb<x>k of Practical Botany. By E. Strasburger, Professor of Botany in

the University of Bonn; edited from the German by W. Hillhoi

M. A., F. L. S., Professor of Botany, Mason Science College, etc. 8°.

pp. xxiv, 425. London : Swan Sonnenschein, Lowrey k Co. 1887.

This book adds another admirable help to the study of plant anatomy

in the laboratory. Teachers everywhere hailed with delight the appearance

of the Botanisches Practicum of Strasburger, and, shortly after, of its abridge-

ment, Das Kleine botanische Practicum. The translation and careful edit-

ing of the latter now puts a most excellent manual into the hands of

English and American students—for it must be confessed (though with

somewhat of shame) that most American college students can not use a

German book with any profit. Most of our readers already know the

arrangement and excellence of the book from the German edition. "The

manual is divided into thirty-two chapters, each of which is intended to

provide material for several hours' practical work in the laboratory. The

earlier chapters are easy, and the difficulties to be encountered increase

almost constantly up to the last chapter." To each chapter the editor has

prefixed a list of materials necessary, and regrets that he did not also list

the reagents to be used. Both are excellent ideas. The enlarged appen-

dices, containing lists of reagents and notes on their preparation and use,

are very valuable. Throughout the work the editor ha> interpolated

phrases and paragraphs which serve to make clearer the author's mean-

ing and supplement the study which he directs. The additional illustra-

tions which are given are thejibiquitous ones from Sachs, DeBary and

Pranti, which, though good, do not compare favorably with the fresh and

beautifully executed originals of the Practicum.

As to translation, the work is perhaps as well done as usual, though it

must be said that the English is not " the King's English." It is plain,

however, that this is attributable to the inlluence of the German upon the

translator. It is hardly possible for a man to translate from the German

directly into good English, unless he be an exceptional scholar. One must

either be content to write out the literal translation, lay it aside for sev-

er<months and then reduce it to readable English, or let some one els-

correct the manuscript. Such sentences as these are not uncommon :

So much drawing ability as is necosary for this he may indeed p<

" r

!

Q however readily obtain by practice the necessary facility;' " >

touch water i,^ iW poured into the' plate till the bell-shade hae its lower

^ge quite immersed in it." Nor do we like some of the term* the editor
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has adopted
; such, for instance, as fibro-vascd for vascular or tibro-vascular.

Was it an accident that all reference to the fact that this is a translation

of " Das Klei-ne botanische Practicum," and not of " Das botanische Prac-

ticum," was omitted ?

But aside from whatever slight faults the translation has-and what
book is free from them ?—the fact is that this work is certain to prove
highly helpful to botanical students, especially to "those who, without
desiring to become professional botanists, wish nevertheless to become
acquainted with the elements of scientific structural botany." May their

tribe increase! As our American colleges run, this will be an excellent book
to put into the hands of a student who has completed the " Handbook of

Plant Dissection." Finally the book is admirably manufactured. The
limber binding, all but unobtainable in this country, is delightful.

The Prinzes of Pharmacogmay, an introduction to the study of the crude
substances of the vegetable kingdom, by Friedrich A. Fliickiger, Ph.

t' >T; u ™° ?f
°
T
r ,n the Uni versity of Strasburg, and Alexander

™w! f d .• '
L*cture

,

T on Botany and Pharmacognosy in the Uni-
versity of Berlin. Translated from the second and completely revised

23X? IT by Frederi(;k B
- power, Ph. D, Professor of Materia

J S ^T'VJt^ University of Wisconsin. New York:Wdham Wood & Co., 1887. 8vo. pp. xvi, 294, with 186 figures.
In presenting to American students a translation of a standard Ger-

man work by authors of eminence in their department of applied scenee,
rrotessor Power, a botanist of no small attainments, as well as an accom-
pnsned chemist, has rendered a considerable service to botanists. Aside
trom its value as a pharmaceutical handbook, this little volume, with its

copious and accurate illustrations, is an admirable treatise on elementary
vegetable histology, based essentially on Haberlandt's Ph\siologis<he
i-nanzenanatomie. The work of the translator is well done ; the type and

raroito,-y.-w
x

T
ellent" The book 8houid fimi a piace in every botanical

M^^!.^^Baany, XV. By As. Gray. From Proa Amer.

This contribution is largely concerned with a revision of certain poh-
petalous genera and orders precursory to this part of the Synoptical Flora.

re/' n'lT
^ ee

-

trib6Sare pr°P°8ed ' +* Platystenione*, Papave-

H^n a

nnemanni8e
'
and a revi8ion of Eschacholt.ia (nine species) is'

given A new generic key is proposed for Portulacaeee, and notes on

let tT WI a
,

reVi8i°n °f Claytonia
>
with twenty-one species, are

Ih^ihp ?
CTderati0n °f the M^vacese the tribe Malve* has its

cani

L

\.Z 1°
tW°' a,1°winS Side* to™^ all the genera with

sScut ofS?i* ^tatiVe arra»ge™nt is proposed for the perennial

SnhZl ni ,

^ Very doselv reIa^d genera Malvastrum and

fhose stct
ai"

e l kGPt UP
'

but With a new dilution of specie, AH
those species are retained in Malvastrum in which there is no empty
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terminal portion in the carpel, but the cell conforms to the solitary ovule

and seed. This gives a Malvastriform section to Spha3ralcea, and in our

Rocky Mt. species, for example, Malvastrum coccineum retains its place,

while Malvastrum Munroanum becomes SphseralceaMunroana. Horsfor-

ciia is a new genus, between Sphseralcea and Abutilon, of two species.

H. alata is Sida alata of Watson, and H. Newberryi is Abutilon Newberryi

of Bot. Calif. A new order, Cheiranthodendre^:, is established, con-

taining the genera Cheiranthodendron and Fremontia. Bentham first

placed these genera in Malvaceae, but later trans rerred them to Sterculia-

ceae. Dr. Gray thinks it better to recognize the peculiarities of these

genera, of which the leading one is the strongly quincuncial calyx, and

not to force them into an order of which a valvate calyx is an essential and

substantially an unvaried character. New species of Mr. Pringle's collect-

ing are also described in addition to these under the heading "Miscel-

lanea."

Outlines of Classification and Special Morphology of Plants. By Dr. K. Goebel.

Translated by Henry E. F. Garnsey, and revised by I. B. Balfour.

Oxford : Clarendon Press. 1887. dp. xii, 515,

The
Book II, has been in the possession of botanists since 1882, but this most

helpful translation puts it within the reach of all English speaking bot-

anists. There has been considerable delay in its publication, as the revis-

er's preface is dated 1885, but it is none the less welcome. The chief

thought of the book seems to be to " make use of a consistent terminology

based upon homology," a thing of great educational value, although there

are some who may think it is not the best plan. For example, to call a

pollen-grain a microspore may seem to be doing violence to a long estab-

lished name, but when it is understood that the microspores of Phanero

gams are called pollen-grains, there can be no objection to using the latter

name as a special group-name,andatthe same time retain the idea of ho-

mology. Objections of this kind are chiefly raised in the new terminology

of Phanerogams, but the clear way in which this is stated, at the same

time acknowledging the old names, can not be too highly commended.

In fact, the whole treatment of Phanerogams is masterly, and is probably

the most valuable contribution in the book, and should be carefully studied

by every student of botany. The changes in the grouping of plants are

known from the original German text, but it may be well to note them

here Four great groups are recognized, viz., Thallophytes, Musoine.k,

Vascular Cryptogams, and Seed-Plants or Phanerogams. It would

seem more uniform to call the three last groups Bryophytes, Pterido-

Phytes and Spermaphytes. Under Thallophytes five equivalent groups

are recognized, which involves the greatest change from the original

grouping as given by Sachs. Myxomycetes and JHakmaeem are »1 apart u
the first two groups, to which no serious objection will be made, unless
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that it seems somewhat unnatural to separate diatoms and desmids so

widely. The third group contains Schiyphyta, while the fourth and fifth

ure Algm and Fungi. The last two group* seem to show the widest de-

parture from the original presentation of these plants. The teaching

that the presence or absence of chlorophyll makes no special difference

in the presence of morphological resemblances has been widely taught.

However, the present use of these terms has not been absolutely restricted

by the former distinction between algse and fungi, and so morphological

resemblance has not been slighted. The group Algiv is made to contain

three sub-divisions, viz., Chlwophycex , Plurophyceiv , and Rhodophyce®, or

green, brown, and red seaweeds. Fungi contains six sub-divisions, viz.,

Chytrid , Ustilaginex , Phycomycetes, Ascomycetes, Uredineiv, and Basidiumy-

cetes Hepat

The third group, Vascular Cryptogams, contains FUicinew, Equisetine*

Sphenophylleze (a fossil group), and Lycopodinen. The grouping of Seed

Plants is that which has been long familiar to botanists. Not the least

valuable part of the book is the appended " Explanation of terms." Alto-

gether, this work is the most valuable recent contribution in the English

language to the classification and morphology of plants.

NOTES AND XKWS.
Prof, and Mrs C. S. Sargent have gone to Mexico, via Key West

and Galveston.

Dr. Asa Gray and wife sailed for Europe April 7. The Doctor goes

chiefly to visit the Lamarck herbarium.
Dr. C. S. Sargent reports that 70,000 irees and shrubs have been

planted at the Arnold Arboretum during the last year.

Cooke's Handbook of British Fungi, 2d edition, being issued as a

supplement to GreviUea, has now reached page 192. and species 709 in the

^enus Agaricus.

Dr. ( Jray's new book, to take the place of " How plants grow " and
the " Lessons," which have done such yeoman service, is about ready for

the press.

A. P. Morgan gives descriptions and an analytical key to the specit

?3?"-™?S?Mr
» 5* th e. North American Amanitas of the genu-

pelled

Journal of Mycology
The Gardener's Monthly says that Dr. Ilothrock has been cor

to take a year's vacation on account of his health. He will ,^o
spending the summer among the mountains.

The Wilmington Flora, by Thomas F. Wood and Gerald McCarth}
already noticed in this journal, has been distributed separately as a reprint
from the Journal < f the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society of N. Carolina.

Th ias Howell, of Arthur. ( )regon, has just distributed a catalogue
of the Phanerogams and Ptendophvtes of < >r ;« m, Washingt- -n, and Idaho.

Mr. Howell is a well-known collector, and his catalogs is thoroughly
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Dr. Lorenzo G. Yates (Santa Barbara, Cal.) has distributed his list,

with notes, of the ferns of Ceylon. The catalogue contains extracts from

manuscript notes of Dr. Thwaites, and the published works of Hooker,

Baker, and Wall.

The Bulletin of the Washburn College (Topeka, Kan.) laboratory of

Natural History is an excellent publication, devoted to the natural history

of the state. Its various numbers contain much information concerning

the flora of Kansas, especially the cryptogamic flora.

Prof. W. R. Dudley, of Cornell University, will start in a few

months for a year's study and travel in Europe. Cornell has the admir-

able regulation that a professor may take one year in seven, with half

salary, for going abroad. Professor Dudley has taught in the University

ten years, and well merits this opportunity for relaxation.

The Pharmaceutical Bra is a monthly periodical, begun with the year,

and among other departments has one devoted to botany, under the

charge of Charles F. Wheeler. Mr. Wheeler is well known as one of the

authors of the Catalogue of Michigan Plants. The new periodical is edited

by Dr. A. B. Lyons, is published at Detroit, and costs $1.50 a year.

We regret to announce the death of Dr. Eichler, of the University

of Berlin, and Director of the Botanic Garden, where he succeeded Alex-

ander Braun. Through hi s editorship of the Flora BrasUiensis, succeeding

von Martius, his researches among Conifera^ and other orders, and his

Blitth * ndiagramme, he is one of the most widely known of our botanists.

Horticultural nomenclature is the subject of an article by Prof.

L. H. Bailey, Jr., in Agricultural Science for March, in which he advises

the use of English for the part of the name referring to the cultural con-

lition, or, if Latin must be used, to separate the parts of the name denot-

ing the cultural and natural condition of the plant by a comma, or the

abbreviation "hort." but not by "var."

Part III. (Oct.-Dec, 1886) of the Proc. Philad. Acad, contains several

articles of botanical interest, as follows: History and biology ot pear-

blight (conclusion), J. C. Arthur; Notes on the lichens in the herbarium

<>f the Academy, J; W. Eckfeldt; On the interdependence of plants, and

Petiolar glands in some Onagraceae, Thomas Meehan ; On hematoxylin in

the bark of Saraca Indica, Miss H. C. De S. Abbott.

It was a happy and fruitful thought which led B. A. Elliott & Co., of

Pittsburg, to attract the attention of the public to the stock in which they

leal by issuing the handsome work on "A few flowers worthy of general

olture." It is a small quarto, profusely illustrated with artistic engrav-

ings, and with an interesting text quite free of shoppy flavor, advocating

the use of hardy plants for the lawn and garden, including native sorts.

In the Torrey Bulletin for March, Arthur Hollick and N. L. Britton

g

arvense
accompanied by three plates, one of them colored. Some six varieties are

described, two of which are new. and one of these is C. oblongi folium or

the Manual. A full synonymy and bibliography are given. In the same

number Mr. Thomas Morong describes a new Eryngium from Louisiana.

,
In Science for March 11. Mr. B. E. Fernow enters his protest against

the sweeping judgment of Professor Sargent condemning foreign trees

He calls attention to the facts that forestry and arboriculture arc not tne

ao*« rt iLr « .«• \ « ^i i • _ ..l -11 »C lUrx TT^iTorl Hta.taa. Willi

rnow
same thing, and that New England is not all of the United State

forest conditions and in other regions of our great domain Mr r

cIaims that it remains to be seen whether the cultivation of loreign trees

w»ll be profitable.
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The history of the currant is treated by Dr. E. L. Sturtevant in the

Proceedings of the N. Y. Hort. Society for 1887. The author traces it

among the early horticultural writers, especially the pre-Linnsean herb-

alists, it being first mentioned by Ruellius in 1536. His conclusion is that

" the currant fruit has not changed at all in type under culture, but has

furnished variety characteristics in increased size, diminished seed and

improved quality."

In the Journal of Botany for March, B. Daydon Jackson gives an inter-

esting account of the preparation of the new " Index of plant-names," a

work of tremendous labor and of equal importance. Some idea of its

magnitude may be estimated from the statement that "rather more than

30,000 covers were required for the genera, and the whole of the MS. is

accommodated in 178 boxes, housed in two sets of pigeon-holes; the

entire MS. is computed to weigh rather more than a ton."

Notes on microscopical methods for the use of students in Cornell

University, prepared by Prof. S. H. Gage, cover the requirements of gen-

eral microscopical instruction in a thorough and serviceable manner.
The work, illustrated with nearly a dozen lithographic diagrams, is an

ample introduction to the use of the microscope and its accompaniments
for students in either animal or vegetable histology. It is intended by the

author to be used with his notes on histological methods, published a

year ago.

The summer school of Harvard University will be held at the Bo-

tanic Garden, Cambridge, Mass., beginning Wednesday, July 6th, and

ending Saturday, August 6th. The course has been planned with refer-

ence to the needs of teachers, and will include laboratory work in the

morphology of phanerogams and cryptogams, under the direction of Mr.

James E. Humphrey. Professor Goodale will lecture on the morphology
and physiology of phanerogams, and Mr. Humphrey on the morphology
and classification of cryptogams.

The American Naturalist, though long delayed, makes its appearance
doubly welcome by an entirely new dress. It is to be congratulated upon
its improved appearance. The botanical articles are " Parasitic bacteria

and their relation to Saprophytes," by Theobald Smith, and " History of

garden vegetables," by E. L. Sturtevant. In the botanical department
we find "Pollen-tubes of Lobelia," "The tree-trunk and its branches,"
"The article 'Schizomycetes' in the Encyclopaedia Britannica," and an

account of the various botanical journals.

The December number of the Journal of the New York Micros. Society,

received the middle of March, closes the second volume. The journal

barely maintains the promise of its beginning. The leading articles of

the present number are singularly elementary in tone, as if addressed to

amateurs. It is accompanied by a supplemental number devoted to

experiments in raising diatoms in the laboratory, by Rev. Samuel Lock-
wood. This is one of the most valuable articles yet published, and
recounts the tests by which it was proven that several species of diatom*
could be grown from minute resting spores after the lapse of fourteen to

sixteen years.

recen America
lowing extract from it maybe of interest to botanists: "No botanist

writing in the English or Latin language would ever write the name ot

a genus, say Rosa or Begonia, without a capital initial letter. But if any
one is writing generally about roses, or begonias, or phloxes, or such
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names, which you use as English plurals, it is simply a matter of taste
and usage whether to use a capital or small initial. There is a strong
tendency to the latter, and I see no harm in it. I do not fall into
that custom in my books, partly for this reason : When I write Straw-
berry, Flax and Wheat, I mean the p ant so called ; and when I write
strawberry, flax or wheat, I refer to the fruit, fibre or grain, and when I
write rose I mean the flower, not the plant. This I And convenient and
useful

; but the common usage seems to me perfectly proper."
The government appropriation for the liscal year ending June 30,

1888, to support the botanical part of the Department of Agriculture, is

-15,440. Of this sum $9,100 goea to the Section of Plant Pathology (as the
Section of Mycology is henceforth to be known), and $6,040 to the remain-
der of the Division of Botany. The appropriation for the present fiscal
year was $8,200, inclusive of the mycological part, and for the preceding
year, $3,000. If memory is not at fault, earlier annual appropriations
never exceeded the last figure. Those who know about the expen-
diture of this money, know that good use is made of it, and feel gratified
at the evidences of increasing usefulness.

A recent work on British Fungi by W. D. Hay, called an elemen-
tary text-book, proves, upon examination, to be neither elementary nor a

wu"^
00^ *n any ProPer sense, but a semi-popular treatise on edible fungi.

Whoever essays to use it, however, should first be master of the subject
in order to check the author, whose statements are frequently not above
criticism. One is prepared for this upon finding that the author acknowl-
edges no help, and says that he has "never met with any person versed
in mycology/' The source of the fifty nine plates, forty four of which
have no connection with the text, is not divulged, but any one familiar
with the works of the more prominent mycological writers could gues-
closely. It seems probable that the publishers, a good firm, have been
caught napping.

m

In a recent meeting (Jan. 20) of the Linnean Society, Mr. J. R.
vatzey read a paper on the morphology of the sporophore in mo^es.
1 lie " central strand," surrounded by a single layer of cells is composed,
asis well known, of an outer cylinder of elongated cells with somewhat
thickened walls and a central region of smaller thin-walled cells. The
termer Mr. Vaizey calls prophloem, the latter, being conductive of water,

P

~.v -~,... 4.U10 piuA^ieiu uniy umers jrorii tuts avici
W the absence of spiral thickening and ligni I

turn
rophloem differs still less from phloem,"' though

of the cells." -The
no sieve tissue bfifl

been discovered; but this is lacking in some vascular plants. The con-
clusion drawn is that mosses and vascular plants have descended from a
common ancestor, similar to the Anthocerathic.

At a meeting of the Linnean Societv of London, January 20, 1SS7, a
paper was read bv Francis Darwin and A. Bateson upon u The effects of

stimulation on turgescence in vegetable tissues." The important results
announced are summari zed as follows bv the Journal (>f Rdany : ( 1 ) Tur-
Kescent pith placed in water increases in length, at first slowly, then
more quickly, and then again the rate of increase becomes slow; (2) the
rate of increase in length Increases as the temperature of the water rise
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the following reagents produce retardation, viz., acetic acid, hydrochloric

acid and probably nitric acid; (5) dilute solutions of quinine, of quinine

chlorate, and carbolic acid produce a remarkably rapid shortening of

the pith.

Dr. A. Gattinger has just distributed copies of the " The Tennessee

Flora," containing the Phanerogams and Pteridophytes of that state, with

special reference to the Flora of Nashville. There are few regions more
interesting, botanically, than Tennessee, and no botanist more competent to

write of its flora than Dr. Gattinger. The summary shows the list to num-
ber 1 ,708 species and varieties. Several new species have been recently de-

scribed from Tennessee, discovered by Dr. Gattinger, as for example, two

Leavenworthias, a Hypericum, a Silphium, a Solidago, etc. An unfor-

tunate oversight is that some of these new species appear as if described

in this catalogue for the first time, when the original descriptions have

been previously published elsewhere. For instance. Hypericum lobocar-

pum and Silphium brachiatum were both originally published in the

Botanical Gazette, but there is nothing to indicate it in the catalogue,

where they are described as new species. The catalogue will be wel-

comed by botanists as containing the first full record, of the plants of a

very rich flora.

The contributions of Dr. Asa Gray to the Proceedings of the Amer-
ican Academy of Arts and Sciences embrace a very large number of

original descriptions of American plants and critical notes on the same,

with which every systematic botanist desires to be acquainted, and to

such the following list will prove serviceable. This does not include

papers published in the memoirs of the society, which are alluded to in

the Proceedings, or of remarks reported by' the secretary. The two
papers of 1860 are abstracts of observations on natural selection, about
which much discussion arose in the Academy at the time, and are not

strictly botanical. The articles began to be called Contributions with vol-

-£ ume ix. As stated in a previous issue, the author, upon solicitation, has

consented to place some of the remaining numbers in the hands of the

Curator of the Harvard Herbarium, from whom they can be obtained at

thirty-five cents each.
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Our " tripetalous " species of Iris

SEREXO WATSON.

A century has not been time enough for American botan-
ists to become acquainted with two of the most peculiar of
their species of Iris, to say nothing of other eastern species,

which, after an even longer time, still remain only imper-
fectly known, some of them almost unknown.

In 1788 Walter described with unusual fullness his /.

tri-petala, of which nothing more was learned until the time
of Elliott (1816). As there had been a prior /. trifciaia of
Thunberg, Walter's name was changed by Pursh to J. tri-

dentata, but it was restored by Elliott, the African species
having been transferred to Moreed some years before the date
of Pursh's Flora, where 'it still remains. There is no rea-

son why Walter's name should not hold good, in which
case Pursh's falls wholly to the ground. Elliott knew the

species only as growing in the ponds of St. John's and St.

Stephen's parishes, South Carolina, where Walter had found
it. Its range has since been extended from the low districts

of North Carolina to Florida. The only figure that has been
given of it is as /. tridcntata, Pursh, in Sweet's British

Flower Garden (1828), t. 274, from plants which had been
recently introduced from North America and cultivated at

the Fulham Nurseries. The figure is a very good one and
answers closely to Walter's description.

In the next year there appeared in Curtis's Botanical

Magazine (t. 2886) a figure, and a description by Sir W.
J. Hooker, of an Iris under the name of /. trifciala. Walt.,
said to have been communicated by David Falconer from

hiscollection at Carlowrie, Edinburg, but without indication
of its original source. It is evidently a different plant from
that figured by Sweet, and represents fairly, so far as the

lower is concerned (but with broader leaves and much larger

spathe), what we now know as a peculiar Canadian species.

This Mr. Falconer, as appears from London's Gardener's

Magazine (1827), had in cultivation a very full collection 01

the known species of Iris and was endeavoring to make it

complete. As there was frequent communication between
England and Canada it is reasonable to suppose that this

Plant had been obtained bv him directly from that province.
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The discrepancy between the two figures, and between

the plants in cultivation, was soon noticed, and in the same

magazine for 1829 there is a note respecting an "Iris Falcon-

criana. Penny in Hort. Eps. ed. 2 ined.," named in compli-

ment to Mr. Falconer of Carlowrie. "/. tridentata, Sweet •

B. F. G. t. 274," is cited as a synonym, and it is said to be

"very distinct from /. tripetald, Bot. Mag. t. 2886." The

name must, therefore, have been intended for the Carolina

form. George Penny was connected wilh the Epsom Nur-

series : whether his Hortus Epsomensis, ed. 2, was ever

published I do not know. He appears, however, to have

not only given the above name to the species represented by

Sweet's figure, but to have named the other also, for in

>i Steudel's Nomenclator (1840) we find an "/. Ifookcri.

Penny,"* with '/. tripetala, Hook, in Bot. Mag. (non Walt.)"

as a synonym, and "Am. Sept." as habitat. Granting the

correctness of Steudel's reference to Penny as authority tor

the name, it is right that it should be adopted for the species

and so credited, the citation being equivalent to a descrip-

tion, and sufficient for the identification of the plant to which

the name was applied.
The first distinct statement of the occurrence of /. Ilooken

in Canada is in Hooker's Flora Bor.-Americana ( 1839 or 4°)

as "I. tridentata, Ph.—/. trifetalas ^N'alt. (not Thunb.) Bot.

Mag. t. 2886. Hah. Canada. Mrs. Sheffard? No doubt

is expressed respecting its identity with Walter's species,

but Herbert's notes cited under this species and under "/•

Caurina" are to the effect that in his opinion /. tridentata is

only an imperfect state of /. Virgin ica (/. c, /. versicolor).

Nothing more of moment was known or written about it

until recently. In 1876 Mr. J. G. Baker of Kew wrote

a revision of the genius for the Gardeners' Chronicle, m
which lie recognizes the two species as distinct. He retains

Walter's species under his name, and transfers Purslfs name
to the Canadian one, of which Pursh knew nothing whatever.
He gives a description of this, not based apparently upon
recent material, but chiefly upon the original figure and

description. He compares it with /. versicolor, and suggests,

with Herbert, that it may be a variety of that species. This

resemblance to /. versicolor is much* stronger in the figure,

drawn from a probablv luxuriant cultivated specimen, than

in the wild ones which I have seen. In the Gray herbarium
the species is represented In- flowering specimens from New-
foundland {Murray), and by flowering and fruiting speci-
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mens from the rocky and gravelly shores of the lower St.

Lawrence at Tamisconato (C. G. Pringle). In these the

leaves are nearly as narrow7 as in /. prismatica (2 to 4 lines

broad), but the stems are low and rather stouter, and form a

somewhat thicker rootstock. The pedicels (usually 2) are

shorter than the scarious spathe, which is two inches long or

less. The flowers, aside from the size and coloring, are dis-

tinguished by the short oblanceolate inner segments. The
capsule is oblong and obtuse, rather thinly membranous and
obtusely 3-lobed laterally, and distinctly marked by trans-

verse veins. The seeds are scarcely more than half as large

as those of /. versicolor and are more oblong. The rigid
b* • * * A "- **£>

coriaceous capsules of/, versicolor are usually longer, rather

acutely triangular, and with the obscure veins longitudinal,

while in /. frismatica the capsules are strongly triquetrous

and cross-veined.
/. trifctala is a taller and more leafy, slender and narrow-

leaved species, with firmer herbaceous bracts enclosing the

short pedicels. The capsules are coriaceous, broadly oblong,

with a stout beak, and veinless. The seeds (not quite ma-
ture) are large and thick.

Attention having thus been called to this northern species,

it is hoped that we may soon become better informed respect-

ing its range through the lower provinces of Canada, and

the variations to which it may be subject. There is also

another point to which it may be well to" advert. Both Her-

bert, in the Fl. Bor.-Am., and Mr. Baker, in his papers, are

positive respecting the occurrence of the Californian L tcna.x

in Newfoundland' and New Brunswick. It is not in itself

probable, nor vet is it likely, that either I. Hookeri or /.

frismatica could be mistaken for it, from both of which it is

usually distinguished by the separation of the bracts which

form the spathe. I would like to see a specimen of that

species from the Atlantic coast. In conclusion I should ex-

press mv obligations to Prof. Oliver and Mr. Herasley ot

Kew for a clue to the personality of Steudel's M Penny,

ibout whom Iwas completely at a loss.

U
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Notes on Umbellifera? of E. United States. IV.

JOHN M. COULTER AND J. N. RO<rE.

(with PLATE IV.)

HYDROCOTYLE Tourn.—Fruit (and carpels ) strongly
flattened laterally, more or less orbicular: carpel with 5 pri-
mary ribs (additional secondary ones with reticulations in a
single species)

; dorsal ribs marginal, broad or filiform: in-
termediate ribs filiform (rarely obsolete), usually curved;*
lateral ribs filiform or broad, distinct or confluent : a promi-
nent oil-beanng layer beneath the epidermis (exxept in II.
Americana), occasionally containing small oil ducts 1

: a
tuck layer of strengthening cells surrounding the seed cav-
ity (except mH. ranunculoides) (figs. 43-56).—Low herba-
ceous perennials, growing in or near water, with slender

«™T
n
?-fT S

'
orbicul ^-peltate or reniform leaves, and

smaJJ white flowers in simple or proliferous umbels. Flow-

f™? 7 summer
- In figure 44 , a indicates the oil-bearing

cells
mU'-V Parenchyma, c the layer of strengthening

,n/i?
Uit

,

W
!!

h PericarP thin «<»Pt at the broad thick corky dorsal
and ateral ribs (figures 43-50) : leaves orbicular- peltate, crenate : pedun-
cle, as long as petioles, all from slender creeping rootstocks.

Fruit notched2
at base and apex: intermediate ribs corky (figures

43-48)
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with many flowers and long pedicels, can be distinguished
with difficulty. The fruit sections are but slightly different.
If this is a good species, the following is a better one.
V 3. H. Caubyi. Umbel

ous: pedicels very short, but distinct: fruit about 2 lines
broad

;
carpels broader and more flattened than in the pre-

ceding forms, sharper margined, dorsal and lateral ribs much
more prominent; seed-section much narrower (tigs. 47, 48).
H.umbettatavwc} ambigua Gray, Manual, 190.—New Jersey
to Maryland. It would be proper to call this species H. am-
bigua, but that name already has a place among the syn-
onyms of Erigenia bulbosa.

The three foregoing species, with H. vulgaris of Europe,
form a very natural group, closely resembling each other in
the anatomical details of the fruit. H. vulgaris is most
nearly related in external appearance to H. Canbyi, but
differs in its smaller fruit more or less dotted with oil vesicles,
its less flattened carpels, and less prominent dorsal and lat-
eral ribs, thus intermediating between H. Canbyi and the
nrst two species. There can be no doubt but that" our three
species are the North American representatives of H.
vulgaris.

ruit not notched; intermediate ribs not corky (fig*. 49, 50).

4. H. interrnpta Muhl. Cat. 10. Umbels few-flowered,
proliferous, forming an interrupted spike: pedicels very
short or none: fruit i4 to 2 lines broad; dorsal and lateral
ribs very prominent (figs. 49, 50).—Massachusetts to Fkrida
and Texas ; also in Utah.

* Fruit with pericarp uniformly corky thickened and ribs all fili-

form (figs. 5l-r>0): leaves not peltate: peduncles much shorter than
petioles.

-f-Fruit small (| to 1} lines broad), without secondary ribs or reticu-
lations: involucral bracts small or wanting.

almost.v uv-ooJic . 1IUII 1C»S Uhlll <( JJJ1C UI UtlU , Hiiciuiciinui- ""•J

Prominent ; no oil-bearing layer ; seed-section broadly oval
[^gs. 5 1 * 52).—Throughout "the North and southward to

North Carolina.
6. H. raiiiuienlohles L. f. Suppl. 77. Usually floating:

leaves thicker, round-reniform, 3 to 7-clett lobes crenate

:

peduncles 1 to 3 inches long, reflexed in fruit : capitate umbel
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5 to i o-iiowered : fruit i to li- lines broad; ribs rather ob-
scure; no Layer of strengthening cells about seed cavity;
seed-section oblong (figs. 53, 54).—E. Pennsylvania 'to

Florida, thence westward to Texas and California".

-(—i-Fruit larger, with prominent secondary ribs and reticulations:

the 2 to 4-dowered umbel subtended by an involucre of two conspicuous
bracts.

7. H. Asiatics L. Spec. 234. Petioles and peduncles (1 to

2 inches long) clustered on creeping stems or runners : leaves
ovate-cordate, repand-toothed, thickish : fruit about 2 lines
broad

55> 56). H.
incla Pers., Benth in Fl. Austral, iii. 347.—Maryland to

Florida and westward.

Explanation op Plate IV.—AH surface views are X 15; all transverse

sections are X 27.

Fertilizaton of Epipactis latifolia.

A. 1). WEBSTER.

[It is not our custom to reprint articles, but a good contributor has made
request tor the following, on the plea of its interest, and the comparative inac-

cessibility of the original publication. It appears in the Transactions and Bo-
ceedtngs of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, vol. xvi, part iii, 1886. The
author is of Llandegai, Penrhyn.—Eds.]

Having during the past few years, but particularly the
lmer ot r8fie HAv^+ori ^„„:j„..„li_ _.._...•_.. ._ .i_~ ^DOvesummer of 1885, devoted considerable attention to the ab

interesting subject, I have thought the following observati
not unworthy of record, as contributing to a subject w'

'

as yet, has received little investigation. In the woodlan

ions

hich._

mds ot

F+t
n
\°-

1'

?
e
/^v aI1 m>' Nervations tend to show (1) that

fP?«<™ tattfoha is very imperfectly fertilized ; (2) tha*
aKhougR visited by insects, cross-fertilization seldom tafcS ; and

,

(3) that ^^-fertilization by the pollen falling
spontaneously on the stigma is not uncommon
fmm fK If

pIant is very imperfectly fertilized is evident
from the small quantity of seed produced. On examining
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nearly one hundred plants when the seeds were ripe in Octo-
ber, I was surprised at the small number of capsules pr -

duced. (The ovules of unfertilized flowers drop from the
plant at an early date, thus affording an unerring guide as to
the difference between barren and well-tilled capsules.)

I examined nineteen plants growing in consecutive order
in one wood, and out of a possible 492 capsules only 38 pro-
duced seed. Thinking that perhaps the density of foliage or
maritime situation might account for this unusually small
production of seed, I examined the plant in quantity in two
other warm, shady woodlands, but with almost similar results.

Sixteen plants, growing within a short distance of each other,
produced only 32 capsules from 516 llowers ; while in another
wood similarly situated 26 were produced out of a total of
215. This small production of seed, in an unusually line

season like that of 1885, clearly proves that Efifactis lati-

folia is very imperfectly fertilized, and, as will be seen here-
after, that cross-fertilization by insect agencv seldom takes
place. The conclusions naturally arrived at are, that this

orchid is more frequently self than cross-fertilized, but when
the small production of seed is taken into account, very
imperfectly by either method.

2. That, although visited by insects, cross-fertilization
seldom takes place, is proved by the following observations :

Amongst insects of sufficient size to remove the pollinia that
I have seen visiting the flowers of this Efipactis, I may men-
tion the red-tailed humble bee and our common wasp, the
latter, however, but very rarely. On the other hand, the

red-tailed humble bee visits the flowers of this plant fre-

quently, but, owing to its peculiar method of sipping the

nectar without entering the flower, never removes the pol-

linia. On August 21, 1885, being in a wood where beds of
this plant were in full flower, I saw the above bee enter sev-
eral flowers on two different plants growing side by side,

without in any case removing the pollinia. On the 24th 0/

the same month, and in the same wood, I saw a red-tailed

humble bee visit successively no less than sixteen flowers on
a spike of this Efifqctis without removing any of the pol-

ynia. In this case the spike of flowers was so dense that the

bee crawled from one to the other in a spiral fashion from
bottom to top without once bringing its head or proboscis in

contact with the viscid disc at the base of the pollinia. After
sucking the nectar from the last flower, it flew off' for a few
yards, but immediately returned and revisited three of the
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same flowers, but this time in a half discontented fashion, as

if striving to improve on work that had been already well

done. Again, on the 26th of the same month, I saw several

visit the flowers of this plant (one visited most of the flowers

on seven plants in succession) without removing the pollen,

although, being near, I noticed them visit numerous flower
that contained the pollen masses. The bees hung on the dis-

tal portion of the labellum and inserted their long proboscis
without the head coming in contact with the viscid disc. The
evening was lovely, and I spent an hour watching the plants,

but during that time, although wasps were flying about in

number, not one visited a flower. (This certainly was the

opposite of what I expected, as several naturalists are under
the belief that this Efi^ctis is constantly fertilized by this

insect, one indeed going so far as to say that if wasps were
becoming extinct in any locality, so, in all probability, would
Epifactis lutifoUa.) On other occasions, however, I did see

the common wasp visit several flowers, but the visits were

tless, as if it

long, narrow

short, and, if I may use the expression, hear
could derive little therefrom. Owing to their& wv- •"'-" **-"&
shape and short proboscis, wasps remove the pollen masses
with ease, for I have caught them immediately after coming
out ot the flower with the pollinia attached to their head ; but
as these visits are few and far between, fertilization by thi-

way is ot rare occurrence. In numerous instances, also, the

pollen masses will be found glued to the upper sepal of the

flower, which is done as follows: The wasp on entering,
particularly a newly-opened flower, gets the pollinia attached
to its head when sucking the nectar ; but immediatelv on .

entering another flower, the upper sepal is so situated that I

the sharp stifl edge comes in contact with the viscid sub- I

stance, which, with the pollinia, is left attached to it. This. I

1 have never seen take place, but repeated experiments bear I

out the statement. It is also readilv illustrated with a pencil. I

In various other parts of the plants it is not uncommon to find I

the pollen masses attached as if the discs were not sufficiently |

viscid to retain their hold on the insect's head, and on more
than one occasion I have found them unbroken, on their stig-

matic surface. Small insects also visit the flowers in num-
bers as I have watched them creeping about within the

labellum and other parts ; but in numerous instances many
ot those winch come in contact with the viscid stigma are

unable to free themselves, and so perish. The largest insect
that i have seen killed in this way wasi of an inch in length-
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When the plants begin to wither, or immediateljr after ferti-

lization takes place, the distal portion of the labellum curves
upwards, and effectually closes the entrance to the basal por-

tion or nectary, but for what end I am unable to say.

3. That self-fertilization by the pollen falling spontane-
ously on the stigma is not uncommon. I have frequently

observed that the pollen masses in a few days, or perhaps a

week, after the flowers open become swollen, or the particles

of pollen disunited so as to protrude slightly beyond the

sharp upper edge of the stigma. At the same time, or later

on, the pollen becomes remarkably friable, and before the

plant withers, either spontaneously or by the action of the

wind, falls on the stigma and other parts of the flower. The
peculiar position of the pollen masses—hanging directly

above the stigmatic surface—insures this the more readily.

That the pollen masses become detached and fall apart k
beyond dispute, as I have on man}' occasions found the

grains scattered over the leaves, flower and stem of the

plant, as well as. in one or two instances, noticed the pollen

masses still within their cells, but with the corners broken
oft' and lying on the stigmatic surface. This breaking up of

the^ pollen masses may be spontaneous, but it is materially

assisted by both wind and rain.

On examining numbers of the plant I have found it a

general rule that the entire pollinia, or a large part of them,
have not been removed from such flowers as bear well-filled

capsules. Now, this of itself seems to me to indicate self-

fertilization by particles of the pollen falling on the stigma,

for it is quite evident that if wasps (the only insect, so far as

is known, that in this country does fertilize the plant) visited

and impregnated the flower" they could hardly have avoided
removing the pollinia. To make sure, I examined several

withered flowers with swollen ovaries on different plants,

and was surprised to And that in most cases remnants of the

then musty pollen could be distinctly detected within the

shriveled anther.
After reading the above remarks one is naturally led to

ask : Why, if Efifactis latifolia is so imperfectly fertilized

*s the plant so abundant":
This I can only answer as follows: (i) Nature, as if to

make up for the small production of seed, has endowed this

plant, unlike the generality of our native orchids, with spe-

cial facilities for the perpetuation of its race. The original

roots do not, as in most other orchids, die off annually, bat



insects

the more probable by the curious fact that in most, i

d

,elt-

of seed, has endowed them with special facilities for perpetu-

ation, namely, by increase of the root.

(

Take the example of Neottia nidus-avis, which is ver}

imperfectly cross-fertilized, but m which nearly all the root-

lets produce young plants; also, that of Efifactis latifoMi
which, under certain circumstances, behaves~in a similar

manner. Again, Op/irys afifcra, which is, perhaps, the
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serve for collecting nutriment for the succeeding plant, the

eye or bud of which is formed close to the old or last year's

stem. At times the plant produces several of these eyes in

one season; indeed, during the present summer I counted 1

sixteen and twenty-six flowering stems on two plants, audit

is not at all uncommon for three or four stems to be found

attached to the same plant. (2) Each capsule (judging by

the number in the almost equally sized Gefkalanthcragrand-
irflora) will contain about six thousand seeds ; so that, even

if one only were produced on each plant, it would be more

than sufficient to keep up the stock.
In conclusion, one can not but wonder how remarkable

it is that the nectar of Eflfactis latifolia should be so highly

ittractive to the red-tailed humble-bee, that can not fertilize

the flower ; while to the wasp, that can remove the pollen

masses with ease, and thereby insure cross-fertilization, it

offers but little attraction, as is^ clearly shown by the almost

total absence of its visits. I have mentioned' above thai

under certain conditions, the roots of this plant produce eyes

or buds
; but, strange as it may appear, this is not the case

in all, for I have examined numbers without any such means

of reproduction. In many instances, also—indeed, it is the

general rule in this district—the plant in question is destitute

of a rostellum, the viscid matter at the base of the pollinia

being free or uncovered, thus imitating in structure the de-

graded and self-fertilized Cephalanthera grandiflora.
Now, can it be that Epifactislcitifolia, from not being

sufficiently attractive to insects,"r from the want of proper
»"«• si r+ 4- ,-+ m — A. I _ _ i /* • n • • < I'll --. --»-\ i n ( 1
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most noted example of constant self-fertilization in British

Orchideae, is well known to appear and disappear somewhat

mysteriously from certain localities by the > oung tubers in-

creasing beneath ground until of a flowering size. Cefhii-

hinthera grandtfora, which is fertilized in the bud staTe by

the emitting of tubes from the pollen grains, also increases

bv the root ; but of this rare species I am able to give little

original information.

BRIEFER ARTICLES.

Zamiichellia palustris L. var. pedunculate.—In a rather remarkable

pond, botanically speaking, this plant was observed as early as February

12, and was collected in full fruit March 19, 1887. The pond is formed

by the waste water from a large blast furnace, and never freezes, so far as

1 can learn. A series of tests made when the weather was quite cool,

ranging from 16° to 40° F., gave the temperature of the water from 76

to 82° F., and that of the sandy bottom from 80° to 90° F. In it Spiro-

gyras and Zygnemas, CEdogonium and Vaucherias were found during all

the winter months, in the vegetative state, at times in wonderful abund-

ance, giving place at certain seasons to the profuse growth of Hyd™"

dictyon. The pond is perhaps twenty feet wide by sixty long, and has

never been visited when not completely filled with some of its habitues.

At times our Spirogyraa would all be Zygnemas. Again, both would

give way to (Edogonium. Another day would show Hydrodictyon
1

n ful

possession, with all the others crowded into the little bays and harbors of

the pond. On April 23 I made a trip to the pond, and was surprised to

find that Zannichellia had taken almost exclusive possesion of nearly

one-half its extent, and could be collected in all conditions from the begin-

ning of its growth to the perfect fruiting stage. Its growth was as vig-

orous and its life apparently as happy as if had been flourishing in July,

its proper fruiting month. Yet all about in other ponds were little nlms

of ice, and the collectors were in winter overcoats.—Stanley Coulter,

Terre Hmde, Ind.

nympmea luteal in urazoria county, ica«»3. *•* -

—

,,—
T. Horner, of Georgetown, Mass., then in Texas, while going from UM-

veston to Columbia, in crossing Oyster creek at a small place called Liv-

erpool, saw what he thought were yellow pond lilies. He took a ooa

and went out on the creek to assure himself that he was not mistaken.

He found them growing in deep water, the stems six or seven feet long.

He sent a single specimen to Mrs. Horner. On his return to Georgetown

Mrs. Horner wrote to the only person Mr. Horner knew to get some 01

the roots. In the course of a few weeks they learned that this person was

dead, and nothing more was done about it.-E. H. Hitching.
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Key to Forest Trees.—It was thought advisable to introduce for twelve

weeks, daily, the study of botany into the Sophomore year of the mechan-

ical course at Michigan Agricultural College. This is all the time the

student is expected to give to botany, and even this is to be of practical

value in the study of woody plants. The first five weeks were occupied

in learning how to distinguish the trees of Michigan ; mainly by a study

of leaves, twigs, buds, outer bark, sections of wood, all aided by a simple

microscope. No attention was paid to the flowers. To aid the memory

the following artificial classification was devised, and it worked well:

A. Leaves alternate and two-ranked.

Basswood.
The Elms : American, Red and Rock.
Mulberry.
Hackberry.

B. Leaves opposite.

1. Simple.

The Maples : Sugar, Red and Silver.
2. Pmnately compound.

The Ashes : White, Black and Blue.
O. Leaves five to eight ranked.

It Simple.

White wood.
Buttonwood.
Cherry.
Sassafras.

Birches
: Yellow, Canoe and Cherry.

Poplars
: Cottonwood, Asnen. Laree- toothed Aspen.

WillowftQ

Oaks
: White, Red, Black, Yellow, etc.

Chestnut.
Beech.
Ironwood.

2. Compound.
1. Pinnate.

Black Walnut.
Butternut.

o it
hickory: Shagbark, Pignut- Bitternut.

A. More than once pinnate.
Honey Locust.

D. Conifers.
^"^ °°See Tree "

1. Deciduous.

Larch.
2. Evergreen.

Pines
: White, Red, Scrub.

Arbor Vitae.

Spruces
: Hemlock, Black, White, Balsam.

Cedar: Red, Juniper.
The other seven weeks were mainly occupied in the use of the com-

pound microscope in the study of a few sorts of woods, as white oak, wW?
«h, sugar maple, and white pine. Some attention was given to fun*

-ctmgcn wood to produce decay; the different accidents which injure
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trees ; the effect on the appearance and durability of timber when cut

in different directions. Each student wrote an essay on some topic in

keeping with those above named.—W. J. Beal, Agricultural College, Mich-

igan, March 23, 1887.

Seoliopus Hallii Watson.—I collected this little Liliaceous plant last •
week in fine flower. As the floral characters have never been made out,

it may be as well to record the following amended description :

Rhizoma very short or none : leaves oval-elliptical to narrowly lanceo-

late, at length 4-6 inches long, not brown punctate, sessile : pedicels (2-8)

4-6 inches long, slender : outer perianth segments lanceolate or oblanceo-

late, 3-4 lines long, a line and a half wide, narrowed to a claw below, yellow-

ish green speckled with red outside, striped with dark purple inside, bent

at a right angle in the middle so thatthe upper half is spreading or deflexed

;

the inner ones are linear-spatulate, shorter than the outer ones, not bent in

the middle, but incurved and conivent over the stigmas :
stamens 1-1$

lines long, about half as long as the red speckled ovary.—On Silver creek,

about a mile above the town of Silverton, at the late Elihu Hall's original

locality. In fine flower March 20.—Thomas Howell.

Solidago Mcolor L., and var. coneolor Torr. k Gray.—While botan-

izing along the western side of the Green Mountains, in Vermont, last

season (1886), I gave particular attention to the golden rods, and collected

many interesting things ; the most interesting being the above mentioned

forms growing from the same root. I found S. bicdor L. very abundant,

at middle elevations, but saw comparatively little of the var. ooncdor,

except in the town of Ludlow, where both forms were in profusion. The

remarkable specimen in question consisted of four stalks ;
two being typi-

cal white-rayed bicolor, and the other two being none the less typical yel-

low-rayed coneolor.—F. H. Knowlton, Washington, D. C. March 31, 1S87.

How humblebees extract nectar from Mertensia Virginica »C.—In

the October number of the Gazette I recorded an observation of the

manner in which humblebees extract the sweets from the flowers of Fhy-

sostegia Virginana Benth. without entering the corollas, by making a slit

at the base with the mandibles. In the April number Mr. G. von Ingen

records a similar observation in regard to the common Petunias. To-day

I observed a similar habit on Mertensia Virginica DC. It appears that the

insect is well up to the work of splitting corollas ; it is done quickly and

easily, and if the old slit, made at the former visit is not easily found, a

new one is made. I found corollas that had as many as three parallel

slits near the base. As this is near the beginning of the botanizing sea-

son, it would be well if botanists generally would keep this in mmd, ana

at the end of the season record their notes. We might thus learn how

general this habit is. It would add to the interest if the insects, thus en-

gaged, were captured, and their specific names published with the notes.

T. 8CHNBCK, Mt. Carmel, III.
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EDITORIAL.
*

The meeting of the A. A. A. S. in New York City next summer will

give botanists a privilege that they will much prize. The Botanical Club

will, in a certain sense, be the guests of the Torrey Botanical Club, and

under the guidance of that well-organized body everything of botanical

interest that is within reach will be laid tributary to the entertainment

of the club. The Torrey herbarium, the Meisner collection, and all the

other riches of the Columbia College collections will be obj cts of great

interest. The salt marshes, the sea beaches, the New Jersey collecting

grounds, all offer attractions and easily accessible fields. The greatest

attraction, however, should be the presence of botanists from all parts of

the country. The social pleasures of such a meeting, the stimulus to

more and better work which comes from it, are simply incalculable. We
bespeak the largest attendance of botanists tint has yet graced the meet-

ings of the Association -botanists who have come prepared to give at

well as to receive, and who will take a prominent part in the work of the

biological section as well as in that of the club. How the improbability of

obtaining special rates in these days of interstate commerce law will

affect the attendance from the west remains to be seen, but it will prob-

ably seriously interfere with it.

Mr. J. B. Ellis, in a recent number of the Journal of Mgeukgy, has

criticised the wording of the title of Professor Scribner's paper on black

rot, read before the Botanical Club of the A. A. A. S. and published in

the Gazette for last November, because the name of the fungus Phyu*
lospora Bidwellii is credited solely to Dr. Saccardo, whereas the species

was originally described by Mr. Ellis as a member of the genus Spuria.

Mr. Ellis contends that in changing the species to another genus bia

name should still have been retained as authority, either with or without

being included in a parenthesis, whether the name of Saccardo were

added or not, and in support of this view cites the usage of Drs. Winter.

Cooke and Fries. Dr. Roumeguore has a note on the matter in the last

Revue Mycdogique, in which he expresses his disapproval of " the incor-

rectly abbreviated form " used by Professor Scribner, but is not willing

to subscribe in full to the views of Mr. Ellis. There is much diversity

of opinion and usage touching the subject, and support can be found for

both sides of the present question ; but we think the form P. Bidwelh'

(Ellis) Sacc. would receive nearly universal approval, although many
would consider it equally satisfactory to omit one or the other authority
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OPEN LETTERS.

Raising Diatoms.

In reference to your kind words in the April Gazette, on my
liaising Diatoms in the Laboratory/' I would have been further grati-

fied had the fact been noticed of my experiments of passing the hpnrea

through filter paper, that they antedated the experiments of Mr, F. Kit-

ton fully two years. How much of time and care these experiments cost

me will never be known. As to your remarks on the March number of

the New Yi/rk Microscopical Journal, that its leading articles seem addressed

to amateurs, this is in part true of the article which occupies the nruifit

space, my lecture, "The Life of a Diatom." The audience was chiefly

omposed of the families and friend- of the members, but unfortunately
the part which chiefly interested the members could not be given in

print. It was illustrated with the lime-light, and a set of new phott*

rapha that would have delighted any botanist, Habirshaw's photograph
<>f Pleurosigma, was shown to an audience, with lines a third of an inch

thick and beautifully clear. Besides other nice points, a feature of which
no mentioa is made in the printed lecture was the exhibit of lantern

slides of Mr. Christian's new and very curious diatoms. As pictures

these interested all, but their scientific side could only be seen by the

diatomist. This much seems due from me to whom so much space was

generously given in the Journal, and which could only present it m
popular matter.

Freehold, N. J.

Samuel Lockwood.

Antidote for Cicuta poisoning

A case came under my observation of a young man who, while sutler

mg from thirst in the hayfield. chewed the root of what he thought wa
spikenard, Aralia racemosa. In less than two hours he became extremely
sick. The first sensation experienced was like a stroke on the head, with

unconsciousness for a few seconds, followed by sickening nausea. Upon
reaching home the mother suspected he had made a mistake in the plant,

and not daring to wait to send several miles for a physician she procured
a stalk of Eupatorium perfoliatum, made a tea of it, and gave freely as

warm as could be taken. This assisted nature to relieve the stomach and
caused a warmth and moisture of the whole system. In an hour the

dangerous symptoms had disappeared. It was discovered that he had
hewed and swallowed the juice of more than half of a four ounce root of

Cicuta maculate. The physicians who afterwards saw the amount of the

root which he had taken were surprised at the result.

Harmonsburg, Pa. J. E. W hiteside.

Autumnal blooming of Oxalis.

above the ordinary size and several in a cluster, the whole plant seeming
to be exceedingly vigorous. However, the strangeness of this freak 01

autumnal bloom ins was perhaps equaled by the fact that there waa not a
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single leaf on the hundred or so plants scattered for some distance alon

the railroad. The top soil had lately been removed by the section hands

and these plants were growing on the south side of the track where the

sun shone fairly upon them. Could this removal of the soil, and conse-

quent bringing of the scaly bulbs nearer the surface have induced thi-

very premature blooming? Or could any of the readers of the Gazette

offer any other explanation in connection with the location of the plant*

I expect to keep a watch over these plants this spring to see what they

<lo when the ordinary time for blooming comes.
Hastings, Neb. Harvey Thomson.

Solidago erecta Pursii.

The herbarium of the United States National Museum has for distri-

bution a good number of duplicates of the above species, which has recently

been reinstated by Dr. Gray [Proc. Am. Acad. XXII, p. 308]. This form,

so well represented in the District of Columbia, has been variously referred

by Dr. Gray to S. bicolor L., var. concolor Torr. & Gray, and S. speciosa Nutt.,

var. angustata Torr. & Gray, and may have been so distributed from here,

but its distinctness from either of these forms has long been recognized

by many Washington botanists. F. H. Knowlton.
Assistant Curator Botany, U. S. Nat. Mas.

An aid in description.

Of gan. With microscop
requires great familiarity with the specimens. A single figure, while it

may be typical, can not show the range of variation. As an aid in mak-

ing up descriptions, and to use for reference, tables like the following,

which can be quickly made, have been found convenient. The vertical

olumns show the length in lines of each organ, while the horizontal rov

<how at a glance the amount of their variation. Other points can. 0«

course, be addea on the same plan, and the number of recorded obser?)

ions be increased as circumstances require.
Muhlenberg ia argentea Vasey. Palmer, Mexico, 1885, No. 160.

Lower empty glome 1$ n l£ 1} 1

Upper empty glume \\ i\ jj ]J \\

FloweririL glume If ]j U If If
palet -; • 2 If lj 1J I|

Awn of flowering glume 5 5 4 2 2

Dep't Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

A. A. Crozibb

Exploration of San Domingo.
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hundred. The second (and larger) series will omit only the ubiquitous

tropical species, especially those of the sea coast, and will cost thirty marks

per hundred. The determinations will be elaborated by the undersigned,

assisted by various monographers. He will be pleased to receive rab-

scriptions to either series, but without prepayment. In view of the diffi-

culties of transportation in the island, only a limited number of sets will

be collected ; and a prompt notification is requested from those who wish
. 1 .1

* Y\t> TVixr TTt? ttAW
to subscribe. Dr. Ign. Urban.

Friedenau hei Berlin, Germany.

A new lichen.

In 1886 I found a peculiar lichen on rocks in Catawba River. I sent

it to Dr. J. W. Eckfeldt, of Philadelphia, and he to Mr. H. Willey, of New
Bedford. The latter called it an Opegrapha. Lately I gent Mr. Willey

better plants than he had seen, and he says it is not an Opegrapha, and

has named it Buellia Cataubensis, n. sp. He gives the following descrip-

tion: Thallus thickish, squamulose, peltate, orbicular, about . inch in

diameter (I should say from 1 to I), sub-entire, white, beneath black and

naked: apothecia innate-superficial, the disk even with the thallus, biacK,

at length crowded and confluent in the center of the thallus: hypotiie-

cium black, the proper exciple deficient: paraphyses distinct,agglutinate:

spores oblong- ellipsoid, 2-loc, brown, .015-18 mm. by .007-8 mm.-UJ
rocks along Catawba River Landsford, S. C, Prof. H. A. Green, 188b. A
singular plant without near affinity. Taken from " Introduction to the

Study of Lichens," by H. Willey. H. A. Or ken.

Chester, S. C.

CURRENT LITERATURE.

Physiological Botany : An abridgement of the student's guide to structural,

morphological and physiological botany, by Robert Bentley, * •

\

J
-
"'

Prepared as a sequel to " Descriptive Botany," by Eliza A. Youmans.

pp. xiv. 2!>2. New York : D. Appleton it Co. 188b.

structural
xi a.iij. oniric lci ill in hj «->c uotu iv-" «»».«. ~~ /

rather than physiological botany, for it deals mostly with anatomy, less

than one-third being devoted to physiology. We can not see that
;

it
,

is

properly a sequel to Miss Youmans' " Descriptive Botany," for, with the

exception of the impracticable "popular flora' of that work, this one

covers much the same ground. It is a book of the old style, a compen-

dious mass of facts, essential and trivial, about structure and function,

condensed to the last degree, and therefore more useful as a book of refer-

ence than as a text book. Viewed in that light, it has not been improved

by abridgment. It is of the " old style," in that it has no open questions.

,«, t„„* „„a k,.,wUp«is. Inavej the student no
catfiedra

reason to doubt that all questions are forever settled.

With the structural part we have little fault to find, except with the

illustrations, which are very uneven in quality; a few good, the majority

only tolerable, and some very poor. The statements are in the main

2
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accurate, and in this it excels its predecessor. The physiological part of

the book is of the least value. It is not entirely reliable, nor up to the

date at which it was written (1883), if we may judge fairly by the abridg-

ment. The treatment of assimilation, respiration and fertilization may

be pointed out as especially weak, though it is difficult to get at the first

two topics because of the illogical way in which the subject is presented.

The author devotes a section each to the functions of the various sorts of

cells, the nutritive organs, and the whole plant. As the functions of the

whole plant depend entirely on the functions of its organs, and ultimately

on the functions of the cells, we can not see the advantage of such a method.

It involves much repetition and dissociation of allied topics.

Altogether the book is a compact text book, with no special excel-

lences and some serious faults. It is no better and no worse than the

common run of school books. There is a need for a small text book suit-
I

able for high schools and lower college classes, but this does not meet it.

The book that does must present the essentials of botany clearly and

attractively, without the encumbrance of trivial details, and with constant

recognition of the biological significance of structure and function. Who
will write it ?

Sylloge Fungorum Omnium Hucusque Cognitorum. Digessit P. A. Saccardo.
Volume iv, Hyphomycetes. Padova, 1886. Roy. 8°. pp. 808.

One can scarcely accord too much praise to the author of the serie^

of works of which this is the fourth volume, for his untiring devotion to

botanical science as shown especially in this monumental undertaking
The number of described species of fungi is very large, embracing a large

proportion of cosmopolitan or widely distributed forms. To bring

together the works containing the original descriptions is well nigh

impossible to the ordinary student of fungi ; and to have these descrip

tions collated, systematically and critically arranged, and issued in handy

volumes is a service that the mycologist will appreciate, the more work

he does.

The author has not hesitated to take the most difficult classes first,

those in which assistance is most needed. The present volume includes

forms of superficial growth, having conidial spores borne free upon aerial

branches. Although this grouping makes a convenient classification for

the purpose in hand, it brings together orders of very unequal grade,

which in many instances have but slight re'ationship. The majority of

the forms are undoubtedly to be set down as fungi imperferti, whose real

standing can not be fully determined until their life history is better

understood
;
some of them, however, have had their sexual condition well

worked out, and in a more natural system of classification could find a

more appropriate place elsewhere.
In a work of this kind one is not surprised to find such slips as the

insertion of Ramvlana Astragali Ell. & Hoi. twice, once under Kaniulana
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(p. 202) and once under Didymaria (p. 1<94), each with an independent

translation of the characterization, but this detracts little from the gen-

eral accuracy of the volume, and less yet from its serviceableness.

Grasses of North America for Farmers and Students. By W. J. Beal, Profes-
sor of Botany in Michigan Agricultural College. Published by the
author, 8°., pp. xiii, 457. 1887. Price $2.50.

Profesor Beal is so well known as a teacher of botany that he does

not need introduction to botanists by means of a book. In this volume,

which is intended chiefly for farmers, he endeavors to put the subject in

such a way as to inform his readers of the general structure of those

forms of plant life in which they are so vitally interested. Chapters on
the structure, form and development of the grasses, power of motion,

plant growth, classification, native grazing lands, grasses for cultivation,

early attempts to cultivate grasses, testing seeds, grasses for pastures and

meadows, preparation of the soil, care of grass lands, etc., put the farmer

in a fair way to cultivate his grass lands intelligently. Prof. A. J. Cook
contributes a chapter on insects injurious to grasses and clovers, and

Prof. William Trelease writes of the injurious fungi. Mr. F. L. Scribner

has contributed much to the value of the work in his excellent drawings.

This volume can not help being greatly useful to the farming community,
while the promised second volume will be of no less interest to botanists,

as it is to contain descriptions of all known grasses of North America,

with illustrations of at least one species in each genus.

Microscopyfor Beginners, or Common Objects from the Ponds and Ditches.
By Alfred C. Stokes, M. D., pp. xiii, 297. New York: Harper A
Brothers, 1887.

This delightfully written book comes to a place almost unoccupied

among American publications. Its chief object is to aid the uninstructed

owner of a microscope first, to an intelligent use of the instrument;

second, to the identification of the common aquatic objects; finally, and
most important of all, it seeks to point out unoccupied fields and stimulate

to the persistent study of some special subject. Many persons possessed

of a microscope have almost ruined it before they found out how to use

% and many others have been at a loss to know what they saw when
water from some stagnant pool swarming with living organisms was

examined. This book will do much to help the novice to the names of

aquatic organisms, and the name once known, the search after informa-

tion more extended than this guide could furnish can be intelligently

prosecuted. It is to be hoped that every one who buys a microscope for

his amusement will buy also this book and that he will be led by it to see

that he can add to the sum of knowledge if he will only single out some
group of organisms for steady work. We have no patience with that "micro-

copy" which occupies itself with looking at gold-plated diatoms and
wi th making "beautiful mounts" of " triple-stained vegetable sections/
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caring not for structure if they are only "handsome! " Let the micro-

scope be a tool for earnest study—not the plaything of an idle hour!

The book is amply illustrated with useful, though small, drawings—

not pictures—and contains many helpful artificial keys to genera and

species, with references to standard works of more special character. It

deserves a large sale.

NOTES AND NEWS.

M. Philibert describes anew Bryum,B. Corbieri from northwestern
France in the Revue Brydogique No. 2, 1887,

Dr. Albert Kellogg, the veteran botanist of the Pacific slope, died

March 31st, at Alameda, California, at the age of seventy-four years.

An amateur botanical club has recently been formed at Washington
with a membership of about twenty- five. Miss Flora N. Vasey is secre-

tary.

In the Revue Brydogique No. 2, 1887, Dr. S. 0. Lindberg describes
three new species of Hepatic from Portugal, Marsupella profunda,
Anthoceros constans and A. multilobulus.

A young Italian mycologist, the Abbe Ben. Scortechini, an explorer
of Australia and further India, died a short time ago at Calcutta. A
genus of fungi commemorate* his services.

The American Association for the Advancement of Science will

meet in New York City, beginning August 10. It will probably be inter-

estingly warm in the city at that date, but the sea beach is near*

Dr. Didrik Ferdinand Didrichsex, seventy-two years of age, died

on March 19. He was professor of botany in the University of Copen-
hagen from 1875 to 1885, and for thirty years previous held important
botanical offices.

The Cornell Botanical Cam, of Chenango County, New York, has

ntly been organized, with F. V. Coville as president. It is the directrecen.^MWj ^„ ulgttllucU) W1U1 r . v . uovme as president, it is uiv uiw*
outgrowth of the enthusiasm in the study of the flora of Central New York,
ftman a tin <r from fVv-i-v»r»l? TT^:„^ :±.-emanating from Cornell University.

„. M
.

K
-

T
A

:
.P. Morgan, in continuation of his "Mycologic Flora of the

Miami Valley, Ohio," has just distributed a paper on Hydnei. The seven

genera are represented as follows : Hvdnum 30 species (one new), Irpe*

6, Radulum 3, Phlebia 3, Grandinia 1, Odontia 2, Kneiffia 1.

One of the rarest and least known mosses of Europe, Didymodon
subalpinushaslately been collected in Switzerland, on the Ba&,*?
altitude of 1,400 meters, by MM. Van den Broeck and Dens. Hereto-
lore it has been known only from a small specimen without a capsule in

the herbarmm of De Notari.s.

Professor Pjsxhallow, of Montreal, has issued a quarto memoir-
reprinted from the Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, on

Mechanism of movement in Cucurblta, Vitis, and Robinia." The me-

moir puts into final form the work already recorded by the authori"
tne

nwriean
b.i a maxima and C. Pepo," with some additional notes on the
Uucurbitaceye.
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The Italian Journal of Botany for April contains an account of

uncus
a new species of Tecoma (T. Rieasoliana), by E. Tanfani ; some Venetian
Diatomacere, Cyanophyceae, and Chlorophyceae, by G. B. de Toni and David
Levi ; and Flora of Otranto, by Enrico Groves.

At a recent meeting of the Linnaean Society Sir John Lubbock,
among other phytological observations, accounted for the peculiar shape
of Liriodendron leaves by the manner in which the young leaves are
packed in the bud. He affirms that the peculiar arrangement of the
young leaves will satisfactorily account for the remarkable form of the
leaf.

The fifth livmison of Husnot's Muscologia Gattica has been issued.
It contains descriptions and figures of the species of Grimmia (continued
from part four), Rhacomitrium, Hedwigia, Coscinodon, Ptychomitrium,
Glyphomitrium, Amphoridium, Zygodon, Ulota, and the first five species
of Orthotrichum. The illustrations'are lithographed by the author, and
are improving. The difficult genus Orthotrichum is being specially
elaborated by Dr. Venturi.

Prof. N. S. Shaler presents a thoughtful, instructive and well illus-
trated article upon the forests of North America in the May number of
Scribners Magazine. He considers the role of the forests in geological
periods, the factors which have determined the relative abundance of dif-
ferent species, the relation to moisture precipitation, the production and
maintenance of soils, the supply of timber, and many other questions of

scientific, economic and general interest.

In a paper before the Physiological Society of Berlin, February 25,
Prof. Kronecker and Friiulein Rink reported an investigation which
demonstrated that in peptone solution two kinds of bacteria are devel-
oped in the presence of air: Bacillus restituens, which transformed the
peptone into serous albumen, exactly in the same way as did the living
mucous membrane of the stomach; and Bacillus virescens, which liqui-
fied the alimentary gelatine and imparted a deep blue coloring to all

sterilized substrata when exposed to the air. This latter bacillus oper-
ated poisonously on the heart.

M. Theophile Ditrand, sub-curator of the herbarium of the Brussels
Botanic Garden, has prepared an index to the three volumes of Bentham
and Hooker's Genera Plantamm, comprising the names of the genera, the
principal synonyms, and the number and geographical distribution of

li
sPecie? - The genera are numbered consecutively, and arranged

alphabetically as well as systematically. Such a work will be of vast
service in herbaria and libraries. The subscription price is twenty
francs, and application should be made to M. Durand, at the Botanic
Garden, Brussels.

I^R. C. C. Parry has just distributed a short paper on "The Pacific

J^oast Alders," reprinted from But. Calif. Acad. Set. ii., 7, and points out
the value and importance of correcting systematic descriptions by care-
ful and intelligent field observations. There can be no doubt that many
descriptions are faulty, when made onlv from dried specimens, in the
very points that a study of the living forms would correct. It may be
»a that such evanescent characters could hardly be of use in classifica-

tion, which, after all, must be done mostly in the herbarium; but the
question is not so much what characters we can preserve as what are the

relationships of plants as shown by all sorts of characters, the best of
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which may only be recorded in field observations. Hence, this disposi-

tion to study plants in situ can not be too highly commended. In the

case before us, by this sort of study, Dr. Parry is convinced that the four

species of alder enumerated in the Botany of California must be reduced

to the earliest described specie?, Alnus rhomhifolia Nutt. It is, by the

way, a more encouraging sign when open air study combines species

than when it multiplies them in a way that no herbarium student can

follow.

Miss J. E. Whiteside, of Harmonsburg, Pa., writes :
" Last season

a rose bush which for ten years past has borne double roses, took a strange

freak. The two central stalks produced an abundance of large-petaled,

perfect, single blossoms, while the outer stalks continued the usual

double ones. It evidently was a reversion to the parent, which pos-

sibly had been Eosa Carolina, as the single blossoms were in clusters.

The double ones were borne singly. The bush stood in a situation where
it, received a great deal of water, and that may have caused it to revert, as

the blossoms and leaves both pointed to a healthy condition of the plant."

Dr. Lucien M. Underwood, of Syracuse University, with the assist-

ance of Mr. O. J. Cook, is actively engaged in getting together material

for issuing sets of Exsiceatse of the Hepaticae. The series will commence
with an issue of two decades, illustrating at least nineteen genera and, if

possible, all four orders. These decades will be issued at a reasonable

price in order that they may be obtained by beginners in the study d
Hepaticae, for whose help they are specially intended. It is hoped to

have these sets ready this summer. Subsequent issues will illustrate

rarer forms so far as they can be obtained. We are glad to be able to

announce so important an undertaking and wish the projectors abund-
ant success. They will be glad to have the assistance and co-operation of

botanists. At present a supply of Riccia and Anthoceros is specially

desired.

The Proceedings of the Edinburgh Botanical Society, vol. xvi,part

in, just distributed, contains the following articles of general interest: A
forest tour in Provence and the Cevermes, by Maior F.Bailey; Fertilization

Calce

Webste
t> u J

t • i
" wotcl

i lucwuu ui transmuting living piams »"'"""'-'
Robert Lindsay ; Adap'ation of Albuea to insect fertilization, by John
Wi son

;
Certain properties of rosewood and otber hard woods, by A.

Galletly; Inflorescence, floral structure, and fertilization of Scrophularm
aquatica and S. nodosa by T. W. Fulton ; Marine Alg;e of Joppa (County
of Mid-Lothian), by Geo. W. Traill; Nature and cause of variation in

plants, by Patrick Geddes ; Distribution of marine algje of Firth of Fortn,

hy John Rattray; Certain points in the morphology of Frullania,etc.,by
Prof. Alexander Dickson.

Mr. Ralph Sydney Smith has published an earnest appeal for the

preservation of a Redwood park north of Santa Cruz. In remarking
upon this important subject, Dr. Gray {AmericanJournal of Science) m*.
If nothing is done to preserve for posterity a specimen of Redwooo

forest, including if possible some of the large trees, future and not far

distant generations of California™ will have cause to revile the memory
of their forefathers. Time was when we had hoped for a government
reservation of such forest, of ten miles square, in the northwestern T»J
o the state, and it would have cost nothing. But the plan now broached,
although it will cost something, has the great advantage of fairly securing
this object and at the same time giving to San Francisco an unrivak"
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park quite within reach of its citizens. Let us hope that the few great
Redwoods which survive above Santa Cruz may form an annex to this

reservation. Unless something of this kind is speedily done, one of the
peculiar glories of the state of California will in the next century be only
a tradition."

Dr. Maxwell T. Masters has just distributed his paper "On the
floral conformation of the genus Cypripedium," as a reprint from the
Linnean Society's Journal, vol. xxii, pp. 402-422. After speaking of the
general conformation of orchid flowers, he takes up the conformation in

Cypripedium. This is followed by an account of the distribution of the
vascular bundles, and then the main part of the paper is taken up with
the teratology of Cypripedium. Only those cases are considered which
"directly elucidate the plan of orchid-structure." These malformations
are grouped under the heads of defect, excess, or perversion of the natural
process of development, using the following terms: oligomery (a dim-
erous condition being the commonest), pleiomery (usually increased lips

or stamens), partition (in which primarily simple organs become divided
by fission), displacement, and peloria (tendency towards regularity).

Prof. A. B. Seymour has just distributed as a reprint from the .Amer-
ican Horticultural Report, a paper on " Orchard Rusts," which contains an
interesting account of the Gymnosparangium-Roestelia forms. The paper
is written in reply to complaints of injury to fruits in various localities.

The condensed life history of these forms is very pleasantly and plainly

put in these words :
" These fungi have two distinct forms and two dis-

tinct phases of development, which occur on two very different kinds of

plants, and would at first appear to have no connection whatever. But
investigations have proved that each stage of growth in turn comes from
the growth of the spores of the other stage. This is called alternation of

generations. The rust upon apples develops through the summer, and
toward autumn produces spores, which are carried to the cedar tree.

Here they germinate and produce a different form of the fungus, which
begins its growth in the fall, lives through the winter and matures in the

spring, expanding into conspicuous, yellow, jelly-like masses. The spores
now formed are carried in the air to the apple tree, or some tree of that

group, where they produce the apple rust or quince rust, as the case

maybe."

The Gardener's Chronicle (April 23) says that Mr. W. Sayer, an emis-
sary of the Botanical Department of Victoria, presided over by Baron Sir

Ferdinand von Mueller, accompanied by an English tourist—Mr. Alex-
ander Davidson—succeeded lately in ascending Mount Bellenden-Ker,
the highest mountain in tropical Australia. They had to cut their track
for many miles through dense jungles of virgin forest, and they had pre-

viously to encounter the hostility of the savages. Two cataracts of con-

siderable magnitude were discovered during the ascent This mountain
has a particular horticultural interest, it having been named at the sug-

gestion of Robert Brown (like Mount Dryander), during Flinders expe-
jtion, in honor of a botanist—Mr. Bellenden-Ker, the great investigator

of indaceous and amaryllideous plants in the early part of the century,
when, in 1855, Baron Mueller went with Mr. Aug. Gregory to Northwest
Australia (where then what now is so famous as the Kimberley country
was discovered), he saw from the sea, he tells us. the bold outlines of

Mount Bellenden-Ker, towering to 5.000 feet, and could well appreciate
he feelings which prompted Kobert Brown to suggest a botanical name
IOr that mountain; indeed, unexpectedly, it has proved the only one in
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all tropical Australia which has a really cool zone. In a discourse given

at the School of Mines in Ballarat, and on some other public occasion*

the baron pointed out many years ago that, if any Rhododendron, Vac-

cinium, Quercus, Impatiens, Begonia and other plants of the cooler Ma-

layan regions existed at all in Australia, it would be on the almost con-

stantly clouded and temperate heights of Mount Bellenden-Ker. This

anticipation has now been verified as regards the two first mentioned

genera, a Rhododendron (R. Lochse, allied to R. Javanicum) and a Vac-

cinium of the section Agapetes having been discovered at an altitude of

about 5,000 feet, where they are strangely associated with a new arbores-

cent Dracophyllum, a Spirceanthemum, a new Argophyllum, and other

extra Indian types of vegetation specifically here endemic. New genera

for Australia from the same high region are, also, a Didymocarpus, a

Pentapanax ; besides these were obtained new species of Helicia, Trista-

nia, Morinda, Eugenia, Fagodea, and some others. The remarkable

manner in which the Malayan and Australian plants meet others of New

Caledonian type on the summit of Mount Bellenden-Ker (amrng the

Australian being such typical forms as Trochocarpa and A rites) renders

this high, though not extensive, region singularly remarkable for phyto-

geography. A new undescribed Proteaceous genus occurs, we are tola,

lower down on the range, and should, on account of its many large seeds,

prove a new tropical nut tree.

In noticing in the American Journal of Science, Warming's "Ento-

mophilous Flowers in Arccic Regions," Dr."Gray remarks: "Greenland

is very poor in insects, especially of insects which perform an important

part in the fertilization of the entomophilous blossoms ofNorthern regions

generally. Dr. Warming undertook a careful comparative study of these

northern flowers, to learn whether those in Greenland were identical in

floral biology with the same species in Europe. In many no differences

were found, but in not a few certain modifications were detected in the

Greenland flowers which rendered them more adapted to self-fer till zation

than those of the same species on the European continent, where the

appropriate visiting insects are more abundant. In answer to the ques-

tion whether the attractiveness of these blossoms for insects remain unalt-

ered in Greenland, Dr. Warming is able to state that with three or four

exceptions, the nectar secretions seemed not to be diminished; but tliaj

the odors were feebler, the size of corolla less, and the colors not so viviu

as in the same species on the continent. As the entomophilous flowers

of Greenland manifest an increased adaptation to self-fertilization,
u

might have been expected that the dioecious or polygamous tendency w
some of them would disappear, but it proved not to be so. But tnj

Sahces were found to be remarkably fruitful, and it seems that they nan

become anemophilous."

\
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The occurrence and function of certain nitrogenous bodies in

plants.

\V. E. STONE.

The nitrogenous bodies are probably the least understood
of all plant constituents ; indeed, the whole question of the

relation of nitrogen to vegetation presents many unsolved

problems. Its source, assimilation, various forms of exist-

ence, destruction, transformation and functions are all sub-

jects of discussion at present, as they have been for many
years. Something of the difficulty met with in the study of

these questions arises from the chemical indifference of the

element, and the difficulty of recognizing and isolating its

various compounds as such. Micro-chemical methods fail

for this purpose except in one or two cases, and, while purel}

chemical processes have accomplished a great deal, the dis-

coveries announced from time to time, and the still existing

?aps in theories, show that all the da*a are not yet at hand,

very practical and tangible illustration of this state of our

knowledge occurs in the estimation and valuation of vegeta-

ble nitrogen as a food element. For lack of a better general

knowledge and methods the total nitrogen present is regarded
as existing in the form of albumin, or in a few cases is class-

ified as albuminoid and non-albuminoid, although it is well

known that it may be present in a variety of forms of very

different value and structure. If these different nitrogenous

bodies have different values to the animal system, it is quite

certain that they represent different physiological offices and
uses in the living vegetable organism.

During the past decade certain German investigators

have done much toward determining (
i
) what these nitrog-

enous bodies are, and (2) what their functions may be.

The results of their work, scattered through various chemical
and botanical journals, are not generally available to Amer-
Jcan botanists, nor have they, so far as I know, been con-

nectedly presented to them. For these reasons, no less than

because it is a very important physiological subject, a general

resume has seemed desirable.
For the sake of convenience the vegetable nitrogenous

bodies may be classified under two heads : those which play
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the part of reserve material, and those which are involved in

the vital processes of the germinating or growing plant, or,

passive and active forms. The work of the past few years

has pointed out the existence of these classes and indicated

their different values in the vegetable economy.
The reserve nitrogenous bodies occur chiefly in the form

of albumin, or according to Ritthausen 1 congluiin and legu-

min, terms commonly applied to vegetable albumin or casein.

These compose almost exclusively the nitrogenous constitu-

ents of seeds, but in roots and tubers are often accompanied
by other bodies of a secondary and derivative nature, which

may be regarded as surplus untransformed materials left

by the cessation of the vegetative processes. The albumins,

legumin and conglutin, which may be regarded as the true

reserve forms ot nitrogen, are colloids, are insoluble in acid

fluids and, usually existing in a solid condition, are not

directly available for the processes of transmutation or assim-

ilation.

The active or secondary forms, occurring rarely in seeds

but always present in germinating and, at least locally, in

growing plants, we will discuss more in detail. They are

chiefly amido compounds, crystalloids, and soluble in fluids

of the plant. Because of their unstabilitv and great solubil-

ity, their isolation is very difficult ; for a long time their ex-

istence was not recognized, and even at present it may be

affirmed safely that still others await discovery.
The most common of these, and, because of its compara-

tively easy recognition, the first which attracted attention, is

asparagin,2 now regarded as a generally disseminated plant

constituent and proved to be present in a large number ot

families. 3
It was found in the young germs of Lupinus lute**

by Beyer, 4 and subsequent study showed that the seeds and

germs ot this plant were peculiarly adapted to the investiga-

tion of these secondary nitrogenous compounds. The 10

to 12 per cent, of nitrogen in the seeds is almost entirely in

the torm of albumin, unaccompanied by asparagin, while the

germs are unusually rich in asparagin and other non-albumin-
ous nitrogenous bodies.

Pfeffer5 made this the subject of especial study, and found^
' Die Eiweiss Korper der Getreidearteu, p. 188.

IS*
H,

»
2
°V Di8Covered by Vauquelin and Robiquet in asparagus shoots, In 1*8.

B,rlin?
r

i8Vl!
8

k
0f/Tan^l

en\l:n
c

n
h U had bee» feu»4 at that date, see Die Hton*-**

* Landwirthschaft. Versuchs-Stationen, vol. 9 (1867), p. 168.
Prmgshelm's Jahrbuch fur Botanik, vol. 8 (1872), p. 429.
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that if the germs were excluded from light the amount of
asparagin formed was greatly increased, particularly in the
last stages of germination. He concluded that the asparagin
was derived from the albumin originally occurring in the
seed, and served for the transportation of the same to the
growing parts of the plant—a process analogous to the solu-
tion and transmutation of insoluble carbohydrates. His de-
ductions were confined, however, to the Leguminosae, out-
side of which he does not mention the occurrence of aspar-
agin.

In 1876 E. Schulze6 published the first of a notable series

of contributions upon the subject. Lupine seeds which con-
tained 45 per cent, of albumin were germinated and grown
fifteen da}rs under exclusion of light. At the end of this time
the total amount of nitrogen present was unchanged, but only

8 per cent, of albumin remained ; 37 per cent, had been
changed to a soluble form, of which nearly two-thirds was
asparagin. By repeated experiments it was found that the

most favorable conditions for the formation and accumulation
of asparagin were germination in the dark for ten days, and
then exposure to faint light for some weeks7

; the germs thus

produced contained usually 27 to 28 per cent, of their dry
weight in asparagin. The quantity produced was propor-
tional to the time of growth, and it was found in the greatest

abundance in the axial organs. These observations were
supplemented by those of Borodin,8 who gave to the question
a new aspect bv investigating the different parts of growing
plants.

In the young shoots of many trees and shrubs he found

appreciable quantities of asparagin ; in some, however, only
traces

; while in others, as Larix, Betula,Alnus. Syringa, Lon-
icera, etc., none at all could be recognized. But by modi-
fying the conditions, viz., by detaching the twigs and allowing
the buds to develop in water at ordinary room temperature,
be was able to produce asparagin in all of the many species

examined. He concluded, with Pfeffer and Schulze, that it

could only come from a breaking down of albumin, and that

jt probably served as a source for the regeneration of the

latter at a later stage.
The study of the problem thus far had been prosecuted

^-
„, ,

——-*

spW?*? ,!
1* 5 d - Deutsehen Chem. Gesellschaft, vol. 9 (1876), p. 1314. Also Landwirth-

tnatt. Jahrbucher, vol 5 (1876), p. 821.

*
- - (1883)

Botanische Zeitung, vol. 36 (1878), p. 801.
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chiefly by micro-chemical methods, with the result of estab-

lishing the general occurrence of asparagin, and the theory

that it served as a transferring agent between reserve albu-

min and the vegetative organs of the plant. This theory

lacked general application because in some cases asparagin

could not be detected and in others occured in too small

quantities to satisfy the requirements of the plant if the theory

was true. Either the hypothesis was not correct or there

must be other products of the breaking up of albumin which

the methods thus far used could not detect.

The identification of such products by chemical method*

not only supplied facts of the most vital importance to the

question under consideration, but serves to illustrate the de-

pendence of vegetable physiology upon the chemist as well

as the microscopist for the solution of its problems.
Shortly before Borodin's investigations Schulze had taken

up the study of the seeds and young germs of Cucurbita

Pepo. 9 Pfeffer had not found asparagin here, but Sabanin

and Laskowsky 10 had obtained secondary ammonia salts in

watery extracts from them, without, however, determining

their nature. Schulze, by a peculiar method of treatment,

was able to isolate glutaminic acid, which was assumed to

exist originally in the juices of the germ as an amide. 11 This

amounted to 1.75 per cent, of the dried weight of the germs,

which were grown sixteen days under exclusion of light. As

no such substance occurred in the ungerminated seeds he

concluded that like the asparagin of the lupine it was derived

from the breaking down of albumin, and performed a simi-

lar office to the plant. Later 12 traces of asparagin were found

together with small quantities of tyrosin and leucin,
13 all sec-

ondary, soluble, nitrogenous bodies, to which were subse-

quently added vernin, 14 xanthin bodies, ammonia salts and

nitrates. 15

Meanwhile the lupine which had produced asparagin so

ireely, had also been examined for other nitrogenous bodies,

with rich results. 16 Beside the small quantities of glutamic
leucin, tyrosin, and possibly ammonia salts, which it pro-

9 Berichte d. Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft, vol. 10 (1877), p. 199.
10 Landwirthschaft. Versuchs-Stationen, vol. 18, p. 405.
11 Probably as C 5H 6(NH 2 ^ 2 3 .

12 Journal fur Practische Chemie, vol. 20, p. 385
«TyroBin-C 9H 9 (NH 2 )O a . Leuein-C 6H, 1 (NH 2 )0 3 .

yernin-C 16H 20N 2O 2 . See Zeitschrift fur Phisiolog. Chem., vol. 10,
15 Journal fiir Practische Chemie, vol. 32, p. 433.
l« Journal fiir Practische Chemie, vol. 27, p. 337
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duced in common with Cucurbita, two amido acids 17 and pep-
tone were found ; while during the last year it has yielded still

another new body, arginin. 18

These substances are all regarded as secondary products
derived from the albumin of the seed in a manner analogous
to the formation of asparagin. Confirmatory of this view is

the fact that the albumin of lupine seeds when subjected to
artificial chemical action is converted into amido acids which
seem to be identical with those produced in germination. 19

It was noteworthy that the amido acids which were so dis-
tinctly present in the germs of lupine were not found in those
of Cucurbita, and that the asparagin of the former was sub-
stituted by glutamin in the latter.

Following Borodin's study of the occurrence of asparagin
m the young shoots of woody plants, Schulze conceived that
other bodies might be found here as well as in the germinat-
ing stages already examined. Twigs of Platanus occidentals
were removed from the tree in April and kept in a warm
room until no further growth was made. The young shoots
thus developed contained, besides asparagin, an appreciable
quantity (.5 to 1 per cent.) of a substance corresponding in
its reactions to allantoin. 20 Repeated investigations showed
this to be a constant constituent of young shoots of Platanus
treated in this way, but it could not be detected in shoots or
leaves growing normally upon the tree. Leucin and bodies
oj the xanthin group were also found in Platanus. Allantoin
also occurs in the shoots of Acer pseudo-platanus.
The vernin, already mentioned in connection with lupine,

•soems also to be widely disseminated, occurring in the germs
w Vicia sativa (in which it was discovered), Trifolium pra-
tense, Cucurbita Pepo, the sclerotium of Claviceps purpurea,
and the pollen of Pinus sylvestris and Corylus avellana."'

The examples given show that in the germinating and
vegetative stages of the plant, secondary nitrogenous bodies
appear in considerable variety of form, and in sufficient quan-
tities to imply some important use or office. The idea that

nitrogenous, and particularly albuminous, substances un-
dergo changes during growth and assimilation is by no means

|'Phenyl-amido-pro]>ionicacid=C 9 n9(NH2)02.Amido-valerianicacidC^l9(NH2i02
8 C 6H 1 jN i0 2 ,HX03+^H 2 0. SeeBerichted. Deutsch. Chem. Gesellseh., vol. 19(188$,

P- 1177.

"Schulze Zeitschrift fur Physiol. Chem., vol. 9, p. 63; same vol., p. 258 : vol. 10, p. I'M
;

»
1

' P *
21°* Als0 Goru P-Besanez. Berichte d. Deutsch. Chem. Gesellseh., vol. 10, p. 780-

c iH 6 x 4o 3 . Berichte d. Deutsehen. Chem. Gesellschaft, vol. 14 (1831), p. 1602.

A. von Plan ta. Landwirthschaft, Versuchs-Stationen, vol.31, p. 97, and vol. 32, p.215

21
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new. Liebig regarded these bodies as possessing the nature

of ferments, 22 but Hartig first indicated the probable breaking

up of reserve albumin into crystallenic compounds. 23 Plefter

in his thorough discussion of the appearance of asparagin,

already referred to, ascribed its origin to the original albu-

min present, and pointed out that in the change C and H
were set free, either to be exhaled or adapted to the building

of new tissue. 24

The exclusion of light favored its formation, but he after-

wards found that the process followed equally well in the

light if C0
2 was excluded. This led him to conclude that th«

formation of asparagin was in some way connected with the

presence or absence of carbohydrates in the plant. Borodin

found it accumulating in young shoots and buds not alone

when detached from the parent stem, but equally as well

when, remaining in position, they were protected from light.

He also concluded that the phenomenon was caused by the

lack of non-nitrogenous substances, based upon one of two

principles, either, first, albumin undergoes no breaking down
in the presence of carbohydrates ; or, second, it constantly

undergoes transformation, but in the presence of carbohy-

drates is constantly regenerated to new albumin, and no ac-

cumulation of the secondary products takes place. 25

The latter supposition seemed the more probable, since

the asparagin which collected in etiolated growths disap-

peared again when they were exposed to light, and albumin

increased proportionally.
Schulze's discovery of so many other bodies homologous

to asparagin, served to strengthen and broaden the applica-
tion of +U~ 4.1 -r .i . . r .• r _n .:~ He

pro-

tion of the theory of the transformation of albumin,
showed farther that in the germs where the secondary
ducts accumulated, there was an increase of H 2S0 4

corres-

ponding to the amount of S set free from the broken down
albumin molecules, 26 and Pfeffer regards the exhaled C0 2

as also coming from this source. 27

fThe dependence of these bodies upon the absence ot

nitrogen-free substances for their formation seems also clearlv

indicated by the observations upon etiolated growths^
22 Die Organ ische Chemie in ihrer Anwendung auf Agricultur, 1840, p. 220

365.
^ ^vuvtiiv-uw; uci i imuaen-iv.eiin, loos, p. rzx>.

» Botanische Zeitung, vol. 8(1872), p. 429. See also Physiological Botany, Goodaie, p.

•Botanische Zeitung, vol. 36 (1878), p. 801.

"wl^izlim) ^>f
chen Cnem

- Gesellschaft, vol. 9 (1876), p. 1S14; vol. U (W* P '

» Hamlbuch der Pflanzenphysiologie, p. 295.
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the effect of withholding C0
2

. Farther Schulze has shown28

that those seeds containing proportionally large amounts of
albumin and small quantities of carbohydrates, produce amide
compounds most abundantly in germination. The ratios of
albumin to nitrogen-free substances in seeds of lupine and
Cucurbita were respectively 1 : 0.35 and 1 : 1.56. After fif-

teen days' germination, the lupine produced 19.43 per cent,
of the dry weight of the seeds in asparagin and glutamin, and
Cucurbita only 5.78 per cent.

The office of the vegetable amides is, therefore, as at
present understood, to serve as a transferable form of nitrogen
from reserve supplies to the place of growth, and farther,,
probably, as an indirect source of non-nitrogenous materials.
Schulze has shown that they may also act as reserve material,,
in certain cases, in roots and tubers. 29 They occur univer-
sally in the germinating and vegetating stages of the plant,
but fail almost as invariably in seeds. By their formation,,
through the breaking up of the albumin molecule, C and H
are liberated, which may assist in the formation of new tis-

sues, especially when assimilation has been artificially pre-
vented or before it has begun in the germ. A like checking
of assimilation in growing shoots, or a cutting off of the sup-
ply of nitrogen-free materials from the main stem, also
results in an accumulation of these bodies. The small quan-
tity of amides, formed by normal germination, is regenerated
to albumin as soon as assimilation begins, while in the nor-
mal growth of plants they are found only sparingly, and in-

some cases not at all, or at least are not detected by our
present methods. So much has been determined with rea-
sonable certainty in our knowledge of these substances.

There remains the question whether the amides serve
ordinarily for the transfer of nitrogen alone, while their abil-
ity to assist in the formation of carbohydrates is exerted only
at stated periods or in emergencies, or whether these two
processes are supplementary and constantly operating.

Pfeffer advances two hypotheses. 30 Either in every cell
ot growing tissue a transformation of albumin to amides is

constantly occurring, and under normal conditions an equally
constant regeneration to albumin follows, or such transfor-
mation occurs first when other nitrogen-free materials are

--•

-uuwirtnscnaft-Jahrbucher, vol. 9 (1880), p. 733.

Land
hte d * DeutBch. Chem. Gesellschaft, vol. 16 (1883), p. 312; vol. IS (ISttfc P- :>'*°

awirth. Versachs-Stationen, vol. 29, p. 295.
tfandbuch der Pflanzenphvsiologie. d. 299.
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lacking. Both may be true, and he points out the analogy

of fungi which are able to make growth, forming cellulose

and oils, with a nourishment of only nitrogenous substances,

but if carbohydrates be also furnished them, a much smaller

quantity of the nitrogenous matter will be made use of.

The principal amides observed under normal conditions.

are, as already stated, asparagin and glutamin. Schulze as-

sumes31 that this does not indicate a larger production of these

particular bodies, but that they are less easily regenerated

than some other forms. In this way he explains the fact that

the amount of asparagin in lupine germs continued to increase

for some time after their exposure to light, at the same time

assuming that the first carbohydrates formed by renewed
assimilation are employed for the formation of new tissues.

and not for the formation of albumin from amides.
The observations of Borodin and Schulze also indicate

that not all carbohydrates or nitrogen-free substances have

the properties for influencing the formation of amides or their

regeneration. For instance, sugar beets contain considerable

quantities of amides and cane sugar, existing side by side,

and the conclusion is that cane sugar is unable to promote

the regeneration of the amides or participate in the formation

of new tissues. Fungi invert cane sugar before transmuta-
tion, and a similar process may be necessary before the re-

generation of amides is possible. Probably only a few ot

the nitrogen-free bodies have this property
;
perhaps only

glucose.
J

The
.°luestion as to whv the presence of nitrogen-free

bodies is necessary to the regeneration of the amides also

presents some difficulties. Since asparagin and glutamin

contain less C and II than albumin, an addition of these

elements is necessary to the formation of the latter. BjJ
tvrosin and leucin contain comparatively more C and a
than albumin. Judging from their elementary composition,
therefore, if one group requires the presence of carbohydrate
tor regeneration, the other does not. It is possible that direct

combinaton between the two groups occurs with the co-ope-

ration of carbohydrates. At least Schulze's conclusion, that

the carbohydrates promote the reconstruction of albumin from

the secondary nitrogenous compounds, seems safely accepta-

ble in the light of our present knowledge.

Landwirthsehaft. Jahri-ueh, vol. (1SS0), p. 731
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Undescribed plants from Guatemala. I.

JOHN DONNELL SMITH.

Vochysia Guatemalensis. (Series Liitescentes, Warm.,
Fl. Brasil. xiii. 2

59.)—Smooth and shining except the

puberulous leaf-buds, stipules, rachises and calyx-lobes

:

purplish branchlets costate-angled by a decurrent line from

each stipule, interpetiolar sides concave : stipules persistent,

subulate, i\ lines long with an acute canescent tip
;
petioles

an inch long ; leaves 3-4-verticillate, opposite, or upper-

most rarely alternate, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate at each

•end, 5-6 inches long, less than a third as broad : thyrsi com-
posing leafy panicles, terminal and from upper axils, cylin-

drical, 4-7 inches long, rachis angulate and sulcate : cicinni

approximate, 3-4-flowered, mostly about an inch long with-

out the flowers, peduncles and short pedicels suberect and

triquetrous: flower-buds linear, scarcely ii lines broad,

slightly recurved, acuminate ; calyx sparsely dotted with red

glands, anterior lobes broadly ovate and a line long, lateral

•ones rounder and smaller, posterior lobe 8-10 lines long and

reflexed-patent after anthesis with its slender terete de-

flexed spur half as long as calyx ;
petals oblong-obovate, the

anterior one half as long as' calyx and 2 lines broad, the

•others a little shorter and much narrower; stamen linear-

spatulate, nearly twice longer than petals, the 5-lines-long

and 1 -line-broad anther narrowing at base into the tapering

filament; staminodes tipped with a red gland: style not

thickened above ; stigma minute ; capsule (immature) ob-

long, thrice longer than broad, obtusely trigonal.—Leaves

nearly of V. magnijica Warm., but longer-acuminate, mu-

cronulate. costal arches less distinct, reticulation more minute,

and stipules conspicuous for the series ;
distinguished better

by floral characters.—A loftv tree, not rare in its locality,

with vast panicles of shining-vellow flowers, discovered by

Mr. H. von Tiirckheim in the mountain-forests of Pansa-

mala, Dept. Alta Vera Paz. altitude 3,800 feet. June. i8b6.

(Plantse Guatemalenses Tuerckheimianaj, a John Donnell

Smith editaj, 943.
l

) Remarkable as the only species of a large

genus, and with a single exception the only representative of

its order, that has been found outside of South America.

„ Sets of this series of plants are in course of P;,eVr
atl
°v,H^al Herb W, li?ing-Herb Harvard University T Torrey Herb.. Columbia Co lege
:_ ^Jto°R l £"&L Mu-eum'on: Kew Herb., London: Museum d'hist. nat. de Paris; K-mgl. botamscnes wu.eum.

Berlin.
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HaxMelia calycosa.—A shrub 9-12 feet high, gla-

brate: stipules filiform, 2 lines long, with a ciliated inter-

petiolar line : leaves ternate, lanceolate, 2-4 inches long, one
fourth as broad, acuminately produced, finely attenuated into

a short pubescent petiole, margins revolute, punctate and
with scattered cystoliths, veins not reticulate : cymes pubes-
cent, compound, trichotomous, umbelliform ; lobes of tur-

binate calyx linear to oblong, 2\ lines long and equalling
the tube, sinuses truncate ; corolla yellow, ventricose-cam-
panulate, 12-14 lmes l°ng, narrowed below into a cylin-
drical tube 3 lines long ; anthers mucronately produced at

base, four times longer than the complanate filament ; stigma
about equalling style ; capsules glabrate, elliptical, 10-costate,

5 lines long, half as broad.—Resembling H. ventricosa Sw.,
but flowers differing by the calyx-lobes large for the genus,
short broad filaments, and long stigma.— Pansamala, alt.

3,800 feet - & fe

edit., 454.

June, 1885. (PL Guat. Tuerckh., a I. D. S.

Keck

Ardisia pectinata.— Arboreous: branchlets knotted,
warty, pitted with large scars of fallen petioles: leaves
crowded at end of branchlets, pergameneous, pellucid, nitid-
ous, oblong to oblanceolate, 10-n inches lonf. ±-c inches0-13 inches long, 4-5

a~.v„«, «umFuv snou-acuminate, cuneately narrowed to a

channeled petiole half an inch long, margins finely pectinate
throughout by excurrent nerves, lineolate-glandulose beneath,
reticulately veined, with free veinlets, the 20-22 stronger
lateral cost* joining in two series of conspicuous arches
and a less distinct marginal one : panicle terminal,
nearly sessile, ferruginous pubescent, broadly pyramidal,
about equaling the leaves, rachises angulate and sulcate.
5-merous flowers subumbellately racemose at the end of ter-
tiary branches, hnear-bracted spreading pedicels 4 lines long

:

calyx-lobes ovate, 1 line long, 4-nerved, ocellate and at

length glandular-thickened beneath, margins scariose ; co-
rolla-segments rose-colored, broadly ovate-lanceolate, obtuse.
2* lines long, reflexed, 4-nerved, corrugate above, margin
scariose and undulate, aestivation dextrorsely convolute and
contorted; stamens two-thirds as long as corolla, oblong

HH 1 I
30 lerS

,,

thrire lonSer than filament, connective not

t»rX ti

a
-°T' "I

1 " dehiscin£ by elliptical apical pores one-

ceedW tK
1Cngth

? St>'le "™&*> nat tapering, a little ex-

ovf,H?p
g

P ,

Stamens
' W«y ovoid, rubro-punctate, 15-20-

ovulate.—RelatpH tn A ^~jj..-:j r^ . ,
K

., i* £u..ntpcllucida OE
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flowers.—Forests of Pansamala, alt. 3,800 feet, June, 1886.

(PI. Guat. Tuerck., a I. D. S. edit., 942.)

Myriocarpa heterospicata.—Monoecious : a shrub

with pale smooth verrucose branches : leaves glabrae
except the ciliate veins and axils of under surface, lanceolate-

acuminate, 3-5 inches long, less than a third as broad, nar-

rowed to a pubescent petiole 10-16 lines long, margins entire

or with a few callose points, tri- or tripli-nerved with 2-3

pairs above the middle, loosely reticulate beneath, above

conspicuously beset with cystoliths not radiatelv arranged :

spikes unisexual, approximate, single in the axils, secund,

forking once shortly above the peduncle, the closely-flowered

staminate spike about a third as long as the loosely-flowered

6-9-inches-long pistillate one : male flowers 4-merous, peri-

anth-segments roundish and marked with cystoliths, rudi-

ment of ovary indistinct and peltate ; female flower sessile

in a2-phyllous calycle.—Distinct by its spikes not androgyn-

ous as in the only other monoecious species, M. bifurca Liebm

.

The absence of both hairs and glands, as radiating points for

cystoliths, is also special.—Forests of Pansamala, alt. 3,800

feet, March, 1886. (PI. Guat. Tuerck., a I. D. S. edit., 892.)

Nephrodium Tuerckhkimii.— Rhizome stout, creep-

ing, forking: stipes loosely clustered, ascending at base,

2-24 feet long, a third of an inch thick, stramineous,

pubescent, densely clothed throughout with brown triangular-

lanceolate patent scales 3-4 lines long with a punctiform cel-

lulation: frond oblong-acuminate, 3-4 feet long, half as

broad, subcoriaceous, strigillose or glabrate above, paler and

pilose beneath ; main rachis thickly paleaceous, secondary

ones with smaller scattered scales ;
pinnae closely 35--f°-Ju£ate

below the pinnatitid apex, linear-tapering, the lower ones

not reduced, 16-20 lines broad, cut down to within a sixth

of the space to the midrib ; segments 60-70-jugate, linear-

oblong, 8 lines long, 2 lines broad, oblique, acutish, margins

revoltite, veins 18-20-jugate with the lowest one terminating

at the sinus ; basal segments of lower pinnae enlarged to 17

lines long and 8 lines broad, ovate-lanceolate, pinnatihd

:

sori submarginal, small, 9-12 to the series, persistent in-

dusium reniform and hirsute.—Allied to X. faUns Desv.,

and especially to the var. stipulate Bak. {Aspdium stipulate

Willd.), but differing by the chaffy stipe and rachises, deeply

Cut pinna?, numerous segments and veinlets with son neaier
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the margin.—Swamps near Coban, Alta Vera Paz, alt. 4,300
feet, September, 1885. (Pl.Guat.T.uerck.,a I. D. S.edit., 704.)

Nephrodium Fendleri, Hook., var. paucipinnatum.
Rhizome short, thick, erect ; scales matted, blackish,
lanceolate, 4-5 lines long, cells punctiform ; rootlets with

a heavy brown tomentum : stipes few in the crown, scaly at

base, smooth, stramineous, 2 feet long, thick as a crow's
quill

: frond about as long as stipe, quite smooth throughout,
minutely bullate-punctate

;
pinme 8-14, not in pairs, 8-10

inches long, 15-20 lines broad, terminal one distinct and not

larger than the lateral, caudate entire apex 2 inches long,

cut almost half-way to the rachis into 20-24 lobes ; veinlets

10-12-jugate, only two or three from adjoining groups unit-

ing at or belovy the sinus : sori on each veinlet, those above
the sinus marginal ; indusium pallid, not corrugate, reniform,
center depressed, sinus open.—Prof. Eaton has examined
this fern, and advises that it comes very close to his Asfidium
Fendleri (Mem. Ac. Sc. viii. 210), but has fewer pinna?. In

that respect as well as others the numerous specimens are

uniform.—Rock-crevices in Petet, near Coban, alt. 4,300
feet, September, 1885 \ copses, Pansamala, alt. 3,8oo feet.

July, 1886. (PI. Guat. Tuerck., a I. D. S. edit., 767, 667.)

Notes on Umbellifer* of E. United States. V.

JOHN M. COULTER AM) J. N. RO<%.

(with it.ate v.)

[In addition to the collection
><>«-to add those helonginc: to 15
1 IMS L inrl lir *^»,* -.4. ^ »•

have

iliii«lrinfii«r. * A . " I'luwu university, rroi. w. \v
.
i»"^j -

Vr* l>n. I 1 our disposal, not only his own large collection of Umbelh-
U r», but also those ot Olney and Jiennett.]

THASPIUM Nutt.—Fruit ovoid to oblong, slightly flat-

tened dorsally
: carpel with 5 primary ribs, 3 or 4 or all of

them strongly winged : oil-ducts solitary in the interval,, two
on the commissural side : seed-section round or somewhat
< 01 sally flattened, indented beneath the oil-ducts: stvlopo-
dium wanting , «*,,„., 1™ ,* ... Perennials (2 to 5
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T. trifoliatum Gray each have an apterous variety. These
apterous forms were taken from Koch's genus Zizia and
placed under the Thaspium species apparently from the close

resemblance of the foliage. The fruit characters, however,
are abundantly distinct, for the Zizia forms have simply

ribbed fruit flattened laterally, the central fruit of the um-
bellets sessile, and flower early in spring ; while T. aureum
and T. trifoliatum of the Manual have winged fruit flattened

dorsally, central fruit pedicelled, and flower late in summer,
maturing fruit in the fall. Bentham and Hooker have trans-

ferred these apterous Zizia forms to a section Zizia under
Carum, from which genus they differ in the absence of sty-

lopodia, central sessile fruit, more prominent ribs, and Thas-
pium-like foliage. The same authors seem to have made no
disposition of T. aureum of the Manual, unless it went with

the apterous variety, while the group of forms under T. tri-

foliatum Gray of the Manual has been taken as representing

T. cordaturn Torr. & Gray. For this latter species Bentham
and Hooker seem to have had in mind only Gray's apterous

variety, and so referred it to Carum § Zizia as one of the two

species. In Watson's Bibliographical Index the synonym
Carum cordatum Benth. & Hook., under T. trifoliatum, is cor-

rectly quoted, so far as literature is concerned, but apparently

should be transferred to T. trifoliatum, var. afterum Gray, to

express the real form Bentham and Hooker had in mind. This

leaves the Manual forms T. aureum and T. trifoliatum with

its var. atropurpureum unprovided for by these authors, the

two apterous varieties only having been used to form the

section Zizia under Carum. An explanation of this may be
found in the fact that most of the herbarium specimens labeled

Thaspium aureum and T. trifoliatum are really the so-called

apterous varieties. The specific forms with winged fruit are

quite uncommon among herbarium specimens, while the

apterous forms are very abundant.
1. T. aureum Nutt. Genera, i. 196. Glabrous: root-leaves

mostly cordate, serrate ; stem-leaves simply ternate (rarely

biternate)
; leaflets ovate to lanceolate, round or tapering at

base, serrate : flowers deep yellow : fruit globose-ovoid, about

2 lines long, all the ribs equally winged (figs. 57, 58).—Thick-
ets and woodlands, as far west as Illinois. Flowering in

summer and maturing fruit in late summer or autumn. This

species has a wide range of variation in the division and

toothing of its leaves, but they are so inconstant that it seems

mipossible to found specific distinctions upon them.
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In characterizing T. aureum, Nuttall has laid some stress

upon " lateral divisions of the upper leaves subsessile," a

character which means nothing, as these divisions may be

sessile, subsessile, or petioled on the same plant, either in T.

aureum or the T. trifoliatum of Gray. So far as foliage char-

acters are concerned, serrate leaflets point to Nuttall's form,

while crenately toothed leaflets stand for Gray's T. trifoli-

atum, exclusive of his vars. apterum and atropurpureum.
Further confusion in leaf characters has arisen by includ-

ing the so-called apterous varieties, which we have trans-

ferred to Zizia. An extreme variation in leaf characters, but

merging completely into the type through intermediate forms,

is presented by
Var. trifoliatum, in which all the leaves or leaflets are cre-

nate or crenately toothed. T. trifoliatum Gray, Manual,

195, in part.—Ohio to Illinois and westward to Oregon. This

seems to be the common western form of the species, as our

Pacific coast specimens are all distinctly var. trifoliatum.

From Ohio to Illinois there is an interminable intermixing of

the species and the variety, while in Pennsylvania the spe-

cific form is well represented.
Var. atropurpureum. Petals dark-purple. T. atropurpur-

eum Nutt. T. trifoliatum var. atropurpureum Gray, Man-
ual.—With the preceding forms. This variety has the

leaf characters of the species, and if var. trifofiatum had

been retained as a species, var. atropurpureum would have

been transferred to T. aureum.
In giving the range of the above group of forms it has

been impossible to use published ranges owing to the great

confusion as to what forms were intended. Discarding the

apterous varieties, the true Thaspiums of this group are
scantily represented in our herbaria, far more so, probably,

than their occurrence would justify. The early spring and

summer flowers and fruits of the apterous forms have prob-

ably too often satisfied collectors that they had already se-

cured good material of forms which only appeared in collect-

ing condition in late summer and autumn. Therefore we

could only cite such range as our material indicated, con-

fident at the same time that it could not represent the whole

range. We would call the attention of collectors to this

point, that the true range of T. aureum and its var. trifolia-

tum may be obtained.
2. T. barblnode Nutt. Genera, i. 196. Loosely branched,

pubescent on the joints, sometimes puberulent in the umbels-

but
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leaves i to 3-ternate ; leaflets ovate to lanceolate, acute, with

cuneate base, coarsely cut-serrate, often ternately cleft or

parted : flowers light yellow : fruit broadly oblong, about 3

lines long and 2 lines broad, with mostly 7 ribs prominently

winged, the other three not at all winged or but slightly so

(tigs. 59, 60).—Banks of streams, New York to Minnesota

and southward. Fl. May and June.
Var. august ifolia has narrower, more sharply cut leaflets,

and is readily distinguished from the type.—

M

Illinois (Bebb), Westmor
Bailey), Montgomery Co., Indiana {Rose)

(W. W.

3. T. Walter! Shuttlew, Loosely branched, pubescent on

the joints, puberulent on branchlets, umbels, and fruit, with

fewer leaves: leaves 1 to 3-ternate; leaflets 1 to 2-pinnatifid,

lobes linear or oblong, one or two leaves near the base often

very large and long petioled (petioles sometimes a foot long)

:

flowers light yellow: fruit oblong, i£ to l\ lines long and 1

to 1 Mines broad, all the ribs winged, generally three of them

narrowly so (figs. 61, 62). T. finnatifidum Gray, Manual.
~~

_______
7
North Carolina to Kentucky.

ZIZIA 1 Koch.—Fruit ovate to oblong, flattened laterally:

carpel with 5 primary ribs (not at all winged): oil-ducts

large, solitary in the intervals, two on the commissural side,

and a small one in each rib: seed-section round, indented

beneath the oil-ducts: stylopodium wanting; styles long

(tigs. 63-66).—Smooth perennials (1 to 3 ft. high), with

mostly Thaspium-like leaves, yellow flowers, and central

fruit of each umbellet sessile (in ours). Flowers in early

spring, in open prairies and upland meadows.
In separating the species of Zizia from theThaspium aur-

eum group we are very much indebted to Mr. M. S. Bebb,

who has placed the careful observations of ten years at our

disposal, and who is convinced that they are abundantly dis-

tinct. His field observations concerning their decided dif-
^

ferences in habitat and time of blooming very strongly con- '

structure

1. Z.aurea Koch. Umbel, 120. R
petioled, all but the uppermost leaves 2-3-ternate ;

leaflets

ovate to lanceolate, sharply serrate : rays 15 to 25, stout, 1 or

It must be remembered that the Zizia of Gray's Manual is a Pimpinella.

gen
species as Zizia Hallii.
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2 inches long: fruit oblong, about 2 lines long (figs. 63, 64).
Thaspum aureum Nutt., var. aflerum Gray, Manual, 105.
Carum aureum Benth. & Hook. Gen. PI. i. 891 .—Throughout
our range, extending westward as far as the Saskatchewan
and Texas.—Although Thaspium aureum, var. apterum is

the real synonym of this species, botanists will find in their
herbaria many specimens of Zizia aurea labeled Thaspium
aureum and Thaspium trifoliatum.

Var. Bebbii. A more slender, mountain form, with leaflets
more coarsely serrate or even toothed, the radical leaves
smaller and more simple : rays 2 to 8, slender, 2 or 3 inches
long: fruit mostly smaller, oval, 1 to i| lines long.—Virginia
add North Carolina. Collected bV Curtiss (1868), Candy
(1876), Median, Porter, Lcidy vend'WiZ/cox (1880).

2. Z. cordate Koch, Umbel. 129. Radical leaves mostly
long-petiolecl, cordate or even rounder, crenately toothed,
very rarely lobed or divided; stem-leaves simply ternate or
qumate, ovate to lanceolate, simply serrate, incised, or even
parted; trui

* ovat^ H lines long; seed-section larger than
nthe last (fags. 6$, 66). Thasfmm trifoliatum, var. ar
cJ Pi

a£ Man
o

a1
'^ Car»™ cordatim Benth. & Hook.

™n a
!

«

b9 I

'T
Same ran^e as last and extending to Ore-
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-?i i*^ Tdes
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BRIEFER ARTICLES.

"Crazy" pollen ofthe bell-wort (with plate VI.)—The pollen of the great-

flowered bell-wort ( Uvuktfia grandiflara Sm.) is of good size, smooth coated,

nearly colorless (yellow in mass) and in many ways well adapted for use in

laboratory work with students. The two nuclei may be easily demon-

strated by using methyl violet or methyl green. The best reagent, how-

ever, out of a large number employed, is azo-rubin when used in a very

dilute solution. Picric acid brings out the smaller nucleus in a very

satisfactory manner. The larger nucleus is nearly as long as the pollen

grain
( 55>-65> ) and usually occupies its center. The appearance of the

pollen after treatment is shown in figures 14-17, plate VI The larger

nucleus is many times longer than broad, and somewhat bent and

pointed at each end. The smaller nucleus is oval shaped and not more

than one-eighth as large as the long nucleus. It occupies a nearly central

position in the pollen g
These Uvularia pollen grains germinate quickly in a medium sugar

solution and "exhibit a fine circulation of protoplasm within the larger

tubes. In germination a tube arises seemingly at any point upon the

surface of the grain. It as frequently grows from the side as from the

end, and occasionally there are two tubes from the same grain when

growing under ordinary conditions (figures 14, 15 and 17). Large

numbers of pollen grains were found with tubes a millimetre in length

when first removed from the anthers. It was therefore not necessary

to wait upon the cultures for a supply of germinating pollen. In the

culture medium some tubes obtained a length of two millimetres in

fifteen hours. In many instances the large nucleus was found in the

tube, and in one case it was in the somewhat enlarged tips of the tube.

A portion of the end of a pollen tube is shown in figure 18. The

granular contents of the tubes were arranged in well-defined rows which

occupied a somewhat spiral direction beneath the wall of the tube.

The protoplasm in its motion observed the same direction, and reminded

the observers of whit is to be seen within the long cells of a mtellft.

The granules could be followed to the enlarged tip of the tube, where

they passed by the nucleus upon one side and turned and returned upon

the opposite side. The cyclosis was quite rapid, and it is to be regretted

that measurements of the movements of the granules were not recorded.

One of the culture slides lost a large part of the nourishing sugar solu-

tion by absorption into the pieces of surrounding blotting paper, and the

pollen grains upon the under surface of the suspended glass cover pro

duced tubes of very strange abnormal forms. The germination of a

dozen such grains is shown in figures 1-13. These grains were selected

from among hundreds of others as exhibiting the more extraordinary

2
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forms. The original grain in each case is indicated by a darker or

dotted shading, while the outgrowth is shown as a less colored portion.

It will be seen at a glance that there was seemingly no "method in their

madness." Some germinate from the side, others from the end, while

others still send out tubes from both side and end. In some cases the

remnant of the pollen grain is like a shell that is found upon the back of

a snail, while the irregular growth of short tubes resembles the living

portion of the snail. In some instances the pollen grain looked as if it

had undergone a process similar to that of the popping open of a grain of

corn. In others there was an amoeba-like mass, projecting from one

side of the grain, having not less than a dozen arms extending in as many

directions. In one case there is shown a grain with a broad zigzag ex-

tending band, as if the point of growth had changed alternately from

right to left as the tube increased in length. It is doubtless true that

the projecting pollen tube in each of the abnormal cases met with more

than usual resistance and the place of growth was shifted to another

part of the tube. In this way, by the increase in size taking place at

points of least resistance, each pollen grain built up a structure peculiar

to itself, determined by its surroundings. It is not entirely unlike the

formation of irregular, lifeless structures when liquids undergo

solidification or even crystallization under unfavorable circumstances.

These unfortunate Uvularia pollen grains teach us of the persistency

that is inherent in these highly vitalized cells. After successive failures

to develop long tubes they still boldly attempted to send out new ones

until they perished victims of adverse environments.—Byron D. Halsted

EDITORIAL.
In the subject of botany this seems to be an era of textbooks and

laboratory guides. Never before have so many authors essayed to satisfy

the demands of the student and teacher, and never before have students

and teachers looked so eagerly for some book to suit their needs. The

harvest of books is large, but the quality is of all grades. The publication

of worthless botanical text-books is often deprecated, but it is notaseriou*

evil, except to the publishers. No text-book in these days can be other-

wise than short-lived which does not " fill the want " it proposes to, and m

no other department is the working of the law of natural selection
more

apparent than in that of text-books. There is a class of botanists who
are

never satisfied until they write a book. With no disposition to add some-

thing to the sum of botanical knowledge by patient work (they call i

lack of opportunity), they conceive that the easiest thing to do is to gr'^
over the knowledge of others and make a text-book. If there is any*"?*
that requires complete mastery of the subject of botany, a keen and or

ical judgment, a happy method of thought and expression, it is to *

ajext-book that will live. The young worker begins by readjusting
cl*
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sification, and the young writer by preparing a text-book, both of

which attempts require the most mature judgment backed by the fullest

experience. And so we must continue to have a perennial supply of

these attempts : some will do good, none will do serious harm ;
and any

of them may serve to introduce a working botanist whose subsequent

performance will atone for the crudity of his first appearance. The day

of the well-nigh universal use of any text-book is probably past, for there

method

there must needs be text-books equally diverse. Besides, text-books are

becoming more and more books of reference for library rather than class-

room use. However, the high schools, and colleges of equal rank in

botanical equipment, are clamoring for a text-book, or rather the botan-

ists are telling them that they need one. Several attempts have been

made to supply this demand, but the failures may be grouped under four

heads: (1). Some have attempted too much, apparently lacking the

power of judicious omission, and the book is so bulky and technical that

the untrained teacher (and they are mostly untrained in the high schools)

will never attempt it but once. The authors of these books have kept an

eye on the criticism of fellow botanists rather than the need of high

school classes, and have feared if they omitted anything they might be

accused of not knowing it. We fear that the hypercriticism indulged in

by some of our leading scientific journals has developed this spirit, t or

it ia their custom to pass over the whole well-constructed bulk of the

book to condemn some little detail which more than likely holds no rela-

tion to the general purpose. (2). Others have gone to the opposite ex-

treme, and having young pupils constantly in mind, have endeavored to

attract and simplify at the expense of accuracy, a method that should oe

heartily condemned. (3). A third class of books, worse than either o

the former, are those that treat the science of botany as a vocabulary or

scientific terms. A full and illustrated glos^ry is not a botanical text-

book, and the attempt to use it as such is to bring discredit upon

botany. (4). A lack in all our recent text-books, which is against a

long life, i8 the lack of a manual for the determination of p ante.

Modern methods may claim that we do not want to " analyze plants,

but we do and we always will, and it will remain the chief means 01 ex-

citing a living interest in the subject of botany. Hence that modern

text-book only can be a permanent success which combines witn n

manual, and a manual is no easy thing to prepare. When a b
°°\^-l

t
.

Prepared technically accurate and full enough for scientific botanists

elementary enough for beginners, perfectly easy for untrained teaene

to use, suggestive enough for the experienced worker, large e»^6'

contain all the science of botany and a manual, small enough to do

pleted in a term of twelve weeks and sell for a dollar or two, then

every one commend it as the book to - fill a felt want ;
but the man * o

be
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OPEN LETTERS.

Humblebees and Rhododendron nudiflorum.

In the April number of the Botanical Gazette, mention is made by

Gilbert van Ingen of the manner in which humblebees extract honey
from Petunias. A similar instance has been presented to my attention

in the case of Rhododejidron nudiflorum. The humblebees uniformly
alighted upon the limb of the corolla, and, crawling along the upper or

inner side of the tube nearly to the calyx, punctured the corolla just

above the ovary, and through the hole thus made, extracted the nectar.

During the time I observed them, none attempted to obtain the honey in

the legitimate method. To such an extent had these marauders carried

their ravages, that it was with difficulty that a fully opened flower could

be found on the whole bush that was not punctured. At the same time,

however, several lepidoptera were observed extracting the nectar in the

legitimate manner. E. R. Memmixger.
Flat Rock, N. C.

Autumnal blooming of Oxalis.

I have just read ( in the May Gazette ) Professor Thomson's account
ot the autumnal blooming of Oxalis. I observed the same thing in an

entirely undisturbed locality. Fetween Silesia and Crystal City, in Jef-

erson county, Mo., there is a sandy rock about two miles in length, and

i™ f K
re
I1Ce

|
th,s 0xalis was blooming, but without leaves. And curious

fn3 o
0W

?
rs w

?
re mostly white > so that at first I thought I had

R£- neW 8Pec\
es

:
I also found on the top of the rock Allium striatum

tTH* 8
f
cond time

> but when I went this year ( in May) to the place

mpr „n°f ifT?,
pknt

f
dooming. Last year we had a very dry sum-

witHrSi w •

a" P?d rain8
'
and this

>
J think

>
will account for the

autumnal blooming of these plants. Henry Eggert.
ot. Louts, Mo.

Letter to Botanical Club of A. A. A. S.

membt !? of
3
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h ST*"^ be he,d A«g™t 1^-17 in New York City, the

r(l all nafn tl f
niCal

i
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n
».
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u
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?
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J

permft
3 PUper8 and matte" of botanical interest as time wiU

New York Ck„ Elizaijkth G. Brittcn,
WlC C *»'

Secretary of Botanical
®vh.
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CURRENT LITERATURE.

An Introduction to the Study of Lichens. By Henry Willey. 72 pp. and

10 plates. Printed for the author, New Bedford, Mass.

No more competent lichenologist could have been found in this coun-

try, since the death of Professor Tuckerman, to prepare this introduc-

tion to the study of lichens. It is a group beset with great difficulties,

and hence discouragements, for the beginner, and this must account, to

some extent, for the limited number of lichen students in this country-

Mr. Willey has thus done good work in exactly the direction it was

needed, and under.the guidance and stimulus of this simple introduction

the way into this department has been made as easy as was possible-

There are six chapters, with the following subjects :
On collecting and

mounting lichens; The lichen, its structure and organs; The distri-

bution, etc., of North American lichens; The history of lichens;

Helps to the study of lichens; and Arrangement of North American

lichens. Then follows a supplement giving a list of the names of all

published lichens. The ten plates display the structures of the thallus,

gonidia, apothecia, spermagones, and pyenides, and end with illustrations

of the spores of all the seventy-six genera. We mistake the effect of this

pamphlet greatly if it does not very much stimulate the study of this

difficult and interesting group in this country. It can be procured from

the author for $1.

Die natr.dichen Manzenfamilkn, nebst ihren Gattungen and jn^gnHten

Arten insbesondere den Nutzpflanzen, bearbeitet unter MimrKune

zahlreicher hervorragender Fachgelehrten, von A. Angler una jv.

Prantl. Royal, 8°. Leipzig : Wilhelm Engelmann.

The first two fascicles of this important work are at hand. -&am

icicle is to consist of 48 pp., and it is expected that about sixteen parts

will appear yearly, which will complete the work in six or seven years.

The first part is to embrace the Cryptogams, and is under the supervision

of Dr. Prantl. The second to the fifth parts include the Phanerogams,

edited by Dr. Engler. The list of collaborators is very large, and em-

braces the most eminent German botanists.

The first two fascicles of Part II. treat of Palm*, by 0. Drude (already

noticed in this journal, p. S9); Juncacea?, by Fr. Buchenaii; Stemonace»

and Liliacese (in part), by A. Engler. The treatment of each order is

very comprehensive. For example, the topics treated under the Liiiacea,

are : the most important literature ; characteristics ;
organs of vegetation,

anatomy
; arrangement and growth of flowers ;

pollination
;

iruit an

seeds; geographical distribution; affinities; and classification. ine

latter includes an account of each tribe and genus, with remarksion 1

Principal species. The work is liberally and admirably il ustratea

ninety-six pages now published contain 564 single figures
!

The ^ery low
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subscription price for each fascicle (M. 1.50=35c) makes this one of the

cheapest, as it promises to be one of the best, botanical works ever pub-

lished. It strikes us as unfortunate, however, that the fascicles should be

separately paged.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Dr. Sternberg has gone to Eio de Janeiro to investigate yellow fever.

Menyanthes trifoliata turns up in Rhode Island this year with

trimerous and tetramerous flowers in one raceme.
The yearly increase of cork is said by Gerber to vary from one row

of cells in Salix to one hundred rows in Quercus suber.

Science~^*w«,w wwo^ iui may nas a very mwsiesuijg uccvu^
tion of Australian forests by the editor, Dr. J. E. Taylor.

Many new and interesting species are being discovered in the Philip-

pine Islands by Dr. Sebastian Vidal, Director of the Botanic Garden a

Bennett^ja^uuugue ui itnoae island plants, by Mr. James L. Bennett, is u>

be published by the Providence Franklin Society, and is understood to

be in nresft.
J '
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f
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m
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The following corrections should be made on page 101 of this vol-

ume : line 2, for " Tamisconato " read " Temisconata "; line 4, for " form
""

read "from"; line 8 from bottom, place a semicolon after "probable"
and dele the comma after "likely."

A dozen years ago Vogel and Keischauer observed yellow crystals

covering the outer coatings of walnuts, a substance found also in the ex-

pressed juice, and called by them nucine or jugloii. And now Bernthsen
and Semper have just built it up artificially—another instance of the

synthesis of a natural product.

Prof. W. W. Bailey writes that a lady pupil had brought him a spray
of an apple-tree with peculiarly monstrous flowers. The petals were
aborted and green, and there were no stamens. The carpels, with style

and stigma, were fairly well developed. The tree is reported to bear
fruit from these curious flowers.

A course of botanical lectures by Rev. F. D. Kelsey, illustrated with

crayon drawings by F. W. Anderson, has just been given before the

high school at Helena, Montana, and is to be repeated during June be-

fore the College of Montana at Deer Lodge. This is the first instruction

of the kind given in the territory.

At the celebration of the seventieth birthday (March 30) of Pro-

fessor C. von Naegeli, a present was made him of a basket filled with seventy

different fruits, ornamented with seventy kinds of flowers, and sur-

rounded by a garland composed of seventy plants, which belonged to as-

many different genera and species.

A bibliography of articles relating to North American fungi, by Dm
Farlow and Trelease, is begun in the Harvard University Bulletin for May.
It includes 338 numbers, and extends to and includes the first entry un-

der H. A more extended notice of this important work will be given

when the complete work is received.

There is reason to believe, according to Van Tieghem, that the

forming branches of roots do not merely push aside the tissues of the

main root, but actually absorb the cell-contents, and finally the cell-walls

of these overlying tissues. We should expect some such action to ac-

company the mechanical pressure from the analogy in animal tissues.

A new Aroid, Hydwsome Leopoldiana, is described and figured by Dr.

Masters, in Gardener's Chronicle, May 14. It is from the Congo country

and has a remarkable spathe and spadix ("astonishing rather than

beautiful," as Dr. Masters puts it). The very much divided leaves are

three feet across and spread horizontally from a petiole two feet in

length.

. In the American Garden for May, Prof. L. H. Bailey, Jr., has defined

for horticulturists six terms which are often confounded in their litera-

ture. The terms are acclimation, acclimatization, naturalization, domes-

tication, hardiness and winter-killing. He also correctly remarks that

" good English, considerately employed, is requisite to great advancement
in horticultural literature.

A really instructive teratolo-ical note in the Bulletin oi the Botani-

cal Society, of France, details the finding of specimens of Caltha P*ludt"8

having two extra sepals within the usual ones which bore a row or two

°f apparent buds on their edges. M. Mangin investigated the structure

of these buds and found that each possessed the structure of a periect

ovule, even to the egg-apparatus and antipodal cells I
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Prof. Huxley recently read a paper before the Linnean Society on

" The Gentians; Notes and Queries." He divides the Gentianete into two

great series, characterized by the disposition of nectarial organs and a

gradation of forms of the corolla from deeply-cleft rotate to funnel-form.

The two series are called Perimelihe and Mesomelitae. He also consid-

ered their evolution and geographical distribution.

Mr. J. Kruttschnitt's persistent assertion that the fecundation of

the ovule by pollen tubes entering it was a myth has at last had attention

in Europe, where Guignard, who has made himself famous by his in-

vestigation of fertilization, has studied Mr. Kruttschnitt's chief reliance,

the genus Cereus. He finds fertilization, as was to be expected, accom-

Elished in the usual way, through in C. tortuosus the pollen tubes may
e as much as three weeks in reaching the ovules.

The Bulletin oj the Taney Botanical Club for May contains " Notes on

the American species of Marsilia," by L. M. Underwood and 0. F. Cook.

Five species are described : M. pdycarpa Hook. & Grev., West Indies and

South America; M. quadrifdia L., Connecticut, and cultivated else-

where; M. macropoda Eng., Texas and New Mexico; M. uncinate A
Braun, Louisiana and Texas; M. vestita Hook. <fc Grev., widely distributed

throughout the west, and extending into Mexico.
Now comes A. Meyer and denies in toto the Nigelian theory of the

composition of the starch grain, viz : that it consists of two substances,

granulose and starch-cellulose intermixed. He concludes from his re-

searches that in ordinary starch, which turns blue with the iodine test,

there is but one substance, and that it is alike throughout, the layered

appearances being due to the varying porosity. Starch which turns red

with the iodine test has other materials mixed with the true "starch-

substance."

Mr. Douglas H. Campbell has just completed his studies in the labor-

atory of Strasburger, and is now under Pfeffer at Tiibingen. As a resul

of his work at Bonn, he has published in the Bat. Ge llschaft (March, IfV
a paper On the development of spermatozoids." It is accompanied by

a plate illustrating the subject in such groups as Gymnogramme, Alsoph-

te, Adiantum, Pelha, Sphagnum, Salvinia. The results were obtained*

i r«S?
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strumarium, Ambrosia artemisifefolia, Portulaca oleracea, Setaria gjauca,

and Bidens frondosa) ; Pigment cells of bloodroot; \oung protnn.lus

of Equisetum ; a Study of pollen, etc. Part II. contains observation,;

and experiments, treating of such subjects as germination of ergot worn

the wild rye, germination in red clover and timothy, is the cup-plant

insectivorous ?, observations on common thistle, pumpkin pegs, notes

upon the Peronosporese for 1886, and several other groups of fungi, the

<• cedar apples," the Erysiphei, etc. This represents a very partial list of

the subjects treated, and it will be inferred that the bulletin must repre-

sent the work of a very busy year.

Mr. George E. Davenport, of Medford, Mass., has just sent us a pho-

tograph of a complete set of Ophioglossacese for the United States, wmcii

he had put up for the Middlesex Institute. The specimens are shown

just as they lie on the sheet, with diagrammatic notes and names, wu
a hand lens they may be studied in the photograph with a completeness

only second to examining the specimens themselves. The PnotoSr»Pn

would be a very valuable thing to slip in among the Ophoiglossacea
5

of a

herbarium to represent a type set. Mr. Davenport informs us that ne

can furnish copies to botanists for 35 cents.

Dr. H. Molisch proposes 1 the following new test for sugar in

plant sections :
" A not too thin section laid on a slide is treated mm a

drop of 15-20 per cent, alcoholic solution of a naphthol
;

then tw 01

three drops of concentrated H 9S0 4 are added. If the section contains

sugar the violet coloration appears in less than two minutes.

carbohydrates the color appears in a quarter to half an hour, in p .

tice two sections are used; one of these is boded for a few minutes in

water, wherebv sugar, dextrin, gum and glucosides are dissoivea. j.

two sections are then submitted to the same test, and if sugar is pewm
in the unboiled section, the coloration immediately appears. As aexirui,

gum and glucosides may be usually disregarded, the appearance of the

violet staining indicates? with great probability, the P^nce «f sugar.

The forgoing test may be used to demonstrate the P/fj^to crvX
*hich, by Sachs' method, is liable to be confounded with n>tor«r3*taL.

for these become immediately stained deep vio et with a najhthol ana

sulphuric acid, and on the addition of thymol, are dissolved with

production of a red color."

Mr. George Masses calls attention in the April number of the Jour-

nal of the Royal Microscopical Society, to the well-marked diHerent^

tion of a tissue for mechanical support in the stems
>
^ pUeusorvarious

peciesof Polvporus. It is especially striking in P-J^S^i OriSc-
stem of which it forms a central hollow cylinder, composedjf thick

walled hyphee, eseptate and often polygonal in section. At tne ape.

the stem this tubeVidens out into a funnel shaped body which becomes

broken up into a number of ribs, radiating from the ^{fW^Jt
the margin of the pileus." The hypos of the other P*r* °^Jf be.

are verv thin-walled and septate. There seemed to be ™/^f^
1^

tween the two sorts. - No member of the Agancini, so far as Ihatelbeei

able to ascertain, shows such a marked division of labor^am£ ^
component hvphas for purposes of support. MV T> ^f„i« which con-
the well-known laticiferous vessels of Lactanus and Ru»ula, ahicn co

tain glycogen and other substances. He affirms thaMh^ho^oi^
,«.. -ti nMmtm 012—23: fide Jour.

^ > Sitzung-berichte der KonifL Akad. Wisseii. *ien xciii (1») PP- «
«oy. Mic. Soc. April, 1887.
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gill-bearing fungi are simply the terminal cells of laticiferous vessels, but

can suggest no function for them unless the pouring out of their contents

is for furnishing food to the developing spores, which, in many species,

are bathed with it during growth.

The following notice from Prof. W. W. Bailey in a Providence (R. I.)

f>aper finds such an extensive application among botanists that we give it

or their benefit. His experiences have evidently been the common ones

of the fraternity, but his spirited rejoinder is not so common

:

The writer esteems it a privilege, as he implied last summer, to answer

any inquiries of a botanical nature which are within the range of his

study. This always provided that the trusting public will thoughtfully

remit the stamp or stamped envelope for the reply.
The announcement before made has resulted in an extensive correspond-

ence, profitable we hope on both sides ; we mean profitable in the sense of

knowledge given or received. A teacher's work, especially in science, does not

stop with the lecture-room. He is, or should be, the servant of the people,

helping when he can, and owning up to ignorance when his knowledge fails

him. It is from this diffidence only that we ever avoid an offered occupation.

It will aid very much in the work of the writer—save him, indeed from

labor which it is sinful to thrust upon him—if people will only attend to the

few following directions

:

I. Collect plants both in flower and fruit, if possible. If herbaceous, take

root and all, or, if too large, representative portions of root, stem, leaves, etc.

Bend the plant into a Z or N, if necessary. Pare down the roots if too thick.

™D° notsniP off the tip end of a plant, even in flower, and send the clus-

ter. Often a botanist can name such a fragment, but it is unfair to ask him.

Moreover, it imperils his soul.

i

I
i

1
-

1, /^e11 by whom and where the Pl ant was collected. A specimen un-

localized is worth next to nothing. It deserves to go into the waste-basket
with poems on spring. The old curator has an underground railway for Wi-
ning such trash into the ash-heap.

IV. Don't think because a plant was collected at the tomb of Burns, or

grew out of the rudder-hole of Noah's ark, that its botanical interest is at all

enhanced. A good, well-collected plant from St. Helena is no better because 1

grew in the paths of Longwood. Sentiment is wholly apart from our special

work.
J

e often indulge it, but always with a Spanish rein.
, uV. bend the plants well pressed. Do not wrap them up in a wad, as it

they were to be fired from a cannon.
P

™7 •
Tr"stlI

,

1g |y
.

be,i*ve that the writer, who here offers his service without
price, is not so ferocious as his articles above denote.
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A simple aud inexpensive self-registering auxanoineter.

1IERMON C. BUMPUS.

(with PLATE VII.)

Wishing to try a few experiments on the growth of plants,

and not having the ordinary self-registering apparatus used
by Pfetler, Baranetzky and others, I was led to improvise
the instrument which is figured in plate VII. For a support
lor both apparatus and plant, I found a broad window-sill
was quite free from any appreciable jar.

The auxanometer proper (fig. 4) is very similar to that

figured by Dr. Goodale, consisting of an horizontal arm sup-
ported to"the casing by the bracket z\ and bearing two strips

of tin, notched at m, where rests the axis of the spool, o, over
which the thread,

fl,
is allowed to pass twice, being attached

to the plant at r by means of a small needle thrust through
the leaf, and kept taut by the light weight/'.

The indicator, /, is easily made by joining two or three

straws, as recommended by Prof. Bessey, which may be
found at any apothecary's. "The terminal portion may then
be made into a style by carefully splitting back a sliver until

it makes an angle of about 30 with its former position, and
the tip, nicely sharpened, again bent abruptly at an angle of
nearly 90 . This long arm, /.should be balam d by a mov-
able weight at n. The axis, m, should be rather long, that

the arm may swing, if necessary, in several parallel planes.

The registering surface (tigs. 2 and 3) is a piece of flat

glass which has been held over a burning rag previously sat-

urated with turpentine. The smoked plate, cL is held by a

frame, c, which is free to move, in obedience to the weight
»> m the same plane as the arm /, by means of the wheels

J«
«, the axes of which are held by pieces of notched tin at

d
»
b, bearings which have but little friction.

By moving the axis at m the style may be gently placed

against the smoked glass, and as the plant grows an arc will

be drawn from top to bottom, or if the weight u is allowed to

ilct a line will be drawn from right to left. The motion in

'bedience to the weight may be made regularly intermittent,

and as a result we shall have a zigzag line, the distant be-

tween every two angles of which signifies a regular interval.
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The interrupted movement may be brought about by hav-

ing a strip, e, bearing at regular intervals round wire nails,

attached to the lower portion of the carriage.
One of these nails is held for a certain time by the hook

^ (fif- 5)i which is attached to the strip / (figs. 5, 2, 1),

which moves about the pivot g (fig. 1). Finally, when //is

elevated, h\ which is attached to a similar and parallel rod

and moves with/" about g, catches the next succeeding nail,

and holds it a regular period, before allowing it to reach //.

A short horizontal line is thus drawn by the style at :.

(fig. 2).

The elevating and depressing of the escapement at h h' i

brought about by attaching the works of one of the cheap

nick-el-plated clocks, which will run when held in any posi-

tion, to a board, k (figs. 2 and 3). In place of the " long

hand" there is attached a crank which will play through the

slot i (fig. 5). As the post turns the crank toward XII

o'clock h will be elevated, and at VI o'clock, thirty minute
later, h[ will be depressed to its greatest, one nail thus slidin

by every half hour. The escapement hooks may be easily

cut out of two pieces cf tin.

It the arm does not swing parallel with the smoked sur-

face, change the screws at x (rig. 3).
One recommendation the apparatus has is its inexpen-

siveness, costing, with the clock, if one is his own carpenter.
not more than three dollars. Another is the ease with which
the records for several half hours may be compared, and the

little labor necessary to prepare permanent records, by

simply placing the glass on a piece of " blue print" paper

and exposing to sunlight.

A registering aaxanometftr.

CHARLES R. BARNES.

(with plate vm.)

In January last my class in physiology had occasion to

study the rate of growth of seedlings under various condi-

tions. I needed an instrument to keep a continuous record

l^e
\?T'\

h
\
and G^many was too far away to send toi

one. With the help of the students in the mechanic shop
arranged and constructed the instrument here described. «
is comparatively simple and inexpensive, and requires no
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work which can not be done by a turner and a machinist, at
slight cost.

R, plate VIII, is a cylinder of pattern pine, twelve inches
long and three in diameter ; centered in its ends are two
pieces of brass rod about three-eighths of an inch in diameter,
the lower and longer of which, h, is coned on its free end and
carries about its middle a drum,/". This is a silk-spool bored
out a little. The lower axle of the cylinder rests upon a piece
of glass hollowed to receive its point, and the upper passes
through a small plate of brass, z, (rigs. A and 7)), bored to

Jit it smoothly and screwed to a light frame of wood, A X 2.

1 ne upper or cross-piece is seen at Z>, with ends dovetailed
to fit the side pieces. This top piece can be lifted out so as
•to allow the removal of the cylinder.

Around the drum,/*, passes a cord, over the pulley, r, to
the weight, m. The pulley is made of a section of a spool
with a groove filed around it, revolving on a glass rod. By
the fall of the weight, m

t
the cylinder would rotate continu-

ously were it not for twelve equidistant pins, o o, which en-
gage with the armature, p, of an electro-magnet, e. The
puis are wire-nails, driven in and cut oft', and in a second
instrument were placed radially around the lower end of the
-cylinder so as to use a straight armature.

The electro-magnet is one of the simplest form and can
be had of dealers in electrical apparatus. I first adapted a
relay instrument to this use, but afterwards wound a magnet
with number twenty-four silk-covered wire and made it a

permanent part of the apparatus. The magnet is connected,
as shown in the figure, with a battery, W, through the clock,

<<< so arranged by tying the striking wheel as to strike but
•once each hour. One wire from the battery (the LeClanche
cell used for door-bells) is soldered to the" hammer arm, v.

"""^ i!
- '

'* '
'

'ece of watch-spring, d, so

s back to strike will come
Its continuation is soldered to a piec
"nxed that the hammer, v, as it drawsm contact with it.

The tripod lamp-stand, g, carries an arm, u, shaped like

a tuning-fork, between whose arms the wheel, a b, (seen in

section at B), revolves on a wire axle pointed to fit into holes

"J
the arms. This axle can be taken from the works of an

•0ld clock. The wheel B is of wood and can be made by the
turner who makes the cvlinder. It is double, having a large

Part, />, and small part, <*. This wheel must be so balanced
that it will stop at any point indifferently. If not turned ac-

curately counterpoises of flat bits of metal can be attached
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on the light side by gummed paper. From the weight, v. the

thread c passes over b, in the groove cut for it, and carries /.

the recording needle. This, as shown in E, is a common

needle heated and bent, and inserted in a block of lead which

is grooved for the supporting threads. The point of the

needle should be blunted, and the sides tiled flat to prevent

turning. Of course / and y must balance each other.

From the plant n around whose tip it is looped, the thread

/' takes a complete turn around a and is just kept taut by the

weight 5.

The apparatus, spread out in the plate, can be compactl;

arranged on a base-board 14 X 18 inches, which is supported

by four leveling screws, / /. These are ordinary long wood

screws with the points rounded. If desired a strip ot metal

can be soldered in the slits, so that they can be turned with

the fingers.

When ready to. operate, the cylinder R must be smoothl

covered with a sheet of glazed paper, the edges gummed and

•verlapping in such direction as not to catch the needle point.

Smoke the paper evenly over a turpentine flame. Campnoi

moke adheres too firmly. Having arranged the threads c

and k, twist c so as to make the point of the needle bear

against the smoked paper. The growth of the plant // will,

as the slack of k is taken up by the weight of s, cause the

wheel to revolve and will raise / as many times as far as the

plant grows, as the diameter of b divided by the diameter

(i. While R remains still, the lifting of t will make a ver-

tical mark. But at each hour the hammer of the clock

touching d makes e a magnet, which draws up the anna-

ring the cylinder to re-

lext instant and return

ture, /, releasing the pin o and allow
volve. The armature is released the next
in time to stop the next pin. Bv this partial revolution the

needle makes a horizontal line.
" The record of a sunflower

li-om 3 p. m. to near 1 1 is shown in S.
When the needle has risen to the top of the cylinder th

paper may be slit along the line of union, removed and im-

mersed m a solution of white shellac in alcohol. When dn
the soot can not be rubbed off and the record may be studied

and compared with others.
"

...

The total cost of the apparatus, including the clock, w»
be from 1 10 to * 15, ac < ording to the amount of work put Up<

it. I he results are entirely satisfactory.

n
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Spirogyra under shock

STANLEY COULTER.

At the December meeting of the Indiana Academy of

Science I presented a paper showing a peculiar action of tin-

young chlorophyll band of Spirogyra gumma Kiitz. under
shock, which indicated its extreme sensitiveness and very

considerable tension. The question arose as lo whether this

action was constant, or merely the result of peculiar condi-

tions. If the latter, what were those conditions?

The observations upon which the conclusions of the paper

were based were briefly as follows :

Certain vigorous vegetative filaments, being cut with a

scalpel for the purpose of reducing their length, showed that

the chlorophyll band was broken up in the o Is adjacent to

the cut. This breaking up seemed to have followed a some-

what definite plan. In the cells immediately adjoining thi

cut the band was broken into twice as many parts as there

were turns of the band, and these parts were coiled closely

r¥in - VJ €9 ,..
y Z\J^>? 'MT

*.;,-
&'*£•'

, ^C5
l

w
/

about a darker colored center, which appeared in no wise

different from the nodules. As the distance from the lacera-

tion increased the closeness of the coil diminished, but the

number of parts was still double the number of turns in the

cell. Still further from the cut, instead of the simple coil,

the band on either side of the "darker spot" broke away
from its surroundings, and showed a market] tendency to

coil about this •« dark spot" as a center. In cells still further

removed from the wound, while the band was not completely

broken up, it never failed to show a strong tendency on the

Part of certain regions of the band to gather about certain

definite centers, and these centers were always twice the

number of turns in the cell. Howe\ r sharp the instrument,

however deft the stroke, the chlorophyll band never fa ed to

respond to the laceration through from eight to ten ills in

both directions. The only peculiarities observed in the spec-

imens examined were : ,11,1
1. The band rarely, if ever, filled the entire cell length-

2. The edges of the band were entire—not " wrinkled

a nd crenulated."
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3

4-

cember.

The band was almost entirely destitute of nodules.

No

The fact of the parts of the band coiling, or showing a

§> ^ *© <©

T-

tendency to coil, about certain points suggested the possibil-
ity of these points being "centers of growth. *" Although
having very much the appearance of nodules, a careful ex-
amination seems to prove them nothing more than closely
compacted, well defined masses of chlorophyll bodies. The
immediate response to laceration, and the comparatively
arge number of cells through which the action took place,
led to the conclusion that the band was extremely sensitive,
while the coiling of its parts gave evidence of a very consid-
erable degree ot tension. Pressure, or other forms of me-
chanical violence than cutting, disintegrated the band com-
pletely, and never gave the results indicated above.

figs, i, 2 and 3 will, perhaps, illustrate the results more
Clearly than the description. The fibres are drawn simply

& -

to illustrate the appearances, and are not drawn to any scale.

snmp ,7
r

;
l

I
s sl

J°':y
n the onlv case in which, in a series of

w£ hrn
" CdS ° f ShdGS

' the nudeus was seen after the band
was bioken up.

bind'fn M
glVe

fr
a Ci

V
Se in which there were four turns of the

band to the cell and also shows a peculiar condition in eel

as ?ndt»u Tu
ChuH Prot<>Plasni is gathered about the coils

defter
} thG Hghter 8h^ing,Ld seems to bind them

'<*. Sachs, 2d En- «l., p. is.
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Fig. 3 shows a series of ten cells immediately adjoining

the cut, and illustrates fairly well all the points indicated

above. In all the figures the cut is at the left, and the

darker shading represents the apparent centers.

A series of experiments made in January and February

verified the results upon which the paper was based. The
effect of other shocks Was then tried, with the following re-

sults :

Filaments plunged into boiling water showed a large dis-

tension of the cell, accompanied by disintegration and diffu-

sion of the band ; a result presumably caused by the expan-

sion of the cell contents by the heat, although "possibly the

water may have penetrated the cell walls.

Filaments were then frozen in water by an improvised

ice-cream freezer, and were kept packed in ice for twenty-

four hours. No change was shown, if we except the evident

checking of all vegetative processes. It is possible that a

greater degree of cold might have produced different results.

Filaments were also subjected to an electric shock ;
but

in everv case, even with the feeblest current I was able to

secure, the result was the utter destruction of the hlament.

Filaments were then subjected to the action of various

dilute acids. In all these cases the entire protoplasmic con-

tents of the cell were contracted, involving, of course, the

band. Brine gave similar results. In none of the cases was
there even an approach to the forms shown above except in

the case of brine, which, when very strong, would sometimes
invp forms resembling those shown in cells 7, 8 and 9 ot Fig.

T ~ i '

4
3- [See Fig. 4, which shows general action of acids and
brine.]

At the close of these experiments the cause of this action

was still problematical. In March, however, the pond from

which all my Spirogyra had been collected tailed to honor
my demands. Zvgnema had taken its place completely, and
1 was at a loss for further material. Some unused portions

°f previous collections had been thrown into a tub, and in

this tub was found a new supply. These filaments, though

evidently Spirogyra quinina, surprised me by lading to re-

SP >nd to laceration as readilvand uniformly as 1 could wish.

Hie band was more wrinkled, abounded in nodules, anct
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uniformly stretched from end to end of the cell. Thinking
I had not secured growing tips, I cultivated a small lot in a

jar
:
but even then, while the results were occasionally satis-

factory, they were far from constant, and were secured only

after a laceration that would have completely disintegrated
the band in my first experiments. Material 'collected from
other places also failed to produce the results expected.
This pointed to some special local condition as the cause of

the peculiar action of the band. Investigation showed the

following facts

:

The pond was formed by the waste water of a blast fur-

nace. Its water was always warm. Its sandy bottom was
warmer than the water. In the coldest weather it never
froze. (This last fact is given upon the authority of employes
of the furnace.) Thermometric tests showed that when the

temperature of the air was from 16 to 20 F. that of the

water of the pond was from 68° to 76 F., while that of the

bottom was from four to seven decrees higher still. The

fact that there as no time during the winter in which I was
not able to collect Spirogyra or allied forms, and the collec-
tion of Zanmchellia palustris, var. pedunculata, in full fruit

in March [ante, p. 109], lead me to a ready belief of the

statement that it never freezes.
This comparatively high and even temperature seemed,

then, to be the lacking condition in the environment of the

laments grown in the tub. After numerous trials. I suc-

ceeded, by the use of a series of water baths, in securing a

temperature of from 70 to 90 F. which was reasonably con-
stant, i then cultivated some of mv " unresponsive" Spiro-
vra with this added condition. It grew with astonishing

lJ»r!T ??amming the filaments thus grown, I found the

exact conditions noted in those collected from the blast fur-

snm^r u
and a rePetiti°n of the experiments produced the

same resn ts t 1

lv,n 1 It
8?

?

n,
T
enoss and tension of the young chlorophyll

band noted m the paper read before the Academy mav there-

rn^tivli ". ^
e sa

!

e] >' attri*>»ted to the influence of a com-

suits nhT;
: ?•

aDd COnStant temperature. The uniform re-

sults obtained in numerous repetitions of these experiments
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lead me to the conclusion that this peculiar action will always

be found under the above conditions.

A further fact observed during these studies may here be

noted, though not connected with the main point of this arti-

cle. In many cases one or more cells in a filament may be

found with two bands, while the cells on either side have

onlv a single band (Fig. 5). The frequency of occurrence

of 'this condition would seem to indicate that the " number

of bands" in a cell is an unreliable specific character.

Notes on Umbellifera? of E. United States. VI.

JOHN" M. COULTER AND J. N. RO^E.

(WITH PLATE IX.)

PIMPINELLA Linn.—Fruit oblong to ovate, flattened

lateral! v : carpel with 5 equal slender primary ribs {some-

times almost obsolete) Toil-ducts 2-6 in the intervals. 4-800

the commissural side: seed-section somewhat d< sally flat-

tened, the face from slightly convex to more or 1
concave:

tylopodium cushion-like or conical (figs. 69-74).— Glabrous

perennials, with ternatelv or pinnately compound leaves, in-

volucre and involucels scanty or none, and white or yellow

flowers. 1

"

1. P i»t«gerrfatt*Benth.&Hook. Gen.Pl.i-8c .
Glau-

cous. 1-3 feet high, branching: leaves 2 to 3-ternatdy com-

pound : leaflets lanceolate to ovate, entire; flowers yellow

:

fruit broadly oblong. 2 lines long ;
oil-ducts mostlv 3 »n the

intervals. 4"on the 'commissural side: seed-tace almo st flat :

of which iiu )0 (1 fruit hi been colle and the very distinct
—

m Calif niu;

new s;

P. Pa
ndical and

ig European herbaria.
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stylopodium small or wanting (figs. 69, 70). Zizia
l^C.—Rocky hillsides throughout our range. Fl. May.

2.

1.

Koch. Leaves simply pin-

nate, with sharply-toothed leaflets : fruit oblong, about"a line

long, ribs sometimes almost obsolete ; oil-ducts 2-3 in the

intervals, 4 on the commissural side : seed-face somewhat
convex

; stylopodium cushion-like (figs. 71 ,72).—Along rocky
shores of the Delaware river and roadsides near Easton,.

Pennsylvania, Thos. C. Porter. Fl. July to September.
This European species has been collected by Prof. Porter
^ince 1877, and is reported by him as well established.

EULOPHUS Nutt. 2—Fruit ovate, flattened laterally : car-
pel with five equal slender primary ribs (sometimes very in-

distinct)
: oil-ducts large, almost contiguous, mostly 3 in the

intervals, 4 on the commissural side : seed-section dorsallv
flattened, with concave face: stylopodium thick conical (rigs.

75> 7°). Glabrous perennial from fleshy fascicled roots, with
ternately or pinnately compound leaves, involucre and invol-
ucels scanty or none, and white flowers.

E. American us\utt. DC. Mem. Umbel. 69, t. 2. Branch-
mg,

3 to 5 feet high: radical and lower cauline leaves
large, 1-2-pinnately compound, with leaflets cut into short
narrow segments

; upper cauline leaves ternate, with long
'near entire segments : calyx-teeth prominent : fruit 2-3;

lines long (figs. 75, 76)._Ohio to Illinois and Arkansas.
1 he close relationship between Pimpinella and Eulophus

(as here defined) is very evident. The character of deeply
Milcate seed apparentlv fails in E. Americanus, as testified by
a very large collection of well-matured fruit from Mr. Bebb's
neibanum, which apparentlv has also supplied many other
nerDaria. i he fruit from the Harvard Herbarium is not per-

fectly mature, and hence the concave face in a few cases
seems slightly sulcate, but the ordinarv section of the mature
seed is as shown in figure 76, with concave face much as in

certain species of Pimpinella. In the western species there
m

>

a remarkably deep sulcation, but E. Americanus seems to

uw i

l

!
nnaturallv allied with them, not only in fruit char-

ln. i ;

S,

t ,
-

m veSetative characters as well. How it is to be£f ln
-t?

eric characters from Pimpinella is what we

^^^Mrl^^ ^ for the
1

present we have

•mmKJM^ <>n E, Ameri^nu,. as the western species (E. peace
(litfer m certain important chtm.CU
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BUPLEURUM Linn.—Fruit oblong, flattened laterally:

carpel with 5 equal very slender primary ribs : oil-ducts

present or (in ours) wanting: seed-section dorsally flattened,

with face broadly sulcate : stvlopodium flat (tigs. 77? 7^)-

Plant with simple entire ovate perfoliate leaves, no involucre,

involucels of 5 ovate leaflets, and yellow flowers.

1. B. rotnndifolinm L3
.—Introduced from Europe into fields

and cultivated ground, New York to North Carolina and

Tennessee.

CILFROPHYLLUM Linn.—Fruit narrowly oblong to

linear, notched at base, flattened laterally, with short beak

or none : carpel with 5 equal primary ribs, each of which is

subtended by a large group of strengthening cells usually oc-

cupying the whole thickness of the thick pericarp : oil-ducts

small, mostly single in the intervals, two on the commissural

side : seed with more or less deeply sulcate face : styles short

(figs. 79-84).—Annuals in moist ground, with ternately de-

compound leaves, lobed or toothed leaflets, usually no invo-

lucre, many-leaved involucels, and white flowers.

1. C. procumbens Crantz, Umbel. 77. More or less hairy :

stems slender, spreading, 6 to 18 inches high: fruit (in the

type) narrowlv oblong, glabrous, contracted but not tapering

at the summit ; intervals broader than the ribs : seed-face

deeply sulcate (tigs. 79, 80).—New Jersey to Iowa and south-

ward to North Carolina and Mississippi. We consider this

polymorphous species to include all our forms of Cluerophyl-

lum. The only characters that can be used to separate them

specifically must be drawn from the beaking of the fruit, the

size of the ribs, and the depth of the sulcus in the seed-tace.

Isolated specimens can be selected which seem distinct

enough in these particulars, but a study of a great number
of specimens from all regions shows an inextricable running

together, and it seems impossible to draw S] >cifie lines.

Characters that have been used to define species are found

displayed on the same plant. Owing to intergrading forms

even varieties can not in all cases be distinctly set apart, but

the following extreme forms may, in most cases, be distin-

guished from the specific type by means of mature fruit:

Var. Shortii Torr. & Gnu, Fl. 1. 637, has more broadly

oblong to ovate fruit, not at all contracted at the summit (tig.

81
: section as in tig. So).—Kentuckv to Louisiana

frnirV'?'' Wllk, which differs from B. rotundifolln n chk-fly in « t'iberc It*

lu«i nan been collected on ballast ground by Mr. Martindale.
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Var. Taiuturieri has fruit tapering at the summit or beaked.

ribs very prominent and much broader than the intervals,

and seed-face with a shallower sulcus (tigs. 82, 83). C.

Taiuturieri Hook.—From Florida to Texas.
Var. dasycarpuin differs from the preceding variety in hav-

ing pubescent fruit, with ribs prominent but narrower than

the intervals (fig. 84; surface outline as in fig. 82). C.

Tainturieri var . dasycarpum Hook.—Texas. This is Hall's

260, " pubescent form," and Lindheimer's 616.

ANTHRISCUS Hoffm."—Fruit linear, notched at base,

flattened laterally, long beaked (in ours) : carpel without

nbs. but beak ribbed: thin pericarp with no strengthening
<. lis nor oil-ducts: seed with sulcate face (figs. 85,86).—Re-
sembling ChaerophyHum in vegetative characters.

_
1. A. Cerefoliuni Hoffm.—Mature fruit smooth and shin-

ing. CJuerophxlhun sativum L.—Naturalized in Eastern

Pennsylvania, Thos. C. Porte?:

BRIEFER ARTICLES.
l-nseiati.Mi in Sophorn seam.lMora (with plate X.)-I>r. A. SchU'tt-

n>a
I Round Tap, Tex., several veara ago, > tit me specimens oi

cunous form of faaciation in Sbpfemi ,///.- Lag. (S. if***1

uenth.) It is a„ evergreen shrub or nail tree indigenous to Texas.

ine specimens alluded to are from a tree which Dr. S. ha in his garde.

Hnd which annually produce* peculiar deformity of the flowering

branches or raceme*.
The extremity of the twig-, or rac-m,-, become flattened and en-

arg.ni, graduallyexpanding and dividing toward the ap,x-someumes |»

V^Sl^l^'^^ of ***** -the -face studded «*
small scales and mostly dormant buds Someti me*, however, these bud

' A.>#mM» Ho.r.n. ha, been collected I Mr. Martindale on ballast ground.
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develop into more or less perfect flowers. I send you a figure which

illustrates the appearance of one of these peculiar forms The shrill

flowers very early in the spring, and ripens a short, thick pod, contain-

ing from one to three large red seeds, called Indian beans, which are said

to b« poisonous to children, who sometimes eat them.

Mr. J. H. McArthur writes: "Our Angora goats browse freely on the

shrub, and frequently swallow the beans without ill eliects, but that may

be owing to these being too hard for their teeth to crack, us they arc

found about the pens, having passed through them unbroken.'- Geokgf.

Vasky.

Thalietnra purpurascens, var. cerifermu, in North Carolina.

Though this species of Thalictrum is not mentioned in Chapman's Flora

as irring in the Southern United States, nor in Curtis' " Catalogue of

the Indigenous and Naturalized Plants of the State of North Carolina.'

yet I have found several plants of the variety ceriferum growing luxuri-

antly on rocks at Flat Rock, Henderson county It grows to the height

of five feet and agrees in all respects with the description given on page

39, Gray's Manual, the fruit and leaves being covered with "waxy

atoms " and " exhaling a peculiar odor ;
" it was in full flower May 24th.-

E. R. MEMMINGER, Flat Bock, N. C.

Dry weather foliage of the Compass plant.-This immediate section

of country has been subjected to a prolonged and severe drouth. There

has been not far from one inch of rainfall since the last snow-storm oi

early March. In addition to this we had a very dry summer and autumn

last year, so that the rainfall has been unusually light for a whole year.

Nearly all wells that never fail in ordinary se ms are now dry, and the

college campus exhibits the strange appearance of a brown and appar-

ently lifeless turf studded with dwarfed red clover plant which are in

feeble bloom. The leaves upon trees and shrubs are fewer than usual

and much reduced in size.

There are a few kinds of plants that seem to flourish under the

peculiar arid conditions which now obtain; but even these are somewhat

changed in their general appearance. The foliage of the compa plant

(Silphium ladniatum L.) is particularly noticeable at this time. -Tin

leaves of this composite have a strikingly refreshing glossy green which is

in -harp contrast with the surrounding dwarfed and dried herbage, l>u

when the foliage is compared with that of its own species, ni former

years, a great change is seen. There may not be very much diflere

in the relative size of the leaves of this year with the of last se

but they are more numerous, and each leaf expose- far less surface to

the hot, drying sun. In short, the average leaf of this Silphium is reduced

to the midrib, with a thin web of green tissue upon each side, and m
many lateral veins and their sub- veins bearing narrow ribbons of pulp>

tissue. In other words, the foliage, true to the specific name, is ^er>
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thoroughly slashed or laciniated. A protracted search was rewarded by

finding onlv two leaves which exhibited the broad and comparatively

simple blule so frequently met with in ordinary seasons. There are

some plants which grow in a grass field near a walk frequently passed

over by the writer, and these have been watched for the last two years.

These same plants have now pronounced twice pinnately parted leaves

which last ye*r and in 1886 produced several radical leaves, with broad

surfaces interspersed with the "holes" or vacant places in the laminae so

familiar to every botanist in the west.

There is also a difference in the position which these much laciniated

leaves aa-unie. They are numerous; without the rigidity of normal
leaves, .,nd assume a curved or drooping attitude. More than this, they

curve outward and downward about equally from all sides of the centre

of the plant. hi other words, in the present condition of the plant there

is very little indication of polarity, and the weary traveler over the dry

and scorching prairie would now find a better guidance by noting the

position* of the unclouded sun than to try to gain his " reckoning "by
relying upon the compass plant.—Bybon D. Halsted, Botanical Labora-

tory, A nieg, la.

Course of study in Funeri.-After several years of changing and ex-

perimenting, the course in the study of fungi at the University of Michi-
gan his taken its present shape, which is substantially as follows

:

The class; having already studied botany for a year or more, are

familiar with the leading facts of vegetable histologv, and have made a

care ul study of one or more typical representatives of the great classes

of plants, both cryptogamic and phanerogamic, and have also doue
enough work in systematic botany to be able to identify species readily
Moreover, as the course can not be elected until after one or two years

nave been spent at the university, those who pursue it have already ao
qu.red some knowledge of French and German, and are expected to read

in both those languages selections from the most important modern
literature ot the subject.

The lirst thing aimed at is to secure a reasonable degree of familiarity
with the group as a whole. Notes are given on the Peronospore*,
ureainr^, Ustilagmeae, etc., and specimens examined in a cursory way,
so that their general appearance, the hosts on which they occur, and such
o her general acts as are most essential to be known at the outset, are

my
.

aCqUlr
•

In connecti™ with this class work, about ten hours a

Z^J*Tm m thG Iaborat°ry in identification of species. Sets of ten

of n ZT .

PUt
u
P ln envel°Pes ' ^e handed to a student, and at the end

tl e bact 1.J I
TTTt* Up°n them - The envelopes are marked on

2 17 v° ?« 1

N°- 1
- 0n C^Ha Bursa pastoris, Ann Arbor, May

*M 1. No. 2. On leaves of cultivated peach, Ann Arbor, June 3, 18ft
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The student makes a microscopical examination of the specimens,

writes out notes and makes sketches, and by the aid of monographs. Ellis'

sets of fungi, and buch other help as he can get, determines the species.

The class this semester have already indeutified about sixty or seventy spe-

cies, and as these are selected so as to embrace representatives from the

lea ling groups, considerable knowledge of the subject is gained even in a

few weeks' time. Each student is meantime required to prepare an

essay on a given subject, which is read and criticized before the close of

the semester. One of these subjects given this spring reads: The Ure-

dineae, their life-history, with special reference to the question of

heteroecism, together with an enumeration of the parasitic species that

are of economical interest. In preparation for this, the student, to

whom it was assigned, read largely and intelligently from de Bary,

Sehroter, Farlow, Hartig, Ward and other authorities.

By the time the work thus outlined has been accomplished the spring

has advanced far enough to enable us to make collections, and an excur-

sion is made every week, resulting in the collection, each time, of from

one to six or eight species of parasitic fungi. We are gathering no

others at present. Yesterday afternoon we gathered Synchytrium Ane-

mones, Peronospora pygmrea, Puccinia fusca, jEoidium podophyllum
and Peronospora Fieariae, and examined hosts for others that the class

are to keep on the lookout for. The specimens obtained in this way are

carried to the laboratory, identified and labeled.

In addition to this, each one in the chss is doing a special piece of

I

independent work. One is working out the histology of the common
^eilar apple, and another is comparing the normal peach leaf with that

distorted by the Ascomyces deformans. They will spend the rest of the

semester on this speciai work and on the collection and identification of

the species gathered in our weekly trips.

There are only two students in this class. The whole number of stu-

dents pursuing botany at the university this semester is about two hun-

dred, but the course described above la carefully hedged about with re-

quirements, so that none get into it who are not capable of doing thorough

work and a good deal of it.—Volney M. Spaldisg.

EDITORIAL.
In the July number of Bpular Science Monthly Dr. Farlow has a

Paper entitled " The Task of American Botanists.
7

It is to be expected

that such a subject and such an author would supply something both

Cresting and valuable. It touches upon a point of vital interest with

scores of willing workers who are anxiously seeking an answer to the

Vtesttaa, « What is there for me to do ?" Of course, the question is diffi-

cult to answer, but never hopeless The chief difficulty lies in the re-
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strictions the young botanist has thrown about the answer. He must

have something apparently difficult, far-reaching, exhaustive—a great

subject in which he is to become an authority. Such answers are impos-

sible, and young botanists searching for some life work must understand
« A .*. B — _ — a 4

that they are trying to begin at the possible end of their life-work rather

than at its beginning. Beginnings are always small and the subject

simple, and the botanist can not expect to begin a great work offhand:

he must grow into it. The law of development in the ability of the

worker and slow accretions in the range of his subjects may eventually

work out to an authority and a great subject. The thing to do is the

thing that can be clone ; and it is not only folly, but a waste of time, to

sigh over lack of opportunity for great work. Dr. Fallow concludes that

advanced systematic work must be done by experts having access to large

collections and libraries ; that physiological work of high grade can only

be done at a few well-equipped laboratories; but that histology and the

study of life-histories furnish subjects for every worker, whatever his

locality or equipment. It must be understood that we are speaking of

advanced and critical work ; for every one interested in botany can fur-

nish valuable assistance in systematic work in the way of collections and

field notes. Another difficulty may be mentioned, and that is the unself-

ishness of good work. Patient, laborious work over details, which is the

foundation upon which our science must rest, does not bring the public

acknowledgment, the fame, which some superficial work may. A fairly

good compiler may step at once into a certain kind of prominence, while

a far superior botanist may work all his life in comparative obscurity. It

needs a philosophic spirit to work patiently under such conditions. But

no botanist has ever begun with the, simple problems at his hand, and

thoroughly mastered them, who was'not led into a wider field, and soon

found waiting for him more work than he could ever hope to do.

Botanists are to take it for granted that they will be well enter

tamed at New York next August. Apart from the single fact that the

Torrey Club is to be responsible nothing has been published; but this

perhaps, is enough. The main thing is for the botanists to get together.

and their meeting can not help being pleasant and helpful. Heretofore

it has been difficult to get time enough at convenient hours for the meet-

ings of the club
; for the informality breeds a desire to speak, and the

meetings have always been too short. With such a wealth of attractive

places for collecting near at hand as New York affords, there will be

,'reat temptation to overdo the excursion business. As we take it, &*
average botanist does not care to do much collecting upon such an occa-

sion. He can do that at any time, in person or by exchange. What he

chiefly wants is to have a sociable time with his fellows, and for this an

oxcuraon is a good excuse. The Torrey Club, with wise foresight in tin*

particular, has arranged to distribute prepared specimens to those dear
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ing them; so that, while it takes away the ostensible object of the excur-

sion, it leaves more time for the real one. It is to be hoped that this will

be one of the largest and most memorable meetings of botanists we ever

have had, and that the result of their meeting will be an additional stim-

ulus to botanical work in all departments.

OPEN LETTERS.

Australian alpine plants.

In reading the " Notes and News" of the last number of the Botanical
Gazette I was led to recall a paper published in the Proceedings of the
Linneaa Society of New South Wales, August 23, 1886, by J. Stirling. It

consists chiefly in a review and a farther account of evidences of glaciation
&hown in the higher mountains of the Australian Alps (S. E. Australia.)
The culmination of the ice-clad period is supposed to have taken place
m later Pliocene or Pleistocene times. He refers to the close relation-
ship which the flora of those mountains presents to that of Tasmania, and
that " many species found there (in the Australian Alps), between 2,000
and 5,000 feet, have a wide ranee, recent researches in the flora of Mor-
occo, in Africa, and on that of Kurum Valley, Afghanistan, having dis-

closed the presence of numerous species of plants common to the Aus-
tralian Alps." He then refers to Hooker's remark in his Australian
1- lora that a cooled atmosphere in intertropical regions corresponding to
toe glacial epochs of le temperate zones might account for the presence
of European and arctic species in antarctic and south temperate zones,
t seems to me the character of the mountain flora also would find its ex-
planation here.

Granville, Ohio.

Aug. F. Foerste.

Wh
While collecting specimens of our so-called poplars (Linodendron

Aulipifera) this spring I called the attention of an intelligent and ob-
servant farmer of Lincoln County (Geo. P. Bright) to the following ex-
tract from the June ( 6) number of Drugs ami Medicines of North
Anierica; *

" Fancfeg.—That there are two forms of the tree, distinguished by the
amount of heart wood, was early noticed by lumbermen, and that they are
•nstinct can not, we think, be refuted. Marshall mentions them as early-as

*«». Michaui distinguishes two forms with acute and obtuse leaves, which

T ,lIstl nguishe«l as var. acutiloba and var. obtusiloba; and Kali.1e.s4ue states
nat the acute-lobed form produces the white wood and theobtuse-lobed the yel-

ln
U

i

WT ( '- Late botanical writers, however, take no cognizance of these forms;

a«/k
lle we are convinced that there are certainlv two distinct trees, as far

'It (

he
,

color of the lumber is concerned, we have not been able to determine
"at they have ri*il rent shape.! leaves. From an observing farmer (Mr.

,,

on,!!s Kon«e, Crittenden, Ky.), who claims to know the two trees apart by
"w appearance of (he bark, we learn the following: 'The yellow poolargrows

2
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along streams and seems to select a damper location than the white, and the

trunk is almost entirely yellow or heart wood, there being but a couple of

inches of sap wood on the outside. It is very easy to split, makes good rails,

and the lumber lasts along time. The white poplar grows on hilly woods

and dry locations, and the trunk is mostly white or sap wood. It is very diffi-

cult to split, and decays in a few years, so it has but little value as a timber.'

Me states that the young trees can not be distinguished, to his knowledge, bj

the bark, but that the yellow poplar bark ot old trees is in long, horizontal

ridges, while the white poplar bark is short and choppy."
Mr. Bright has had a large amount of timber cut off his place, and has

handled a large amount of " poplar " lumber. He tells me that he is

satisfied that the " white " and " yellow " trees are not different varieties,

but different conditions of the same variety at different ages. On a high

ridge, quite dry, on his place, he has a poplar wood which he has been

cutting out; all of the old trees are yellow, the young are white. In a
§

creek bottom near by, which is occasionally Hooded, there is an abun-

dant growth of young white trees. He can not tell the color of the wood

from the bark. He mentions a tree in front of his house which his

father remembers, some forty years ago, a*s a white poplar tree. Some
two years ago the tree was spilt open by lightning, and the wood-ex-
ceptmg two inches of sap wood—was yellow. It had changed yellow

as it grew older. Even in the young trees the heart wood is yellow. 1

have not been able to find any difference in the appearance of the bloom

or leaf. Mr. Bright's idea seems to be a very reasonable one, and is

founded on observed facts. H. A. Evans.
Lancaster, Ky.

Oxalis.

Mr Thomson's note on autumnal blooming of Oxalis violaeea relates to

a well-known peculiarity of the plant. In the American Naturalid lor

January, 1882, 1 called attention to the constant absence of the mid-styled

aprm from this, which should be a trimorphic species. Aside from a

S^, 111 1
f?

eT s Organogenic, and a record of one doubtful specimen m
Hildebrands paper on "Heterogone species of Oxalis/' there is no

ev dence that this form has ever been observed. I shall be greaUj

obliged for specimens from any part of the country showing this form o

nower—with the pistil intermediate in length between the two sets oi

r
stamens.

thai Jl n
g °V

-

er
?

V
,

ery ful1 line of specimens, last winter, I discovered

wt Zo
m

,

mc
-

ldes two 8Peties of the violaeea group that have not

both n? S''T
ly^ n.Ku"h«l, viz.: O. latifolia, w. and 0. diverge" •

torv t7
h,chare Mexican species which have extended into our terr

-

tion'ofW I
be
.°V

n
,

terest *> ftdd that Dr. E. Palmer's Mexican collec-

derUhili
y
,

ea
K \

n
?-
Ude8 the rare °- Hernandezii, a plant related to our

TheS l

I
dl

f.
tm8u»hed by its narrow, entire, hairy leaves.

coverv Zf I vf
Stmg result of thi* examination, however, is the d

corniculatfZ ^T?
tw

? trimorphic vellow- flowered species of the

wi h crceniK T ^ °5 these is the °' re™ rva of EUiott
'

ft *** £
SmpSSwS. O fm<

;

krk -bordere«l leaflets, and large flower (««

1 .rthChrnTm, P
rmci,,,,il or ** variety stricta), which occurs fro"

which has beonl^fr1* !in<1 0hi "- The other.an Oregon spec.-

Suks lorfil in ?,
nf°Umled with forms ot corniculate, I have caMg

S?ry son?\ZutK
Per Panted to the Boston Society of Natural H

ry some month, ago. It , 8 lower than 0. recurva, and destitu of iM
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dark borders to the leaflets, but otherwise closely related to it. Both are

iearly distinct from O. corniculata and its variety stncta, although each

of these in some localities produces rather large flowers resembling the

long-styled form of a trimorphic species. A repent southern and Uau-

fornian form, which I have called 0. corniculata, var. (?) warrant ha,

ppears as though it might prove to be trimorphic. I shall be greatly

obliged for specimens and accurate measurements of the floral organs 01

this plant that may throw light on this point. William I release.

Louis

A wa'nut sport.

J. R. Johns, Millersburg, Pa., sends an abnormal walnut, the appear-

ance of which, he thinks, is due to pollen of the hickory, bimiiar nuts

have been found at about the time of the first frosts in the fall, tor lour

successive years, at about the same spot under a black walnut tree

about a dozen specimens in all. The nearest hickory tree Baboutsw)

yards distant. "That the nut is part hickory and part walnut. ^he says

"can not be doubted by any one seeing it in the first state, me lower

or walnut part of some was more fully developed than in the specimen

forwarded."

The nut is mature, of nearly the size of an average walnut, and has

its lower third seated in an adherent, two-lobed, cup-like body, m »»rare

much like the outside of a walnut. The " shuck " of the upper partis

thinner and smoother than usual, and still shows the four parts
i

01 w
adherent calyx as when young, thus causing it to ^mble a hickorymu
1 to cutting it open the shell and kernel were found to be those 01 u»

walnut. The lower adherent portion is possibly the persistent ciracu

rw* nf A~-i^.it„~„ nrr. ai,^„t™ n r< A. A. Ckoziek.

Preventing fertilization.

Dr. Halsted, in a recent bulletin of the Iowa Agnculta^College,

gives the result of some experiments on excluding pollen «om eW;

and cucumber flowers. They were undertaken to demonstra
^

to m
students the necessity of the pollen for the development of the ir tin.

The pollen was excluded by covering the female flowers with cloth « k*.

I have found other ways of excluding the pollen to »«™"™'£*
pose. Five female cucumber flowers nearly in blossom, on P an^\

,

"igin dry sandy soil, were each covered with paper and thenjsacn wun
a hoe full of earth, the places being marked by stakes. In eig t a

1

.

«e was dead, three were yellow and one still green. All ™V"V
;'der making a small amount of growth. Some other young cue mr ben

covered just after the blossoms had withered, all develope
1; -_ b

porary covering of dry sandy soil did not seem to affect their grow w,

and the paper was not considered essential.
ntatiliate

„ Another method was tried with some niuskmelons. *ne pww

Wrs nearly in blossom were clipped off with scissors J
u
f/* fv°l

t
. re

the ovary. Five others on which the flowers had faded, and whicu *er

Presumed to be fertilized, were clipped in a BimilM.manner to w
mine whether any failure of the first set to grow might be dueto m j

by.the cutting. Ill the first set died, the young frult8
AKSe clTpped

The tern-

eiCTWber, _
AH ft-JW*7»«g sooner than in the case or me uutw^°' ~" ~

a»er the blossoms had withered fully matured, except one

chickens got at.
A

-
A

'
°

Agru 'tural Dep\ Washington, D. C.

which the

iek
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CURRENT LITERATURE.
Little Flower-People. By Gertrude Elizabeth Hale. Boston: Ginn &Co.,

lbS7. 12 . pp. §5. Illustrated.

Here is a book to be commended, both for what it attempts to do and
tor what it really does. The author wishes to interest children in some
01 the elementary facts of scientific botany. To do this she personifies
the chief organs of the plant and relates how these several members of a

Household assist one another and the results they bring about. Thus
each flower is a mistress attended by leaf, stem and root servants, and by
the activity of the servants the life and perpetuation of the plant is

assured. *

The literary part is well done, the botanical part irreproachable (to
he said of but few children's books), and the child that can read St.

menolas or Wide Atmke with profit will find interest and instruction in

mis pretty volume. The amount of serviceable knowledge, overspread

r,a
ff
m
,?!

of fllncy> is really astonishing, and herein lies the danger;
or if the chid is left entirely to himself it may happen that now and
then he will hnd thought and language beyond his grasp.

Tig ^Sfc \£tA A
' **** BoBton : Ginn & Co., 1887.

pp. 115. Illustrated.
Sachs Text-book and Bessey's Botany boiled down for babes! That

nrJTZ7 lt
.

Stnkes one "Pon first looking into this work; and every

i™*T
agam

f
t S0 P^Posterous an idea is at once aroused. But our

hTr-<l n "'TIf
abated When we find »* ** P^face that the author

shouZTr?
6 matt6r fr0m this very P^nt of view-" as if one

lion ofTw
Per

er m the n« r^rv/' 8he says. An unbiased examina-

Kni*ht hi
W
°u

W6 tCel SUre
'
wil1 c<>nvince most teachers that Mrs.

In the17 ^
Pefmed ^ 6XCellent service '

but onll K
P
^Vu

6 b°0k i8 not t0 be P»t into the hands of the pupil,

n ethoa o i , ""I
by the tGacher as an °ntline of the subject and of the

Zhor^Zr ^T- More°ver, the tea<.hor must already know bot-

buUhat oHbP T
S 6 Udy~n0t the bota» v of the usual high school coo*

Tnotllr
l

l
h0
T°

ry~the b°tan>' in which *« one-sixth objective&*
scum mildew,

drCe than the comm°n hand magnifier, and pond

treeT^treVs^
001118^ HchenS are as wel1 «**«* objects as

the teacher rt^
Pre8uPPosmg this much knowledge on the part of

ate arotme^t of tr
e88r °f * g00d COmPound ^croecope and a nioder-

toplaam" a bfc wnH% T*** teaching of pupils, who find - pro-

the tact of the tether ^ remember
'
wiU dePeml hirgeIy °^

ure dttf^J^J* the b°°k are devoted to the microscopic struct-

1-ges to the pknrSVT r° ?^8iol<*y, and the remaining twenty

of the micros^, SS^tSStS? * *«* 2* f "^ "'
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It would be downright folly to teach these subjects to children, if

every step is not fortified by clear observations and experiments, for

which the work provides. The book is so constructed that rote teaching

is, indeed, well nigh out of the question. The limited number of well

qualified teachers will restrict its use more than the inherent difficulty

of the subject.

A number of errors and oversights seems to be the rule in works of

this class, to which the present one is no exception. On p. 16 the peri-

carp of the peach and apple is spoken of as the seed coat. There ap

pears to be a misconception of the limits of the epidermal system, espe-

cially conspicuous on p. 24, and also of the significance of the term,

" growing point," which is made frequent use of. On p. 50 water is not

recognized as a part of the food of the plant, although the way the plant

makes use of it as a food is described on p. 53.

Elements of Botany; including organography, vegetable histology, vegeta-

ble physiology and vegetable taxonomy, and a glossary of botanical

terms. By Edson S. Bastin, A. M., F. R. M. S., professor of botany,

materia medica and microscopy in the Chicago College of Pharmacy.
8°., pp. xv, 282, figs. 459. Chicago : G. P. Engelhard & Co. 1887.

Botanical text-books are coming thick and fast. It is one of the

signs of the times which indicates that botany is taking its proper place

among the sciences which ought to be taught. This book is a welcome

addition to the list. It does not pretend to exhaust the subject; it does

state fairly and clearly the dements of botany. The order of presentation

is good, and well adapted to the needs of a large class of students. Part

I (106 pp.) treats of the various organs of the higher plants, and covers

essentially the same ground as Gray's Lessons. Part II (62 pp.) gives a

brief account of the cells, tissues, tissue systems of plants and their ar-

rangement in the several organs. Part III (27 pp.) contains a condensed

treatment of the functions of plants. Part IV (55 pp.) explains the clas-

sification of plants on the same system and in very much the same style

as Bessey in his well-known text-book. To each chapter in parts I and

K is appended a series of directions for practical study which are spe-

cially commendable. Why are they not also. found in part III? This

Physiological portion might have been doubled in extent with great

profit to students, as some important topics are omitted, or too briefly

treated to be comprehensible.
The book, as a whole, is comparatively free from errors, which is a

peat point in its favor. It is attractively written, and everywhere exhib-

it* a strong pedagogic spirit. Some unfortunate typographical errors

have been overlooked which should be corrected in another edition.

The chief fault we have to mention is the illustration. The figures, the

author states, were drawn by his own hand to insure accuracy. We have
110 criticism upon their accuracy (with very few exceptions), but the

pta% of the majority is not at all in keeping with the beautiful text.
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This is partly the fault of the printer, partly of the engraver, and partly

of the artist A judicious weeding out of the bad ones would greatly

improve the appearance of the book, and remove the possibility of giving

a poor impression at first sight.

We heartily commend the book to the attention of teachers as one

likely to prove suitable for class use, and as one which is well up to the

times, fresh and vigorous.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Dr. N. Conr. Kinoberg describes a new Cinclidotus from Greece, 0.

fulcatus, in the Rev. Bryologv/ue, No. 3, 1887, p. 43.

Dr. P. Falkenberg has been appointed Professor of Botany and

Director of the Botanical Gardens at Rostock, and Dr. August Gravis to

the same offices at Liittich.

Miss Effie A. Southworth, for some time past instructor at Bryn

w {

i?
Ue^e >

is now connected with the Section of Vegetable Pathology
at Washington, chiefly engaged in microscopical work.

Miss Helen De S. Abbott, known to our readers by her studies in

botanico-chemistry, has been elected a member of the Philosophical So-

ciety of Philadelphia, being the sixth woman who has received that honor

during the society's six score years of existence.
Prof. F. L. Sargent has been obliged, on account of failing health,

to resign the chair of botany in the University of Wisconsin. His work
there is highly spoken of. Prof. C. R. Barnes has been called to the

place, and will remove to Madison early in September.
During the absence in Europe of Prof. W. R. Dudley, of Cornell

nnnJ
er
^ y

;
who

-,f\
iled from New York June 25, his classes and other

college duties will be cared for bv Mr. F. V. Coville, who has just been

graduated from the university with special honors in botany.
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Mr. Erwin F. Smith, government assistant in the study of plant
diseases, has been commissioned to investigate the subject of "peach yel-
lows."

^
It is a very obscure but highly important subject, and Mr. Smith

will win laurels in the scientific field and receive applause from the cul-
tivator if he discloses the true nature and action of the disease.

Mr. L. H. Pammel, of the Shaw School of Botany at St. Louis, has
distributed a pamphlet, reprinted from vol. xv of the Trans. Minn. Hort.
Soc, on the weeds of Southwest Wisconsin and Southeast Minnesota.
An account of the prolificacy, vitality, dissemination and migration of
weeds is followed by a list of eighty-eight species, with remarks, a table
showing the native country of each, and a list of papers consulted. The
species are those of the region of La Crosse.

The Summer Institute at Martha's Vineyard, which holds a five

weeks' session beginning early in July, continues its botanical depart-
ment under the able management of Mr. Edward S. Burgess, of Wash-
ington. The courses are graded to meet the requirements of students of

varying proficiency, and the methods are those adopted by the best edu-
cators. There is provision for special studies in the fresh and salt water
algW; histology, etc. The department of microscopy, conducted by Eev.
J. -D. King, also gives attention to vegetable histology and to technics.

The temperature of the stems of plants at the surface of the ground
is found by Mr. E. 8. Goff (Agric. Science, vol. I, p. 134) to be greatly in-

fluenced by the depth from which the supply of moisture is mainly
drawn. As the temperature of the air and of the surface soil rises toward
the hottest part of the day, the temperature of the stem remains de-
pressed in direct ratio to the depth of the chief part of the feeding root-
lets. In the beet the temperature of the root at four inches below the
surface of the ground was found to be practically the same throughout
the day as that of the surrounding soil; but at the surface of the ground
the stem, on the hottest day recorded, was ten degrees cooler than the
soil. Observations on the cabbage, tomato and corn were specially in-

structive, as they respectively represent deep, medium and shallow habits
of root feeding.

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes takes an interest in trees, and large
ones in particular. In a recent visit to England he measured a Scotch
elm at Oxford, in the grounds of Magdalen College, as he tells us in the
Atlantic Monthly, vol. lix, p. 645, that had a girth of twenty-live feet six

inches at the smallest part between the limbs and ground. This he con-
trasts with New England elms as follows :

"
1 have measured a good many

of these. About sixteen feet is the measurement of a large elm, like that
on Boston Common, which all middle-aged people remember. From
twenty-two to t wen ty- three feet is the ordinary maximum of the very
largest trees. I never found but one exceed* it; that was the great

Springfield elm, which looks as if it might have been formed by the coal-

escence from the earliest period of growth of two young trees. When I

measured it in 1837 it was twenty- four feet eight inches in circumference
at five feet from the ground, growing larger above and below."

Dr. F. Gravet has translated from the Dankh into French a paper
by C. Jensen on the analogous variations of the Sphagnaceae. The author
points out the fact that the interminable variations of these mosses are

reducible to certain form-series under each species which are closely

analogous. These forms are traced by the author to their external
causes as far as possible. Thus plants growing entirely under water ex-

hibit certain peculiarities, and these variations are so similar under the
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different species that they may be grouped as formm immenx. In like

manner jormse compacts et stridte are attributed to growth in a place more

or less dry where they receive the direct rays of the sun
;
jormm squnr-

rosidte, falcatw, homophylLx, and tenellx are recognized. The author then

points out the varieties under each species which may be considered as

belonging to the various forms. Mr. Jensen is the first to study the in-

fluence of external agents on the formation of the varieties of Sphagna,

and his memoir is a very interesting and instructive one. The original

appeared in the Botanisk Tidskrift, vol. xiii, and the translation in Bern

Brydogique, vol. xiv (1887), p. 33.

Dr. S. Schonland, of the University of Oxford, claims to have reached

the long-desired process of embedding delicate plant tissues in paraffin

so that unshrunken serial sections may be cut by the ribbon method.

His process is described essentially as follows in the Botanisches CentralHatt,

vol. xxx (1887), p. 284 : The object should be stained entire in borax-

carmine, for which twenty-four hours suffices. Then place it in 30 per

cent, alcohol, to which a trace of acetic acid has been added, and then in

successively stronger alcohol up to the strongest commercial, which is

92-95 per cent.1
It is next transferred carefully to a small vial (contain-

ing 3-4 cm.) of equal parts of clove oil and strong alcohol. At first it

will float, but when it has sunk to the bottom, which often takes some

time, it should be transferred to pure clove oil, and after an hour into

oil of turpentine, in which it must remain about six hours. Finally it is

placed in melted paraffin for 8-10 hours. The paraffin used must have a

melting point of about 45° C, and its temperature must never go above

47 . For keeping the temperature constant the well-known therm 0-

regulator must be used. The embedding is done in the usual manner,
using either the paper tray or the L-shaped pieces of metal. It ifl gen-

erally best to raise the temperature of the paraffin somewhat shortly be-

fore pouring it into the mold, to prevent the formation of bubbles on

cooling. The manipulations for cutting the ribbons of sections with the

rocking or sliding microtome are the same as with animal tissues, ine

sections are fastened to the slide with a mixture of one part of collothon

fl^^Tv."-?' g
^
nt,y

,

over a fl*me
- then plunged into turpentine

flooded with it to dissolve the paraffin. It is then ready for staining or

mounting m the usual way.
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Vegetable parasites and evolution, 1

W. G FARLOW.

In the countless discussions concerning" evolution which
have followed the publication of Darwin's Origin of Species,

zoologists have gone farther than botanists in their efforts to

explain the possible origin of higher forms from the lower.

Botanists, as a rule, have contented themselves with a con-

sideration of the ancestral relations of the orders of higher

plants, but, until very recently, they have scarcely made any
serious attempt to present a general scheme showing, from
an evolutionary point of view, the relations of all the groups
of the vegetable kingdom. This may be due either to their

timidity—perhaps modesty is a better sounding word—or
_

to

their ignorance. If the latter, they have certainly been wise
in avoiding unnecessary display of their ignorance ; it the

former, they can easily be pardoned, when one considers

how large a part an aggressive audacity savoring of sensa-

tionalism has played in the formation of some schemes of

development. x

On abstract grounds alone, I presume that few botanists

would object to the statement that all plants have been de-

veloped from simple ancestral forms, which were nearly

related to some of the lower animals ; but, when it comes to

tying in anything like a definite way that certain existing

forms have arisen' from other lower existing forms or then-

immediate allies in some past epoch, and so on until the low-

est form is reached, botanists mav well insist that imagina-
tion should not be allowed too large a scope in supplying

missing links. It is preciselv in this point that zoologists

have an advantage over botanists. The pakeontological rec-

ord of lower animals is more complete than that of lower

Plants, so that, where the zoologist might reasonably form an

hypothesis, the botanist must rely more on his imagination,

until, in the end, he finds himself in the possession of a chain

composed to a considerable extent of missing links. As it

*s, if we would consider the evolution of plants, not getting

much light on the progress of the lower forms from palaeon-

tology, we are compelled to trust largely to plants as we now

1
Vice-Presidential address before Section F, A. A. A. S., New York, August 10, U
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ind them, and to ask what are the inferences which we are

permitted to draw from existing structures and conditions.

I shall not attempt to offer any scheme of development, or to

sketch a family tree whose roots are Protococci and bacteria

and whose ripe apples are the genera of Phaenogams, but

shall restrict myself to some considerations concerning veg-

etable parasites and' the inferences as to their possible origin

which may be gathered from what we already know of their

structure and habits
;
partly because this is a group of plants

in which I am especially interested, and partly because the

problems which they offer, even if they can not be solved at

the present day, are, at least, full of suggestions.
In the first place, a word as to the different kinds of plants

which are included among parasites. A parasite is usually

defined as a plant which is unable to transform inorganic
material into organic compounds, and which is consequently
obliged to obtain its organized materials from other plants or

from animals. The definition, in general, is an accurate one

and correctly defines the vast majority of vegetable parasites

which belong to the class of fungi. That they are strictly

dependent on the organized materials derived eventually
from other plants or" animals is sufficiently evident when
we consider that fungi are destitute of chlorophyll, the nec-

essary agent in the assimilation of inorganic material. Ot

the parasites proper, we have two kinds: the saprophytes,
which live on d< id or inert matter ; and the special, or true,

parasites, as they are usually called, which can onlv grow on

the tissues of living plants or animals. Whether the lint

between saprophytes and true parasites is sharply defined is

a point which need not at present be discussed. It is enough
to say that, as a rule, saprophytes grow more or less indis-

criminately on dead organic substances, while the true para-

sites are generally limited to a single species of plants or to

me species of a single genus or order. It is almost unneces-
sary to cite instances of the two kinds of parasites proper,
since you will at once call to mind Penicillium and other

common moulds which grow as saprophytes on an endless
i anety of substances

; while we have as illustrations of true

puiasites the grape Peronospora, which grows abundantly on

species of Vitis, and is occasionally found on Ampelops*
ana Ussus, both genera of Vitacese, and the potato-rot fon-

,us, sometimes found on the tomato, which belongs to tn<

same order as the potato, and rarely on species of Scrophu-
lanaeeaj, a nearly related order.
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The proper parasites do not exclusively belong to tire
class of fungi. You are familiar with the Indian pipe ( Mon-
otropa) and dodder (Cuscuta), which are our common repre-
sentatives of parasites, which are found in a comparatively
small number of orders of Phamogams. As chlorophyll i's

wanting m these plants, we are forced to assume that the para-
sitism is as complete as in fungi. You, also, will recall the mis-
tletoes and the Gerardias, together with other members of the
perophulariacea:, which are not proper parasites in the sense
in which we have already spoken, but may rather be called
partial parasites

; because, while they have chlorophyll and
are to a certain extent able to transform inonranic into or-
game material, they still depend in part on material taken

P
importance

; because, by means of their flowers and fruit.
tney are rightly classed as belonging to, or closely related
to, well recognized orders of Phamogams, and the" question
Ot the origin of the parasites themselves is not to be sepa-
lated from the question of the origin of Phamogams as a
whole, so that, in this case, we have only to account for the
niochhcation of the organs of vegetation whose greater sim-
plicity may be explained by the loss of leaves and other
assimilating organs which have become unnecessary to plant
mat have acquired the power of living upon the food a ^im-
itated by other plants. In short, as far as parasitic Phseno-
jfams are concerned, they may be regarded as degenerate
'orms of other Pluenogams, for, in a plant, the inability to
assu™late inorganic material should be regarded as a de-
giaded condition in which the chances of survival are dimin-
ls ^ed unless some extraordinary provision is made for repro-
duction, which is not the case in Phamogams, whatever may

°e true of fungi.
whether any proper parasites are to be found among alga

•« question on which there is a difference of opinion. For
} own part, I am unable to recognize any proper parasite

among alga?, although it is tolerably certain that a number
orms generally classed among alga- may be regarded as par-
11 Pai*asites. This point, however, can be better consid-

ered later on.
.Let us next briefly consider the mutual relations which

Xlst between parasites and their hosts—that is, the sub-
Un <-V

, dead or living, on which thev are growing. At first
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sight a parasite would seem to be purely destructive in its

action ; and that this is really the case is evident in the great

majority of instances. When a piece of bread is attacked

'the mould, Mucor stolonifer, its substance continually

...minishes with the growth of the mould. We need not stop

to consider the saprophytes, for the case of the true para-

sites is still stronger. There is a constant struggle between

the rots, rusts and other true parasites and the hosts on

which they are growing. Just so far as the fungus flourishes,

so does the host suffer ; and, if the conditions of temperature

ind moisture are favorable to the fungus, the host may be

quite destroyed. If the conditions are not favorable to the

fungus, the host may continue to grow, and the fungus may

gradually disappear, or, at least, pass into a quiescent state.

\n instance of the sudden and complete destruction of the

host is seen in the case of the bad epidemics of the potato

rot, when whole acres suddenly rot and die. This is an

extreme case. Other members of the Peronosporea? attack

young seedlings, some of which are destroyed, while others

continue to grow, and may be said to throw off* the fungus.

From cases of the complete and sudden destruction ot the

host, either in its mature or seedling condition, we pass to

parasites which are less virulent and whose action is moie

local. We have all grades of injury done to the host, troni

the destruction of the leaves and consequent diminution o

the assimilating power, which may entail serious or la a

results: from "the formation of circumscribed knots an

tumors, which may cause destruction of the branches an »

in course of years." the death of the plant ; from fungi whie

attack the flowers or fruit and cause diminished ^T 1

' " 11 "

tivitv without injury to the vegetative powers, down to n

insignificant distortions of scattered epidermal cells cans

by Synchvtria. But in all these cases the action of the par -

site is destructive. We can not conceive that it is ot

slightest benefit to the host. It robs the plant ot the to

which it needs for itself, and gives back nothing go°a

return.

We have, on the other hand, instances of parasitism

which it is claimed that the relation of parasite and host

in

2

«**?* •as
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one of mutual benefit. To this condition the name symbiosis
has been applied. The two most marked instances of sym-
biosis among plants are to be found in lichens and the fungus
growth first called by Frank Mycorhiza.

The thallus of lichens, you will bear in mind, is composed
of two elements: the green cells or filaments called gonidia,
and the colorless threads or hyphae. Any extended discus-
sion of the algo-fungal theory of lichens would be out of place
on the present occasion, and it is only necessary to say that

I do not see why we may not consider the gonidia to be
what they appear to be, viz., alga?, and the hyphae fungi
parasitic on the gonidia. Certainly, the opponents of tht

algo-fungal theory, in spite of all their attempts, have not,

as yet, given satisfactory proof that the gonidia are produced
trom the hyphae or the hyphae from the gonidia ; so that we
are forced to regard them as two distinct entities. The
strong point of the opponents of the algo-fungal theory has
been that, if it is true that what is called a lichen is really a

fungus parasitic on an alga, it is inconceivable that the alga
should not be injured, or even destroyed, by the fungus. It

is certainly a fact that the gonidia, or alga', are not destroyed,
and it has been assumed by both the advocates and oppo-
nents of the theory that the* gonidia are not injured by the

growth of the hyphae, while' some even go so 'far as to say
that their growth is aided thereby. To account for this state

of things, the advocates of the theory have advanced the

view that in lichens we have a sort of mutual parasitism ;

and the statement has been made that " the hyphae lie on the

gonidia, and carry to them crude nutritive fluids, in return

for which they receive a part of the assimilated material in

the gonidia." But what good the gonidia can derive by
having crude material brought to them by the hyphae, if they

must give back a part of the assimilated material to them, is

not. clear, since it is a well-known fact that the gonidia can,
and very often do, live and flourish in a free condition, and
are amplv able to obtain all the nourishment they need with-

out the help of the hyphae, and at the same time can use lor

their own exclusive benefit all the assimilated material. On
the other hand, it is known that the hyphae are dependent
on the gonidia for their development. The advantage to the

gonidia is quite hypothetical ; the advantage to the hyphae

g real
; and it is, to speak mildly, a bad case of what the

'"I'ench call un omf-pmtr un Inruf.

The alleged proof that the gonidia arc ben tited by con-
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tact with the hyphae rests on laboratory cultures in which it

is claimed that, if the germinating spores of lichens be

brought in contact with pure gonidia, the hyphae at once

grow more rapidly, and the gonidia also begin to multiply.

But this increase of the gonidia is not necessarily a sign that

the conditions of growth have become more favorable. When
the black knot fungus attacks a branch of the plum tree the

parenchymatous cells increase, and a knot is formed ; and the

•vime thing occurs when branches of red cedar are attacked
by Gymnosporangium macropus. Here the increased growth
does not indicate an increased supply of food, but an irrita-

tion caused by a noxious parasite. The increased growth
of normal cells in the presence of irritating foreign bodies is

well known to both animal and vegetable pathologists, and
is not interpreted by them to mean an improved condition,
but rather an attempt to get rid of something harmful. The

'>' But

not be regarded as more conclusive than what is seen on a

much larger scale in nature. One has onlv to compare the

Chroolepus-forms which constitute the gonidia of Opegrapha
with the same forms when free from the hyphae of the Ope-
grapha to be convinced that they grow and" fructify decidedly
better when free than when shut up in the lichen thallus.
i hey are neither benefited nor destroyed, but thev are weak-
ened and injured. The same is true of the cystococcoid or

protococcoid gonidia of the larger lichens, which are more
luxuriant when growing free on rocks and bark. It is im-

possible to regard the Stigonema gonidia, distorted and
broken up by the hyphae, as in a more flourishing condition
than when free.

It seems to me that the real error of the supporters of the

aigo-fungal theory is not that thev assume that the gonidia,
the alg;e, can support themselves and the hyphae too, but that

hey assume that they are not injured thereby. In their at-

tempt to show how a possible advantage to the gonidia might
arise, they have not sufficiently regarded the palpably injun
ous action of the hyplue. From the tacts which I have given
t is plain that they are injured, and, if the injury is less than
n most cases of parasitism—which may be" due to the fact

at the hyphai of lichens grow more slowly than those of

risTir>?gu~~
n h neverth-eless an injury, and we must recog-

' " '
mbiosis or mutual parasitism.

th a minimum of injury to the

wze m lichens not a case of sv
but a case of true parasitism w
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host. In view of the facts, one can be an advocate of the
algo-fungal theory without believing that there is a double
parasitism.

In 1885 3 Frank announced the following discovery: that

certain species of trees, especially Cupulifene, do not regu-
larly obtain their food directly from the soil, but their roots

are connected with the mycelium of a fungus by whose
agency all the nourishment is transferred from the soil to the
tree. He called this condition Mycorhiza, and described the

fungus as intimately united with the inner cortex of the roots

just back of the tips and forming a felt-like cap over the tips.

He maintained that this union of mycelium and roots was of
constant occurrence in the Cupulifene which he had exam-
ined, oaks, beeches, chestnuts, hazel-nuts and hornbeams.
and more or less constant in Salicaceae and Coniferae. At a
later date 4 he went further and stated that the Mycorhiza is

I symbiotic condition which may perhaps be found in all

trees under certain conditions ; that it is found only where the
soil consists of humus or undecomposed plant remains ; that
the lungus of the Mycorhiza conveys to the tree not only the
necessary water and the mineral constituents of the soil, but
also the organic material derived directly from the humus
and decomposing vegetable matter ; and "that it is through
the agency of the fungus alone that the tree obtains its food
from the soil. If one could accept without reserve the con-
clusions of Frank, we have in Mycorhiza a clear case of

symbiosis in which a fungus which lives as a saprophyte on
vegetable mould is intimately united with the tissues of Phae-
nogams on which it acts, not as a parasite but as a conveyer
°f nourishment. Unfortunately, the statements of Frank are,
to a great extent, not confirmed by other competent observ-
es. R. Hartig has shown 5 that the Mycorhiza condition is

not at all necessary to the nourishment of trees even in Cu-
puhferae, since he finds that, in many cases, roots of healthy
frees are quite free from Mvcorhiza/and, even in trees where
thei-e is a marked Mycorhiza of some roots, there are others
quite free from it. He regards Mycorhiza not as a case ot

1 -*•-* v J. jLYJ.\ \^\JL ill/, tl KJL HtLO V>liivu *-w -*~-~

ne has always found evidences of rnjury done to the roots by

Ber. Deutsch Bot Ces. Ill, 128.
l-cnr. XXVII.

ttot. Ceutralbhitt, X
>0

X, 2.
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the fungus, which he also regards as a parasite of a destruc-
tive nature. P. E. Mueller, to a certain extent, endorse-

cerned.
My

We are, on the whole, warranted in believing that the

Mycorhiza condition is rather a condition of proper parasit-

ism than of symbiosis in the case of trees. We still have the

case of Monotropa Hypopitys, a small ericaceous parasite,
in which Kamienski showed, as early as 1881, that the roots

are surrounded by a mycelium, which, however, does not

penetrate into the substance of the roots, as in the Mycorhiza
of Frank. He considered that the fungus, in this case, was
the medium of transfer of nourishment to the Monotropa. and
did not agree with the then prevailing view that Monotropa
itself was directly parasitic on the roots of other plants. We
may safely consider that there is a symbiosis in Monotropa
Hypopitys, and further investigation mav show a similar con-
dition in some other closely related phamogamous plants
winch are destitute of chlorophyll ; but here the case is very
different from that of the large trees, abundantly provided
with assimilating organs of their own in which, "if there is

symbiosis at all, it certainly does not exist on the wholesale
scale which Frank claims.

With regard to the symbiosis of plants and animals I will

say but a word, for the subject is one which pertains to the

domain of the zoologist rather than to that of the botanist.

1 lie inherent objections against the probability that plants
and animals should live in a state of symbiosis "are less than
m the case of symbiosis in the vegetable kingdom ;

because,
•

in the former case, the plants in question belong not to the

yoiip ot fungi, but are alga possessing chlorophyll, or a mod-
(

hed form of chlorophyll. The symbiotic alga could net sup- IT

port itself
; the animal, on the other hand, could support itself

;

and, bearing in mind the different products of assimilation
and respiration in plants and' animals, one could easily con-
ceive the benefit which might arise from the combination 01

cVJ^°'
Whether the combination really exists in many

cases is not yet certain, because it too frequently happens

kJLn 0gM? d° not a-rree as to whether the assumed alga
rea iv an alga or a proper organ of the animal itself.

in n ™ r,
meS a

<l
uesti°n of authority, and a botanist is not

?nl « 1 7
n t0 estimate the comparative merits ofobserva-

t ons made by zoologists. As far as I am at liberty to form
an} opinion at all, I should say that zoologists were inclined
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to accept, at least, a mechanical symbiosis of unicellular algae

Whet!
the symbiosis is physiological as well as mechanical is a point
on which more light is apparently needed.

The symbiosis of plants and animals is, perhaps, better
to be compared with that of Nostocs with Hepaticae and
Azolla than with the condition which exists in lichens. Some
of the recorded cases show clearly a mechanical symbiosis,
even it others be regarded as merely accidental and tempo-
rary unions of different organisms. " Whether the symbiosis
ijere is physiologically of advantage to both organisms is

doubtful. The Nostocs are certainly not injured, and thev
may derive benefit from the shelter afforded. It will not do
to go too far in this direction, however, because we should,
at length, be forced to speak pf symbiosis in cases where
Aostocs grow in crevices of rocks, which would be absurd.

I have dwelt somewhat at length on the subject of sym-
biosis because, as it seems to me, botanists have gone too far

m
in assuming a beneticial action of the parasite on the host in
any cases where not only no direct benefit can be proved

to exist, but where a closer examination shows that an injun
is really done, although it may be slight. In short, symbio-
sis, as distinct from true destructive parasitism, is not the
comparatively common condition in the vegetable kingdom
which it is generally supposed to be by those whose opinion
>* worth considering ; for we need not regard those writers
Who, seeing in symbiosis a charming instance of domestic
felicity and concord with which they can point a moral and
adorn a tale, have given to the public essavs whose only
proper place is on the shelves of a Sunday School library.
Accepting the existence of symbiosis where both members
are chlorophyll-bearing plants, we must still believe that,
with rare exceptions, the cases where one member is a
fungus should be referred rather to the class of true parasites,
1n which the advantage is altogether on one side.

If we turn now to the question of the origin of vegetable
Parasites we find ourselves in a dilemma. Certainly, the
Parasites could not have originated before the plants and
animals on whose remains or "in whose tissues they live. On
he other hand, accepting the law of evolution, that the more
complex forms are developed later than the simpler forms,
he Parasites must have preceded the forms on which they
prey. The paradox is, however, more in words than in
reality. We can onlv suppose that our present parasites
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have existed from early times, but were not always parasites

and lower torms? The terms are elastic, and one sometimes
suspects that they have been stretched and twisted to suit the

necessities of individual writers. It is not quite plain, for
instance, why we should say that the giant kelp of the Pa-
cific, Macrocystis pyrifera, with "its branching stems several
hundred feet long, furnished with innumerable leaves and
air-bladders, is less highly organized than the small frondose
hepatics, like Riccia, or such mosses as Phascum. There is

on© point on which all botanists would probably agree in

speaking of high or low organizations, viz.: that complica-
tions ot the reproductive apparatus indicate a high organiza-
tion, however simple the vegetative organs may be, and
that as we advance higher in the scale we find more and
more numerous embrvonic conditions which represent free

conditions of less highly organized plants.
1 hrowmg out of consideration the phsenogamous parasites

tor the reasons previously given, there is no doubt that the
immense majority of vegetable parasites belong low down in
the scnlp nf rio,r«i . . i

r
. y - fe

,, » i:~tl i
e J j Wl vcgcmuie parasues oeiong low uowu »»

me scale of development, and we can infer from the simplic-
ity ot their reproduction that they originated at an early
period. Other things also point in the same direction. In
tne class of fungi, although the sexual reproduction is of low
grade, it embraces a number of different tvpes, and, as tar
as non-sexual modes of propagation are concerned, although
it may be said that they only indicate an effort on the part
ui me plants to adapt themselves to peculiar conditions, fungi

ivm <- r,
ter Provided than any other plants. We are. per-

naps at liberty to suppose a remote origin from the large* °f sPecies oC fungi now in existence, and, in thi

tinn ;
\ "' U T* stati stics may prove of interest. The ques-

n m "
!

feq,
!

ent,X asked whether the species of fungi are more
nume ous than those of Phamogams. It is safe to suppose

fiin«J k
3 arC

i'

aIthough ^ is not true that more species ot

of fnmri

-

Ve
v

"eady beetl described. The systematic study

recS? E"roPe and North America is of so much raor<

conthiemf v," ^ Stud
-
V of the Ph*nogams of those two

scare h K'
Vhlle the ***& of a large share of the earth have

scribed if
11 Studied at a11

' that% comparison of the de-

ma e of l ? the two ^es *afls to give a correct esti-

meLecies?<*?
a*mh*TS

- The reason for apposing that

earns a Za J*®
are more numerous than those of Phawo-

8 K f0unded on the fact that, in countries where funga*
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flora has been most thoroughly studied, we rind few species
of Phamogams which are not already known to be attacked
by some special parasite, while the majority of species serve
as hosts for a considerable number of species of fungi. A
evv figures will show this point clearly. In his treatise on
the fungi which attack the species of Vitis, published in 1879,
Pirotta enumerates one hundred and four species of parasites.

Between ten and twenty of these are fungi not found on Vitis

ilone, but this number is more than counterbalanced by spe-
cies peculiar to Vitis which have been described since 1879.
It may be objected that some of the forms called species by
Pirotta are probably merely stages of some of the other spe-
cies enumerated. Admitting that this is possible, and even
probable, if we deduct half, or even two-thirds, which is lib-

eral to the last degree, we still have thirty to fifty species
ot iungi, at the lowest estimate, which are peculiar to six

pecies of Vitis, the number of species of the genus included
in Photta's observations. I have little doubt that the real

number of species of fungi peculiar to the genus Vitis is much
larger than the estimate I have just given. If the relative

number of species known to occur on Vitis is greater than
that of those known on most other genera, it is due rather to

the fact that, from their importance in horticulture, they have
been more carefully studied than because other genera are
less frequented by special fungi.

The province of Venetia is probably no richer in fungi
than other parts of the world ; but, as it is of small size and
is the residence of a considerable number of mycologists, its

"dra has been more th
try, and we can obtai
statistics of the Venetian flora. Cuboni and Mancini enumer-
ate sixty-five species of fungi which occur on the chestnut,
and over three hundred species on Quereus, including three
native species of that genus. If we deduct a large number
tor species which are not found exclusively on these two
genera or which are merely secondary forms of other species,
jye still have a considerable number of fungi to a small num-
ber of Phaenogams. Turning to the American flora, we find
that the species of a genus as erratic as Sarracenia are not
Without their proper parasites; for on four species of Sarra-
cenia we already know four species of fungi, three of which
ar£ peculiar to the genus. The list of fungi which grow on
°aks m the United States includes between five hundred and
s,x hundred species. The greater part, however, are not

horoughly studied than that of this coun-

in a more accurate view if we examine
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peculiar to oaks, and, as the synonymy of the species is much

confused, the exact number of fungi known on all our oak

can -not be given exactly. On Quercus alba fifty-seven and

on Q^. tinctoria forty-six species are reported, about a quarter.

or possibly a third \ of which are probably peculiar to those

species.

We can start with the postulate that vegetable parasites

must have originated at an early epoch and must have been

derived from non-parasitic forms. What forms? Here we

enter upon the field of pure speculation. It can hardly he

supposed that we shall ever know what was the earliest form

of life. It may have been some protoplasmic structure which

was neither strictly vegetable nor animal. Probably the

earliest forms of undoubted plants were unicellular forms like

Protococcus. The term Protococcus, as used at the present

day, includes some forms which are claimed by zoologists

:

whether rightly or wrongly is a question which need not

concern us, for some Protococci are certainly plants. The

Protococci are simple green cells which multiply by division

into two, and so on, and which, at times, also produce in

their interior zoospores which escape and form new indi-

viduals.

How other chlorophyll-bearing plants might have aris<

from Protococci we can not stop to consider, and we can

only touch upon the possible origin of the colorless parasites.

A vegetation consisting of simple forms like Protococci

en

once established, there is no reason why there might not

quickly have followed parasites of the order Chytridiaceae

the species of which abound at the present day in both sal

and fresh water. The simple forms of the order consist ot

colorless cells which produce in their interior colorless zoo-

spores, which escape and attach themselves to submerged
plants and animals.

The step from Protococcus to Chytridium is slight. We
have only to suppose that a Protococcus has acquired tne

power of attaching itself to other Protococci or to low ani-

mals and has gradually lost the chlorophyll, which is ^longer of service to a plant in a position to absorb nourish-

ment directly from living organisms. Other natural change
would be the attaching the

~.. Xlt >nun, n is pro oa Die mat, at a vvV
poch, true parasites existed essentially like our pres«
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' Chytridja. If the first plants were marine, it is altogether
likely that the first parasites were Chvtridia. if we can judge
by present conditions. In the present aye comparatively
tew species of fungi grow in salt water. The few that we
have belong principally to the Chytridiaceas and are abun-
dant enough on the marine algae of all groups. Most of the

other marine fungf are forms like Leptothrix, which may
rather be regarded as degenerate forms of Nostocs or Schiz-

ophycea than as forms derived from anything like Protococ-
cus or Chytridium. It is certainlv true that there are very
tew species of fungi higher than Chytridium or Leptothrix,
it one can call Leptothrix a fungus, found on strictly marine
plants. There are a few, howrever, and on the New England
coast the stipes of the digitate Laminariae, while yet sub-

merged, are attacked by a species of Sphierella belonging to

the Pyrenomycetes.
Whether the filamentous and higher forms of parasites

have been derived from the simple Chvtridia is not easy to sur-

mise. Among existing Chytridiaceas we have a series of gen-
era in some of which there are simple rhizoids, and in others.

Hke Cladochytrium, a well-developed mycelium. Further-
more, the species of, at least, three Cladochytria have lost the

aquatic habit, and live in the tissues of Iris', Menyanthes and
Sanicula. In Polyphagia, Nowakowski lias also observed.
«i conjugation of the mycelium of two individuals. Admit-
ting th fugitive character of the mycelium of Chytridia-
ceae, there is still no reason why the filamentous fungi might
not have developed from species of this order. The zoospore-
bearing cells, as the parasite lost its aquatic habit and became
aerial, might naturally be transformed into sporangia with

non-motile spores, like those of Mucor, and, as it acquired
the power of growing in solid tissues, one of the conjugating
cells would advantageously be developed into a pollinodium,
and we should then find oosporic forms. But it is hardly
worth while continuing the chain of possibilities further in

this direction.

As I have said, it seems to me not unreasonable to suppose
that true parasites may have originated at a very remote period

primarily from non-parasitic plants. But we must also c« msider

^nother question. Is it not more probable that saprophytes
were first developed and from them arose the true parasites?

J

he line between saprophytes and true parasites is not we 1

defined among existing plants. Some species might, with

sufficiently good reason, be placed in either class, for what
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are called by Van Tieghem facultative parasites may live

ordinarily as saprophytes and yet at times live a truly para-

sitic existence. The great majority of fungi are saprophytes,

and De Bary has shown7 in an instructive way how Peziza

sclerotiorum, during a part of its existence, is a saprophyte,

and becomes later a true parasite. The germinating spores

will not penetrate the living cells of the carrot on which the

mature forms of the fungus is found, but live a saprophytic

existence for some time. After they have attained a certain

growth and strength they are then* able to make their wa\

into the carrot, which they destroy. The mechanism is as

follows : after a certain time the saprophytic hyphae excrete

an oxalate which is able to destroy the superficial cells of the

carrot with which the hyphse may come in contact, and the

fungus then makes its way into the plant. It is probable that

a considerable number of" saprophytes may act in the sam<

way as Peziza sclerotiorum, and it is not" impossible that a

good many existing saprophvtes are developing into para

sites, -and, if the present state of things correctlv represents

what has always been going on, it would lead us to believe

that the saprophytes first came into existence and the para-

sites followed. Since actual knowledge is out of the ques-

tion, one can take either theory without denying the other

m toto. The probabilities seem to me to favor the origin of

Chytridia from Protococci, if we regard the morphological
rather than the physiological side of the question. How far

the first Chytridia were true parasites rather than sapro-

phytes may be questioned. Decidedly, the majority of th<

living species, I should say, are parasites ; but in some th<

parasitism is not well marked, and they may be conveniently
called epiphytic.

Still another possibility must be considered. May we
not suppose that the first living beings were protoplasmic
bodies, neither plants nor animals, or both, if you please
and from them parasitic and non-parasitic plants were sim-
ultaneously developed? Orders like Myxomycetes might

perhaps lead us to suppose that this view was the true one.

mit it may be assumin
cetes are plants at

j . * ** -* •-• ** uiiv^y ti^c piling 5 ^ ll^j — imamedin a low condition, and have no offshoots represented
by higher forms of plants. There appears to be only one

way to find out whether a given structure is a plant Of an

animal, and that is to see whether it is described in zoolo-

ing too much to suppose that Myxomy-
all. If they are plants, they have re-

act. Zeit., 1886.
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ical or botanical manuals. Unfortunately, this does not help
us in the case of the Mvxomycetes. We can safely say,
however, that the more highly developed parasites have not
been developed from Mvxomycetes, and there is very little
to lead us to believe that parasitic and non-parasitic plants
were simultaneouslv developed from primitive protoplasmic
structures.

It has already been stated that pheenogamic parasites
should be regarded as degenerate forms of other Phasno-
gams. Their line of development is not through the para-
sites of the class of fungi. If one is willing to'believe that
the first parasites were Chytridiacese, or something very much
hke them, from which it is possible some of the filamentous
zygosporic and oosporic fungi have been gradually devel-
oped, he is not, however, forced to believe that such a course
of development is probable as well as possible. The class
o fungi is not an homogeneous one. It is rather an assem-
blage of forms which have certain common physiological
resemblances, but marked morphological differences. When
one regards fungi as a single class of plants, and attempts
to trace a clear connection between the highest and lowest

filfi
GrS

'
'le im<̂ s numerous gaps which can not well be

niJerf. A general parallelism, however, exists between chlo-
rophyll-bearing algae and fungi, and one is forced to ask
whether the order of development has not been from the
owest to the highest alga;—the class of alga- being more
lomogeneous than that of fungi— and whether the fungi
ave not arisen, not from any one primitive group of alga'.
Bt from different groups of alg;e at different periods in the

Pr
' -Mess from below upward. This view seems to be more

ln accord with existing tacts than any other, and brings phae-
nogamic parasites into harmonv with the rest. If the
Ptamogamic parasites may be regarded as derived directly
rom other Phamogams, so Chytridiaceae may be supposed
be derived fron/Protococcaceae. It may be that some of
e zygosporic and oosporic fungi have come from the ulti-

mate development of Chvtridiaceaj, but it is more natural to

Ppose that the greater part of them are direct derivative

.! .

z
.
vp' s poric and oosporic alga-. Special applications of

«s theory would lead to so many technical details that they
ust be omitted on the present occasion. In general, if the

rivJPr
18 accePted «

^'e should expect that the fungi first de-
ed from any group of algae would exhibit the character-

ise modes of reproduction. In the sexual reproduction

#
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both groups are much alike, and if there are fungi at the

present day whose reproduction is different from that of any

algae, it is because the reproduction has assumed more and

more a non-sexual character, until, as in some groups ot

what are called higher fungi, sexuality has quite dis-

appeared, as is supposed to be the case in Basidiomycetes.

It is sometimes said that non-sexual modes of reproduction

always precede the sexual. This is true only to a certain

extent. It may be true, for instance, that in the earliest

forms which had zoospores the zoospores were at first non-

sexual, and afterward acquired the power of conjugating.

But in fungi, where we have more non-sexual forms ot

reproduction than anywhere else, they must, in most cases,

be regarded as secondary and degraded, not primary forms.

Fungi are plants which depart more and more from what we
may call typical plants. When we speak of higher plants

we mean those in which the organs of assimilation and sex-

ual reproduction exhibit a high degree of differentiation.

When we speak of higher fungi, hovvever, we refer to forms

in which the vegetative organs are represented merely by a

system of colorless threads, and in which the sexual repro-

duction is seldom well marked, if it exists at all, and they

can be called high only in the sense that their numerous and

often complicated modes of non-sexual reproduction are bet-

ter developed than in what are called the lower fungi. In

the struggle for existence among the higher plants those

succeed best which are best able to assimilate crude material

in the growing season and have the largest provision ot

seeds and reservoirs of assimilated food to carry tb m over

the season of rest. In the struggle for existence among
njngi, although there is an advantage if the mycelium is

able to assume an indurated condition, like the sclerotia, at

seasons unfavorable for growth, it is of much greater im-

portance that there should be a variety of reproductive bod-
ies, some of which, at least, are light and easily transported,
while others are denser and better able to endure extremes
ot temperature and moisture, so that the fungus may be able

to take advantage of any chance which may arise should the

proper host be present. How well they are able to take ad-

vantage of temporary favorable conditions is shown in the

lapul spread of epidemic diseases caused by fungi.
WhatI5ut it is better not to pursue the subject further. ,

unrLn ^ *?* ™ll
>
l fear

> Wear * vou too vague and

uncertain
j for the balancing of possibilities, although

pat-
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donable in philosophy, should not be carried too far in nat-
ural science. Of course, no celebration of our national
anniversary is complete without a balloon ascension, and the
more gas the better, provided the aeronaut, or, as the papers
generally call him, the professor, only lands safely. So our
society sends up its annual balloons in the shape of ad-
dresses in which the professors are allowed to soar above,
though not out of sight of, facts. But they must not remain
too long up in the air, and the gas for their balloons should
be generated in the laboratory of experience and study. In
their every-day work, it seems to me that the attitude of
botanists, at the present day, is the correct one. Following
the prevailing tendency in business affairs, the question they
ask of plants is not so much, "Who is your father, and
where did vou' come from? " as " What can vou do?"

Howe and Microsphiera fulvo

fulcra Cooke.

MARTHA MERRY.

(with PLATE XI.)

About two years ago, while making a study of the Amer-
ican forms of the genus Microsphere, the M. falvofukra
Cooke came to my notice. The specimen examined was

Noi
The so-called species is described in an article on M Califor-

aian Fungi," by Rev. J. E. Vize, in Grcvilka, vol. v, p
no, where

-

Examination of ma-
ture specimens shows clearly a single ascus in each perithe-

lium, thus placing it in the genus Podosphana. It agrees
with the description of Podosp/uera minor Howe, thus neces-
sitating the cancellation of Microsphcera fulvofulcra Cooke.

Several specimens of the so-called Microsphara fulvoful-

cra from different localities have been examined and com-
pared with the original specimen of PodosfJuera minor Howe.
^ all essential characteristics they agree. There are slight

variations, arising probably from "differences in hosts, vigor
of growth, locality, age, etc.; but these variations are not

marked. In many cases on the same leaf intermediate forms
may be seen which unite the characteristics ot the different

Pecimens. They may all be embraced in the following de-

option, apart of which is quoted from Mr. Howe's orig-
inal rla„ :_£__ • n n .... rA »_j /"*..* .. « o •

Torrev Bat
2
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4i Podosph^era minor Howe. Conceptacles scattered or

crowded ; appendages 10-20, as long or a little longer than

the diameter of the conceptacles. 1—Leaves of Spiraea.''

Mycelium amphigenous, dense on upper surface of leaf,

sparing, arachnoid below.
Pcrithecia amphigenous, usually gregarious, and abundant

above, scattered on under surface, reticulated, ranging from

.071 to .0968 mm. in diameter, often .08.

Appendages 8-22, or even more, often 12, 17, 16, 21, from

£-2 times the diameter of the perithecium, septate usually

374 times, rarely 7, branching dichotomously 3-4 times,

divisions sometimes divaricate, smooth or hyaline, color

brown, shading from base to last septum, branches and last

cell transparent, ultimate lobes usually merely turgid, occa-

sionally revolute.

Ascus oval from .068X.045 mm. to .065 X.0732 mm.
Spores 6-8, irregular in form, granular, .00726X.0209 to

.0197X.0141 mm. Usually filling about one-half the ascus

cavitv.
m

The specimens which have furnished the essential mate-
rial tor the notes recorded in this paper, and some of which.

accompanied by their respective numbers, are figured in the

plate, were derived from the following sources :

No. I. Podosfhara minor Howe, on Spiraea tomentosa.
from herbarium of E. C. Howe ; a part of the original mate-
rial from which the species P. minor was described.

Ao.
"

original material from which the "J/, fulvofulcra Cke." «ra

Ascribed
I

and named. The collection number, « 204." on the

laoei ot II is, moreover, identical with the number accon
panym.g th

r
e description in Grcviliea. The appendages are

somewhat fewer and longer than in I, and the spores smaller-

nf n tt \
"Microsfhasra fulvofulcra Cooke." from herb.

tL V
rkness; communicated bvj. B. Ellis; on Spi^a

tomentosa, probably originally from E. N. Anier. The un-
der leaf surtace of the host k stronHv hirsute. The speca-

^teWKten! nu
emtSCrl

f
Pti0n has re8«»«d f™m ™reful e"n

Vrtion

n ^
» sumcient number of specimens to give a basis of characterization-
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orous growth. On the same host-specimens forms were
found with fewer appendages (.12), in which case they are
longer, with more frequent septa, thus approaching No. II.

No. IV. " Microsphcerafulvofulcra Cooke," ex herb. W.
A. Kellerman, on Spiraea tomentosa ; Fairfield Co., Ohio,
Oct., 1882 ; the same as 1,323 of the Ellis collection of North
American fungi. This form" is almost identical with No. I.

Whatever slight distinctions there may be bring it nearei
No. III. The branching approaches III. The septa are
less distinct.

After a careful review of this somewhat important mate-
rial, it seems conclusively demonstrated that these forms are
the same. In a note in the Journal of Mycology , June, 1885,
Mr. Ellis referred to the error in his " North American Fungi,"
and rejects the species Mtcrosp/uerafulvofulcra Cooke. He
also says that the error fallen into by Cooke has been re-
peated by Dr. Winter in his Exsiccatfno. 3,045. The spec-
imens examined agree with the description of forms on Spinea
tomentosa in " Notes on the Am. Forms of Podospha^ra," by
F. S. Earle, published in Bot. Gazette for February, 1884.
Whether they should be known as P. minor H. or as P. Oxya-
<cantha> DC, as held by Mr. Earle, I am not prepared to say.
At all events, they are clearly the same as his form, nam-
bered(4 ).

I o substantiate the above statements the accompanying
camera-lucida drawings are offered. The numbers on the
plate correspond to those in the preceding notes.

PLATE XI.—I. Podosphrera minor Howe, on Spiraea tomentosa, from E. C.
Howe. II. The ^Microtphit.m fulvofulcra Cke.," on Spiraea salicifolia, Provi-

nce, R. I.
;
the "204" of the H.irkness her!>. III. "M. fulvofulera Cke./' on

spiraea tomentosa, from Harkness herb. IV. "M. fulvofulcra Cke.," on Spin

Xm£nJ?8a ' FairfieW Co., Ohio, from W. A. Kellerman | the same material as

«* No. 1,323" of the Ellis Coll. *$. Amer. Fungi."a= perithecium X 85 diam. b/= appendage X 375 diam.
b= appendage X 85 diam. d = escaping asms X 85 diam.
c = broken perithecium X 85'diam. d' = ascus X 876 diam.

e == spore X 375 diameters.2

dison£
r

i

P(
:
ek

< of the N - Y. S. Museum, forwarded two sets of specimens of the Podosph a

ulrr, T\m lhis
l>aP« r > which avere collected in Eastern N. Y., bu1 arrived a a

inpri h^
ad comP^ted her work and left Ithaca. Several preparations of each we ex i-

tonincJ
m^elf

. however, and measurements were recorded. The remits are worth me 1-

™ning.because they are directlv in the line of certain conclusion- 1 n t he above paper,

tteiinW
1 d

V*«
rences of host or position occasion variations in the penthecia.and the ap-

SerithS?
of the Parasite. In specimens from Spirsea salicifolia the append. of the

DoiS *, wc
;

re from 9 to V1 in number, and in length from 1% to 2 times its uiameter,

IhZorJ (and either 7 or 8 In the next). This clearly approaches the characters of the

Wm t"
s °n S ' B^clfolia already figured under II. Those on Dr. Peck s specimen^ of

r r,
?a tomentosa had from 16 tmonr mn™ Rnnendages-in one < e .'/-whose length

was from
toinnV^ \io iy* the diameter of the perithecium, thus agreeing with specmn

the q
fiK»red in this paper. Furthermore, the specimens from the under si

on tha 1

°mentosa leav<* had fewer (often onlv 12-15) and longer appendages th* me upper side.-W. R. Dudley.]

agreeing with specimens on -

- *
'— snrfa

an tho>c
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BRIEFER ARTICLES.

Zannichellia palustris L.— Prof. Stanley Coulter's account, in the May

number, of a certain pond and its contents is quite interesting to us in Mon-

tana. All the more so because we have a remarkable spring near Great

Falls, known as the Giant Spring. This spring really seems to be the out-

let of an underground river, the flow of water is so great and so strong

It discharges immediately into the Missouri river, midway between tho

Black Eagle and the Coulter Falls, and has a river frontage of 500 feet.

Upon a future occasion I hope to make some mention of the various forms

of plant life therein found. Zannichellia palustris grows there in abun

dance, and may be found in flower from May to September, and yet th'^

temperature of the water is only about 52° F., and does not seem to vary

with that of the atmosphere. So far as my own observations have gone,

the stems of these plants with the flowers and fruit when growing in thi-

spring are nearly always buried in sand, only the slender grass-like leaves

waving above. And yet, covered up and packed in fine mud and sand a-

these plants are, their essential organs perform their functions unfailingly,

and a prolific crop of fruit may be found each season. When the flower?

are covered up in this manner they are always pale, often white, tinged

with flesh color, but when growing exposed to the light are olivaceous ami

the covering f the nutlets is thicker and stronger—F. W. Anderson

Helena, Montana.

Coloring the nuclei of living cells.—The most interesting fact

brought out in my work at Tubingen is the fact that several aniline col

<>rs have the property of coloring the nucleus of many plant cells without

killing them. That the living nucleus can be stained has been demon-

strated by several observers in the case of animal cells,1 but as far as I now

know it has not hitherto been observed in plant cells. Though the work

is not yet completed, it will perhaps be interesting to give briefly some of

the processes by which the results were obtained, and some of the object

employed.

The first color used was dahlia, a violet-purple pigment by whose aid

Lavalette2 had succeeded in coloring living spermatozoa and the nuclei ot

sperm-cells. The most favorable object so far found by me is the nucleus

of the cells of stamen hairs of Tradescantia. ^. Virginica was principally

used, but other species gave equally good results. Hairs should be chosen

from young buds, as these are perfectly colorless, not having developed tb<

colored cell-sap of the older hairs. The sepals and petals are removed,

and the stamens thus exposed are plunged into an aqueous solution of t&e

•bot 22S&£ *** Allfnah™ von Anilinfarben in lebendeZellen," Unters. aus^m
hot Institut, Tubingen, 1886. Also, Strasbur.er, " Botanisches Practicum," fourth edition-

* ^burger, riot. Pract., fourth ecliti* .

!
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dahlia. After an immersion of from half an hour to three or four hours,

or even much longer, depending on the strength of the solution, it will be

found that in many cases the nuclei are more or less deeply colored ; and
that the cell is not killed is evinced by the continuance of the protoplasmic
streaming. It is quite surprising to see how deeply the nucleus is often

stained without killing the cell. A nucleus so colored appears perfectly

normal, there being no distortion or change beyond the change in color.

As yet I have not studied especially what parts of the nucleus are colored,

but it appears to be the nucleolus and microsomes only, as in the case of

cells that have first been killed and then stained according to the ordinary

methods.

Among other objects that have given more or less satisfactory results

were the hairs from the base of the perianth of Lilian) bulbiferum; sta-

men-hairs of Aspleodelus albus; leaves of Elodea Canadensis and Vallis-

neria spiralis; root-hairs of Trianea Bogatensis, Cucurbita Pepo, Trades-
man tia zebrina; spermatozoids of Chara and a fern (probably Blechnum).
hi all cases cells were chosen in which there was evident protoplasmic

movement, in order that there might be a certain means of determining
whether or not the cell was still living.

Similar and usually quite as good results were also obtained with

mauvein and methyl- violet, both colors closely resembling dahlia. Usually

*.1$ solution was made, and this diluted with from 50 to 1,000 parts of

water, according to circumstances. Some doubtful results were obtained
with other colors, but too uncertain to warrant recording.—Douglas H.
Campbell, Tubingen.

The absorption of aniline colors by living cells.—About a year ago

Pfeffer 1

published the results of a rather extended series of experiments

showing that, contrary to the ordinarily accepted idea, various aniline

colors can be absorbed in large quantities by living cells. I wish here

merely to call attention to some easily made but instructive experiments
bearing on the subject. Pfeffer's experiments were mostly made with

methylen-blue and methyl-violet, though numerous other colors were
also tried. Among colors not employed by him I found that dahlia and

iftauvein, both very similar to methyl violet, were quite as good and acted

much in the same way. The yellow color chrysoidin also gave good re-

mits. Xo very satisfactory results were obtained with red pigments.

though in some cases nfraain, tropocolin and fucbsin gave tolerably good

coloring, but either it was too diffuse, or the cell-wall was more deeply

^lored than the contents.
With methylen-blue either the cell-sap is colored, often very intensely,

^ g*> root-hairs of Trianea Bogatensis, or a precipitate is formed in the cell-

**ft e. g., Spirogyra. If vesicles of tannic acid are present, as is the \se

AniiinV
lt

?
rsU(,hun^n *™ rtem t*>tan. latitat in Ttkbhig 6. " IH>cr Aufimhme von
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in Zygnema, these are colored dark blue. Methyl-violet, dahlia and

mauvein color the protoplasm and nucleus, and are specially valuable in-

the study of the latter. In some cases they are also precipitated in the

cell sap. Chrysoidin appears to color only the protoplasm. The follow-

ing are some of the objects that were used : root-hairs of Trianea Bogaten-

sis, Cucurbita, Tradescantia zebrina; stamen-hairs of various soecies of

Tradescantia ; Spirogyra spp., Zygnema spp.; roots of Lemna minor;

leaves of Elodea (Anacharis) Canadensis, Vallisneria spiralis; pollen-

tubes of Hemerocallis spp., Tradescantia Virginica, Scilla spp. ; sperma-

tozoids of Chara.

The objects are placed in a solution varying from .002
ft

to .001 $,

varying with the nature of the cell-wall and the time of immersion. Root-

hairs are usually especially delicate, and the solution should be very

dilute or the immersion very brief.

In most cases objects were selected where there was marked proto-

plasmic streaming, as this is the best means of determining whether the

cell is alive or not. It is surprising how deeply the protoplasm or nucleus

may be stained without materially affecting the streaming. For a demon-
stration of the staining of the protoplasm the root-hairs of Trianea were
found to be specially favorable on account of their large size and the rapid

breaming, as well as the readiness with which the color is absorbed,
Douglas H. Campbell, Tubingen.

H
* W* Ravenel.—Henry William Ravenel died at Aiken, S. C, Mf

I'th. This is indeed sad news to all American botanists, for among their

number there was none more respected and beloved and few whose sci-

entinc work covered so long a period. He was born in the parish of St.

Johns, Berkley, S. C, May 19, 1814. After receiving the usual high

8"hool trammg he entered the South Carolina College, and graduated
with d.stmction in 1832. He then became a planter, and resided at St.

Johns for twenty years. In 1835 he was married to Miss Elizabeth Gil-

»ard Bnowden, of St. John's. His wife died in 1855, leaving a family ot

«* on.ldren, four of whom still survive. In 1858 he married Bfi« Mary
uuger Dawson, of Charleston, who, with five children, all daughters, >uf-

ives to mourn their irreparable loss. In 1 53 he removed to Aiken, &

^ where the remaining years of his life were spent. Although an

acttve worker until the close of his life, when he suffered from a long

vZT
™°m?* an attack of aPopiexy, he was, unfortunately, for many

>eais, afflicted with a deafness which was, at last, so great that he could

hardly converse with strangers.

nnr
M
/i ?Vene

,

1 WaS born with a wndness for natural history, and he

En hlS

A

8tudies in botany with enthusiasm during the whole of b»

lohn'l if * y°Ung man he e*Plored minutely the region about St.

aTn!' 1 ?
Wa8 GqUally active after Mb removal to Ai ken. There was not

group of plants, no matter how small, which escaped his observation
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It is doubtful whether any other American botanist ha3 ever covered so

wide a range of plants. He not only studied critically the phsenogams

of South Carolina, but he collected and studied, as far as it was possible

at that time and in a region remote from large libraries, mosses, lichens,

algse and fungi. But he was not an ordinary collector, heaping up rough

di

material to be exchanged for specimens to be counted rather than studied.

He was a most accurate observer, and always noted the habits and pecul-

iarities of what he collected. He discovered a surprisingly large num-
ber of new species of cryptogams, besides a few new phsmogams. Prob-

ably no person had so complete a knowledge of the cryptogamic flora of

the southern states as he, and, for a long time, he and his friend, the late

Rev. M. A. Curtis, of North Carolina, were practically the only Ameri-

cans who knew specifically the fungi of the United States. Their inter-

est in fungi brought them into correspondence with Berkeley, Montague,

Fries and other leading mycologists of Europe of that time, and the

name of Ravenel became well known abroad as well as at home.

His deafness made it impossible for him to accept any position which

involved class instruction, and he was too modest to seek public prefer-

ment. The only occasion on which he accepted a government appoint-

ment was in L869, when he was appointed botanist to the commission

which, under Prof. Gamgee, was sent to Texas to investigate the cattle

sease, and on his return he published a short report on the fungi of

that state. At one time he was the agricultural editor of the Weekly News

and Courier, and at the time of his death he held the position of botanist

to the department of agriculture of South Carolina. He was an hon-

orary member of a number of scientific societies of this country and

Europe, and in 1886 the degree of LL. D. was conferred on him by the

University of North Carolina.
As a writer, he was not voluminous, but the appended list of his

works includes several valu ible papers. They all show thoroughness

'and an active mind which went beyond mere descriptions and inquired

into causes as well as results. The best known of his works is the

"Fungi Caroliniani Exsic iti," in five volumes, the fiwt of which ap-

peared in 1 S3, and the last in I860. This is the first published series of

'lamed specimens of American fungi of which only thirty copies were

issued. Probably he intended to continue the work, but the breaking

°«t of the war and the unsettled state of affairs which followed made it

'^possible to continue the series. At a later period he issued a second

series in connection with the English mycologist, M. C. Cooke, under the

title « Fungi American! Exsiccati," of which eight centuries appeared

from 1878 to 1882. The species of this second series were collected prin-

Cl l>ally in South Carolina, Georgia and Texas. Apart from the publica-

tions which bear his name, if we would correctly estimate his contribu-

tions to American botany, we must also include the very numerous notes
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and comments furnished by him to other writers, through whose pages
they are scattered a monument to his liberality and freedom from pro-
fessional jealousy as well as to his industry and acuteness.

The name of Kavenel will be perpetuated in the genus Ravenelia of

the Uredinese, a genus so peculiar in its character that it is not probable
that it will ever be reduced to a synonym. There are also many species
of cryptogams named in honor of him as their discoverer. To those
>vho have ever known him as a friend or correspondent, nothing is need-
ful to keep his memory ever fresh. A devoted husband and father, a
citizen whose life was full of kindness to all about him, a correspondent
whose letters, overflowing with friendly feeling as well as information,
were always a pleasure, a botanist inspired by a true love of nature and
always guided by the spirit of investigation, we might call his loss irrep-
arable had he not bequeathed to us an example of what a botanist
should be. He was one of the pioneers of crypto- unic botany in this

country. May those who follow be guided by the same spirit
The following list includes all the works of Mr. Ravenel on botanical

subjects as far as at present informed :
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A list of the more common native and naturalized plants of South
Carolina. In South Carolina Resources and Population, Institutions and
industries. Published by the State Board of Agriculture. Pp. 312-359.
Charleston, 1883.

Also, short notices in Torrey Bulletin, vi, 88; ix, 23, 128 and 140; xi,

a 7 ^ rP
aPer on edible mushrooms of this country read before the

Aiken Vine growing and Hort. Ass. about 1802-63; was printed in the
otiarleston newspapers of the day. W. G. Farlow

EDITOEIAL.

Since the consolidation of the national surveys the government has
-done nothing for botanical exploration. Millions have been spent in in-
creasing our knowledge of the other riches of our domain, but the plants
have been left to private enterprise. It has been claimed that the botan-
ical exploration of this country has been well-nigh completed, but that
can only be said by those ignorant of the facts. What botanist does not
know that a collector in a single season's work still brings back with him
his harvest of new species and increased knowledge of the old? Hun-
dreds of new species are being described yearly in this country. A sin-
gle contribution, now on our table, describes 160 new species. In the face
of all this wealth of undiscovered material, in view of the fact that ge
° °gy, anthropology, etc., are receiving abundant aid, why does botany
ack the fostering care of government appropriation ? Money is appro-
priated for economic botany, but our plea is for the botany of North
America. There are many localities not reached by collectors, or reached
at such expense of time and labor that but scanty collections are made.
he co»ntry is settled enough, and botanical interest is so diffused, that

exploration could be well parceled out and thoroughly done. The old

<
ays of government exploration, when the botanist was compelled to keep

Pace with a constantly moving pack train, and snatch what he could in
1 is hasty march, are passed, and regions can now be "worked up" in a
t loroughly systematic way. The congressional committees on agricult-
ure should be besieged by the botanists of this country to grant an appro-
priation for botanical exploration, to be under the direction of the already

appointed botanical agency, the Department of Agriculture. The herba-
riUm of that department should be enriched by the results of such ex-

ploration, until the North American flora is completely represented in

°ur national collection. Such a provision would not only enrich the
erbarium of the Department of Agriculture, but all of our larger herba-

«a, where North American plants are being critically studied. The good
ee'mg of American botanists is such that the possessions of one are the

«Otnmon property of all. Collector- should he sent to unknown «>r diffi-

t localities to work throughout the season ; local botanists in interesting
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regions should be employed to thoroughly explore their surroundings;

specialists should be sent during the summer to study certain problems.

In short, a few thousand dollars from an overflowing treasury could be

made to yield an ample return in our better knowledge of one of the

noblest and (in a public way) most neglected sciences.

OPEN LETTERS.

A Query.

Can any of the readers of the Gazette say whether the spores of
Mernlia grown in the United States germinate readily? Having made
several unsuccessful attempts last winter to grow the spores, I was in-
formed by Professor Pfeffer that it is difficult to germinate spores grown
in ttejrmany, and that all accounts hitherto published have been made
trom spores imported from Australia, It would be interesting to know
whether the same difficulty is met in the United States, and if so, what is
the cause. ^ 4* ^ . .. '

T ...

.

_ _ _ D. H. Campbell.
Tubingen, July, 1887.
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The colonial government of Cochin China lias conferred upon Dr.
Pierre a life pension of 6,000 francs, to provide for the uninterrupted
completion of his Forst-Flora of Cochin China.—Nat. Nov.

Dr. Edward R. von Janczewsky has been made Professor of Anat-
omy and Physiology of Plants in the University of Krakow.

Dr. J. C. Arthur has accepted the professorship of Botany in Purdue
University, pending the establishment of an experiment station at the
university. After Sept. 1 his address will be Lafayette, Indiana.

Dr. A. de Bary, of the Botanical Institute at Strasburg, has been
appointed Professor of Botany and Director of the Botanical Institute of
the University of Leipzig, to succeed Prof. A. Schenk, who retires.

The Bulletin of the Calif. Acad. Sci., vol. ii.,No. 6, has just been issued.
Of botanical interest it contains E. L. Greene's " Studies in the Botany of
California and Parts Adjacent—V.," already noticed on p. 316, vol. xi.

Dr. N. S. Townshend delivered an address before the Columbus
Horticultural Society at their meeting on May 28, on " Botany in the
olden time." The address is printed in the Journal of the society for May.

In the proceedings of the Newport Nat. Hist. Society, a lecture by
Prof. W. W. Bailey on the " Flora of Rhode Island" is published. It is
lull ot interest, and at the close makes a telling appeal for herbaria and
botanic gardens. /

In the American Naturalist for June R. C. Stearns describes and fig-
ures Araujia albens (a South American asclepiad) as a moth trap. The
moth is caught by its proboscis in searching for nectar, and the more it

pulls the tighter the grip, something on the principle of an old-fashioned
boot-jack.

Rev. Frances Wolle s new work on the " Fresh-water AJgsa of the
United States," which has just been issued, consists of two volumes, one of
plates and one of text. It is published by the author, and sold for ten
'lollars, which is less than half the price of Cooke's "British Fresh water
Algae, a similar but smaller book.

Ix irrs synopsis of Tillandsiese Mr. J. G. Baker hascomplet I the first

"ve genera, Sodiroa, numbering 3 species (1 new). Caraguata 12 species.

Bcmumbergeria 3 species, Gazmannia 5 species (1 new), and Catopeia 9
species (4 new). Tillandsia contains 11 sections, and 19 of its species are
'escribed in the July Journal tf Butanv.

t —^uras Wl uo pages ana 10 plates, uv. vasey is aumg u »b»u»wi-= >"'»
»n getting at the needs of various regions and disseminating knowledge
concerning the cidtivation of grasses and forage plants.

W. D. Hays' books on fungi seem to be arousing not only the indig-
nation but merriment of our English brethren. The following passage
irom a review in Gardener's Chronicle is a sample :

" As for the edible spe-
cies, perhaps the less said of them the better; possibly some of our very
remote, flat-headed, pal.-eolithic precursors might have been able (if their
jaws were powerful enough) to masticate woodv and leathery Polyporei.
accompanied by sheets of dry rot peeled from prostrate logs, with a dessert
01 8nivermg, cold and loathsome Tremellas."
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The sixth edition of Dietrich's Forst- Flora, "a description of the

most important trees and shrubs for the forester," has just been com-

pleted by the publication of the sixtieth lieferung. It forms two larg*

-quarto volumes, with 300 colored plates. Dr. von Thiimen, the editor,

is to be congratulated upon the completion of so valuable a work for

forestry interests.

The DrscovERY, at Kew, of a sensitive labellum in Masdevallia, an

Australian orchid, adds to the attractions of that already richly dowered

group of plants. An insect alighting on the labellum is lifted up at first

slowly, then suddenly as if with a click is caught in the box formed when

the lip is closed. In about twenty minutes the lip descends and is as

irritable as before.

Teachers who wish to demonstrate the presence of starch in vessels

will find that it occurs abundantly in the vessels of the leaf-stalks of

Plantago major, and also in several other species. Fischer finds the quan-

tity to vary from a few grains to sufficient to completely fill the vessel.

Schrenk finds starch abundant in the pitted vessels of the root stock of

Ari^tolochia Serpen taria.

Science has changed its form and price, the former for the sake of

the latter, which could be its only excuse. Having become attached to

*Ka nl^ ,1.Ann „,~ ^l _.-l r _ i i ,r:«_?iii.-ik*^« Timethe old dress
, we are not yet prepared to say that we like the new. Time

may prove that this was a wise step, and publishers understand their

needs better than any one else can, but to an outsider the change looks

like a step downward from a high plane.

Die naturlichen Pflaxzenfamiliest appears with most commend-
able rapidity, and the work continues of the same hish grade, both in

the matter of text and illustration. The eighth part, just at hand, con-

tinues the discussion of the Gymnospermoe, begun in the third and fourth

parte The Con i ferae are by Eichler, Engler and Prantl; Gnetace* by

iMchler; Angiospermse are also begun by Engler.
Mr Watson writes that Arabia petrsea is to be dropped from our

m. flora The Willoughby Mt. plant of the Manual is a true Sisyni-

m, b. humila nf MaiTai* r»™ A«:«4.;~ ~~~«:«~ t^ l +u*.niirrViniit. Briton

x Am. flora. „v«« me w uiougnoy ml plant ot trie Manual is h " «c ^'
onum, b. hunule of Meyer, an Asiatic species found throughout Br
wnmca from Anticosti to British Columbia and Alaska. The VenThe Vermont

iftA-r* •
AuwcuBii 10 criusn uolumbia and Alaska. x"» »^>"

ocality ia the only one known in the United States. On the other hand,
the Greenland Sisymbrium humifusum is an Arabis, and is found in

Labrador and on the west coast of Hudson's Bay.
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a paper in the July number of the American Nat
1/' throughout which he very curiously confound

The report of the department of botany, British Museum, for 1886,

shows 48,111 specimens mounted during the year. The most important
collection added was the herbarium of the mycologist C. E. Broome. It

consists of a collection of British and foreign fungi, comprising about
40,000 specimens, many of them types. From Edinburgh has been re-

ceived a collection of plants belonging to Archibald Menzies, who accom-
panied Vancouver round the world, and whose name is so familiar in our
western botany. Our own collectors are well represented among the pur-

chased specimens.

Jos. F. James has
uralist on "Milkweeds
the latex and the "sap" of these plants. On p. 608 he says: "Yet, not

every plant possesses a sap of such service as that of the milkweed. Serv-

ing as a vehicle for the conveyance of nourishment from the roots to th<

leaves, it carries with it at the same time such disagreeable properties

that it becomes a better protection to the plant. * * * There are a

great many plants which possess a milky sap, only not so well developed
as in the milkweed."

The last number of Drugs and Medicines o/N. A. (March) contains

the conclusion of the account of Lobelia syphilitica, L. cardinalis, Scro-

phularia nodosa, Lindera Benzoin, Diphylleia cymosa, Cercis Canadensis
and Erechthites hieracifolia. The usual excellence characterizes both text

and illustrations. An extensive foot-note gives a sketch of Dr. B. S. Bar-

ton, one of the early American botanists of note. It would seem that the

claims of a plant which is neither a commercial drug nor used in med-
icine to a place in this work were somewhat tenuous. This is the case

with three of the species listed above.

M. F. Crepin has published (Roy. Bot. Soc. Belgique) "Nouvelles re-

marques sur les Roses Am^ricaines," called out by Mr. \Y atson's " History

and Revision of the Roses of North America." M. Crepin gives directions

to collectors concerning collecting and observation, and then follows with

critical remarks upon the species as presented by Mr. Watson. The ob-

jecfcia to arouse additional investigation with regard to certain ~,>ccies.

RR. acicularis, Nutkana, minutifolia, Carolina, humilis, foholosa, setigera

and gymnocarpa are considered well-known and defined species. KK.
lucida and nitida need further observation. R. Mexicana is not pro-

nounced upon, as M. Crepin has not sufficient material ; while RR. Manila,

Arkansana, pisocarpa, Californica, Fendleri and Woodsn are said to be

questionable species.

R. W. Raymond's paper on " Indicative Plants/' read before the St.

Louis meeting of the Am. Inst, of Mining Engineers, has been distrib-

uted. Referring to the uses made of " signs " by practical miners, pros-

pectors, etc., who neglect nothing, for everything is equally important to

them, the author thinks that modern science has neglected them too

much. Viola calaminaria, the Westphalian " zinc-violet, is described

and figured ; also, Amorpha canescens, the " lead-plant. Dr. h .
btapn,jm

Berlin, also reports, since the presentation of the paper, that at oarcere*,

Spain, the native prospectors locate with surprising skill, in spite 01 sur-

face gravel, the underlying outcrops of phosphorite, by means o in

growth of Convolvulus althstoides. The author adds a fourth case irom

Montana, where a plant, regarded by experienced prospectors as ?« lo-
cation of silver ore in the soil, turns out to be Eriogonum ovaMolium,

which may be destined to be called th« " silver-plant.'
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J. M. Jaxse records1 a remarkable instance of mimetism in the flow-

ers of Maxillaria Lehmanni, from Central America. On the central re

gion of the labellum is a callosity which is covered by a fine yellow pow-
der, which bears an almost exact resemblance to a layer of detached

pollen-grains. The author suggests that they are taken for pollen-grains

by bees, which devour them eagerly for the large quantity of starch

which they contain. * * * The substance in question appears to be an

epidermal structure, consisting of the detached, nearly spheroidal, constit-

uent cells of moniliform hairs. Herr Janse believes that this is the first

instance recorded of the occurrence of starch in hairs.—Jour. Roy. Ml
Soc.

One of the most important recent announcements is that of the

publication of the " Annals of Botany.'' It is to be an occasional appear-

ance of original papers, well illustrated, on all subjects pertaining to bo-

tanical science. The form will resemble that of the Quarterly Journal oj

Microscopical Science, and the fact that it is to be published by the Oxford
University Press is a guarantee of fine typographical work. The editor*

are Prof. Bayley Balfour (Oxford), Dr. Vines (Cambridge) and Dr.Farlow
(Harvard). The most prominent botanists in Britain have promised
their support, as well as Dr. Gray and Dr. Farlow in this country. It will

appear in parts, and the price for each volume will be one guinea.

The report of the department of agriculture of the University of

l Minnesota, a single volume covering a period of several years and recently
issued, contains two papers by J. C. Arthur on the supposed poisonous

i

' "teotrichia pisum (at first called Rivularia fluitans), being the re-

sult of observations made in 1882 and 1884. The first of these papers has
been already noticed in this journal (vol. viii., p. 266). They deal with
tne appearance and geographical distribution of the alga, and especially
with its supposed poisonous qualities when swallowed by cattle. Prof. M.
stalker, btate Veterinarian of Iowa, also makes a report on the latter m-

fTCi! i

both observers conclude that the facts do not sustain the view
tnat the alga is detrimental to the life or health of animals.

'
x.,

-

P
»
0F

'
Th<

?
s

- C - Porter has issued " A List of the Carices of Pennsyl-

ITu't
a re

P
nnt from Proc - Philad - A^aA The authority of the list.

Snnt « »iwu
name <>f a well-known botanist, is attested in the first sen-

i-nTifJu .

the sPen,e« of Carex contained in this list arc represent

Tiami
her
T'n

im ?f Lafayette College by specimens from all the countu

SS3

1

*e single exception of C.'Torrevi." If all our catalogue

thPvL
Up

°P Ti a substantial basis they would mean much more than

of hi«Wh i

°rter has lonS had Pennsylvania botany within the reach

A XJn&; m no
.8rouP has he taken greater interest than in Carices.

lowed h! -IT
,s,PuttlI,K the name of the count v first in small caps, fol

collector
7
fn
art

;
c

1

u,ar sj?tions in ordinary print, and then the name of the

varieties.
The Ust comPri^ 122 numbers, 98 species and 24

mainT^hVh!n»
f°rfchep

/esent and for practical purposes a lichen re-

thTa 1 chen ;« °[
1

not
-
^e evidence seems to be d-iilv growing stronger

Bonnier h£ n,J
0tlTg buta funSus and an al8a in a symbiotic relation.

SiS afmL v,°

nly 8UC(
i

eeded in obtaining by artificial culture in«

Soai1n.f«Srt
ere

? rlklevel, 'P^ 1 thallus in Several species Ctag*
^OMMdsax^olous lichens, but lately has carried these artificial lichens

'He*• Dentach. Bot. Gesell., ivm V]K m~*>
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to fructification in several cases. The most successful experiments were
conducted at high altitudes in the Alps and Pyrenees. Heretofore one of
the chief objections to the cultures of Bonnet, Stahl and others has been
that they used gonidia and fungus hypbse. But in the successful experi-
ments of Bonnier the alga used was a Protococcus or Pleurococcus, while
those in which gonidia were used under the same conditions failed.

Mr. R. A. Kolfe, in Gardener's Chronicle (June 11), describes a bi-

generic hybrid between Colax (Lycaste) jugosus as male and Zygopetalum
crinitum as female. He gives it a new generic name, compounding the
two parent names and calling it Zygocolax. He does not pretend to rank
it with natural genera, but considers these hybrids as artificial produc-
tions and to be treated accordingly. It is questionable whether they
should be dignified with new generic names of any kind, as botanists
have not yet grown out of the notion that crossing genera should not be
considered distinct. It is still an open question how far the skillful ma-
nipulation of cultivators should affect the definition of natural genera.
The same writer, in a paper before the Linnean Society on " Bigeneric
Orchid Hybrids," presents the following conclusions with regard to orchid
hybrids: (1) Hybridization may take place, not only between distinct

species, but also between distinct*genera,or between plants so structurally
different as to be usually regarded as such; (2) these hybrids are gener-
ally of artificial origin, or accidentally produced, and can not be treated
in the scheme of classification either as varieties, species or genera; (3)
the possibility of hybridization taking place between species hitherto
considered as distinct does not necessarily prove them to be merely forms
of the same species ; (4) the occurrence of a hybrid between two struct-

urally different genera does not prove the necessity of uniting them in

one, nor can such hybrids be arbitrarily referred to either of the parent
genera; (5) species and genera will always have to be dealt with in the

scheme of classification according to their structural peculiarities and
differences, without reference to the possibility of hybridization taking
place between them.

The tardy development of the ovules of the Orchidaceae has long
been known. Recent studies of Guignard1 among plants of this order
add to the number and throw much additional light on the subject. 8u
slow is the development of the ovules that in some cases six months
elapses between pollination and fecundation. Orchids of temperate el 1

-vlwr^o wtwwn pouination and iecunuauon. v/ruiuuo ui i*?«*jw«~ v..

mates, however, are quicker, the time varying from one to four weeks. I

this because they are more likely to be exposed to untoward influence
than those of the equable tropics ? The orchids are not - 1— hnwAVM
m this respect. Maury2 has recently found that several
bascum have rudimentary ovules at the time of polling

plants are already known. Probably when the subject 1

than those of the equable tropics ? The orchitis are not alone, however,
m this respect. Maury2 has recently found that several species of V er-

hflsonv.! L.«. _..j: *— — !-_ _* a. *.- f ~.->u;nation, and other

, „UJ ttlIV, nil . *„«•«, „.«,.* «~ —,~- has been further

investigated the list will be greatly increased. It would appear from
van Tieghem's and Guignard * researches that the development of the

ovule is a sort of hypertrophy resulting from the formation of an (
;xce^

of nourishment. It is well known that the pollen tubes live m the ti 8

of the pistil in a parasitic fashion, and if thev develop in their growth I

lerment, as certain fungus parasites do, there is no reason why hyper-
trophy should not be the result in the one case as it so commonly is in

the other. Here is an interesting field for some American botanist to

work, respecting our native plants.

'Ann. Sri. Nat. (Bot.), iv, 202.
Bull. Soc. Bot. France, viii, B29. Fide J. R. -V. S
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Dr. Asa Gray has been triply honored abroad this year during the

season of degrees. Not that any titles could add to the wealth of his

fame, but they are very pleasant acknowldgements of his great services-

to the science of botany. The degrees come from Cambridge, Oxford

and Edinburgh. The D. C. L. of Oxford was accompanied by the follow-

ing summary of his personal characteristics: Moribus saavissimis verita-

tisque semper quam famm proprim studiosior. The LL. D. of Cambridge
came with the epithet Florae, saeerdos ibnembilis, and the following address-

by Dr. Sandys (we clip a translation from the Independent) : "And now
we are glad to come to the Harvard Professor of Natural History, facile

princeps of transatlantic botanists. Within the period of fifty years how
many books has he written about his fairest science, how rich in learning,

how admirable in style! How many times has he crossed the ocean that

he might more carefully study European herbaria, and better know the

leading men in his own department 1 In examining, reviewing, and

sometimes gracefully correcting, the labors of others,, what a shrewd, hon-

est and urbane critic has he proved himself to be! How cheerfully,

many years ago, among his own western countrymen, was he the first of

all to greet the rising sun of our own great Darwin, believing his theory

of the origin of various forms of life demanded some First Cause, and
was in harmony with a faith in a Deity who has created and governs all

things
! God grant that it may be allowed to such a man at length to

carry to a happy completion that great work which he long ago began,

of more accurately describing the flora of North America. Meanwhile,
this man who has so long adorned his fair science by his labors and his

lite, even unto a hoary age, ' bearing,' as our poet says, ' the white blos-

som of a blameless life,' him, I say, we gladly crown, at least with these

flowerets of praise, with this corolla of honor [his saltern laudis Jioscuhs,

hoc saltern honoris corolla, libenter coronamus]. For many, many years may
Asa Gray, the venerable priest of Flora, render more illustrious this

academic crown!" To no one has the degree ever come more worthily.
May the prayer for added years be answered t It finds an echo in every
American botanist's heart.
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.Ecidium on Juniperus Virginiaiia. 1

W. G FARLOW.

During a visit to Bermuda in the winter of 1881 I exam-
ined the cedars, Junifcrus Bermudiana L., which every-
where abound, in order to ascertain whether they were in-
fested by peculiar species of Gymnosporangium. I was
unsuccessful in my search and, as far as could be seen with
the naked eye, the cedars were free from any species of
Uredinea^. The twigs of some trees growing near Paynter
Vale on Castle Harbor, however, bore roundish galls at-
tached on one side to the twigs which resembled the distor-
tions caused by Gym. globosum on J. Virginians in the
United States. It was only after an examination with a hand
lens that insignificant spots were detected which, seen in sec-
tion under a higher power, were found to be due to the
presence of an aecidium. My specimens were collected in
February and, at that date, the peridia hardly protruded
beyond the surface of the galls, and in some cases had not
opened at all. I hastily assumed that better material could
be obtained later in the season and, at my request, Dr. Wal-
ter Faxon, who subsequently visited Bermuda in mid-sum-
mer, kindly sent me galls collected in July. Contrary to my
expectation the fungus was not in so good a condition as in
the material collected in February, and a re-examination of
my own specimens convinced me that the aecidium on them
was past its prime in spite of the fact that a few peridia were
n°t open.

In the spring of the present year I received from Mr. F.

£• Earle some twigs of J. Virginians collected at Ocean
wove, Miss., in January, on which were galls not more than
quarter of an inch in diameter, not more than half the size
oi those on J. Bermudiana and fresher, with the color of
mahogany. If the galls on J. Bermudiana looked like old
galls of Gym. globosum of several years' standing, those on
J- virginiana looked quite as much Tike the young first-year'a

^Us of the same species. The specimens collected by Mr.
arle had secidia essentially the same as those that I have

l0und in Bermuda but in better condition for study, so that it

1Read at the meeting of the A. A. A. S., in New York, August 15, 1887.
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is probable that the fungus which I consider to be the same

in both cases is in perfection in December and January.

Compared with other Uredinea? which grow on Coniferae, the

ascidium in question, apart from the galls which indicate its

presence, is decidedly less conspicuous, and an excellent ob-

server of plants, Mr. Wm. Peniston, who lives close to the

affected trees at Paynter Vale, assured me that he had never

noticed any yellow or brown fungi on the galls.

The occurrence of an aecidium on Juniperi, which produces

distortions resembling those of a Gymnosporangium, has not

hitherto been suspected and, as no similar form is known to

me, the species may be described as follows :

^Ecidium Bermudianum n. sp.—Gall perennial, globose

or subreniform, when young often distinctly lobed, surface

at first mahogany-colored becoming darker with a honey-

combed surface, 1-4 inch in diameter. ^Ecidia'minute, about

.20 mm. broad, .20-.25 mm. high when mature. Peridiaj

cells oval or elliptic, .038X.05 mm. average, surface covered

with sinuous slightly raised ridges. Spores brownish, usually

polygonal in outline, rarely spherical, .019-.023 mm. in

diam., surface smooth or only very slightly roughened.

<

On the smaller branches of Junipcrus Bcrmudiana and ?•

Viroiniana. Winter. Bermuda (Fartow). Mississippi^"^"
Whether this secidium is connected with any Gymno-

sporangium is very doubtful. No species of that genus is yet

known in Bermuda and the tecidia of the Gymnosporangia
of the Southern United States, as determined by the cult-

ures of Thaxter and others, are supposed to be well known

Roestelia- growing on Pomea* with the exception of Gym.

globosum, a species in which cultures have given only nega

tive results as yet. There are two facts, however,
would lead us to hesitate before thinking that there is a con-

nection between ^Ec. Bermudianum and Gym. globosum.

1 he latter species is very common in the Northern States 01

J. Virginiana, while JEc. Bermudianum is known only neai

the sea in the extreme South. Furthermore, in the cases

which have been carefully studied, the 'Gymnosporang a

occur in the spring and the secidia forms come later m u

season. ^Ec Bermudianum, on the contrary, develops in

imd-winter just before the appearance of the Gymnosporang

'

in the Southern States, and if we believe that the two forms

are connected, we must recognize an interval of at leas

seven months between the disappearance of the teleutospo£
form and the apearance of the acidial form. It is more pr°D

\\rhich
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1

able that the present jecidium has no connection with our
known Gymnosporangia, and that its other stages may verv
likely be traced to other Uredinea± which inhabit warmer
regions near the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic. The re-
semblance of the galls in the two fungi is certainly curious.

The relation of ^Ec. Bermudianum to the Rcestelia? al-
ready known in the United States is not very close. A
differential diagnosis is hardly necessary, for the characters
above will be recognized as sufficiently marked by those who
study this group of plants. The species which in -the micro-
scopic characters of the spores and peridial cells comes
nearest to the present species is R. lacerata Cooke, which
grows on Crataegus in the Southern States. In the dis-
tortions produced, the absence of ridges on the peridial cell,
and several other respects, the differences between the two
are decided. It is to be hoped that observers in the field will
gather more information about this curious fungus.

Insect relations of certain Asclepiads. I.

CHARLES ROBERTSON.

(with PLATE XII.)

Asclei'ias verticillata.—The gynostegium is very
small, the anther wings measuring about one and two-
nttns millimetres. It fastens the corpuscula almost exclu-
sively upon the hairs of the legs of insects ; and, in this

\vu-
eCt

' snows a strong contrast even with A. incarnata.
While the corpuscula of the latter are sometimes found on
the tips of the claws of the largest visitors, Bombus and
ophex, those of this plant are rarely found even on the claws
ot the smallest, Ceratina dupla, HaHctus, and Cerceris com-
pacta (?). Of ninety-two specimens bearing corpuscula,
eighty-eight have them on hairs alone, and four on the hairs
anc

!
claws. That is, one specimen in twenty-three has them

0n its claws, while about one in three of those bearing cor-
puscula of A. incarnata has them on its claws. As the wings
'nerease in size in the three following species, corpuscula are
Attached more frequently to the claws and less often to the
Jairs. Eight specimens show pollinia on their tongues.
here is quite a contrast between this species and A. incar-
ata, m respect to the formation of combinations of corpus-
u,a

- A. verticillata does not form them so readily ; and, in
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ness

fact, does not need to, as it is better adapted to fix its cor-

puscula directly upon the insect. On account of the short-

of the hoods, the position of the corpuscula on the legs

of insects depends on how much the length of the legs ex-

ceeds that of the slits. The feet of the smallest visitors reach

below the angles of the wings, and corpuscula are found on

Large insects, bumble-bees, have pollinia on

I have found
their tarsi.

hairs from the claws to the middle of the tibiae.

no dead insects on the flowers.

Associated with a gynostegium of the character indicated

above we find hoods which are very broad and shallow,

A
They open considerably below the level of the style-table,

and their tips are turned outward, (fig. i.)

Compared with A. incarnata, this species shows a marked

increase in insects of small size and short tongues, Halictus,

nerus »

and fewer long tongues. If it had been observed to the same

extent and under as favorable conditions, it would show many

more species of Hymenoptera. As the hoods increase in

depth from this through A. incarnata, Cornuti, and Suln-

vantii, long tongued bees increase in number of individuals,

while the number of species of Hymenoptera decreases. 1 he

number of species of butterflies in the table is quite mislead-

The most common were small ones, which seldoming.

remove pollinia of any Asclepias, the large species bein^

represented by only one or two individuals of each.
In color, accessibilitv of nectar, and, consequently, in

the general character of its insect visitors, A. verticillata

shows more resemblance to certain Umbelli ferae than to tne

other species referred to in this paper.
Observations were made in a patch about fifteen feet long

and four feet wide, on ten days, between
August 2 1

.

20 an

With pollinia

Without pollinia
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Asclepias incarnata.—The small anther wings are

adapted to fasten the corpuscula upon the legs of large

insects from the claws to the middle of the tibia?, and on the

claws and tarsal hairs of the small ones ; but they catch the

hairs much more frequently. Of 153 specimens bearing cor-

puscula, 103 have them on the hairs alone, 42 have them on
the hairs and claws, and 8 on the claws alone ; or, 145 have
pollinia on the hairs, and 50 have them on the claws. That
is, about one-third of the specimens bearing pollinia have
the corpuscula attached to their claws. T^hese processes are

not so easily caught, because they are so large. Corpuscula
are sometimes found on the tongues also, as I have found
in 29 out of 156 specimens, 3 of these bearing them on the

tongues alone. Combinations of corpuscula are formed

A. verticillata. Sometimes a

This occurs only when
much more readily than in

-dead insect is found on the flowers.
all or most of the feet are entangled simultaneously, so as to

render the insect absolutely helpless. I have found Pelo-

pceus cementarius and a Colletes killed in this way. As the

flowers become larger, in the next two species, insects are

killed more frequently.
The hoods are comparatively broad and shallow, and

their tips do not project beyond the anthers. The visitors

are more miscellaneous than those of the other species we
have to consider.

The most abundant insects observed by me on the flowers

were bumble-bees, especially Bombus separates, wasps

(Sphex and Tachytes) and butterflies (Papilio and Danais).

Notes were made in a patch covering two or three acres, on

twenty-one days, between July 22 and August 21.

E c-

With pollinia I 38

Without pollinia

9E
,• a?

P5

P.

O

S

5

15

1

3

4

as

3

3

1 60

1 19

1 / 6 2 < 9

than

cula

The

XBPIAS Cormti.— The anthers are much larger

in the preceding, and, as a consequence, the corpus-

are fastened to the claws of insects more frequently,

tarsal hairs are not readily caught unless they ate
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long. However, corpuscula are found more frequently on

the pulvilli and on the hairs near the claws than on the

claws. Even when small and short-legged insects succeed

in extracting pollinia and inserting them into the stigmatic

chambers they have great difficulty in breaking the retina-

cula, and often lose their lives in consequence. Hive-bees

are frequently killed when most of their feet are entangled.

On June 24 I picked thirty dead hive-bees from the flowers.

I have also found five species of flies and four species of

moths killed on the flowers.

The hoods, altliough hardly longer than the anthers, are

comparatively broad and deep, favoring long-tongued bees r

which are the most abundant visitors.

As butterflies have been found on the preceding plants,

they would be expected to occur on A. Cornuti. H. Mullet*

gives a list of thirty-one species of insects observed on the

flowers in Europe. 2 No butterflies are mentioned, but three

species of Lepidoptera of other families, on which pollinia

were not found. In Illinois I caught seventeen species on

the flowers, six of these showing pollinia.
Notes were made on twenty-two days, between June 21

and July 22.

H

i

M

10

7

Butterflies.

g s
Diptera.

Coleop-

:

tera.

o3

3

1

4

With pollinia 6

11

1

1

5

1

7

8

15

1

4

5

Without pollinia

17 17 6

28

36

64

than
Asclkpias Sullivantii.—The anther wings are large

and strong, the slits being fully one millimetre longer
3

in A. Cornuti. At the angles^ the wings diverge strong^
so as to catch the divergent claws ; and this is the onIv

Asclepiad I have observed which fastens its corpuscula
upon the claws more frequently than upon the other pio-

cesses. The few small insects which occur on the flower/

rarely get their claws caught, and,when they do, rarelyescap

itv rTT ~~i
~~~~rt^but d<*»

an*

e.

not menUon1^
e" f^'d ^ad hive-bees °? »me Asclepias, probably Corn

n

»«' *w. i ?•
See Aner

- NatWlit, iii, dsS.

"«SffiBSSwiJ5?SK *»> m ' als°, "Befruchtnn* der Blumen.

3 See Botanical Gazette, Vi. plate vii!.

••
:
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The great number of hive-bees killed on the flowers of
this plant and of A. Cornuti, besides being a matter of curi-
osity, and, indeed, of economic importance, is interesting in
the study of the insect relations of the different species.
Dead hive-bees are found on the flowers of A. Sullivantii
much more frequently than on A. Cornuti. From the flowers
of a patch which bore fifty-two follicles, I picked 147 dead
hive-bees, from which it seems that the flowers are bet-
ter adapted to kill hive-bees than to produce fruit through
their aid. On seventeen days between July 2 and 27, 1885,
I visited a patch to collect the insect visitors, and picked 671
from the flowers. I have often found four, and, in one case,
seven dead bees on a single umbel. The intervals between
my visit were such that many bees must have escaped my
counting by being blown off by the wind, carried away by
insects, or by falling with the flowers.

Most of the bees observed on the plants were trying to

escape from the flowers. Of those which escape, many leave
some of their tarsi between the anther wings, and must often
die in consequence. These broken tarsi interfere with the
insertion of the pollinia, and stop the claws in their passage
through the slits. Many bees which might escape are killed
by rain, for I have observed a marked increase in the num-
ber of dead bees on days following showers. Many fall a
prey to predaceous insects. I have seen them, while still

alive, attacked by ants, spiders and Podisus spinosus. I

believe the Podisus frequents the flowers to prey upon the
insects thus entangled.

There are two ways in which the flowers may bring dis-

aster to hive-bees. It is common to find corpuscula, with
their pollinia, fixed to some part of the tongue, and these
bodies may interfere with the insertion of the tongue into

narrow nectaries. Then, the corpuscula cover the claws so
that the feet slip, and pollination is sometimes facilitated in

this way. If the bee escape from the flowers with its tarsi.

lls trouble is not over, for it may lose its life on account of
the claws being blunted bv the corpuscula. 4

Besides hive-bees, species of Megachile, Halictus, Astata,

^ucilia, 5
Trichius, Pamphila, and Scepsis were found dead

°n the flowers.

thus ffft
R Ylck(ord > A «*- yatamlist. ii, 665. J. Kirkpatrick says : " When the claws are

pe ]JLtere\ the bee "an not climb upon the combs nor collect honey an«i"«»° «
emonvM ™ lheh1ve a»d must die. The unfettered bees tumble them out with little cer

Til
-vo<-, iii, 109. now

Will i!i
.

DiPtera mentioned in this paper were kindly determined for me by Dr. S. w.
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The large obovate hoods project half their length beyond

the anthers, which increases their depth, and makes small

insects less likely to become entangled. The structure of

the hoods and the great difficulty smaller insects have in

effecting pollination convince me that bumble-bees have had

most influence in modifying the flowers, and they are the

most common visitors except hive-bees.

It is to be remembered that hive-bees do not belong to

our fauna, so that an adaptation to these flowers was not to be

expected. By their great abundance, their constant efforts

to escape, with the fact that their dead bodies occupy the

flowers and give forth a disagreeable odor, they have pro-

duced a well marked disturbance of the insect relations of

this plant.
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ASCLEPIAS TUBEROSA. The anther wings are very del-

icate, as in A. verticillata, and are adapted to catch the

tarsal hairs,

bees, Coelioxj

^. verticillata, and are adapted to catch the

Of man)- specimens bearing pollinia, two small

•s and Augochlora, are the only ones with cor-

iect

puscula on their claws.
The hoods are long and narrow, and their tips projec!

tar beyond the anthers, so that the nectar is only readil}

accessible to long and thin tongues.
I he long tips also hold the bodies of insects so far above

the angles of the wings, that only those with long legs easih

remove the pollinia. The bright orange-red color of theremove the pollinia. The bright orange-red color of the

flowers and the structure of the hoods suggest adaptation to

butterflies, and the small anther wings seem to be especially

suited to thpm tu„ -i _r >_ _ • „ nr^ rathei
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Notes were made on a few scattered plants on eighteen

days between June 23 and August 17. This is the only spe-

cies on which no bumble-bee was seen. By far the most

abundant visitors are the butterflies.

o
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X
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Asclepias purpurascens.—The anther wings catch the

hairs of the tarsi in all of the cases observed.

The hoods of the reddish purple flowers are long and

narrow, their tips being much longer than the anthers (tig.

2). In the back of the hood is a process which projects in-

ward to meet the broad horn, and thus completes the parti-

tion between the very narrow honev receptacles.

In my neighborhood A. purpurascens blooms first, when

bumble-bee workers and SphegicUv are least abundant, and

shows a greater preponderance of butterflies than in A.tube-

rosa.

I watched a few plants on seven days between June 2

and 1

With pollinia

Without pollinia
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Asclepias in general.
the intervals between them are narrow.

The hoods are broad so that

In order that the

legs of insects may be readily caught between them, they

Project strongly throughout and are open at the summit.
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The open mouths are also of advantage in making the flow-

ers more conspicuous, but are to some extent a disadvantage,
since they make the nectar more accessible to many insects

which are useless. The horn partly offsets this disadvantage.
But for its presence small insects could crawl bodily into the

hoods of the larger flowers. The horn has also the effect of

making the nectar more or less double, notably in A. pur-

purascens
; and I have observed in A. Cornuti and Sullivantii

that bumble-bees insert their tongues regularly on each side

of it.

Since a small gynostegium can catch more processes on
an insect's leg, and so can fasten more corpuscula directly

upon the insect, the habit of forming combinations of corpus-
cula'"' is less important to flowers having it. I have found no
combinations of corpuscula of A. tuberosa, and few small
ones of verticillata. (i) One advantage of their formation,
and a ready explanation of their frequency in certain species,
as A. incarnata, is to be found in the fact that the broken
retinacula are often more easily caught by the wings than
the hairs. Often the hairs are so short that they do not easily
enter the slits

; but when a corpusculum comes to be fastened
to one of them advantage is taken of the circumstance, and
a large combination is attached to its retinacula. For exam-
ple, a specimen of Apathus elatus has six corpuscula on its

tongue, all in one combination, illustrating the fact that it is

otten easier for A. incarnata to fasten a combination to a hair
tnat is once caught than to catch another of the same length.

(2) L,ong combinations are sometimes guided by the hoods
over the angles of the wings, when the leg bearing them is

no so gU]ded (A> incarnata)i j haye ge^n }linia of A.
Sullivantii near the end of a combination drawn into the
sugmatic chamber when the foot of the bee did not reach
aown to the angle. (3) After a corpusculum is fastened to

^u^!!
V
c -

e Process the carrying 'capacity of the leg is

flowir
'?

6ly increased
- This is so important in the large

deX /
PeCle

,

S that l do not bel*eve they could have been

flouir
P r^!

1 this habit had become fixed in the smaller

binS i
n ^e Pulvillus of a hive-bee's foot I found a corn-S r°l
eigl

\
teen c<>rpuscula of A. Cornuti. But for the

the,7 ™ etlnacula, it would have required every foot to earn'

room for
rP
H
SC

u
la

'
and then no n™ ones could have found

ioom lor attachment.

Vol! n,
r

p i

3 of these combinations, see ( orry's paper, Trans. Linn. Soc. Scr. 2,
BoU
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The frequent occurrence of these combinations spoils the
theory that the corpuscula enter the stigmatic chamber.
That view can neither explain how they are formed nor how
they escape destruction.

While in ordinary flowers an insect may be a useful vis-

itor if it can reach the nectar, in Asclepias many other con-
ditions influence the insect relations. (1) Of visitors whose
tongues are suited to the nectaries, many are useless, because
they do not light upon -the flowers (Sphingida?, yEgeriacke
and Trochilus). 7

(2) Others because their legs are not long
enough to extract pollinia. Megachile is common on A.
tuberosa, but never, so far as observed, carries pollinia.. (3)
Others have legs long enough, but rest their feet so lighth

on the flowers that they seldom effect pollination; e. g.,

Diptera and small butterflies. (4) Still others are not strong
enough to free their claws from the slits and break the reti-

nacula
; in all, seventeen species were found to be killed on

this account.
The table shows the number of species visiting the flow-

ers, with the disposition of the corpuscula on them. 8

Corpuscula on hairs, claws and tongue

" hairs and claws
11

hairs and tongue

" hairs alone

11 claws alone

" tongue alone

none
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quent
The most striking peculiarity of Hymenoptera is the fre-

nt occurrence of pollinia on their' tongues. Of twenty-

eight species with pollinia in that situation, twenty are Hy-
menoptera. Bembex which resembles certain Syrphidae in

T The ruby-throated hummingbird visits A. inoarnata, Sullivniihi and purpurasccns,

" In the table the pulvilli are included undt-r " hairs."
* Packard, "Guide to Study of Insects," 164.
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colors and manner of flight, also imitates them in resting

lightly on the flowers and extracts pollinia less frequently

than any wasp I have seen.

Explanation of Plate XII.—Fig. 1, Gynostegium of Asclepias verticil-

iata L., with one hood removed. Fig. 2, Same, of Asclepias purpurascens L.

Fig. 3, Gynostegium of Acerates longifolia EH. Fig74, Sketch of Bombus
<rutetlarix Cress., with polliniaof Acerates longifolia. Fig. 5, Sketch of face

of Cereeris bicormita Guer., with pollinia of Acerates longifolia. Fig. 6, Pol-

linia of Acerates riridiflora Ell.; one in stigmatic chamber with tubes emitted.

Fig. 7, Corplisculum of same, ''spiked " and displaced by caudicle of inserted

pollinium.

The "Curl" of Peach Leaves: a studv of the abnormal structure

induced by Exoascus deformans. i

ETTA L. KXOWLES.
»

(with PLATE XIII.)

The fungus which causes the disease of peach leaves,
known as "the curl," appears very soon after the leaf un-
folds. The following observations were made from alcoholic
material gathered May 30, and June 8, 1887. The fungus
continued to make its appearance on growing leaves up to

1 f VfT
B a uas,s or comparison with that of the disease"

leal. I he drawings were all made with the camera. Fig-

1

represent* a cross section of a healthy peach leaf, a being the
upper and b the lower surface. The epidermis consists of a
jingle layer of cells, the outer walls of which are covered
with a very thin, delicate cuticle. The epidermal cells of the
U\o surfaces differ considerably in shape and size, as shown
in the figure Next to the epidermal layer of the lower sur-

O K
m ich are round masses of

un the under surface are numerous stomata

•Contributions from the Botanical Laboratory of the University of Mic^U^
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epidermal surfaces are smooth, without appendages of any

kind. As the fibro-vascular bundles are little affected in

the diseased leaf it is not thought necessary to describe their

structure.

The fungus was found to be fully matured at the first date

of gathering. It makes its appearance very early in the de-

velopment of the leaf, and in most cases seems to start some-

where in the upper half, as a small puff or swelling in the

tissue. This spreads until in many cases it affects nearly the

whole leaf. The fungus stimulates the growth of the paren-

chyma, giving rise to cell-division and thus to a greatly in-

creased area of the surface. Fig. 2 shows two cells, a and b y

in process of division. Attention was called to them by the

fact that they were full of protoplasm while the surrounding

cells were empty or nearly so. At first glance each looked

like a single cell, but on focusing a septum was very plain.

The fibro-vascular bundles or veins are acted upon to some

extent but do not keep pace with the increased growth of the

parenchymatous portion, hence they act as threads on which

the other part of the leaf is " gathered," forming the puffs or

folds already described. In many cases the leaf is nearly or

quite doubled in width and is greatly increased in thickness.

The color is a grayish-white when the fungus is mature.

Soon after the mature state is reached the leaf becomes

shriveled up, turns dark brown and drops off. In the latter

part of June the leaves that were infected turned red or

orange, looking like leaves in autumn. Taking a cross sec-

tion of the abnormal leaf the structure was found to be very

much altered, as may be seen in tig. 3, in which a is the

upper and b the lower surface, corresponding to a and b in

fig. 1. The epidermal cells have changed in form and then-

walls are much thicker. The long, narrow palisade cells

have swollen and divided until they have the appearance

shown in the figure at c. The intercellular spaces have dis-

appeared and the cells are nearly or quite empty. The lower

part of the leaf is not so much changed, the mycelium being

most abundant in the upper portion. The fruiting portion ot

the fungus is not found on the lower surface of the leaf at all.

Winter's statement 2 that the asci break through the lower

side of the leaf does not hold good for the peach. 1 aking

thin sections of the normal leaf, parallel to the surface, the

epidermal cells were found to be as represented in hg. 4,

-Kryptogamen-Flora, Ascomycetes, p. 6.
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thin-walled, acutely-angled, polygonal cells. Upon exam-
ining a corresponding section taken from an abnormal leal

the change which had taken place was found to be as shown
in fig. 5. The acute angles had disappeared in a great
measure and the cell walls were much thicker.

The mycelium of the fungus, Exoascus deformans, which
causes these changes, is septate, variable in thickness,
branches irregularly, runs between the cells, and is filled

with granular protoplasm in which there is considerable oil.

No haustoria were observed. There was some difficulty in

finding mycelium running to the surface, but after numerous
sections, various cases were observed in which it was seen to

pass directly through the epidermal cells, as shown in figs. 6
and 7, or between them as represented in fig. 8. Fig. 8 also

shows where mycelium has passed to the surface, and there
run for some distance under the cuticle. The same thing
was noticed in several sections not figured. I laving thus
penetrated the cells of the epidermis, the mycelium forms
numerous branches, the ends of which enlarge, and after be-
ing separated by a septum, form the asci with spores repre-
sented in tig. 9. As they grow they push up the cuticle and
finally break through it. The protoplasm contained in the
asci rounds off into spores, six or seven usually being found
and in some cases eight in each ascus.

lo sum up briefly the action of the fungus on the leaf:
I. A marked increase in width and thickness accompa-

nied by great distortion.

.
2. Great multiplication of cells, particularly of the pal-

Son and immediately adjacent parenchyma, by cell

^J'
™ckeninS ol'the cell walls and disappearance of the

intercellular spaces.
VY

m\l\\
Dimil

?
lltion of cell contents which often are almost or

wnolly wanting.

"PPef MhewSK
a
,°*

f

PLATE *ni.~*to 1, Cross section of a healthy leal, -'.the

ofX'uptVsX^of"' " Palisad^ sPon^ Parenchyma. Fig. 2, Two sections

section off hipha K/? p
00"" 1 eaf

'
a

>
h ceI,s in Pr°cess °f division, t c«*

in different or™' „ * ' H°f sectlon of an abnormal leaf showing mycelium

Fig. 4, Sec ion o^hp^^ * S** SUrface
>
c Palisatle >
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Ail excursion to the Platte.

HARVEY THOMSON.

I have thought an account of a botanical excursion to the

Platte river region ofCentral and Western Nebraska might be
of interest to botanists. I had been planning for some time

to make a trip from Hastings to the Platte valley, but failed

to make arrangements to go until May 21. The excursion

was preceded by a preliminary trip May 14 for the purpose
of selecting good botanizing grounds ; also, another hasty

trip was made to a point some three miles further up the

river May 24. In all, points extending some four or five

miles along the river were visited, and the list of plants may
include some found in each or all of the trips.

Sixteen of us started early in the morning of May 21 for

a fifteen-mile drive over the prairie to the valley. Keeping
directly north along the railroad toward Grand Island,

where the land was cultivated, nothing of interest was found,

except the occasional appearance of Taraxacum officinale

about dwellings. This plant, so common everywhere in the

East, was never seen here until within the last two or three

years, but from its present growth it promises to become
quite a pest to farmers. Six miles north of Hastings we
turned to the west, and, going some five miles, found the

open, uncultivated prairie, and the typical flora growing
upon a sod which had never been disturbed by man, the onlj

sig

the
_

times these were built of sod or were the much talked of

" dug-outs." The first settlers in this country took

"claims" down in the river valley, thinking this to be the

best land, and when railroads were built the second group
of settlers felt that they must be within, hearing distance of

the cars or they were entirely out of the pale of civilization :

so that it is still possible to find within a few miles of a city

of twelve thousand inhabitants soil owned by speculators

which is still covered by the virgin sod. Out upon this

prairie we found Viola delphinifolia and Callirrhoe alcaldes.

Heretofore C. involucrata has been most abundant here, and

has received the name of "Platte Volley rose" from the

people living along the Platte. This year I have been unable

to find a single specimen, and there has been but one brought

in by my students, while C. alcaldes is abundant everywhere.

n of civilization being a slightly broken wagon road across

prairie, and at long intervals a small farm-house. Some-
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Oxalis violacea, with its purple flowers, almost covered

the ground in places on the prairie. Last year O. cornicu-

lata outnumbered O. violacea, while this year it is very

scarce, as I have only seen a very few specimens. There

were also found in great abundance Amorpha canescens

(just beginning to bud nicely), Astragalus caryocarpus,

Oxytropis Lamberti, Antennaria plantaginifolia (mostly in

fruit), Senecio aureus var. Balsamitae, and Troximon cuspi-

datum. Astragalus caryocarpus, with its large, nut-shaped

fruit, grows everywhere over the prairies. Its flowers van-

in color from dark purple to almost white, not one in twenty

of which could be termed "violet." The people call the

fruit " buffalo bean," and its great size and beauty is a thing

of which they like to boast. Among the rarer plants seen

on the prairie were Malvastrum coccineum, Rhus Toxico-

dendron, Lathyrus polymorphic, Oenothera serrulata, Gaura

coccinea, Pentstemon albidus,and Sisyrinchium mucronatum.
Lathyrus polymorphic, I believe, has not been reported as

being found this far north, at least in the " Flora of the Rocky
Mountains," but I have seen it several times in favorable

localities.

After some time spent upon the prairie we pushed on to

the border-hills of the Platte valley. Here we stopped for

another search in the ravines and along hill-sides. In addi-

tion to several of the plants already mentioned, we found

Ranunculus rhomboideus, Psoralea lanceolata, Aplopappus
spinulosus (just beginning to bloom), Lithospermum hirtum,

and Veronica peregrina.
The inner man now calling for some new supplies, we

drove down into the valley proper and camped out, the ladies

ot the party spreading lunch upon as beautiful a piece oi

velvety lawn as one will see anywhere. The Platte valle\

is here a mile and a half or two miles wide and bordered by
low, sandv hills. Next to the Missouri, the Platte river is,

perhaps, the muddiest, and changes its bed oftener than any
other river in the world. Generally, however, it flows near
the middle of the valley, but its banks are always crumbling
and tailing in and the bed of the river is full of islands ana
sand-bars. The cause of this changing is found in the very
oose, sandy soil and the swiftness°ot

P
the water. This, m

d^lM
6S U * S°0d transP°rter of plants, as we saw to our

Lunch being over, part were detailed as drivers, while
tne rest of us spread out over the valley to take in whatevei
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could be found in the way of plants. In this way we moved-
up the river. It did not take long to discover that we were
in a flora differing from that of the prairie almost as much as

if it had been on the other side of a continent. Vi_>la del-

phinifolia, Callirrhoe alcaldes, Oxytropis Lamberti, and

west, at least they have not been
Cypripedium parviflorum, which i

m.-

Senecio aureus, var. BalsamiUe occurred occasionally, while
Sisyrinchium mucronatum, which was somewhat rare on the
prairie, almost covered the river bottom. Everything else-

was new. In the water of a slough we found Ranunculus
multihdus, Erigeron Philadelphicus. Viola palmata, var.

cucullata, and Lithospermum angustifolium were occasionally

found, while Salix longifolia lined the river bank in places.

Among the best " finds" made were Crepis runcinata 1 and
Plantago eriopoda, both of which seem to belong farther

found east of Colorado-

is said to be quite rare in

this state, was very abundant in one place.

At one point along the river several aci

were found very thickly dotted with Cypripedium candidum.
Local botanists^ claim that this is the only place in the state-

where it is found. Perhaps this is true, as it is no doubt very

rare. The plant, however, whose presence here surprised

me most, was Lysimachia thyrsiflora. This is, or has always
been considered, a distinctly eastern species, although I have
a specimen in my herbarium from Iowa, as well as from the

east. This is, I think, the first time it was ever found so far

west. More abundant than anything else in the valley was

Hypoxia erecta, the ground being thickly set all over with

its yellow, star-like flowers. Amon^ other things found were
Smilacina stellata,
ustris, Carex tet

a, Tradescantia Virginica, Eleocharis pal-

anica, C. llliformis, var. latifolia, C. stncta r

£-
C. straminea, Equisetum arvense, and E. Iaevigatum.

The study of this flora becomes exceedingly inter

because, with a large river running almost directly east, we
have a natural channel for the distribution of plants, and

here we have plants from the extreme east and west. With

two large and very swiftly flowing rivers rising in the nasun--

tains west of us and flowing to the east, and several lines of

railroads entering the state from different direction.-, one

may expect to find a very large and diverse flora and ought

not to be surprised if strays from almost any part of the c©un-
try should be found here".^ ' '
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BRIEFER ARTICLES.

Botanical Papers before the American Association.—The papers read

before the American Association for the Advancement of Science at the

New York meeting, which are of interest to botanists, are as follows:

>arison of the epidermal svstem of different plants.

. E. St. John, Study of the hairs in Silphium perfol-

iatum and Dipsacus laciniatus in relation to insects.

R. P. Bigelow, On the structure of the frond of Champia parvula.

N. L. Britton, Notes on the flora of the Kittatinny mountains.

J. M. Coulter and J. N. Rose, Development of the Umbellifer fruit.

A. A. Crozier, Methods of branching in the fibro-vascular system oi

plants.

W. G. Farlow, Apical growth in Fucus; also iEcidium on Juniperus

Virginiana.
§

. .

W. M. Fontaine, The flora of the Potomac formation in Virginia.

W. M McMurtrie, Note on the chemistry of germination; also JNote

on absorption of nitrogenous nutriment by the roots of plants.

J. S. Newberry, Flora of the Amboy clays.
F S. Pease, Honey plant oil.

Mrs. F. S Pease, the honey plant.
H. H. Rusby, The cultivated Cinchonas of Bolivia. .

]

J. Schrenk, On the histology o F the vegetative organs of Brasema pei-

tata,

A. B. Seymour, Character of the injuries produced by parasitic fungi

upon their host plants.

Miss Effie A. Southworth, Notes on Catalpa leaf spot disease.

Sereno Watson, Some notes on American roses.

This list does not contain as many papers as were presented by the

zoologists of the Association. It was the plan to have botanical paper-

read before the Section of Biology in the morning and zoological papers

in the afternoon, but the plan was strictly carried out only on Thursday,

the first day of the meeting on which papers were read, while on Friday,

the second day of reading papers, no botanical subjects were put on the

programme. If, however, the botanists did not do their full duty in

maintaining an equilibrium between the two sides of the biological body,

they at least furnished good material for their portion.
Dr. Beat's paper on the hairs in Silphium and Dipsacus, in which &e

took the ground that they had no special physiological significance, am

that the water of the cups was not excreted by the plant but supped b>

rams, was illustrate i bychirts and specimens, and led to an extendea

discussion, in which Messrs. Macloskie, Rusby, Schrenk, A. J.^
Eccles, and others took part. Some of the speakers were disinclined to

agree with the author's concisions, and the query of what could na

caused the development of the hairs in advance of their usefulness to

plant received considerable attention.
dThe paper by Mr. Bigelow, illustrated by enlarged drawings,

cleare

up the various conflicting views regarding the apical growth of the se
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weed, Champia parvula Harv., and established the interesting fact that
there are five cells at the apex of the frond, instead of one as is usual in
other plants. The paper will be published in the Proceedings of th
American Academy.

Dr. Britton's paper has already appeared in the August number of
the Bulletin of the Torrey Club, It dealt with the correspondence of the
floral and lithological features in certain parts of New Jersey, especially
the occurrence on the Kittatinny mountains of plants whose ordinary
habitat is in the sandy soil near the sea-shore. The paper was com-
mended by Prof. T. C. Porter, who spoke of his own studies in the same
line, which he hoped to publish after a time.

In the absence of Prof. Coulter his paper on Umbellifer fruits was
read by Dr. Beal. The paper did not admit of discussion on account of
its technical character ; it will be published in this journal.

Dr. Farlow spoke of the confusion which has arisen regarding the
apical growth in Fucus, illustrating his remarks with blackboard sketches.
Investigators have been inclined to think that the growth proceeded from
more than one apical cell. This was shown to be untrue, and what does
take place was explained, together with the reasons that led other observ-
ers to different views.

The outline of Dr. Newberry's remarks on the flora of the Amboy
clays was published some time since in the Bulletin of the Torrey Club.

The two papers on the honey plant were read for the authors. The
plant, Echinops sphierocephalus, thistle-like in appearance, growing four

five feet high, has been discovered to be of more than usual value for
*>ees. It is hardy at Buffalo, N. Y. The seeds, about the size and form
of rye, yield more oil than linseed, being as much as four and a half
ounces to the pound when crudely expressed. The residue left after re-
moving the oil i8 very bitter like quinine, but the active principle has
not been examined. Samples of the plant and its products were exhib-
ited. The paper was discussed by Messrs. Morong, Britton, Claypole, and
-Irs. Wolcott, especially as to the literature of the subject and the possi-
uity of the plant becoming a troublesome weed if allowed to escape

from cultivation.

Dr. Schrenk's paper on the minute structure of Brasenia was a long
and able account of an interesting investigation. It was illustrated by
growing plants, sections under the microscope, and enlarged drawings.

Proterogyny in Datura meteloides.—I have been cultivating this

species for oniament,*"and by accident discovered the peculiar way in
which the stigma is in a position in which it mav be fertilized before
lne pollen of its own flower is shed.

As is well known the corolla, in aestivation, is plicate-convolute or

^upervolute, and opens in the evening twilight and begins to close
aQd droop shortly after sunrise the following morning. From twenty-
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four to thirty-six hours before the corolla opens the stigma begins to-

peep out through the center of the convoluted folds. It gradually pro-

trudes farther until during the last afternoon it is from one-half to three-

fourths inch beyond the highest point of the closed corolla. It is thus

ready to be fertilized by the pollen of the flowers that are open the even-

ing before its own opens. I have examined the other two species of Da-

tura that grow here, but find no such contrivance for cross-fertilization.

J. Schneck, ML Carmel, III., Aug. 22, 1837.

Entertainment of the Botanists in New fork.—Nothing that could

reasonably have been done to add to the profitable enjoyment of the bot-

anists of the Association during its August meeting was omitted, and the

execution of the carefully devised plans was accomplished without break.

This result was brought about by the efforts of the Torrey Botanical

Club, and thanks are due to no individuals more than to Dr. and Mrs-

Britton,

Upon arrival the botanists found a room set apart for the Club, where

they registered, and received their distinctive badges of yellow silk and

a programme of the botanical announcements for the week.
A reception by the Torrey Club was given the Club of the Association

on Friday evening in the commodious hall of the Columbia Library,

which afforded a good opportunity for the exchange of courtesies and
the renewal and promotion of acquaintanceship. A rich collation added

to the pleasure of the evening.
No feature of the whole meeting was more enjoyable than the excur-

sion to Sandy Hook, which took place Monday afternoon, and in which
the entomologists joined with the botanists. Morning showers and a

lowering sky threatened to repeat the Point Abino experience of last

year; but the sky, the atmosphere and the temperature combined in

really producing the most admirable of weather. A trim and cozy har-

bor steamer, well supplied will! refreshments, made the hour's ride espe-

cially comfortable.

Sandy Hook is a low stretch of sandy sea-coast, wi th a. rather meager
nora of grass and herbaceous plants, with clumps of shrubs and low trees,

and still fewer representatives of mosses, alffe, lichens and fungi. The
locality

i

was chiefly interesting for its peculiar sea-side character, and was

m marked contrast to the rich and varied floras of the localities the club

has usually visited. Among the plants winch excited the mo=t interest

were the beach plum, Prun us pumila, with its black knot fungus; Sene-

ClO cineraria, the dusty miller of the gardens, with the habit of a native

11 1br
i

0ad
J°

inted Opuntia, and the beautiful flowers of a Sabbatia,

among the higher plants. Among lower plants, the abundance of a smut
on he inflorescence of Cyperus Grayi attracted attention; a lichen &™

Cp«^ 1 if
rowthupon lhe ^dy soil *» «>me places, and a single

t'easter stood for th* lc.™,. t ; ' y
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Daring the return trip happy and instructive remarks were made
•upon the events and collections of the day by Mr. Morong, who acted M
chairman, Judge Day, Mr. Canby, Dr. Beal, Mr. W. H. Seaman, Prof.

<31aypole, Dr. Britton, Dr. Arthur, Prof. Spalding, Mr. Jesup, Miss Steele,

Mrs. Britton, Mrs. Wolcott, Mr. Fernow, Prof. Lazenby, Prof. Scribner,

Dr. Allen and others of the botanical party, and several of the entomolo-

gists. The presence of the son and grandson of Dr. Torrey, although

neither is a botanist, brought the name of the venerated botanist into

stronger association with the place than anything had previously done.

Altogether, the club has not had a more delightful and memorable ex-

cursion than the one to Sandv Hook.
The Torrey Club added to the pleasure of the visiting botanists by

opening their comfortable library and herbarium room, and affording

-every facility for consulting books and specimens. It was a spot that

iiad many charms, and was much visited. The generosity and fore-

thought of the club toward their guests were also shown in the provision

of a set of sixty-three species of the most interesting of the flowering

plants of the vicinity, well mounted and labeled, which they were at lib-

erty to take away with them, forming valuable souvenirs of the meeting.

The New York gathering will be remembered as a thoroughly de-

lightful and profitable one.

Dispersion of seeds of Euphorbia inarginata Pursh.—This beautiful

species of spurge, which has within the last twelve years been first culti-

vated in this vicinity, under the common name of " Snow on the Mount-
*m, or "Mountain of Snow," proves to be quite interesting as well as

ornamental. It has escapee?, and has gone a good distance from the

flower beds and gardens, and has made itself at home in almost all parts

of our country along the roadsides and near farm-houses. During Sep-

tember, 1886, I had a bouquet placed on my office table in which were
several sprays of this species. While otherwise engaged I heard a sudden
tick, as if some one had thrown a small gravel against the window-pane.
This was repeated several times, and I stepped outside the room to look
for the rascally urchin, but failed to find him. Afterward I discovered
that the sound was caused by the sudden bursting of the seed-pods of the

-specimens of this plant which were in the bouquet. I kept this species

under observation more or less constantly during the remainder of last

season, and have learned the following facts about it:

The stiped ovary arises at first above the involucre, but as soon as

the stipe is long enough to reach over the involucre it droops down over
*he outside, and thus remains inverted until the fruit is fully developed,
which usually requires nearly one week. As the capsule begins to dry
^nd the seeds to ripen it resumes the erect or vertical position. This last,

movement of near 1S0° is generally completed in less than one day. It

as now ready to burst and scatter the seed. As it thus stands it consists
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of a stipe near three-fourths of an inch long, on the top of which is a

three celled, obtusely triangular capsule. Each cell contains a pitted

spherical seed, which is a little larger than that of white mustard. The
covering of each seed consists of two equal halves, which unite and form
a complete cell, except along the inner or central border. Here each
half is joined to the neighboring cell in such a manner as to leave a defi-

ciency, thus forming a central cavity which opens into each of the three
cells. Passing up through this central cavity is the continuation of the
stipe, which is triangular and membranaceous, and so shaped as to fill up
the deficiencies where the two halves fail to unite, thus completing each
of the three cells. It will thus be seen that the line of dehiscence is much
shorter on the inner border of the cell than on the outer, and that the
two valves do not touch one another at all at the central part of the inner
line of dehiscence.

As the capsule ripens and the stipe assumes the erect position the
green color gradually fades and the seams commence to separate. Sud-
denly all of the six valves contract upon themselves at the same time,
thus completely detaching themselves and scattering the three seeds up-
ward and outward. Quite a number of seeds were thrown on to a shelf
winch was ten inches higher than the top of the bouquet and nearly a
oot away from it. The greatest distance which a seed was thrown was
nine teet, measured by a line drawn direct from the flower to the spot
w nere the seed struck the ground. The seed had traveled in an upward
curve, and had probably made a journey of twelve feet. The sound which
wm produced at dehiscence was heard sixtv-five feet away, in the open
air, and nearly one hundred in a room. In looking over such botanical

/™T ? 11T athand
' l find that on Pa ge 20 of the Botanical Ga-

i 1 I i \ f°
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special interest as regards their distribution, and Others, such as Cyperus
Torreyi, for example, are new species.

Dr. George Vasey presented a written statement setting forth the-

claims of the National Herbarium, and a committee was appointed to
take the subject under consideration with reference to some action on
the part of the Club.

Friday, August 12, about sixty were present. The Club was called

to order by the chairman. The committee appointed Thursday was-
called upon to report through Dr. Vasey, but as the committee had had
no formal meeting, and was not ready to report, it was agreed to appoint
a committee to consider the subject further, and act in behalf of the Club.
This committee as appointed by the chair consists of Messrs. Asa Gray*
W. M. Canby, and W. J. Beal.

A communication from Prof. E. S. Bastin, of the Chicago College of

Pharmacy, was read, suggesting the desirability of concerted action on
the part of botanists, and division of labor with reference to problems-
still to be worked out.

A letter from Prof. D. S. Kellicott, of Buffalo, was read, raising in-

quiries concerning the crackling sound of Utricularia vulgaris when
taken from the water. Mr. Day, of Buflklo, followed with a few remarks.
Prof. C. E. Bessey sent his greetings to the club, with regrets at being
obliged to be absent.

A paper was next read by Prof. E. W. Claypole on " Some of the
secondary results of pollination," which was followed by rather animated
discussions on the part of a number of members.

Mr. A. A. Crozier then brought up the subject of the definition of
some common botanical words, and Dr. N. L. Britton called attention to
three new species of Cyperus that had come to light since his revision of

the North America species of that genus. Mrs. H. L. T. Wolcott exhib-
ited a specimen of yellow-fruited choke cherry, from Massachusetts
Boston.

Monday, August 15, the Club was called to order by the chairman,
Mr. Morong, over fifty being present. Committees on resolutions and
nominations were appointed, the formsr consisting of Messrs. Day,
Canby and Crozier, the latter of Messrs. Beal and Britton, and Mrs. Wol-
cott. The chairman suggested the advisability of securing a special room
for the Club next year, to avoid annoying interruptions caused by the
**me room being used by the biological section.

The first paper was read by Mr. W. M. Canby, on the recently dis-

covered fruit of Darbeya umbellulata, a species first collected at Milledge-
vjHe, Ga., and described by Dr. Gray in SUlimarts Journal, in 1846. The-

Plant belongs to the Santalacese, and has been referred by Bentham and
Hooker to Buckleya. There are some characters that indi< te a very
(^ose relationship to Comandra, but the new specimens tend to confirm
r

- Gray's opinion, that it is distinct from either genus.
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Mr. A. A. Crozier illustrated a method of drying plants by means of

•an oven constructed for the purpose.

A letter was read from W. F. Moffat with reference to the proposed

location in Lincoln Park, Chicago, of a statue of Linmeus,an exact coun-

terpart of the one recently erected at Stockholm. The estimated cost is

$80,000.

Mr. Morong introduced the subject of a national botanical exchange,

on the plan of similar exchanges in Europe. A good deal of interest

•was manifested, and remarks were made by Messrs. Crozier, Beal, Brit-

ton, Fernow, Rusby and others. A committee consisting of Messrs.

Vasey, Britton, Watson, Morong and Halsted was appointed with power

to act for the Club, and report through the botanical magazines.

Mr. F. L. Scribner reported an interesting observation upon the

-ejection of the ascospores of Physalospora Bidwellii. Grapes affected

with the black rot were gathered at Vineland, N. J., last year, and placed

in a damp atmosphere, when after eighteen to forty eight hours it was

found that the ascospores had been ejected with some force and thrown

against the walls of the chamber. Mr. Scribner also reported the spread

•of the black rot in France. The disease appeared there two years ago

and i* now rapidly extending through the southwestern part of that

country.

Tuesday, August 16. The nominating committee reported David F.

Day as chairman, and Volney M. Spalding as secretary for the ensuing

year. The committee on resolutions then reported resolutions express-

ing the great obligations of the Club to the members of the Torrey

Botanical Club.

Prof! George Macloskie spoke of the hairs of watermelon seed as

packed transversely, and when moistened extending and showing zigzag

branching. Lists of the desiderata of the herbarium of the Department

of Agriculture were distributed. Mrs. E. G. Britton spoke of the second

ria this year on Staten Island. The first flowers are

seldom fertilized owing to the visits of the bumblebees, while the late

flowers are visited in the normal way by another bee.
Mr. Morong asked if Typha an gusti folia is always confined to the

vicinity of the seashore, and T. lati folia inland. He invited observations

on the distinguishing characters of these two species. He also asked for

observations on Sparganium.
Mr. Sereno Watson said that Arabis petrsei of the Manual must be

dropped, as it is Sisymhrium humile Meyer (Bot. Gazette, xii. 200);

Mrs. M. L. Moody read a paper describing the discovery of EpipactlS

latifoha near Buffalo.

Mr. F. L. Scribner spoke of the remarkable abundance of Cerco-

*pon viticola at Fayetteville, N. C.
The Club then adjourned to meet next August at Cleveland.

Wist
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OPEN LETTERS.

Relation of moisture to plant diseases.

The object of this note is that of inquiry, especially as to the value of

the following opinions and observations :

It is the prevailing opinion that wet weather is favorable to the

growth of parasitic fungi, and this is no doubt true in some cases at least.

The spring of 1882 was a rainy one in Illinois, and a large number of

Peronosporae were collected. This year a large amount of rain has fallen

in New England during July and August, and Uredinese and Erysiphoa;

are less abundant ihan in dryer seasons. In dry autumns like that of

1886 in Central Illinois, fungi of these two groups are exceedingly plen-

tiful. Water plants have few parasites, and plants of wet places less than

those growing upon common soil. A. B. Seymour.
Cambridge, Mass.

Bees mutilating flowers.

In the May number of the Gazette, in a note on Mertensia, Dr. J.

Schneck suggests that the habits of bees to mutilate the corollas of flow-

eis, in order to get at the honey, may be general. Appended are some
notes on the subject.

Aquilegia vulgaris L. is mutilated by bumblebees. The insects punc-
ture the spur a little above the bulb at the end.

Lonicera parviftwa Lam. is punctured just above the calyx.

Weigda (D.ervilla, cult, specs.), punctured by humblebees. Honey
bees enter the tube.

Orchis spectabilis L. Slits made in lower end of 'spur.

Aquilegia Canadensis L. Spurs punctured just above bulb.

Mertensia Virginica DC. In May number of Botanical Gazette Mr.

Schneck mentions Mertensia as being mutilated. A few days after see-

ing the note I happened to find a patch of that plant and watched the

bees at work. Thev generally punctured the tube, but occasionally a bee

would light on the* mouth of a tube, insert his head, and then by;a sud-

den movement of the wings cause the honey to drop down upon his head

and then suck it up through his proboscis/
T

Lonicera grata Ait. Reported by Nathan Banks from Rodyn.l* 1.

Tropoedum major. Reported by Nathan Banks. "Often 2-o punc-

tures in the same spur." ,. „
Impatiem faint Nntt. Sometimes the end of the spur is bitten oil.

Linaria vulgaris Mill, Slits are made in the spur.

PoughkeepHe, N. V. Gilbert van' [NOB*.

CURRENT LITERATURE.

Revision of North American Liniceir. By William Trelease. From Trans.

St. Louis Acad Bet, Vol. v., no. 1, pp. 1-20, with 2 plates.

Twenty-one species are described, the two plates representing the

fruit of the genus and the petals and filaments of the section Hespero-

ll *ion. L. p-renne of American botanists becomes L. Lewisii Pursh. L.

Floridanum is brought to specific rank from a variety of L. Virgmianum.
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Our species are all clearly endemic with one exception, L. Lewisii. The

European forms of L. perenne are heterogone-dimorphic and self-steriler

while the American representative is not heterogone. " It appears, there-

fore, that forms of a single species, originally distributed over the north-

ern portion of both continents, have in the course of time differentiated

Wo
the latter appearing more probable."

Contributions to American, B>tany, xtv. By Sereno Watson. From Proc.

Am. Acad., xxii., pp. 396-481.

Most of this contribution is given to the enumeration of plants col-

lected by Dr. E. Palmer in Mexico in 1886. It contains the usual per-

centage of new species that always rewards the labors of the diligent

collector in Mexico. This collection wa3 made about Guadalajara, state

of Jalisco, as a center, and of all the localities, Tequila, a deep volcanic

depression twenty miles northwest of Guadalajara, yielded the most nov-

elties. Of the 675 species enumerated 120 are new, 40 new Polypetate

by Watson, 45 Gamopetalse by Gray, 30 Apetalr and Monocotyledons by

Watson, 2 Grasses by Vasey, and 3 Ferns by Eaton. A new genus of

Asclepiadacese is Mellichampia, dedicated to our well-known southern

botanist; Corythea is a new genus of Euphorbiaceae, and Prochnyanthes

a new genus of Agavese. In the second part of the contribution are de-

scriptions of 44 new species from various localities, chiefly western-

Arabis Drummondii of the Atlantic region all becomes the new species

A, confinis Watson. True A. Drummondii is confined to the western

mountains. In recasting this genus Mr. Watson has found it necessary

to propose 6 new species of Arabis, all belonging to the section Turritis,

and all western. Podistera is proposed as a new genus of Umbellifer**

nearly related to Pimpinella, its type being Cymopterus (?)
Nevadensis.

Peucedanum graveolensof Pot. Kind's Exp. becomes P. Kingii, owing to

prior publication of the former name in the Genera Plantarum. It »

also Seseli Nutta'lii Gray, in large part. Querau SwUeriana R. Brown

finds a place among the western oiks, and Q. Rrewsri Eng. is replaced by

the earlier name of Q. (Erstedtiana R. Brown.

Fresh-wtier Algx of the United States (exclusive of the Diatomacea^,com-

?v u
enta

J.
t0 "Desmids of the United States." By Rev. Franci

Wolle. Bethlehem, 1887. Roy. 8°. 2 vol., pp. 364, 151 plates.

This work has been long expected, and meets with a warm welcome.

No part of the American flora is so much in need of careful
systematic

treatment as the alge. The work of Dr. Wood, long since out of pr"£

was unhandy in form and confessedly incomplete, but has been the omy

work to do service as a manual up to the present time. . *

The excellent volume on the " Desmida of the United States, las"

sonn time ago by the same author, has led to the expectation of »

equally satisfactory treatment of the remaining non siliceous fre*-**"
I
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alga;. In the matter of characterization of species, illustrations, which

are abundant and excellent, and general typographical features, the ex-

pectation is realized ; but in the discussion of imperfectly understood

forms and in classification and arrangement, the work is disappointing.

The preface, the introduction, and paragraphs here and there through

the work, altogether forming many pages, are devoted to elucidating the

author's views of polymorphism among algse, and the consequent unreli-

ability of descriptions of many so-called species as representing specific

and stable forms. The theme is evidently a hobby, and so thoroughly

permeates the work as to leave an uncomfortable feeling in the mind of

the student tint there is great and discouraging uncertainty regarding

the stability and limits of species among freshwater algse, especially of

the simpler forms. We regard the discussion as in the main foreign to

the purposes of the work and as interfering with its usefulness.

The classification used does not commend itself for either philosoph-

ical arrangement or serviceableness. It is not explained ;
and there is no

general key or analytical table to guide the student. A few genera are

provided with an outline or key to the species adapted from other

writers, notably of (Elogonium and Bulbochfete from Wittrock, Spi-

rogyra from Petit, and Nostoc from Bornet and Thuret.

The volume closes with a good glossary and index, the Utter incon-

veniently divided into two parts, one containing the names used and die

other the synonyms.

Aside from imperfections, students will welcome these volumes as

giving in connected and handy form the descriptions of our inland algse,

with copious and well drawn illustrations.

Practicrd Forestr,,, A treatise on the propagation, planting and <uUl
™f

10"''

with a description and the botanical and c wnmon W^T?
indigenous trees of the United States, both evergreen and deciduous,

with notes on a large number of the most valu.ble exotic species.

By Andrew S. Fuller. 12mo., pp. 300. N'e w York :
Orange Judd 00.

The ab>ve r uher eUb .rate title-pi-e suffi •iently describes the scope

of this book. The description of the species occupies the larger part

(about 200 pages) and should be the most valuable put. Bat by reason

of the faults- arrangement and the uneven descriptions its usefulness wi

be greatly lessened. The chief value of collected botanical description*

of the arboreous plants of any region must be to enable one to determine

the name of an unknown specimen. It is much more rarely that one

knowing the name wants a description. How can the descriptive par

of this book help any one while the genera are arranged alphabetically ana

without keys of any kind ? .,

The author is evidently not a botanist, and when he unnecessary

undertakes to discuss synonymy he fl Hinders in the mire of Pieferen^
and convenience rather than stand upon the sometimes uncomtortao

rock of priority. " The novice who desires to find an authority at one
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unimpeachable and, so thoroughly trustworthy that it may in all cases

be quoted without fear " is warned that 'even in such a simple matter

£sic]as names of the difbrent species ui conifers, authors disagree!
'

Verily, they da. la the first pirt of the descriptive chipter the author-

ities for the names used are not given, though they appear in the index.

acce

name.

A queer set of chapter headings appear in the descriptive part. Thus

chapter xv is healed "forest trees;' chapter xvi treats of " evergreen

trees," including only Taxus, Torreya, Podocar pus, Dacridium and " Salis-

bury;" while chapter xvii is entitled " C miferae, or cone-bearing trees.'

What hive the conifers done thit thev rn is' b ) excluded from the forest

trees, and not be allowed to associate with the evergreens?

Of course, the descriptive part is largely a compilation. The nrs

eighty pages, containing chapters on raising trees from seed, budding

and grafting, propagating by cutting, pruning, etc., has much useful in-

formation, though little thit is new. With the author's plea for the

preservation of our forests and the systematic establishment of new ones

by the state or general government we are in hearty accord, and we sin-

cerely hope that his book may do good in interesting farmers in such

work, as it may come to their hands. But we can not get rid of the im-

pression that the book before us was g >tten up chiefly to sell. We do not

therefore feel, as the author avows regarding Henderson's Evergreens, that

we "can confidentially recommend it."

Vergleichende Anatomie der submersen QwarJue, by Dr. Heinrich Schenc '•_

(Bibliotheca botanira. Heft 1.) Quarto, pp. 67, plates x. oasse •

Theodor Fischer. 1886.

This, the first memoir of a series under the general title " Bibliotheca

tntauica, Abhandlunaren ausdem Gesaramtgebiete der Botanik, herausge-

geben von Dr. Oscar Uhlworm und Dr. F. H Haenlein," is in every W»J

worthy to lead the van. A publisher in this country who should under-

take to put out such a collection of monographs would be thought m
by his fellows. Botanists are to be congratulated that there is one coun-

try and at least one publisher to do such work. Those who know
Fischer

•work need not be assured that both text and plates are worthy the »«•

prini'ttur

The memoir before us is a continuation of the author's earlier wor

'

Die Biologie der Wassergmr.'hse, and in it he traces the modifications
of

uentstructure due to the different medium of growth aid the conseq ^functional differences in various organs. The structure of leaves, a e

and roots of over thirty species is compared in detail. Many obserV
.

have studied submerged plants but no one has ever before bron%b

gether the results into a complete comparative study. Some of the g

^ralizations are highly interesting.
e

The leaves of most submerged plants show a tendency to bee
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slender and hair-like or grass-like, and show little differentiation in the

parenchyma, which consists usually of very few layers. The epidermis

generally contains chlorophyll bodies and lacks stomata. The vascular

bundle is either single or accompanied by two other weakly developed

strands. In the stem the vascular system is either reduced, as in Zan-

nichellia, to a single bundle in which only the sieve cells can be definitely

distinguished, or it consists oF several well developed bundles coalescent,

as in Potamogeton nitens. Between the two extremes there is every

gradation. In the bundles on*3 or more lysigenous passages occur which

occupy the position of the large vessels, and at the nodes, where the

stretching has been too small to destroy them, are fragments of these

spiral or annular vessels.

As would be expected, the mechanical elements are but scantily de-

veloped. Hairs, crystal and tannin reservoirs are rare, while oil glands,

latex vessels and resin ducts are always wanting. The root system may
be entirely suppressed as in Utricularia or fairly developed in more

amphibious species.

This series of monographs, by reason of the elaborate work and the

elegant illustrations which accompany it, should be in every working

laboratory in this country.

Cber die Gerbshff- und Anthocmn-BehaUer der Famanaeeen and einiger

andrren Pjianzen. By Dr. W. Z >pf, Privat-docent, University of Halle.

(Bibliotheca botanica, Heft 2.) Quarto, pp. 40, 3 double colored plates.

Oassel: Theodor Fischer. 1886.

This is the second paper of the same series. The colored plates are

exquisitely done. We can not do better service to our readers than to

give a brief abstract of Dr. Zopfs very careful work.

The relation of the Fumariacese to the Papiveracea? suggested to the

author that he examine them to discover, if possible, the strut ires cor-

responding to the latex vessels of the Poppy family. The analogous

cells, which he designates as idioblasts, occur in all organs in the primary

parenchyma, and also in those tissues which arise in the secondary thick-

ening of the organs. The primary idioblasts arising from the primary

meristem are elongated cells (2-10 mm.) without branches ;
the te ondary,

arising in the cambium of the vascular bundles, are at first of the same

size as the cambium elements, but afterward elongate. In each at least

one nucleus was found, and large quantities of tannic acH, commonly in

the form of a clear, homogeneous and highly refractive solution, which

may be colorless or dyed by a yellow or red anthoryan. Colorless or

yellow idioblasts quicklv become red when the organs containing them

are exposed to light, Micro- and macro-chemical experiments indicate

that the yellow pigment is converted into the red by acids, aid it seems

probable that the same action occurs in the living plant under the influ-

ence of light by the formation of organic acids. The yellow anthocyan

appears to develop from a colorless chromogen. These pigments have a
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definite relation to the tannin; but whether part of the tannin is con-

verted into chromogen or whether the latter is formed new in the pres-

ence of the tannin is undetermined.

The plants investigated were Corydalis cava, C. pumila, C. Halleri,

C. ochroleuca, C. lutea, Diclytra spectabilis, D. formosa, Adlumia cirrhosa;

Fumaria officinalis, F. muralis, Parnassia palustris and Parietaria diffusa.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Professor C. E. Bessey made a collecting trip to the Bad Lands and

Black Hills of Dakota during vacation.

Professor L. M. Underwodd, of Syracuse University, is making a

two months' collecting trip through the Southern States.

The fifth volume of Saccardo's Sylloge Fungorum, devoted to the

Agaricinese, has been issued. It is a thick octavo of 1146 pages, price 72

francs.

Dr. A. de Bar\i has declined the call to Leipsic as Dr. Schenk's suc-

riessorship has been tendered to Dr. W. Pfeffer, otcessor, and the prof
Tubingen.

Dr. Georg Winter, editor of Hedwigia, and known to many Amer-

ican botanists by correspondence, died at Connewitz, near Leipzig, tTer-

many, August 16, after a long and severe illness.

In Dr. Farlow's address, printed in the August Gazette, an error

occurs on page 180, which should be corrected. In the 13th line from

the bottom the "not" should be stricken out, which materially alters ttie

sense.

Charlis S. Plumb, of the New York Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, and editor of Agricultural Science, has accepted the professorship o*

Agriculture, Botany and Entomology in the University of Tennessee, sit-

uated at Knoxville.

The first fascide SiM'iedads

teriana bearing date of 1887, is chiefly devoted to a systematic descrip-

tion of the native orchids of Portugal by Jos<5 d'A. Guimaraes. VBW
nine snecies and nmp o^no™ «„« ;MAiM,iJLinine species and nine genera are includedrvwVO «,^v* niuc genera are included.

a«
T
u
EKE

^EW SPECIES of North American mosses have recently been

described by Dr. Karl Mailer ( Halle) in Flora, No. 14, pp. »»-*?*, T?Iwere collected in Alaska, Colorado, California, Tennessee and Florida.

>m Labrador is described by Philibert in Rev. UrymV new spacies fro
gique, 1887, p. 55.

t-aJ? i

BYH00D for August has a timely article on poisonous Pj^te'
liSw^^ "?ri-cu\&. Mothers and nurses are thereby warned

SSnlat
Kbus toxicodendron, R. venenata, Phytolacca decandra, Con um

maculatum, Solanum Dulcamara, Veratrum viride, Datura Stramomum

lhyfyamU8 niger
- The author should have specified more

particu

a!If I>o«onouB parts of these plants and whether they are poisonous
oy contact or when eaten.
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A corre-fondent, W. L. Morris, of Des Moines, Iowa, sends to the
Gardeners 1 Monthly specimens of Aphyllon fasciculatum growing upon
zonale geraniums. The geraniums were raised in pots and from cuttings
since October last. The parasites were attached to" the roots, and one to

the buried stem of the cutting. They probably started from seeds in the
potting soil taken from the woods.

The Journal of the New York Microscopical Society is now issued quar-
terly, instead of in nine numbers a year as heretofore. The price re-

mains unchanged. The two numbers, which form half of the present
yearly installment, have been received, and together contain twenty-six
pages, seven of which are devoted to original articles and the remainder
to the minutes of the society and lists of the publications received.

The committee of the A. A. A. S. to secure more favorable ruling
from the U. S. postal officials for the transmission of botanical specimen
through the mails made no report at the New York meeting, and the

committee was discontinued. The subject was agitated and a committee
appointed at the earliest meetings of the Botanical Club, immediately
after its organization, and strong efforts in various directions have been
made to secure the object in view, but to no purpose. It is to be hoped
that some means may yet be found for its accomplishment.

Professor L. F. Ward and Mr. F. H. Knowlton are collecting fossil

plants in the Yellowstone National Park. The latter is giving particular

attention to fossil woods, and already has nearly 300 specimens, each rep-

resenting a separate tree. He writes: "Yesterday I noticed the largest

fossil forest that I have yet seem The largest tree measured twenty-six
feet in circumference, and was about twelve feet high. Numerous others
still standing ranged from two to seven feet in diameter and five to

twenty feet in height, while the ground was literally covered with fallen

logs and debris."

Our readers very well know the wide divergence of opinion as to

the tubercules on roots of Leguminos;i\ On June 16 Prof. H. Marshall

Ward read a paper before the Royal Society, London, "On the tubercular

swellings on the roots of Vicia Faba." Prof. Ward finds a definite fundus,
whose affinities are with the Ustilaginese, living in the tissues of the tub-

ercle and producing by budding at the ends of the hyphte the minute,

germ-like bodies which have been mistaken for bacteria. He has suc-

ceeded in infecting tl:e roots of Vicia growing in sterilized soil and in

water with this fungus, and has watched its development. The hyphre
enter the root-hairs, cross the cortex and break up into fine branches.

The report of the Department of Agriculture for 1886, recently

issued, contains interesting botanical matter. The botanist's report deals

with the history of the division, an account of its work, descriptions of

native clovers of economic interest, with live plates, and an article on the

weeds of agriculture, by A. A. Crozier, with sixteen plates. The mycol-
ogist's report treats of diseases of the grape, celery-leaf blight, orange- leal

scab and potato rot, with seven plates, two maps showing distribution of

mildew and black rot of the grape, and diagram showing loss from
Potato rot, together with an article by J. C. Arthur on pear blight, with
a map, and one by W. Trelease on a spot disease of grass, with plate. 1 lie

report of the forestry division is especially devoted to the practical work
of forestry. The report of the bureau of animal industry contains con-

siderable matter relating to bacteria, with several plates showing diner-

ent forms and colored illustrations of cultures.
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About two years ago Mr. Charles Aldrich, of Webster City, Iowa,

while making a collection of autographs, wrote to Grant Allen, of Eng-

land, well known to our readers by his entertaining books on botanical

subjects, and received a letter in reply which has recently been published

in the Critic. The letter contains a statement of what is apparently one

of Mr. Allen's inmost grievances; we take from it the following sen-

tences :
" For ten years I have been fighting a hard battle against pov-

erty, in writing scientific works ; and now I am just being compelled to

retire from the hopeless contest and take to penny-alining for a liveli-

hood at vulgar stories." He ascribes this in some measure to the lack ot

1 While
and non paying audience in England for popular scientific books, there

is a very large and paying audience in America," the latter buying pi-

rated editions of his works from which he receives no profit. He adds:

" I feel it all the harder because I was myself born in America, brought

up on one of the Thousand Islands, and taught my first rudiments ot

higher education beneath the shadow of the elms at Yale College, JNew

Haven."

The Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science held its an-

nual meeting in New York August 8 and 9. The attendance was good

and the programme an interesting one. The following is a summary ot

the papers containing items of botanical interest : " Some suggestions as

to experimenting with grasses," by W. J. Beal, formulated the methods

by which the best tests of the economic value of grasses can be obtained.

" The peg in germinating cucurbitaceous plants," by B. D. Halsted, gives

the origin, development and service of this temporary organ. "£.hint .f*

to nitrogen appropriation in clovers," by B. D. Halsted, in which me

author suggests that the bacteria, which he finds in a slimy envel
°f;

about the root-tips of clover, assist in nitrification, and thus render itn»

crop so superior as an accumulator of nitrogen over timothy, which doe

not possess this special feature. He also thinks that the tubercles on

roots of the Leguminosse aid in the same manner by the active Par*"L~!
within them, which he determines by staining tests to be bacteria. »°&
cholera and swine plague," by D. E. Salmon, contains further data/""
observations relating to the two distinct germs which severally produce

these diseases. " On a new fungus disease of the vine—Greenena nu

iginea," by F. L. Scribner and Pierre Viala, describes an "imperfect tun

gus found on the fruit and pedicels of cultivated grapes in North w
Una

;
both the genus and species are new. "Sorghum as a sugar Proa";

ing plant," by Harvey W. Wiley. " The absence of certain native pwnw
in soils containing a large percentage of lime," by W. R. Lazenby, »<"

attempt to explain the distribution of the American chestnut, and

blueberry, huckleberry, trailing arbutus, and other members of the neat

S t -a
by the iimo»nt of lime in the soil. " Old English vegetables, v

it-. L. Sturtevant, is an enumeration of the plants mentioned m a cw
book intended for the nobility of the time of Richard II, PubJ

lsheuil
England about 1390. « The relative times of germination, leafing, »»
*>nung

f and size of fruit of species of American grapes," by T. V. MJJ
son, gives important data in tabulated form of twenty-one species ot vi

m the United States, including one inedited species-V. Texana.
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Development of the Umbellifer Fruit.'

JOHN M. COULTER AND J. N. ROSE

(with PLATE XIV.)

In no family of plants does the fruit furnish more certain

diagnostic characters than in the Umbellifene. So definit<

are they that the fruit alone can be made to determine tht

genus, and in most cases the species, while in even' case it

is an essential part of the description. This indicates at oner
an unusual amount of differentiation in the fruit structures,

and a great diversity in its display. During the past year
we have been making a critical examination of all our Um-
belliferae east of the iooth meridian, and this has directed
our special attention to the minute structure of the fruit of all

our species. This study has shown that while the grouping
of these structures is very diverse, and hence available for

diagnostic purposes, the structures themselves are simple
and few in number.

It was a matter of interest to study the development of
these peculiar structures, and for this purpose the common
Chasrophyllum procumbens was selected as a type, as its

fruit contains all the structures found in the family. Begin-
ning with ovary wall composed of undifferentiated paren-
chyma, supported by simple fibro-vascular elements, the

changes wrought in the maturing ovary and then in the

ripening fruit were traced.
A description of the structure of the mature fruit of Um-

bellifers in general will make plainer the questions to be an-

swered by a study of its development. The two carpels face

each other, and are in contact at first by their commissural
or ventral faces, but eventually separate. The fruit is com-
pressed laterally (at right angles to the plane of the commis-
sural faces) or dorsally (parallel with the commissural plane),

or not at all. As the two carpels are but repetitions of each

other, a description of structure may be confined to a single

°ne. The surface of the carpel is usually marked by five

nbs or wings longitudinally placed. The two nearest the

commissure are the laterals : a single dors al one occurs on

'Read at the meeting of the A. A. A. 8., New York, August, 1887.
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the back of the carpel, while the pair between the dorsal and

the laterals are the intermediates. In addition to these five

primary ribs or wings secondary ones may appear (as in

Hydrocotyle Asiatica), and even become more prominent

than the primary ones (as in Daucus and Trepocarpus) ; or

occasionally even all external indications of ribs may be

lacking (as in Sanicula). The presence of these ribs or

wings, their varying size and structure, furnish good diag-

nostic characters. At the summit of each carpel a stylopo-

dium may be developed, of various appearance, from prom-
inently thick conical to a flat or depressed cushion.

The general structute of the pericarp wall well represents

the typical leaf structure, with under and upper (that is,

outer and inner) epidermal layers bounding a more or less

developed mesophyll (figs. 6, f ). It is in the mesophyll re-

gion that the characteristic fruit structures are developed.
The constant occurrence in the outer epidermal region of the

two distinct layers of epidermal cells suggests that the outer

layer represents the connate calyx, while the inner is the

true epidermis of the pericarp. The mesophvll region of

the pericarp is naturally separated into three structures: (1)

oil-ducts, (2) strengthening cells, and (3) undifferentiated

parenchyma.
I. Oil-ducts.—These occur in varying number, size and

position in the different genera, and are of such constancy
as to furnish most valuable characters. By far the most

common position for oil-ducts is in the intervals between the

ribs, where they occur singly or in groups. In this position

they may occur close against the inner epidermal layer, or

centrally in the pericarp section, while in Cryptotamia and

iingenia they seem to be developed in the inner epidermal
layer itself. In ^thusa, Ccelopleurum and Crvptotaenia oil-

aucts occur both in the intervals and beneath* the ribs, in

some cases, as in Polvtaenia, there are two sets of oil-ducts

one forming almost a continuous layer about the seed-cavity,
the other composed of smaller ducts, and scattered through
the very thick pericarp. In Zizia there are also smaller ac-

cessory ducts in the ribs. In Conium there is no develop-
ment of oil-ducts, but the whole inner epidermal layer ot the

pencarp becomes a secreting layer. In Hvdrocotyle, on the

other hand, in the absence of oil-ducts groups of secreting

cells occur just beneath the outer epidermis of the pericarp,

and m some species eventually break through it, fortta*-

superhcial oil vesicles. Anthriscus and some Bupleurum
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•have neither oil-ducts nor secreting cells. In Osmorhiza the

mature fruit usually gives no trace of oil-ducts, while the im-

mature fruit may show groups of four to six oil-ducts in the

intervals and one to three in the ribs themselves. The ob-

literation of oil-ducts on approach to maturity would seem to

make them represent aborted organs in this case, and may
account for the discrepancy of opinion concerning the oil-

ducts of certain genera. It is an interesting fact that this

suppression of oil-ducts seems to involve the formation of an

oily layer. In Osmorhiza the mature fruit has an oily layer

about the seed, a region occupied in the immature fruit by a

distinct line of oil-ducts. In Hydrocotyle, however, the iso-

lated groups of secreting cells are such as always precede

the formation of oil-ducts. In Hydrocotyle, therefore, the

oil-ducts could be called rudimentary; in "most Umbellifers

they are oil-ducts proper : in Conium a secreting layer has

been developed ; while the development of the Osmorhiza
fruit gives us distinctly all three phases. Hence, to sum-
marize : (1 ) most genera have distinctly developed oil-ducts,

variously placed, (2) a few have a layer of secreting cells.

(3) some have groups of secreting cells, and (4) others have

neither oil-ducts nor secreting cells, in fact, without any rep-

resentation of this one of the three structures of the meso-

phyll.

II. Strengthening cells.—Under this name we would

define certain groups of cells, which are unlike enough in

structure, but seem to serve the common purpose of strength-

ening the pericarp wall or its ribs. They usually occur be-

neath each rib, and are normally developed about the simph

libro-vascular elements of the pericarp wall (fig. 6). Thes-

fibro-vascular elements may eventually become obliterated.

The group of strengthening cells may consist of fibrous tis-

sue, sclerenchyma, sclerenchymatous parenchyma, or small-

celled parenchyma. It may be well marked off trom the

surrounding tissues, as in the distinct thick-walled groups of

1 Hstinaca and Heracleum the streng^.v, to

°Ped in a broad continuous band about the seed-cavity;

jvhile in Sanicula, Conioselinum and ^Ethusa they seem to

be entirely wanting. In the last named genus they may be

found in the very tips of the prominent ribs, the position usu-

alIy held by strengthening cells being occupied by large and
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loose parenchyma, the other structures remaining normal.

Strengthening cells are thus unlike in elements and position,

are in groups of varying size and distinctness, or in bands,

or may be wanting" entirely. From these facts important

characters may be obtained for generic grouping.

III. Undifferentiated parenchyma.—This has merely

the negative character of not being transformed into either

strengthening or secreting cells. Its abundance is dependent

upon the development of the strengthening cells. It will be

seen, however, that although it furnishes no diagnostic char-

acters, it is probably most concerned in the growth of the

pericarp.

Each carpel primarily contains two ovules, one ot which

soon becomes aborted (fig. 2), although it is developed suf-

ficiently to display its nucellus and integuments, as well as

its anatropous character. The other ovule eventually occu-

pies the whole space of the ovarian cavity.
The fibro-vascular connection of the ovules with the plant

axis is as follows : A fibro-vascular bundle enters each car-

pel at its base, thus making it a lateral out-growth from the

axis, while the axis itself continues its growth in the carpo-

phore. The carpellary bundle almost at once subdivide*

into five branches, and these branches ascend the carpellary

wall beneath the five primary ribs.

The two lateral bundles (that is, those beneath the lateral

ribs) are the largest, as they contain the fibro-vascular ele-

ments to be distributed to the ovules. These lateral bundles-

pass in the carpellary wall to the verv summit of the carpel,

and then send a branch inwards and downwards into the

funiculus of the anatropous ovule (fig. 2). The remaining

elements of the fibro-vascular bundle pass on to the floral

organs and stylopodium. It will be seen that in this case.

as in Composite, the ovules are lateral outgrowths. Apoin

or two in the development of the ovule may be mentioned m
this connection. At first both ovules lie at the summit ottne

ovarian cavity, but soon, bv the development of the funiculus-

one is thrust toward the bottom, with the micropyle near tn

center of the cavity (fig. 2). It is in this position that tnt

pollen tubes are seen to enter the micropyle, and subse

quently the ovule develops so as to fill the ovarian cavi rv

.

The aborted ovule is retained at the summit of the cavity

its funiculus never developing, and its micropyle out of reat

ot the pollen-tubes, even if its nucellar structures were o

veloped to receive them.
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To recur now to the mature seed, it will be found to con-
sist mainly of a much developed embryo-sac, filled with endo-
perm and a small embryo. The embryo-sac never entirely

replaces the nucellus, more or less of the nucellar tissues be-
ing found on the commissural side, either pressed against
the flat or concave face of the embryo-sac or embraced in its

infolding (figs. 12, 13, 14). Important characters have been
obtained from the commissural face of the seed, based upon
the fact that it may be convex, plane, concave, or more or
less involute. Great care should be exercised, however, to
obtain seed of perfect maturity, or a comparison on this basis
will amount to nothing. All seeds at first have a convex or
plane face, and the amount of concavity or infolding will
depend upon the development of the embryo-sac. In some
•cases the embryo-sac, instead of developing uniformly, de-
velops strongly towards the commissure on the two sides,
resulting j n a concave or involute seed-face. This variation
may occur in the mature fruits of a single species (as in Eulo-
pnus), so that there may be found plane or concave seed-
faces in one and the same plant.

Having described the structures to be found in the ma-
ture fruit in general, it remains to describe the method of
their development in Chaerophyllum procumbens.

I. Development of oil-duct^.—In very young buds
oups of 3 or 4 parenchyma cells of the pericarp, next the

inner epidermis, begin to" be set apart for the formation of
oil-ducts (fig. 3). The first indication of this is in the fact
that they become secreting cells, and are discolored by the
characteristic oily contents, and also become larger than the
surrounding parenchyma cells. The 3 or 4 secreting cells
then begin to divide radial! v. so that, at about the time of

anthesis, the resulting intercellular space becomes an oil-duct
small caliber, with 6 to 8 secreting cells (fig. 4).

J

his radial division continues as the fruit matures, thu
gradually enlarging the caliber of the duct, until it reaches
its full size, with a dozen or so secreting cells (fig. 5)- The
«ucts are thus enlarged intercellular spaces, developed by
™e radial division of the surrounding secreting cells, and
simply act as reservoirs.

.
In Hydrocotvle (in which there are only groups of secret-

ing cells and no" ducts developed) the absence of ducts seems
«> be explained by the lack of power of radial division in

tne secreting cells. In Osmorhiza this power is also poorly
developed, so that while the ducts are at first outlined, they
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are presently encroached upon and obliterated by the devel-.

opment of contiguous cells, thus forming a continuous oily

layer composed of obliterated ducts and intervening secret-

ing cells. In Conium no ducts are developed, because groups

of cells are not set apart as secreting cells, but only a single

layer of cells, and there can thus be no development of inter-

cellular spaces, although the power of radial division is re-

tained. Hence Hydrocotyle has no oil-ducts because its

secreting cells lack the power of radial division ; Conium
has none because its secreting cells are in a plane instead of

in groups ; while most Umbellifers have oil-ducts because
their secreting cells are in groups, and also have the power
of radial division. The only other phase is the entire absence
of secreting cells, as in Anthriscus and certain Bupleurums.

II. Development of strengthening cells.—In young
buds there is no setting apart of this region from the

ordinary parenchyma of the pericarp wall (fig. 8). Upon
approaching anthesis, however, the parenchvma cells sur-

rounding each tibro-vascular bundle sub-divide (fig. 9), and
at anthesis quite a distinct group of small parenchyma cells

is discovered beneath each rib (fig. 10). This comparatively
small size is due not only to cell division and moderate growth
but also to the strong growth of the surrounding undifferen-
tiated parenchyma. While the region is indicated before an-

thesis it does not become really a region of strengthening cells

until the development ofthe fruit. It is then that the walls begin
to thicken, until at maturity a group of strengthening cells is

composed of firm, heavy-walled tissue (fig. 7). The con-

tained fibro-vascular elements are encroached upon, and for

the most part obliterated, as they are really functionless after

anthesis. This differentiation proceeds centrifugally from
the fibro-vascular elements as a center, at first a compara-
tively small area being included. The surrounding paren-
chyma is gradually invaded, until in some cases the whole
tnickness of the pericarp wall is concerned (figs. 1 and 11).

lhe amount of primary parenchyma transformed into

strengthening cells varies widely, "in ChaTophvllum this

structure reaches probably its maximum development, occu-

pying the whole thickness of the pericarp wall, separating
the undifferentiated parenchvma into isolated patches, and

also being very thick-walled. In certain genera the strength-
ening-cell groups of the mature fruit are in the same condi-

tion as those of Cnserophyllum at anthesis, viz. :
differing

irom the surrounding parenchvma only in smaller size, and

i
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.never becoming thick-walled, as in Angelica. Continuous
bands of strengthening cells, as in Hydrocotyle, are always
developed next to the seed cavity, in the same position as
the continuous secreting layers. Hence we find strengthen-
ing-cell structures developing in bands or groups, and when
in groups they may become thick-walled or not. In certain
genera this kind of differentiation is entirely lacking, while
in ^Ethusa we find the anomalous feature of the strength-
ening-cell regions developing a large-celled and loose
parenchyma.

III. Development of undifferentiated parenchyma.
This region, lying between the strengthening-cell groups,

is chiefly concerned in the development of the pericarp wallm size. After anthesis there seems to be but little increase
in the thickness of the pericarp wall, the growth being
chiefly extension. This extension is effected by the radial di-
vision of the undifferentiated parenchyma cells, the amount of
tangential cell division being comparatively small. The excep-
tion to this is found in ribs and wings, which represent re-
gions of strong tangential cell division in the undifferentiated
parenchyma.

In this way the three structures of the pericarp wall are
built up, and in their endless, but simple and constant varia-
tions, we find a clew to the classification of a group of plants
otherwise hopelessly confused.

#

Explanation of Plate XIV.—All the figures are from Chserophyl-
lum procumbens Fig. 1, Cross section of mature carpel, showing large
strengthening cell areas; small solitary oil-ducts in the intervals, two on
the commissural side; and a deeply sulcate seed-face. Fig. 2, Longi-
udinal section of carpel at anthesis, showing abortive ovule; developing

polle

pass
*ng through the ovary cavity and entering the micropyle; and fibro- vas-
cular connections of ovule. Figs. 3, 4 and o, Development of the oil-duct.

'g- 6, Section of ovary wall at anthesis, showing beginning of a strength-
ening cell group about the simple tibro vascular elements; a developing
ou-duct; and inner and outer epidermal layers, the latter of two layers,
probably indicating a connate calyx. Fig. 7, Mature strengthening cells,

sharply marked off from surrounding parenchyma. Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11,

fvelopment of strengthening cell area, tig. 10 being taken at anthesis.

&s. 1-, 13 and 14, Cross sections of developing seed.
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Insect relations of certain Asclepiads. II

CHARLES ROBERTSON.

On the ground of usefulness to Asclepias, butterflies may
be thrown into three divisions. The Papilios are the most

useful, and pollinia were found on all of our species except

AJ ax. They suck with their wings in motion. Using their

legs to offset the motion of the wings, they rapidly repeat

those movements which are necessary to draw the pollinia

from the anther cells and insert them into the stigmatic

chambers. Other large butterflies, like Danais, hold their

wings still in sucking, spending more time on an umbel,

but generally carrying pollinia. Small butterflies are

worse than useless. They remain long on the umbels, suck-

ing, but resting their feet superficially on the flowers, and

seldom effecting pollination. Of twenty-three species bear-

ing pollinia, only three are smaller than Chrysophanus Hypo-
phleas

: while of twelve species on which "no pollinia were

found, with the exception of Eudamus Tityrus, which was

not caught, the Chrysophanus is the largest. As stated

before, butterflies have corpuscula on their claws less fre-

quently than Hymenoptera.
Since several moths were found entrapped on the flowers,

pollination must often be brought about by night-flying Lep-
idoptera.

h J &

As a rule, Diptera either do not transfer pollinia at all, or

become hopelessly entangled when they do. I have speci-

mens of Eristalis, Trichopoda and Sarcophaga with several

pollinia. In contrast with Bembex. mentioned above, cer-

tain flies, which resemble wasps in form and colors, also

imitate them in their movements on the flowers and extract

pollinia more readily than other flies. These are Physoce-
pnala. Conops and Midas. The legs of Midas clavatus

sometimes bristle with pollinia of A. verticillata and incarnata.

^orpuscula were found on the pul villi, hairs and tongues ot

tlies, never on their claws.
Beetles which visit the flowers to gnaw, asTetraopes, are

injurious, while those visiting them for nectar, Trichnis.

Euphoria and Chauliognathus, are quite as useful as an\

Among Hemiptera, Podisus, which frequents the flowers

I
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to prey upon insects, and Lygaeus, which sucks the hoods
regularly, both transfer pollinia.

It is evident that the flowers of Asclepias are adapted to

fasten corpuscula upon the legs of insects, and that they
catch the tongues only accidentally. However, I have found
corpuscula on the tongues of one species of butterfly, two
species of beetles, five flies, and twenty Hymenoptera. 10

Bees and wasps move about with their tongues partly ex-

tended, and it is natural, especially on the smaller flowers,

that some of the appendages which they bear should be
caught by the wings. Moreover, combinations of corpuscula
are found on the tongues showing that pollination has been
effected repeatedly in this wav. I have a specimen of Bombus
vaganswith five corpuscula on tongue, one of B. Virginicus,
with a combination of four corpuscula and one single cor-

pusculum, and a Sphex with a combination of five corpus-
cula. In general, however, extraction of pollinia by the

tongue appears to be of little or no use.
Aceratbs longifolia.—If we compare a flower of this

plant with one of Asclepias, it will be apparent that tin

flowers are not particularly- adapted to fasten their corpuscula
on the legs of insects (fig. 3)." The hoods have no horn,

and their tips are pressed against the gvnostegium so as to

close them. The angles of the wings, instead of being set

between the bases of the hoods, are above them. The hoods,

therefore, have the sole function of nectaries, and do not

serve, as in Asclepias, to guide the legs over the slits.

The anther wings, from the corpusculum to the angle,

measure hardly one millimetre, and are adapted to catch tine

n airs, not the coarser processes.

w
Bumble-bees insert their tongues into

'ith great facilitv. Thev are the most <

„ the closed nectaries

.„ . Thev are the most common visitors, and
the flowers seem to be especiallv adapted to them. A bumble-
bee clasps several flowers between its legs, and, as it move
over the umbel, the abundant hairs on the under side of the

thorax, abdomen and basal joints of the legs enter the slits

and draw out the pollinia ; so that the ventral surface of the

bee fairly bristles with them. Fig. 4 is a sketch of Bombus
-cutellaris, showing the positions of attachment of the cor-

Puscula. The specimen from which it was drawn has more
jban one hundred pollinia, with manv corpuscula which have
Jost their pollinia, and is not an uncommon case. Hne-bees
betimes visit the flowers. On one I found thirty-three pot-

*Hikl*tM«iM) found pollinia of A. Cornutl on tongues oZ bees. Bot. Bett^M*. No. *».

The rigure references are to plate xii, issued with the September number.
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linia, on another fifty-four. I have also found a pair of pol-

linia on a hair of the abdominal brush of Megachile. Next

in abundance to bumble-bees, is Bembex nubillipennis, which

rests so lightly on the flowers and has such short hairs that I

have failed to find pollinia upon it, except in one case, men-

tioned below. One beetle, Trichius piger, caught on a

Pycnanthemum, has eight corpuscula and eight pollinia on

ventral surface. Butterflies rarely force their thin tongues

into the nectaries, but do not extract the pollinia. Flies were

not seen sucking.

In Acerates viridiflora, the tips of the hoods rise to the

level of the style-table, while in this species they hardly reach

to the angles of the wings, and it is interesting to observe

the effect. In sucking, the insect's head is brought down so

close to the tips of the hoods that the hairs on its face and

tongue are often caught by the wings ; indeed, it seems more

natural for visitors of this Acerates to have pollinia on their

tongues than for those of Aclepias. Pollinia were found' on

the hairs of the labrum and tongue of Bombus separatus,

and on the labrum of Bembex nubillipennis. Fig. 5'
.

a

sketch of the face of Cerceris bicornuta, indicates the posi-

tions of attachment of three corpuscula with five pollinia.

The specimen also has pollinia on the tongue, and five cor-

puscula with eight pollinia on ventral surface.
I have seen no combinations of pollinia of this plant, and

it does not seem to need them, as it can attach an abundance

of corpuscula directly to the hairs.
The pollinia turn with their blades parallel in about a

minute after extraction. When the bee moves over the

flowers a retinaculum with its pollinium is caught as the hair

was before. When the pollinium has entered the stigmatu

chamber and will go no further, the retinaculum is broken,

leaving the pollinium in the cavity, and escapes from the slit

without withdrawing the corpusculum at the top. That the

corpusculum does not enter the chamber, but that each pol-

linium is inserted singly, I am satisfied is true in this plant

as well as in Asclepias. It is hardly possible to see pollina-

tion effected, as in Asclepias Sullivantii, but I have found

pollinia under conditions which indicate that they are intro-

duced in the same manner. A pollinium is sometimes fottiw

in the stigmatic chamber with pollen tubes emitted, with »»

retinaculum projecting through the slit, and the corpusculuin

and the other pollinium hanging outside. Broken hairs in

the cleft of the corpusculum show that it has lost its hold

i
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the insect, instead of the retinaculum breaking and leaving

the pollinium behind. Mansel Weale found pollinia of

Xysmalobium lingiueforme Harv., attached to the long hairs

of the sternum and coxae of a Pallasoma, but they gain this

position accidentally, the flower being adapted to fasten pol-

linia to some part of the insect's head. 12

Insects with short hairs sometimes suck without drawing

out the pollinia, which shows the importance of those with

long hairs (bumble-bees).
In all fifteen species of the following genera were caught

on the flowers, those bearing pollinia having been mentioned :

Hymcno-pt Megachile
tes, Odvnerus, Cerceris (2), Bembex, Myzine. Colcoflcra:

Trichius. Lefidofitera: Thecla, Chrysophanus, Scepsis.

Acerates viRiDiFLORA.—The flowers are much larger

than in the preceding. The wings measure about one and

three-fifths millimetres from the angle to the top, and are

adapted to catch the hairs of the legs of insects, not the

claws or ventral hairs.

The hoods extend from the bases of the petals to the tips

of the anthers, are pressed close to the gynostegium, and are

about five millimetres deep.
The pollinia are two and three-fifths millimetres long, and

are narrowed above for about half their length into a slender

stock. From above the stock is devoid of pollen grains for

about one millimetre. The retinacula are very short, serv-

ing mainly to keep the pollinia apart, so that both may not be

drawn into the same fissure. The stock of the pollinium

serves the place ofa retinaculum, and lets the granular part ot

the mass down below the angle of the wings. When drawn up

this slender part is caught by the wings, as the hair bearing

the corpusculum w as before. The base of the mass is drawn

into the chamber, and is wedged fast. Then the retinaculum

separates from the pollinium, leaving it behind with the long

caudicle projecting beyond the anthers. After insects have

visited the flowers the presence of a pollinium in the cham-
ber is indicated by this stalk. Sometimes the corpusculum

loses its hold on the insect, when we find the pollinia in the

condition shown in fig. 6, one with its base emitting tubes,

and the corpusculum and other pollinium outside. While

the stalk seems to be very useful in effecting pollination.

« seems to act injuriously in every case in which a corpus

itJTVOtawwM -Tson the mode in which certain specie. dNY^tepmdeK re fertilized."

Jo»r. Linn. Soc., xiii, 52.

1
*
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culum is present at the top of the slit, for it enters the cleft and
carries the corpusculum up out of its proper position, as shown
in fig. 7 (plate xii). Such cases may be found on flowers

which insects have visited. Combinations of pollinia can
hardly be formed.

Compared with other Asclepiads we have studied, this

shows a few peculiarities which we may sum up: (1) The
upper part of the pollinium serves the purpose of a retinacu-
lum and is without pollen grains. (2) The pollinium does
not tit the stigmatic chamber, but, when in a position to emit

tubes has its upper end projecting above the style-table. (3)
The retention of the pollinium is effected by its own thick-

ness, and not by a rigid part of the retinaculum which re-

mains attached to it.

I have five specimens of Bombus separatus and three of

B. scutellaris, all with pollinia on hairs of legs.
While the hoods of the species of Acerates do not enable

them to catch the hairs and pollinia with the same precision
as in Asclepias, they compensate for this by restricting the

visitors to the most diligent bees, which are provided with an
abundance of long hairs.

There are some peculiarities in the adaptations of Ascle-
piads. which may be brought out bv comparing them with

ordinary flowers, or with the orchids. If an insect inserts

its tongue into the nectary of a Habenaria, it is fairly cer-

tain that it will draw out* one or both pollinia, and, when
sucking another flower, will bring the pollen in contact with
the stigma. In the case of Asclepias the most efficient vis-

itor may suck the hoods without drawing out a pollinium,
and, then, the chances of a particular pollinium being in-

serted are not many. Pollination is only fairly certain when
trie leg is provided with many pollinia. the accidental
nature of pollination is to a certain extent conducive to cross

lertilization. If we suppose that an insect visits a number of

plants, a given pollinium will be more likely to be carried to

a distinct plant.
One act of pollination supplies enough pollen to produce

good truit. Mr. Corry has observed that one pollinium is

sufficient to fertilize a flower of Asclepias Cornuti.
13

inere are two ways bees have of treating loose pollen, to

which the pollinia of Asclepiads are not liable: (0 * «

in8&\,

po I

I

;

1

?hit^e
,

mnh 1Vfl

H '
)t

,

2d
-
Ser., II, 196. This bears directly on fW.Igg

•corpusculli. *
the

lVi,lu,,a ire inserted singly by the knees, and not in pairs bv "»•
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well known that they wipe loose pollen from the hairy sur-

face of their bodies to apply it to their pollen collecting

apparatus. (2) I have seen Bombus vagans, after visiting

several flowers of Triosteum perfoliatum, stop and brush the

pollen from her face and tongue without placing it in her

corbicula. Bombus Pennsylvanicus was seen to insert her

tongue between the introrse anthers of Dodecatheon Meadia.
'

and then hang with her four posterior feet lixed to the flow-

ers and wipe oft' the pollen with her front legs simply to get

rid of it. In contrast with this I have seen bumble-bees try-

ing in vain to free themselves of the pollinia of Acerates

longifolia, by which they were evidently annoyed.
As far as the mere application of pollen to an insect is

concerned, a flower with loose pollen has the advantage.
Rut the advantage is on the side of Asclepias after the insect

is loaded with it. It is only a general rule that insects keep
to flowers of a particular species, on their honey and pollen-

gathering expeditions. If a bee dusted with loose pollen

visits flowers of another species, it will not long retain pollen

in sufficient quantity to effectually fertilize flowers of the

original species. On the other hand, if an insect returns at

any time during the day, or even after a few days, 14
to the

species of Asclepias from which it got a load of pollinia, it

may bring with it all or most of the pollinia which it has car-

ried from the first plants. The firmness with which the pol-

linia keep their hold on the insect is one of the best adapta-

tions for cross-fertilization.

Since different species are in bloom at the same time, it

is necessary to be very certain that the pollinia on an insect

belong to the plant on which it is found. A Scolia caught
on Asclepias verticil! ata had pollinia of this plant and of A.

Cornuti on its tarsal hairs. A Papilio found on A. Cornuti

had only pollinia of A. tuberosa. A specimen of Bombus
scutellaris shows how insects change flowers and emphasizes
the advantage in the structure of the pollen-masses ot Ascle-

Piads. Its pollen baskets show the yellow pollen of the Pet-

alostemon on which it was caught, and dark pollen trom some
other plant ; and it has, besides, pollinia of Acerates longi-

foha on ventral surface and of A, viridiflora on hairs of tibiae.

[ t is interesting to observe that, while the loose pollen was

Packed in the corbicula to be carried awav and left in the

Jnn«S>llln,a
?r Aaclepias Sullivantii. which were extracted and exposed to »h* »,r

°J'

anrt
e3,we <"e inserted into the stigmatic chambers on July 7, two weeks after extraction,

ana emitted pollen tubes.
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nest, the pollinia of the two Acerates kept their proper posi-

tion. Now, when such insects visit flowers of the species to

which the pollinia belong, full fertilization may take place

cross-fertilization, too, since they have wandered so far from

the original plants.

The modifications of the floral structure of different

species enable the plants to avoid competition for the' same
insects, or for the same parts of the same insects. Thus,

bumble-bees have pollinia of Aselepias Sullivantii on their

claws, of A. verticillata on their tarsal hairs, and of Acerates
longifolia on the hairs of the ventral surface.

As an interesting peculiarity of Asclepiads may be men-
tioned, the occurrence of pollinia in positions inWhich the

flowers are not specially adapted to place them. It has been

observed that Aselepias sometimes fastens pollinia on the

tongues of insects. Acerates longifolia accidentally catche
the hairs of the face and tongue. In contrast with the

Acerates, is Xysmalobium linguaeforme, whose pollini:

cording to Mansel Weale, 15 are found regularly on the in
head, but only accidentally on the hairs of the tarsi and
tral surface.

, ac-

*t

BRIEFER ARTICLES.
Indicative » Eriogonums.-The mountains of Montana are not very

high, but they are numerous, extending over a large portion of the ter-

ritory. Almost wherever prospected they yield precious metals, in some
form or other, to the eager searcher after wealth. Kven the plains have

been found to hide within their vast expanses valuable iron ores and

In the August Gazette certain "indicative plants" were spoken of.

^nogonum ovalifolium was considered indicative of silver ore in the soil-

v e have at least three species of the genus in northern Montana, and I

ITSTSo? SUte that none of them are indicative of anything of the

W .
'

Dr
-
Frank Pottle

> in company with the writer, found a

tainL
Vem

n
magnetic iron ore in the Belt mountains. The ore also con-

<o UfS 1*!?ntS
-
°f C°PPer and sil^r. Thickly covering the surface

usn-Sc11 ^ ^^ large beds 0f Eriogonum umbellatum in an tin-

n n •
cr! I' °« UlXUriance

- II w-8 towards the end of June, and the

2 ,uEZt'
Wered Umbe,s were at **« ^t. It is highly Probabl

e

J!!!J^!!^ hunting "signs" as well^gold

* Loc cit., p. 52.
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discovered this vein, he would have set Eriogonum umbellatum down
as a good sign. Bat it is no sign at all, for it is profuse almost every-

where in the mountains, where there is quartz or other ore, or where
there is none. This species appears to confine itself to the mountains,
and is common in the Belts and Birdtails, and the ranges about Helena.
E. flivum is also common, and certainly is a pretty plant. We find it

mainly on the plains and in the foot-hills. While E. umbellatum seems
equally partial to rocky and loamy soil, E. flavum is found in rocky or
gravelly ground almost exclusively. Like so many of our western plants

it has wonderfully long, tough roots, considering its size, which penetrate
the soil to a considerable depth, nothing daunted by the stones or other

impediments in their downward course. The roots of this plant are cov-
ered by a loose, papery bark, brown or blackish in color, beneath which
the surface is reddish. I have found them nearly two feet in length, and
-about an inch thick just below the crown of dead leaves which charac-
terize this and E. ovalifolium alike. I have never found the latter grow-
ing so abundantly in the mountains as E. umbellatum, but it is extremely
plentiful on the plains, growing with E. flavum. Generally speaking, it

is a smaller plant than the two preceding, although the peduncle often

exceeds that of E. flavum. It may be readily distinguished from the
latter by its white appearance, smaller and denser umbels, and small
roundish leaves. Often it is remarkably cespitose, forming small hillocks

through the accumulation of dead leaves and the earthy substances lodg-
mg amongst them. It has been said that reliable Montana prospectors
regarded this plant as a good indicator of silver in the soil. It may be
so regarded by some, although none of that persuasion have crossed my
path; but I am convinced that the growth of this plant is no sign. If it

were, then all northern Montana would rest upon a bed of silver. In this

vicinity carbonate iron stones underlie the surface, and below them are
huge deposits of coal. In some places coal veins eighteen feet thick have
been disclosed. A professional assayer, who has assayed many samples
of these irons, told me, upon special inquiry, that they averaged from 40
to 60 per cent, in iron. In some instances he found small per cents or
raere traces of silver, but in the majority of cases he found none.

This portion of Montana has been prospected over for years, plains

*3 well as mountains, and if silver were as plentiful as the abundance of

Enogonum ovalifolium seem to indicate, it would have been brought to

ight long ago. So far as prospecting is concerned, it is largely a game
of chance. It is, in fact, mere gambling. I have heard of cases where
Professional geologists from Washington have examined a portion of

country with a hammer ; tapping here, chipping there, and with that and
^eir'scientific knowledge of formation combined, have concluded no
Precious metals were there ; while shortly afterward a weather-beaten
Prospector, with pack horse, pick, shovel and gold pan, would traverse
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the same ground and " strike it rich." But it is also well understood that

the average professional geologist very much underrates the practical

experience and " signs " of the prospector, and vice versa. If each would

condescend to grasp and use the knowledge of the other in conjunction

with his own, then better results would be obtained and mutual respect

would exist between geologists and prospectors, which it can not be said

to do to-day.

And although I am sure the abundance or sparsity of Eriogonum
ovalifolium is no sign as to the presence or the absence of silver or other

metal in the soil (for it grows in any formation, lime, sandstone, etc.), I

would not presume to say the same of other u indicating plants," indi-

vidually unknown to me.-F. W. Anderson, Great Falls, Montana.

Some western plants.—In examining some western collections re-

cently, an interesting fact or two with respect to the range of certain

plants has been brought to light. Phlox Richardsonii Hook., of the Arctic

sea-coast, was found by Mr. F. W. Anderson, in May of this year, growing

in great abundance upon Mt. Helena, Montana. It had previously been

discovered by Scribner in the Belt Mountains, Montana. Mr.W. M. Canby's

corps, on their northern transcontinental survey, discovered a form of

Trautvetteria palmate, and now it turns up from Idaho, collected by J. B.

Leiberg. Rntsteirwn Lyallii Gray, of British Columbia, and extending

into the borders of Montana, has been sent in by Mr. J. B. Leiberg from

tude.—John M. Coulter.
000 to 6,000

EDITORIAL.
A few writers are inclined to scatter their thoughts before the pub-

lic with a too lavish hand. Facts of interest secured in an investigation

are arranged to be presentable and ushered into the presence of the pub-

he through the medium of some society or journal. Without adding

materially to the number of facts the language with which they **

clothed ia readjusted and another society or journal receives them. This—
y be repeated several times, and the facts turn up in variou

:h time the reader, if not on his guard, will naturally suppose

shifting may
places. Eachr --. „VIiLC U1C ieaueT; u not on h]8 guarilj W]11 naturany bu^-
he is perusing the first and only statement of the kind, there being noth-

ing to indicate that the author has already published other versions of

the same matter. We do not have in mind the case where a paper read

before a society is printed in a magazine to secure earlier publication,

reference being made to the time and place of its first presentation; or

to the case where an article is reprinted in one or more journals, due

credit. tvAino- rr;™-v„ . *i. _ . „„„+ nf a
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subject, and subsequently presents another part ; or the case where new

j

facts are first published in a scientific journal and then worked over into

popular form for the weekly press or any ephemeral publication. We are

[
not thinking of these, but of the presentation of scientific facts in different

journals, society reports, etc., under various guises, without adequately
stating where and how they previously appeared. The neglect to

take this precaution, when publication through one medium is not
deemed sufficient, as usually ought to be the case, leads to much confu-
sion and annoyance when another investigator goes over the same ground,
and also has the effect of lowering the standard of appreciation with which
thoughtful persons regard the author's writings. It suggests the idea
that the author must be deficient in solid facts, or he would not require
so much service of those he brings forward ; and unpleasant suggestions
also present themselves regarding the author's motives in thus using his

material over and over. It may be supposed that scientific men of emi-
nence would never fall into such practices, and yet conspicuous examples
are not wanting.

OPEN LETTERS.

Vitality of seeds.

" White
th m °Ut twenty years ag°> when
tne Maine State College was built, the excavated dirt was used to mate a
111, covering the surface of the ground four or five feet. This year, to
*av some sewer pipes, a ditch was cut through the old fill, and along the
aeof the ditch, four feet below the present surface, seeds in consider-

able numbers germinated.
I he plants did not develop sufficiently before the ditch was filled to

determine the species. F. L. Harvey.
Orono, Maine.

The old and new botany.

rf t

In^e April nni"ber of vour magazine, the editorial on the methods
i teaching botany attracted my attention. While heartily agreeing with

an* r
n

«entiment expressed, I wish to offer some criticism, or call

thod

plem

botanical teaching of

opposing methods, but as com-
f a botanical course."

thods, the old and the

notn y considered as opposing each other. It seems to m
shin? k

t0 wait for the future to teach us that there can be no real oppo-

thpv
b
f

etw?en them, for according to their definition in the editorial
they refer

thod
By the

te •ir.r

6
•

is meant the teaching of systematic botany, by the new, the
'u,ll ug 01 typed and the grounding in biological (physiological?) pnn-
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ciples. But biological work appears sometimes to be regarded at> a

science distinct from both botany and zoology, so that one not untre-

quently hears of courses being planned in botany, zoology and bioog>

,

us though botany and zoology failed to recognize plants and animals as

living things! Now this is what I do not believe, and it is this monopou

of vital phenomena set up by biologists for biology to which I object.

Now the new method, which is often referred to as the biological

one. is supposed to include what is left out in the old, since they comple-

ment each other.

While I am unwilling to call it a metfwd of teaching, it seems par-

icularlv unfortunate to call it the biological method. This word, as
ticularly

sidered
understand it. belongs to the science by virtue of the objects cons

\
aer

r~
being living things, therefore it is illogical to consider any department

of botanv as entirely unconnected with biology. To explain more mil),

classification is based on morphology, or the doctrine of forms, the tonns

of the organs by which the plant is able to carry on its own existence ami

to reproduce its kind. It is as idle to consider the vital processes moe-

pendently of the organs which exhibit them as it would be to ignore

functions of organs by dealing alone with their forms.
The opposition supposed to exist between the old and tne

.

methods is the result of this misuse of the term biological, and it wor

harm in two ways : First, those wishing to take up the study ot
,

D°T
b;.

are deceived by supposing that there is a short, easy, new metn0 ' ,•

which they are going to be led straight to the heart of the science y ^
out the tedious circumlocution of learning the names of th1

1

Q&3 -

a nu
natural that

the old
they should reject and oppose what they con8lder

t{fJ®i j 8
fashioned way. Secondly, this use of the term, biological metn

r~j
in

apt to lead to misunderstanding on the part of students, well eclucat

e

other respects, who are not especially interested in the biologica
I
sC1

*T ni
.'

To such the word protoplasm is destined to call up ideas of hie-m

testations in which animals and plants either have no part or are

tricably confused. .
{

As long as botanists are willing to suffer the most important par

botanical teaching to be referred to in such vague terms as to ettecl"
in

"

cr

disguise its real nature and even mislead educated people lntosuppos
^

it can only be taught in connection with the science of animal u
>

long will they find it difficult to give to botany the rank which it deser -

Tn France and Germany the study of the vegetable kingdom nas u

recognized, for some years, as a distinct science, including several aei

merits: the terms, physiological, anatomical, morphological
J«

includes systematic botanv). being used in a similar manner as ™
nection with zoology. In my judgment, if we were to follow thei/^mrt.

ple and use these or similar terms when speaking of the differentae^

nauirai sciences in the minds of those not especially ™KTr'r£neTdwould have some influence, perhaps, in rescuing botany from tne ge
f

disfavor into which it appears to be falling. When the different par*

botany are not only referred to but taught in the way suggested, su ^
eneral course will include a knmvMao nf all its deoartments. a»

.a genera course will include a knowledge of all its departments, »• ^
advanced course, continued study in any one or more of them, tner^ ^

mi, except tl. .

competition between those striving to do their best in then tu

fields.
*

Emily l. Gregory

rmvuiLeu course, continued study in any one or more ot tnem, "
, e f

be no poss.bility of opposition, except the natural and healthful o
_

PomnptiHrm KnimAAv, +1 -x • • . i .i _•__ i *. ;« their ^llu

*

Bryn Maur College.
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CURRENT LITERATURE.
PUtonia, Vol. i, part 2. A series of botanical papers by Edward L. Greene,

July, 1887, pp. 51-93.

When the first part of Pittonia appeared the question as to the mean-
ing of the name was raised. This has called forth an explanation in the
part before us, which explains that an easy name was sought, to be used
in quoting, and so the family name of Tournefort was chosen. Two new
genera of Borraginaceae are proposed, Oreocarya, to include Krynitzkia £

Pseudokrynitzkia and part of g Pterygium in Gray's Syn. PL Suppl.;

and Eremocarya, to include Krynitzkia micrantha of Gray, and the var.

lepida. The g Piptocalyx of Krynitzkia is restored to generic rank.

Among miscellaneous species, new or rare, about twenty new ones are

described. The pirt closes with an account of an excursion to the island

of San Miguel, and a catalogue of its flowering plants.

Untermchungen ilber Bau und Lebensgeschichte der Hirschtri'ffel, Elaphomu-
ces, von Dr. Max Rees und Dr. C. Fisch. Bibliotheca Botanica, Heft

quarto, pp. 24, pi. 1. Cassel, Theodor Fischer, 1887.

The obscure life history of truffles has received additional treatment
by the authors, who corroborate the constant limitation of species of

Kiaphomyces to soil permeated by the roots of trees—according to their

observation, pines—that are closely invested and parasitically attached by K
the growing mycelium, which matures its fruit only when in the most
intimate connection with the abnormally branched rootlets. The con-

nection between mycelium and roots appears to be simply that of a para-

site with its host, and not a case of true symbiosis. Although plants were
examined in large numbers, and in all stages of development, no trace of

fertilization was observed, so that the fruit appears to be strictly non-
sexual, as in the pileate fungi ; but this retrogression has progressed

further than in the latter, for many of the fruits fail to mature, and,

though produced in myriads, the spores seem to have entirely lost the

Power of germination, and propagation is only known to be effected by
the spreading of mycelial fibers from root to root. *^_Z*
Return on the Physiology of Plants. By Julius von Sachs; translated by

H- Marshall Ward, M. A., F. L. S. Rov. 8°, op. xv ?
836; wood cuts

**>. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1887. (New York: Macmillan & Co.)

Again we are indebted to the Clarendon Press for an important aid

t0 English speaking students of plant physiology. Sashs' admirable

,
vorlesungen uber Pflanzen-physiologie," issued in 1882, has been turned

mt0 excellent English by Prof. Ward, and thus added to the list of books

essential to the working library of our laboratories. However much it

18 t0 ** ^gretted, it is a fact that our American students can not make
ready use of German books, and a translation is always welcome ;

particu-

lar'y such a book as this, in which, in lecture form, the author seta forth
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his own special views on physiology. Sometimes this personal treatment

runs almost into egotism, though much is to be forgiven to one who has

made such extensive and profound additions to our knowledge as Dr.

Sachs. There is hardly an important topic upon which his researches

have not cast much light, and for a large number of principles he justly

claims priority. .

But this work appeals not alone to the special student of plant physi-

ology. It can be read by any person fairly well informed as to plant

structure and the principles of chemistry and physics, and deserves as

wide a circle of readers in its English form as it has had in Europe in its

original German. To this the most admirable work of the translator

commends it. We have him to thank also for the greatly extended index,

an important part of a book, to which our German friends would do we

to take better heed. We say nothing of the treatment of the work, ta
•-

ing it for granted that most teachers are already familiar with it, and t a

all who are not will at once obtain the new edition. The imprimatur o

the Clarendon Press is a guarantee of the excellence of the typograp >'•

The volume is uniform with the recently issued Goebel's " Outlines o

Classification," which is supplementary to it. With Goodale's, Vines
an

^

Sachs' physiologies, English students have for the present a pretty

epitome of the functions of plants.

Lid of Works on North American Fungi, with the exception of S^1Z,^^'
cetes, published before 1887. By W. G. Farlow and William 1 release.

Library of Harvard Univ.; Cambridge, 1887. 8°, pp. 36.

This reference catalogue, in its complete form, makes No. 25 o

Bibliographical Contributions of the Harvard library. It comes as^ a

great boon to all students working upon the American fungal flora.

Much of its value lies in the remarkable completeness and accuracy wi

which references to all independent works, articles, or incidental men-

tion of American fungi, having scientific value, have been collated,

it is not supposed the list is perfect, and botanists will do their fellows,

well as the authors, good service by reporting omissions and correction-

A most difficult feature of the work has been to justly discriminate -

tween articles having a modicum of scientifie value and those which at

simply popular, which would on the one hand make the list imp©'J*j
omitted, and on the other lumber it with useless references if inclu e

'

We think the judgment of the compilers in this regard will not often

called in question.

The list includes about 650 numbers, some dozen of which are ti *

of journals, government reports, etc., and the remainder are tliles

^
papers by 110 American and 73 foreign authors. Many of these wo

possess value in this connection by reason of a few paragraphs, mW^
nate statements, or mention of a few species-important m;ltter* *°

list
investigator, and except for such an index most difficult to find.

™*
serves to correct a very prevalent misconception -an idea that the
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ature pertaining to American fungi is small and easily collected, and will

also tend to set on their guard those who, with imperfect knowledge,

rush into print with descriptions of supposed new species.

Over half the entries are the writings of fifteen authors, each of

whom has contributed ten or more entries each. Two-fifths of these are

foreigners, viz. : Fries 11 entries,Von Thiimen 11, Winter 12, Saccardo 13,

Berkeley 30 and Cooke 71, total 148 entries ; while three-fifths are Ameri-

cans, viz. : Arthur 10 entries, Bessey 11, Leidy 11 (all pertaining to fungi

parasitic on animals), Gerard and Trelense 12 each, Burrill 17, Farlow 31.

Peck 40 and Ellis 50, total 194 entries.

The slight biographical item of dates of birth, and in some cases

of death appended to each author's name (with 43 exceptions) has its

value. It brings out the interesting fact that over one-fourth of the Ameri-

can writers enumerated (excluding the twenty four names without data)

were born either during or since 1850, and constitute 35 per cent, of those

living at the beginning of the present year. They are also represented

in the list of chief writers mentioned above. The large percentage of

young investigators obviously promises an accelerated development of

this field of science. Only four foreign writers occur whose births do

not antedate 1850, of whom Bagnis, now dead, Pirotta and Voglino are

Italians, and Rostafinski a Pole.

Other interesting statistics might be gleaned from this list, but space

forbids. A supplement gives an account of ten exsiccati, three American

and the others containing American specimens.

Every student of fungi will feel that he is indebted to the compilers

for a valuable service, and one no other botanists were in position to

Perform so acceptably. .

NOTES AND NEWS.

.
Prof. G. C. Wittsteix died at Mu

e*ghth year.

A correspondent of the Revw Horti
on an old peach tree.

In
paper en

the Journal of Botctnv, for September, K. Miller

1 titled f< Notes on the botany of Manitoba."

Christy has a

Dr. H. Mayr, of the Forestry Institute of the University of Munich.
nas accepted a professorship in the University of Tokio.

has

works,

Mr. Tokaturo Ito gives an interesting account, in Journal of Botany,

J*
the history of botany in Japan. It is accompanied by a portrait of Ito

Keisaki
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M. Pierre Viala, of Montpelier, France, an investigator of emi-

nence, is visiting this country to study the diseases of the grape and of

other cultivated plants.

Copies of the desiderata (Ranunculacese to Rosacese incl.) of the

herbarium of the Department of Agriculture, can be had on application

to the Commissioner of Agriculture.

Dr. V. F. Kosteletzky, professor of botany at Prague, died August

18, aged 87. It will be remembered that our malvaceous genus Kosteletz-

kya was named in his honor by Presl.

At the recent meeting of the British Association Count Solms-

Laubach described a genus of fossil plants (Bennettites), the type of a

new group between Angiosperms and Gymnosperms.

The finding of Grindelia squarrosa at Evanston, III., is recorded by

L. N. Johnson in Science for September 23. It is a common plant in

western Iowa and Minnesota, and especially on the plains of Dakota.

Mr. James E. Humphrey, Dr. Goodale's assistant in the summer

school of botany at Cambridge last summer, has been appointed in-

structor in botany at the State University, Bloomington, Ind., and has en-

tered upon his duties there.

At the recent Manchester meeting of the British Association the

wing grants were made for botanical work : Botany (and zoologyfollowing

West
Peradenyia botanical station, £50.

1

The lecture of Miss Helen C. De S. Abbott, on " Plant chemistry w
illustrated m the production of sugar from sorghum," has been d18trl °"

uted as a reprint from the proceedings of the alumni association ot we

Pharmacy

The first number of the Annals of Botany contains papers by Prof.

Marshall Ward, Mr. Walter Gardiner and Mr. Tokatnro Ito, Mies Calvert

and Mr. L. A. Boodle, Messrs. Gregg, F. W. Oliver, Reynolds, Blake ami

Prof. Bayley Balfour. Prof. Ward's piper is on the histology and iruiw

of Rhamnus.

Millspauoh's American Medicinal Plants is completed with theap

ance of the sixth fascicle. The work is a valuable one, has been we.

i, and Should hfiacrrftat. ha1 n +n ViA.v,.~ nn ,.fl,;* nK^w'innR. It COn«"u=
„.Am motiuiB. me worK is a vaiuauie uuo, "»- — „ta insdone, and should be a great help to homoeopathic physicians. It<?»^

188 colored illustrations, and complete text, of all the plants indigency
and naturalized in the United States, which have been proven and incor

porated in the Homoeopathic Materia Medica.

i »kw periodical devoted to botany has just been issued at St-

sburg. It i8 published in connection with the botanical garden

i

itersburg University, the editors being Profs. Beketoft and W;
-— Jtle isiScnpta Botanica Horti UniversUatis Rtropolitanx, which in r

erence will be abreviated to Scripta Botanica. A welcome feature is tw
papers in Russian are followed by abstracts in French or German.

A
Pete

The sourcf. of nitrogen in I eguminosae
piesHon M. Hellnegel has attributed it to bacteria found abundant"

!Lw! rfK
U
;
kn

,°
Wn proles on the roots of this family. Hia experimen

showed that plants deprived of bacteria were starved, while those wftio
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had the benefit of them flourished, and the tubercles were highly devel-

oped. It will be remembered that Prof. H. Marshall Ward (Bot. Gaz.

xii. 235) refers these so-called bacter a to the germs of a fungus related to

Ustilago. In either case the tubercles seem to have to do with the nitro-

gen supply.

Dr. George Volkens has published a series of observations on the

plants of the Egyptian and Arabian desert. According to Gardner's

Chronicle the physiological history of the plants is given in relation to the

absorption and transpiration of water, the assimilation or digestion of

food, the mechanical frame-work, etc. All these phenomena are more
or less modified to suit the remarkable climatal conditions that prevail.

In his synopsis of Tillandsieie, in the Journal of B<J<niy, Mr. J. G.

Baker has completed eighty-eight species of Tillandsia, of which twenty-

four are new. Of these new species six come from Mex co, one of which

bears the familiar name T. Parryi, having been discovered in Central

Mexico by Parry and Palmer. The T.juncea Le Conte, and T. Bartramn
Ell., of Chapman's Flora, become T. setacea Sw., while T. bradeata Chapm.
is T. fasciculata Sw.

The red patches on the leaves of Chenopodium album, the common
pig weed, is found by Prof. H. Osborn, of the Iowa Agricultural College

(Science for September 30), to be associated with larv« of the same color,

belonging to the leaf-hopper, Thamnotettix mminudus Say. Although the

insect is quite common, it seems to have heretofore escaped observation

in its larval form. The conjecture is hazarded that it is the cause of the

change of color in the leaves.

The astonishing activity of our friends of the Pacific coast does

not abate, and parts of Pittonia and Bulletins of the California Academy
of Science appear with unexpected frequency. The sixth contribution

of Prof. E. L. Greene, entitled " Studies in the botany of California and

parts adjacent," has now come to hand, containing (1) notes on the botany

of Santa Cruz Island, (2) a catalogue of the flowering plants and ferns ot

the Tsland of Santa Cruz, (3) three new species.

The Bulletin ofMiscellaneous Information, begun to beissued in monthly

arts from Kew Gardens, has now reached its ninth, or September num-
W. The object is to give notes on economic products and plants to

which attention has been drawn. in the correspondence or work at Kew.
The last number contains two parts, xvii—Annotto (Bixa Ordlana L.),

and xviii—Notes on articles contributed to the museum of the Koyai

Gardens, Kew, from the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1886. Only

cranberries and buffalo berries were received from Canada.

Dr. C. C. Parry has just distributed a partial revision of the Uva-urd

section of Arctostaphvlos, as represented on the Pacific coast, in it a.

Pungens of various authors (not HBK.) becomes A. Manzanttajtuny
A - glauca, in part, of various authors (not Lindl.) becomes A. vtscida jrar-

ry: A. Standfordiana Parry is a new species heretofore confounded witn

A- glauca; A. inmlaris Greene, in herb., is a new species from the island

of Santa Cruz
; and A. Prinqlei Parry is from Lower California. A. pun-

gens HBK. is Mexican.

. Some recent researches of Molisch on the fall of leaves, aa surnmar
•zed m the Bot. Zeitung for July 29, are of interest. Molisch finds the

formation of the separating layer to be chiefly dependent upon unusual
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variations in the amount of transpiration, or to the diminution of the

water-content of the leaf, produced by injury or disease of the roots or

stem. The direct influence of absence of light is comparatively slight, and

the relation between temperature and defoliation was not fully enough

tested to be established. Of two series of experiments the higher temper-

ature (17°-22°C.) promoted the fall of the leaves. The presence of oxy-

gen is necessary to the development of the separating layer. The author

holds that the separation of the cells of the separating layer is due to a

solution of the middle lamella, by action of a ferment rather than by re-

sorption of the wall.

George Massee, in Journal of Botany, has a paper on causes influenc-

ing the direction of growth, and the origin of multicellular plants. His

conclusions are that, us experimentally proved in the case of (Edogonium,
the normal method of cell -formation is due to the unyielding nature of

the external sheath. u The influence of the sheath is not to be considered

as the only factor in determining the direction of growth or habit of a

plant, but rather that the initial idea of direction and multicellular

structure were due to it, and in the simplest as also the unbranched
#

fila-

mentous forms, its influence predominated, but in the latter is modified

by the increased power manifested by the protoplasm in softening or

completely dissolving certain portions of the sheath for various purposes

connected with reproduction," as in the beak of Vaucheria and the con-

jugating tube of Spirogyra.

Dr. J. von Sachs gives in Arbeit. BoL Inst. W'drzburg (iii. 372-388), the

details of the experiments from which he concludes thai the invisible

ultra-violet rays of the solar spectrum are especially efficacious in the

development of flowers. The experiments were all made on Tropseolum
majus. If the rays of the sun are made to pass through a solution ot

sulphate of quinine the ultra-violet rays are entirely absorbed or trans-

formed into rays of less refrangibility which are visible and of a light

blue color. ]f a plant is made to grow behind a screen of sulphate oi

quinine the vegetative organs are normally and luxuriantly developed
but the flowers are almost entirely suppressed. Twenty-six plants thus

grown produced only a single feeble flower, while twenty plants grown
under similar conditions behind a screen of water of the same thickness

produced fifty six flowers. * * * It may be assumed then that there

are three distinct regions of the solar spectrum differing in their physi-

ological action—the yellow rays and those near them cause the decom-
position of carbon dioxide, and are active in assimilation; the blue ana

the visible violet rays are the agents in the movements of irritation,

the ultra-violet rays are those which produce in green leaves the sub-

stances out of which flowers are developed.—Jour. Roy. Mic. Soc., Aug.
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Notes on I'nbellifera of E. United States. VII

JOHN M. COULTER AND J. \. UOSE.

( WITH platk xv.)

TREPOCARPTS Nutt.—Fruit linear-oblong, flattened
laterally; carpel somewhat dorsally flattened, with the 5
pnmary ribs filiform or obsolete, the 4 secondary ones promi-
nent: oil-ducts solitary under secondary ribs, two on com-
missural side: stvlopodium conical, with very short style
(figs. 87, 88).—Glabrous annuals, with thin pinnately de-
compound leaves and linear segments, lateral few-rayed
umbels opposite the leaves, white flowers, and prominent
calyx-teeth.

1.
.

T. JEtlmsw Nutt. DC. Mem. Umbel. 56, t. 14. From a

Jew inches to three feet high : umbels 2 to 5-rayed ; umbel-
ets few-flo\vered

: involucre and involucels of few linear
M acts, entire or divided: fruit 4 to 5 lines long; pericarp
"all thick and mostly made up of strengthening cells ; sec-
ondary ribs corky.—From Arkansas to Louisiana, Indian
1 erritory and Texas. Fl . July

.

SIUM Linn.— Fruit ovate to oblong, flattened laterally

:

carpel with 5 corky primary ribs (each with a well-developed
group of strengthening cells at tip 1 : oil-ducts 1 to 3 in the
"jtervals (never solitary in all the intervals), 2 to 6 on com-
missural side, near center of pericarp : seed-section roundish
01 sub-angular: stvlopodium depressed or wanting, with
nort style (tigs. 89-92 ).—Smooth perennials growing in-

\ateror wet places, with pinnate leaves and serrate or pin-
tailnd leaflets, involucre and involucels of several bract

^

and white flowers, in summer.
Hentham and Hooker refer our two species of Sium to-

P'um. but to us they seem abundantly distinct, as also in-
«'cated by Watson, Bot. Calif, i. 261. The oil-ducts are

f

-
r solitary in all the intervals, and the prominent group

strengthening cells in the outer edge of each rib still
£, W*IO '" VHV. WMCV.. ^—

fc,

emphasizes the distinction. There is no better de-
tin r\

""T 11^'^^ rne Gisiinciion. incic io "^ uvww. ~~
,ect generic ^roup in Umbellifenr than that formed by our
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two species of Shim, being so nearly identical in fruit and so

easily separated from all other genera.
1. S. cieuta* loli urn Grnelin, Syst. 2.482. Stout, 2 to 6 feet

high: leaflets 3 to 8 pairs, linear to lanceolate, sharply ser-

rate and acuminate, 2 to 5 inches long: fruit larger in sec-

tion and with more prominent ribs than in the next ; oil-duct

2 to 6 on commissural side (figs. 89, 90). S> Uneare Michx.
Apium Uneare Benth. & Hook.—Throughout our range, and
west to the Pacific.

2. S.Cartoni Durand, Gray's Man. 196. Weak, 1 to 2 feet

high : leaflets 1 to 3 pairs, linear, sharply serrate, 1 to 2 inches

long ; when submersed or floating, very thin, ovate to oblong.

usually lacinate-toothed or dissected, the leaf sometimes re-

duced to the terminal leaflet; oil-ducts 2 to 4011 commissural
ide (tigs. 91,92). Apium Carsow Benth. & Hook.—Penn-

sylvania, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts.

BERULA Koch.—Fruit nearly globose, somewhat flat-

tened laterally, emarginate at base: carpel with 5 filiform

primary ribs : pericarp thick and corkv, with no strengthen-
ing cells: oil-ducts numerous and contiguous, closely sur-

rounding the seed cavity: seed-section round: stylopbdium
conical (figs. 93, 94).—Smooth aquatic perennial* with pin-

nate leaves and variously cut leaflets, and white flowers, in

summer.

1. B. anffustifolia Koch, Deutsch. Fl. J. 4 S5- Stout, ) to

3

feet high : leaflets 5 to 8 pairs, linear to oblong or ovate, ser-

rate to cut-toothed, sometimes crenate: fruit y line long.

Sinm angustifolium L.—Throughout our range and west-

ward.

CRANTZIA Nutt.—Fruit globose, slightly flattened lat-

erally
: carpel with 5 primary ribs, each .subtended bv a small

group of strengthening cells
; the laterals thick and corky

;

the Others filifYirm . ^:i J..~*_ t< • ,* •
. ~\., furn on

Small perenn
cylindrical 01

als, two on

95
ials,creeping and rooting in the mud. with hollow

,
r awl-shaped nodose petioles in place of leaves,

nnple tew-flowered umbels, and white flowers. July-
1. I

.
hnonta Xutt. Genera, r. 178. Leaves very obtuse.

1 to 3 inches long, , to 2 lines broad: fruit a line long, «*
toick lateral win s forming a corkv margin.—In brackish.--£>" *viiiiiiig -i a»iK\ malum.—*" ~%. •

marshes along th coast, from Massachusetts to Mississippi
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CICUTA Linn.—Fruit ovoid to oblong, slightly flattened
laterally : carpel with 5 strong flattish corky primary ribs
(laterals somewhat larger) : oil-ducts solitary in the intervals,
two on the commissural side : stylopodium conical or de-
pressed (figs. 97-100).—Smooth poisonous marsh perennials,
with pinnately or ternately compound leaves, and white flow-
ers, in summer.

Bentham and Hooker, in Gen. Plant, i. 889, say " stylo-
podia crassiuscula, depressa, integra ; '" and Sereno Watson.
in Bot. Calif. 1.260, says "stylopodium depressed/* While
this is apparently true in most specimens of mature fruit, in
many younger specimens, and some mature ones, the stylo-
podium will be found to be conical. In any event it is large

•
and prominent, and may or may not become conical. When
depressed, we have not found it entire.

1. C. maeulata L. Spec. 256. Stout, 2 to 6 feet high, stem
streaked with purple : leaflets oblong-lanceolate (narrower
above), coarsely serrate: fruit oval, 2 lines long, with no
strengthening cells and large oil-ducts ; seed-section round-

' ish (figs. 97, 9S).—Throughout our range and westward.
2. C. bnlbifera L. Spec. 255. More slender, 1 to 3 feet

high: leaflets linear, sparsely toothed; upper axils bearing
clustered bulblets : fruit (seldom matured) oblong, 2 lines
long, with groups of strengthening cells beneath the ribs and
smaller oil-ducts

; seed-section somewhat dorsally flattened.

Common northward.

CYXOSCIADIUM DC—Fruit ovoid, not flattened either
way: carpel with 5 strong primary ribs, lateral ones much
the larger, forming a broad corky margin, a large group
of strengthening cells in each rib : oil-ducts solitary in the
intervals, two on the commissural side: seed-section some-
what flattened dorsally : stylopodium conical (tigs. 101-104).
—Glabrous annuals, with "pinnately divided cauline leaves
(leaflets linear), mostly undivided lower and radical leaves,
white flowers, and persistent calyx-teeth.

i. C. digitatum DC, Mem. Umbel. 44 t. 11. Slender, l

to 2 teet high : radical leaves linear-lanceolate, entire ; cau-
line leaves palmately 3 to 5-parted : fruit a line long, con-
tracted into a neck at summit, with very prominent ribs and
minute calyx-teeth (figs. 101, 102).—Wet ground, Arkansi .

Alabama, Louisiana and Texas. Fl. Mav. June.
2. C. piiuiatiim DC. 1. c. Smaller (in var. ftimilum Eng.

sometimes becoming cespitose) : cauline leaves pinnately
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divided into tew distant segments, terminal one much the

largest; radical leaves similar or often entire: fruit i| lines

long, not beaked at summit, with less prominent ribs and

very prominent calyx-teeth (figs. 103, 104).—Wet ground.

Arkansas, Indian Territory and Texas. Fl. April.

DAUCUS Linn.—Fruit oblong, flattened dorsally : carpel

with 5 slender bristly primary ribs and 4 winged secondary

ones, each bearing a single row of prominent barbed prickles :

oil-ducts solitary in the intervals (that is, under the secondary

ribs), two on the commissural side : seed-section dorsally

flattened, the face somewhat concave or almost plane (figs-

105. 106).—Bristly/ annuals or biennials, with pinnately de-

compound leaves, foliaceous and cleft involucral bracts, con-

cave umbels (connivent in fruit), and white flowers.

1. D.CarotaL. Stem bristly: ultimate segments of the

leaf lanceolate and cuspidate: rays more numerous and

elongated than in the next (tigs. 105, 106).—Naturalized

everywhere.
1. D.pnsillus Michx. FL 1.164. Stems retrosely papil-

late-hispid: leaves more finely divided, the ultimate seg-

ments narrowly linear: umbels smaller, with fewer and

shorter rays.—Throughout the southern states and westward.

The varieties microphallus and scaber simply depend
upon the varying character of the hairs, a character not to

be relied upon. This species is a very close American repre-

sentative of the European D. Carota", and it is really ques-

tionable whether they should be kept specifically apart. 1 he
fruit is so exactly similar in both species that it can not be

distinguished, and hence our figures 105 and 106 represent

D. pusillus just as well as D. Carota.

Explanation op Plate XV.—Fig. 87, fruit
.
Ethttt

Jig. 88, section of carpel of same; fig. 89, fruit of Sium cicufcefohum -

<ig. 90, section of carpel of same; fig. 91, fruit of S. Carsoni; fig->2 >

se(
"

tion of carpel of same; fig. 93, fruit of Berula angustifoha; fig-
^.sec-

tion of carpel of same; fig. 95, fruit of Crantzia lineata; tig. 96,
section

of carpel of same
: fig. 97, fruit of Cicuta maculate ; fig- 98, section

arpel of same; fig. 99, fruit of C. bulbifera; fig. 100, section of carpel

lie. 101. fruit ftfn™^;„j: !:„:*_* c mo .Dotinn of carpel-iime,

of san
104

i^ 2L
5
1

hgS
-
89

'
m

> "> "> m>
m

' 106 are 8; figs
100, 108, 104, 108 are X 26; Hgs. 90, 92, 94, 96 are X #0.
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Plant Odors.

ARTHUR J. STACK.

In furnishing descriptions of plants to aid the learner in
identifying them, the odor is an important element, hut we
-often find it neglected. The cause of this neglect is mani-
fold

: the poverty of our language in affording names to dis
tinctions of odor, and the difficulty of determining what are
the elementary odors, contributing to it, among other sources
of embarrassment. The writer's object is to offer a theory
by which elementary odors may be detected in their almost
innumerable compounds in a way which will lead to the for-
mation of a systematic nomenclature.

His theory is this : that, owing to the sympathetic connec-
tion oi the olfactory nerve with the nerves controlling tin

organs of secretion and excretion, each elementary odor pro-
duces a specific effect on some one of these organs and max
be recognized by this effect.

Thus, it is not only true that the alliaceous odor stimu-
lates the lachrymal glands, producing in sensitive persons an
actual flow of tears, but conversely, if we find any odor that
so stimulates the lachrymal glands"it is a proof that it contains
the alliaceous element:.

It may be said that the odor of wood-smoke excites the

.^

lachrymals, although it is not alliaceous : but it is not the odor
oj the smoke

; it is the impact of particles of the smoke upon
the eyeball that does it. Protect the eves effectually against
the smoke and no such effect will be perceived from the mere
odor.

Again, it may be said that the lachrymals may be excited
Dv any odor that brings pathetic incidents to mind. The
odor of sweet basil, for instance, recalling the affecting tale

ot ' a pot of sweet basil.'' may make some sentimental young
lady weep. But we are not" concerned with the effects of

association, where the nervous system is reached through
toe mind, but speak only of the" direct, physical effect ot

odors. \o one ever attributed pathos to an onion.
*pr another example, the odor which excites the salivary

glands is the parsley odor, an element common to the whole
order Umbelliferae. It may be said that anything good to i at

*»« excite the salivary glands : that a hungry man's are ex-
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cited by the smell of roast beef and a child's by the mere
sight of candy. But that is because the man wants to eat

the beef, and the child to eat the candv. Now, when the

smell of parsley excites the salivary glands, one does not

necessarily want to eat the parsley.
There are other appetizing odors, for instance, that ot

oak sap, which hangs around a saw-mill, but it does not

excite the saliva. It stirs some of the deeper digestive fluids,

probably the gastric juice.

Opposed to this last is the nauseating odor which belongs
to the order Solanaceaj. Lifting up tomato vines on a dewy
summer morning one will get the full benefit of it. It will

enable us to understand the difliculty found in introducing
the use of the potato as an article of diet into Europe, and to

appreciate the fallibility of the human nose as a guide to

wholesome food.

As there are many organs concerned in the functions of

alimentation, so there may be as many different appetizing
odors. It is not always easy to decide on the organ acted
upon by each odor. The perfume of spice, for instance, the

element common to nutmeg, allspice, mace and cloves, is

appetizing, but whether through the stimulus it gives to the

liver, the pancreas, or the intestinal juices, it would be rash
tor me to say. Combined with a weedv element in Lindera
benzoin, it still retains its annetizincrmuilitv • but we do not so
readily recognize _.„
the delicious but cloying fragrance of the p.
and carnation. Sweet odors are destructive of appetite
though they are not nauseating. They must, therefore, have
an etfect the reverse of stimulating on" the hypogastric fluids.

1 he well-known odor of turpentine, found in various com-
binations among the Conifene, and in the genus Silphiunu
acts as an irritant upon the kidnevs, as every one confined
to the atmosphere of a paint-shop will corroborate.

ine odor of musk, represented in the \egetable world b\

Mimulus moschatus and some other species of the same
genus, is a notorious aphrodisiac

; while an element in the

tiagrance of camphor, frankincense and cedarwood has the

opposite effect. Scarcely anybody will acknowledge that he
ikes the smell of musk, but nevertheless the perfumers regard

it as a principal source of profit.
1 here is a delightful fragrance belonging to flowers ot

widely different species which agree in having a waxy text-

««e, a white color, and a disposition to open, or to keep
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open, during the night. Such is the perfume of the tuberose,
jessamine, white lily (L. candidum), night-blooming cereus
and many others. Delightful as it is, its physiological effect

is undesirable. It enervates the system, and" sometimes even
causes headache. Opposed to this is the bracing odor of th<

hop, found also in hemp, although in a less pleasant combi-
nation. The hop aroma restores the balance of the hervoua
system, allays headache, and promotes a healthy, refreshing
sleep. The absinthine odor of wormwood, chamomile, chrys-
anthemum and many other plants stimulates the skin to

healthy action, relieves fever and promotes perspiration.

And now, to test the practical value of the theory, take a

plant, hitherto unknown, with a labiate corolla and didyna-
mous stamens. Its appearance indicates that it may belong
to one of several orders. Scrophulariacea-. Acanthaceae, Ver-
benacea?, or Labiat*. The first impulse is to smell it, and the

presence of a peculiar element in the odor will determine the

search for it aniong the Labiatae. Do the Labiatae all smell

alike, then? Far from it, for an educated nose would never
mistake peppermint for spearmint, much less for thyme, sage.

catnip or lavender. Then, are the other orders mentioned de-
void of odorous species ? Linana is decidedly odorous, though
by no means fragrant : Veronica, in some of its species, has
a taint but agreeable smell, and Lippiacitriodora a delightful

fragrance What common element is there, then, in the vari-

ous odors of the Labiatae by which the species of that ordei

may be generallv identified? The epithet ••aromatic."' ap-

plied to them, will not help us. for the same epithet is applied
to absinthine, spicy, balsamic, lupuline and many other dis-

tinct odors. We must recognize it by a peculiar physiological

effect produced by it. On some sultry August day. one is

walking, tired, thirsty and faint, when the foot accidentally

trikes a patch of mint, and the atmosphere is tilled with the

perfume. It will be agreed that a refreshing sensation is the

immediate result. How the sensation is produced I do not

pretend to say ; but am inclined to describe it as a cooling ot

the mucous membrane lining the nose, pharynx and mouth.
This peculiar sensation is the effect of an odor common to all

the Labiatae. I have noticed it in Monarda listulosa. a pi

with a smell distinct from that of mint, owing to the pres-

ence of a citric element which mint lacks. I have detected
't beneath the honeyed sweetness of thyme and lavend •

as

well as under the absinthine element in sage, and the scarcely
;'greeable geranium element in ground ivy. In some ot the
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Labiate, Teucrium for instance, it is scarcely perceptible,

.but there are exceptional cases.

I would like to show that the characteristic element in the

Cruciferae has an opposite or thirst-exciting effect, and to

point out the effects of citric, amygdaline, malic, nutty and

other odors, but enough has been said to illustrate my mean-

xng.

BRIEFER ARTICLES.

A Study of Silpliium perfoliatum and Dipsacus laciniatus in regard

to insects.1—The upper surface of the leaf of Silphium perfoliatum near

the axis is thickly set with small hairs. Their length is on the average
mm « _J

sibout .17 mm. They are composed of four cells each having a distinct

nucleus: the upper one is somewhat enlarged. Some of the hairs are

colorless, while in some a peculiar brown substance was seen which was

variously distributed, sometimes in masses at the top of the upper cell or

diffused through the upper cell, and sometimes through the lower ones

as well. These hairs point toward the tip of the leaf. Similar hairs were

found all along the mid vein, side veins and veinlets of the upper sur-

face of the leaf, and also on similar portions of the under surface. No

difference was seen between these hairs and those near the axis, except

that they were much more thickly set along a surface about an inch m
length at the base of the leaf. The leaf examined was about 20 cm.

long and was typical.

The brown material does not seem peculiar to the hairs. Upon the

upper surface of the leaves were found some more very small prickles

composed of two cells, the upper very pointed, the lower one globular

and containing an onion-shaped mass of brown matter similar in appear-

ance to that in the hairs. In the epidermal cells of the stalk were found

similar masses, and some cells were completely filled with it.

The cavities formed by the perfoliate leaves are very small and hold

but a few cubic centimeters of water. They are full after any rain or

heavy dew, but are often dry before noon. If cups are dry at night they

will be tilled in the morning when there is a heavy dew; otherwise they

will be dry.

These cups do not appear to serve any purpose as insect catchers.

No insects were seen in any of the cups. This plant is not native here,

and perhaps it does not show its full development with us.

Is Dipsacus laciniatus insectivorous? To answer this question wa-

the purpose of the following observations

:

It is well known the connate leaves of this plant form cups sur-

Kead at meeting of A. A. A. 8.. New York, Aiienst. 1H87.
2 Lansing Michigan.
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rounding the stalks, which most of the time contain more or less water.

It has been suggested that the purpose of this arrangement is to catch

insects for the nutrition of the plant.

A microscopical examination of the leaf surface was made, to discover,

if possible, any peculiar organs of absorption. Especially was that por-

tion of the leaf explored that is much of the time beneath the water in

the cups. On this portion of the leaf were found two forms of hairs.

The more numerous were about .09 mm. long, with a club shaped upper

portion upon a pedicel composed of a single cell. The upper part was

composed of about five nucleated cells; it was broader than thick, and

seemed to be divided by a partition across the narrow way. These hairs

were all inclined toward the tip of the leaf with the broad side toward

the leaf surface, and were not very numerous. The rarer form of hairs-

had a rounded head upon a pedicel of a single cell. The head was divided

into a number of cells which contained no visible nuclei, but were gen-

erally filled with brownish-green masses of granular matter.

Other portions of the leaf were also examined, and upon the whole

upper surface along the mid vein, side veins and veinlets, were found

hairs similar in form to these and equally numerous. They were also

found on the corresponding portions of the under surface of the leaf.

So far as special organs of absorption are concerned, that part of the leaf

below the surface of the water shows no advantage over any other part.

Twenty plants were watched carefully for two weeks, and during

that time but few insects were caught, and those were mainly bees: the

nutrition from the insects caught could be but little.

Water was gathered from several plants ten days after a rain, when

it had evaporated largely and must have been concentrated. The water

was filtered from suspended matter, mainly algae arid flower petals, and

the starch-iodine test applied, first for nitrites and then for nitn.t and

no indication was obtained of the presence of either. If present at all,

they were in extremely small amounts. Nesslcr's test for ammonia gave

a marked rea< ion, showing the presence of from one to two parts of

ammonia in 1,000,000. To take advantage of so small an amount of

ammonia hardly seems sufficient cause for such a modification of the

leaves, with no special organs for absorption. It would seem that the

plant might get some good from the ammonia in the water, and perha]

these hairs may absorb the nitrogen compounds from air or water. But

this supposition would include all similar hairs on both surfaces of the

leaves, and would not account for the cups ; it can only be an incidental

advantage, therefore, and not the prime use of the water-gathering en ps.

Dipsacus depends mainly on the rain for its water supply, and very

little upon the dew. Some cups were thoroughly emptied, and it was

found that after a heavy dew there would be a little water n the cups.

This would tend to replace that lost by evaporation, but this loss is slign
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because the water is so well shaded from the sun. Upon July 20, there

was a copious rain that filled all the cups, and it was five days before any

marked diminution of the water was noticed. At the end of fourteen

lays many of the lower cups still contained water. The cups were found

to contain from 300 to 600 cc. An average plant would hold about a

liter, and a large plant as much as a liter and a half.

It seems more probable that the object of the cups with their water

is to protect the plant from crawling insects, which it does most effect-

ually. The blossoms are frequented by bees and other flying insects, but

upon the plants are found no ants or other crawling animals. The

hooked prickles so thickly set along the stems, and especially on the

stem just beneath the blossoms, are a perfect barrier against snails, slugs

and such soft-bodied animals, while the water keeps away the hard-

bodied insects. The flowers are not well arranged for cross-fertilization

by ants, as the anthers and stigmas are raised so far above the throat of

the corolla that ants would not reach them easily and naturally.

It is doubtless to the advantage of the plant that such insects be kept

away, as they would take the nectar and yield nothing in return.

It is perhaps worthy of notice that no bridge is thrown across this

moat until the falling flowers cover the surface, and then it is too late

for them to be injured by marauding ants.—W. J. Beal and C. E. St. John.

Bud on a pear stem.—The

Howell pear often presents a

curious anomaly in bearing a

well-developed bud upon its

fruit stem. The accompany-

ing cut shows such a bud

borne a half inch below the

base of the fruit, This singu-

lar disposition is additional

proof, if any were needed, that the fruit stalk i essentially a true stem,

bearing a transformed cluster of leaves.—L. H. Bailey, Jr., Afffi
'<"'w/

College, Mich.

Cultivation of saccliaromycetes. Some fermentation experiment

with which I was engaged during the past summer required the applica-

tion of pure yeast, free from other organisms capable of producing fer-

mentation. The methods of separation and cultivation employed were

very successful, and may suggest something of value here.
A few drops of fresh beer-yeast were shaken in a test tube with ste-

ihzed gelatine, which had been melted and cooled again until it *

barely fluid. This, flowed upon sterilized plates, gave in twenty-^
hours, at ordinary room temperature, a great number of colonies^

chizomycetes and saccharomycetes, from which, with the aid of an or
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nary dissecting microscope, it was easy to inoculate new cultures. The
gelatine was of the ordinary composition in daily me in the laboratory,
viz.: ten per cent, gelatine, ten per cent, grape sugar, Liebig's "Fleisch
Extract" added to give a yellowish brown color, and neutralized with so-
dium carbonate. Such a mixture is solid at 25° C.

For further culture the isolated gelatine plate colonies were inocu-
lated into sterilized solutions consisting of an extract made by boiling
200 grams of yeast in a liter of water, filtering, and adding ten per cent,

of grape sugar. In such a solution an inoculation of a few yeast cells

usually increased in from•twenty-four to forty-eight hours sufficiently to
cover the sides and bottom of an ordinary 200 cc flask with a thick
white sediment. The cultures were most strong and active at the end of

forty-eight hours. The supernatant fluid was then poured off, leaving
the yeast deposit comparatively dry, twenty cc. of sterilized water added,
and in this condition transfer to the sugar solution undergoing observa-
tion was easy, by means of a pipette. By this method, and the use of the
extract of yeast as a nutritive solution, pure cultures were repeatedly ob-
tained which excited as active fermentation as the fresh yeast from the

breweries, a result not always obtained by the use of artificial nutritive

solutions. The original gelatine plate cultures, on account of their rapid

growth, were useless after thirty-six hours, and to avoid a constant re-

newal of the process, as well as the introduction of different species of

-accharomycetes, inoculations were made into gelatine tubes. The cult-

ures thna obtained produced characteristic, elegant, ivory-white colonies
of 3-6 mm. in diameter, and then further development ceased. In this

state they retained their vitality, and were constantly referred toa.< a

ource of inoculating material for two months. Probably they remained
vigorous much longer, as saccharomycetes are well known to do, but at

his time my need of them came to an end.
Such a dormant vegetative state might be favorable to the production

of spores, which, according to the prescribed methods, I have had diffi-

culty in obtaining. At least, for the object desired, the method given
was found very convenient and successful—W. E. Stone, Gottingen.

The preparation of agarics for the herbarium.—It will be generally

admitted that the wretched condition of most specimens of fleshy fungi in

erbaria and published exsiccate makes them practically worthless for

Purposes of comparison and identification. The purpose of this note is

call attention to a practicable process for greatly improving the quality

such specimens and so rendering them really valuable.
In 1880, G. Herpell, of St. Goar, Germany, published an account 1 of his

jnethod for the preparation of herbarium specimens of fleshy fungi, and
r°m 1881 to 1884 issued illustrations of his m thod

pr<
1 T"\ —

-

'' Prnpariren und Einl, en der Hutpilze. Bonn, 1-0.
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pike," certainly by far the finest exsiccate of this group ever distributed.

A partial translation of his article was given by W. R. Gerard, in the Bull

Torrey But. Club for March and May, 1881.

The writer has succeeded in simplifying Herpell's process without

much sacrifice of efficiency, and offers the following abstract of the

method, us modified : The whole fungus is split vertically with a sharp

knife into halves. From one half a thin slice is taken by a careful cut

parallel to the first, and laid aside as No. 1. From the other half the stipe

is cut off close to the pileus,and gills and flesh are removed as completely

as possible from both pileus and stipe, so as to leave only their outer surfaces

intact. Th< s shells of pileus and stipe are Nos. 2 and 3, respectively.

The three preparations thus made are now laid, right side up, on a pre-

pared adhesive paper, covered with unsized muslin, and placed between

Iriers of heavy felt paper, under a moderate pressure.

. Great care should be taken not to destroy any delicate portions of veil

or volva which may be present in making the various preparations,

which should show (1) attachment of gills and nature of interior of

stipe, (2) nature of top of pileus, (3) naturj of surface of stipe and pres-

ence or absence and nature of veil and volva. Either of the adhesive pa-

pers in use for strapping plants to the herbarium sheet serves excellent!}

for this purpose, viz. : Dennison's gummed paper or photographers' albu-

men paper. The latter, perhaps, gives rather better results. Driei

should be frequently changed, and pressure should be secured by wig®8,

not by screws. When the specimens are partly dried the muslin ma}

be carefully rem >ved; and when wholly dried they will be found to be

iirmly attached to the paper, their adhesion to which h is prevented the

shrinking so prominent in the common method of drying these fungi.

The paper is now to be cut away with knife or scissors close to the edge

of each preparation, which is then ready for mounting. No. 1 is 6**t S^f
to the mounting paper ; then No. 3 ; lastly No. 2 is put on, overlapping^

rt

3 in such a way that the two together give a profile view of the living

fungus.

Spore prepirations made in the usual way on adhesive paper are per-

manent, since almost any pileus has sufficient muisure to soften the gum

or albumen, which dries when t!:e*pileus 5* removed and holds the spore

fast. This can then be mounted with the other preparation to comply e

the specimen.

Many little points will suggest then elves in carrying the proce>

through, but the above is an outline of its essential features. It d°es n

•wholly obviate the necessity for colored drawings of the fresh fungus, 1

Tenders them less indispensable and makes the preparation alone rea

useful. The time required to make a good specimen is, of course, ma »

longer than is needed to dry and press an agaric in the old way,

less than that required for a good specimen of a flowering plant

Ifo.

a

but

nd the
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difference in time consumed by the two processes is not at all commen-

surate with the difference in value of the results.

—

Ja*. E. HUMPHREY,

Bloom ington, Ind.

Plan for botanical laboratory.—The Botanical Gazette for July,

1885, published an outline course in plant chemistry. A laboratory desk

arranged for such work was figured in the same journal for the following

November. . It is believed that the laboratory sketched below will b

found convenient for the study of plant anatomy as well as of plant

•chemistry.

A, teacher's private laboratory B, small laboratory for speci

shelves above hold measur
^ork. C, large spectroscope. A balances; shelves above how nuk-
ing dishes. E, students' working desks ( Bot. Gaz., July, 1- *h *™

srnces for charts and pictures. At F, end of each set of four
ea€h set are spaces for charts and pictures. At F, end 01 eacn »

desks, is a writing-desk and book-shelf. Q, windows ;

brackets are to ue
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placed alongside for holding pots of the plants that are being studied.

H, entrances to laboratory. I, doors to botanical garden. J, stairs to

gallery above. L, drying oven; the water is also distilled here. 31, in-

struments for taking melting and solidifying points. N, combustion

furnace. 0, closet for supplying the chemicals on the students' desks

;

one side has the following for organic work: petroleum spirit, ether, ab-

solute alcohol, chloroform, carbon bisulphide, benzole, Meyer's solution,

gold chloride, FehHng's solution, gelatine, milk of lime, carmine, mount-

ing material; the other side holds the usual re-agents for qualitative and

juantitative analysis. 0, hood for generating H 2 S and chlorine. P, lect-

ure table; behind is a blackboard which may be pushed down and leave

white walls for receiving pictures from stereopticon at T. Q, chairs with

desks for taking lecture notes. R, table for distilling apparatus; pulleys

to be attached to the condenser for purpose of convenient adjustment.

S, mills and mortars. V, gallery, indicated by dotted lines; I is the li-

brary, II for storing chemicals and apparatus, III herbarium; one side is

for dried, the other for alcoholic, specimens; shelves can be drawn out to

rapport specimens during examination; the cupboards below hold

presses, herbarium paper, etc. X, green-house for the study of plant

physiology. YYY, shelf for growing plants, a certain portion being set

aside for each student's use. A pneumatic trough, ZZZ> runs around the

exposed edge of this shelf. Gases to be employed in experimenting

upon the living plants are brought from the main laboratory through

tubes. The trough may be covered and made to furnish a support for

plants while applying electricity, heat, etc.

In arranging this laboratory, the object has been to bring everything

together that could be needed in the study of a plant. Too much can

not be said against teaching any natural science so as to make the stu-

dent feel that science cuts a natural object into parte,—LiLLlB J. Marti>-

Indianapolis, Ind.

Proliferous fimgi.-My attention has

been called this season to several pro-

liferous fungi belonging to Agaricini.

On the top of the pileus appears a sec-

ondary pileus, which is reversed, bear-

ing the gills on the upper side. A spec-

imen of Ladarius cinereus Peck before

me has a secondary pileus which is lo-

cated m the center of the primary one. It is nearly spherical and sessile.

The gdls are borne on the inside, being exposed only by a small opening

at the top as shown in the cut.-F. I, Harvf.y. Orono, M .
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EDITORIAL.

It is customary to speak of the botanical work constantly issuing

from the German laboratories as representing the highest attainment in

botanical activity and accuracy. In a contrast with German botanists,

American workers are placed in an inferior position in the estimation of

the botanical world. The iirst statement is undoubtedly true, while the

second is no discredit to American botanists, as we desire to show. Bo-

tanical activity and botanical ability were never greater in this country

than at the present writing. The older botanists add to long lives filled

with most enduring work an abiding zeal that associates them with the

youngest workers, while an abundance of strong new blood gives promise

of a most vigorous development. It is no lack of ability among Ameri-

can botanists that ranks them below their transatlantic brethren, but lack

of opportunity, and lack of opportunity come- from lack of equipment.

Money-givers and boards of control in this country have no appreciation

Of the conditions necessary for good botanical work. They think their

duty is done when they have employed a man, who is then expected to

make bricks without straw. The Botanical Garden at Cambridge, an<

the noble gift to American botany made by Mr. Shaw of St. Louis,

are illustrations of what should become more general. Oi of tin

most essential things, and one of the very great advantage «>f (
r-

man botanists, is the establishment of a botanical garden. This should

be considered the nece.- try foundation for every botanical p it'

from which original investigation is expected. In fact, the mv« 1-

gator,with his lecture room and laboratories should be considered aa a

part of the equipment of a botanical garden. It seem, to us that tin

the imperative need of American botany. It need. hardly be said tl t

uch an equipment includes the element of time which will make inv-

tigation the chief thing and teaching incidental. Our appeal, then, is for

friends of American botany to establish botanical gardens, and so endow

them that they will not only become seats of botanical investigation, but

also inciting causes of similar institutions everywhere.

A correspondent of Schmce asks if the trumpet-creeper is poison-

ous. generally

aa innocuous. Rhus poisoning is taken as the standard of comparison,

in which the virulent effluence is potent enough to affect specially sus-

ceptible persons through considerable distance, and a far larger
|

rcent-

;*ge of persons by contact The most unexpected and harmlc plan

'nay be brought into the category. An instance within th< writers

knowledge was that of a clear-minded ladv of a botany eh* who tounu
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the large white lady's-slipper (Cypripedium spectabile) a plant to be

avoided; and the absurdity of the notion in the opinion of the other

members of the class did not in the least change her positive assertion

of its poisonous qualities. It would be a curious and, withal, an inter-

esting inquiry to trace up and catalogue such experiences and to investi-

gate the nature of the poisoning, if such it be. The subject has consider-

able of the indetiniteness and evasiveness of the ghost, haunted-house

and mesmeric questions now being investigated by the society for psy-

chical research, and it may be doubted by some if the results of the in-

quiry would be any more valuable. There is, however, the substantial

question of rhus poisoning, whose etiology has not yet been settled, to

afford a point tie resistance, and when that is fully elucidated the more

obscure cases may, to some extent, fall easily into place. Even a know -

edge of the extent of the subject would have a value.

< )PEN LETTERS.

Organized botanical work.

It seems to me no more important suggestion looking to the prom -

tion of the progress of botanv in this country has been made than u«

of Prof. Farlow, in his paper entitled, " The Task of American Botanist^

in which he urges that the amateur botanists of America be orgam

_

and their work directed. There are hundreds of educated young n

and women in this country who are capable of doing something to P

mote botanical knowledge, some in one branch, some in anot"^r
;

an
u;prts

are also eager to do it, but they need to be told what to do, what suoje

to investigate. They are desirous of working, but do not kn°w
.

w^ sUb~
begin ; or, perhaps, in many cases, they are industriously stodying

f^^
f

ject which is too large for them, or one which has already beenmum ^
torily -wrought out, so that their work profits none but themselves,

this way the science suffers an immense lo .

Now, it seems to me, a practi. ["scheme might be devised where
Jj

ent migl
_™_ ' for the systematic s

^
u^. ~-~i arhr

heavens; why should not the botanical talent of the country be «™Srti

now, u seems to me, a practical scheme mignt oe uevi^u ..
,

j

most of this w 4ed or misapplied talent might be turned 111 to ub

channels. Astronomers are organizing for the systematic study 01
.

organized for the purpose of furthering botanical research in a

atic manner ?
" *

systen

E. S. Bastin'.

Chicago, Hi

Crackling sound of Utricularia

I write to ask an explanation of the distinct crackling soun P

duced by Utricularia vulgaris when it is disturbed. I had for some>

upposed it was to be heard only from fronds removed f/om *7ni an
and bfifyinnintr tr» /!*.« k,,* t * ,1 *u~ 1 ^mnnnn when tnt? r\ . -

-
,
www ucaiu uuiy Hum iruiiua icmv/»v«

and beginning to dry, but I find the same phenomenon when,- ^aking
d with aar.kft. «til1 in th^ .^ nro disturbed. un
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Buch a stem the rattle is distinct, the separate clicks being as load as those

made by slowly winding a watch. After the first series of clicks the

plant must rest some time before a second disturbance will produce
a second fusillade.

Buffalo, N. V.

I). S. Kellicott.

Bees mutilating flowers.

anv

The note on bees mutilating flowers,in "Open Letters/' was interest-

ing to me, having been interested in the same subject myself. I believe

it is considered safe to plant two colors of balsams (Impatient* balsamina)

in adjacent rows without their mixing. NoPbeing satisfied to take it for

granted, I sought the reason. Upon examination I found the anthers 1

closely pressed to the stigma, thus insuring self-fertilization without

outside help. Also, as the flower became double, the opening to the spur

was entirely closed by petals. Humble-bees, in seeking for honey, were

obliged to visit the "back" of the flower and puncture the spur. I never

saw one visit the inside of the flower nor puncture a spur that had been

visited before, though it did not seem to learn that fact until it visited

each flower.

Humble-bees, in getting the honey from Salvia splendens, enter the

calyx and slit the corolla. This is a verv interesting subject, and any one

observing anything bearing on the subject would do well to make note-

and send them for publication. E. S. Mtller.

Wading River, N. Y.

I

CURRENT LITKKATUK E.

t Wte Ptianzm am der Albourskette, von Dr. A. Schenk. Bibliotheca Bo-

tanica, Heft 6, 4to, pp. 14 : pi. ix. Cassel : Theodor Fischer, ISO

.

The Albourskette, the locality from which the foeril plan* herein

described were obtained, is a mountain chain on the southern and west-

ern rides of the Caspian sea in Northern Persia. It is a locality difficult

ot access, and consequently ha* been rarely visited oy couew » •«—
plants. The first to explore these plant deposits was Dr. Gobel, of Aster-

abad, who submittted a small collection to Dr. H. R. G-ppert for
u
ex

**J"'
nation. From this material Dr. Goppert identified (Schles. Gesell., ISO",

P- 19, 20) six species, of which four were ferns and two were cycaus.

From the resemblance between these plants and those obtained in the vi-

cinity of Biireuth, and also from geological considerations, Dr._Goppe rt

concluded these plant-bearing beds to be of Liassicage. Later L.chwa a

collected from the same locality the species mentioned by Goppert, as wei

as several additional ones, and ventured the opinion that the straw-

showed oolitic as well as liassic characters. The material placed at tne

disposal of Dr. Schenk was collected chiefly by Herr Tietze, from tne n-

cinity of Hif, near Kaswin ; from Tasch, which is between Sahachrud ana

Vsterabad; and from Mt. Siodshur, near Ah. This material was mucn
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more copious than any that had previously been examined, and from it

he was able to identify 28 specie3, of which number 4 proved to be new

to science. No dicotyledons are of course represented, the species being

distributed among the various divisions as follows : Equisetacen, 2;

Filices, 8; Cycadacex, 12; Conifer*, 6. The most valuable part of the

paper is the interesting comparison made between this flora and that of

Franconia, Ssandinavia, and Tong-King, India. Of the 28 species found

in the vicinity of Hif and Tasch only 7 are peculiar. Of this number 10

are found in Franconia, 12 in S3andinavia, and 6 in Tong King. This

-hows that the flora of these localities, widely separated as they are geo-

graphically, was nearly or quite synchronous, another argument pointing

to the wide geographical distribution of the early floras. The American

plant-beds which furnish a flora most nearly related to that of the famous

Franconian beds are the older mesozoic of Virginia and the so-called

triassic of Emmons, in North Carolina. From these considerations Dr.

Schenk decides the age of these bed* to be rhetic, placing them lower,

it will be seen, th in any of the previous investigators. The abundance

of ferns and cycads argues for this flora a tropical temperature. Each

species is carefully described and discussed, and in most cases fully illus-

trated.—F. H. Kbowlton.

Sylloge Fungorum omnium hucu*</ue cognilorum. Digessit P. A. Sac-

cardo. Vol. v; Agaricine;c. Patavii, sumptibus auctons; 1«»<

8°. pp. 1 146.

The fifth volume of Prof. Saccardo's great work, Sylloge Fungorum.

will be gladly welcomed by all students of the department of mycology

to which it pertains. Though devoted to a single family, Agaricine- •

it

is the most voluminous one of the series yet issued. Its 1 146 pages con-

tain descriptions of 69 genera and 463'.) species. The original design of

the work, as the author remarks in the preface, being to collect and sys-

tematically arrange published descriptions, no attempt has been made to

elucidate synonymy or to suppress invaM species. Here is a vast and

difficult work for some one yet to undertake. It is gratifying to note

that the spore characters have been so generally introduced with the

descriptions. While the main features of the Friesian system of arrange-

ment have been followed, some notable changes have been made.

The sections of the family are still based on spore coloration, but in

an amplified sense. The section Leucospor has been made to induce

Hygrophorus, Lactarius, Russula, etc. ; also, such genera of tough mar-

cescent species as Marasmius, Lenzites, Lentinus, etc., though these
° r >

still retained in a subsection Tenaces. The third section, °Ghr03P°
r

.

equals Dermini of Fries with Cortinarius and Paxillus added: and tft

fourth, Melanospoii,-, includes the Friesian Pratelli and Coprinarn wi

Coprinua and Bolbitius, thus reducing by one the old pactions.

The subgenera of the vast genus Agaricus have been raised to

are
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rank of genera, and Agaricus includes only those species formerly placed

in the subgenus Psalliota. Whatever may be said of the characters on

which these genera are founded, this arrangement is certainly more con-

venient.

The exannulate species of Amanita, corresponding to section B of

Fries, constitute the genus Amanitopsis, and in like m inner the annulate

species of Panseolus become a genus Anellaria. The same distinction,

however, has not yet been accorded to the annulate and volvate species of

Ooprinus, though logically it would seem to be required.

Of course, there are a few omissions, but these can easily be excused

in a work so vast. Students of this branch of mycology will find the

volume a most useful, convenient, and even indispensable one, and will

be very grateful to Prof. Saccardo for giving them Mich a vast amount

of solid mycological literature in such a compact, systematic form, at the

comparatively low price of 72 francs.—Chas. EL Peck

A Course of Practical Instruction in Botany: Part II, Br^phytor Thalhphyta.

By F. O. Bower, D. Sc., F. L. S., and Sydney H. Vim*, D- Sc., F. R. b..

F. L. S. Macmillan & Co. : London, 1887. 12°, pp. 144.

The first part of this work, embracing the flowering plants and vas-

cular cryptogam?, was issued over two years ago, aud noticed in this

journal for May, 18sr>. The present part, entirely from the pen of Dr.

Bowers, as we learn from the preface, completes the work with the same

admirable features displayed in the first part. It is unnecessary to repeat

here the general comments and criticisms made upon Part I in the ear-

lier review, as they hold equally good for all portions of the completed

work.

For mosses and liverworts under Bryophyta three types are used.

Polytrichum, Sphagnum and Marchantia. The Thallophyta are divided

into algfe and fungi. Sixteen types are used for the alg®, of which the

first three are salt water forms representing the red and olive-green sea-

weeds, and the others are fresh water forms, the number permitting quite

a range of well selected types. The fungi are illustrated with ten types,

beginning with the common mushroom, Agaricus campestris, and con-

tinuing with the wheat rust, Puccinia graminis in its various stages, the

eup fungus, Peatza, a lichen, Parmelia parietina, ergot, several molds, the

white rust on Capaella, and Pythium DeBaryanuni.

The selection is to be commended, and the treatment also, with some

slight reservations. This stricture refers chiefly to the occasional lack of

"fficiently explicit directions, in order that the learner may not go

astray or become hi >pelessly lost in demonstrating difficult points of struc-

ture, or in attempting to rind the more obscure parts referred to. Mac 1

k left to the ingenuity of the pupil, or the help to be obtained from a

master

1 -r advanced pupils, especially those under good supervision, tin

work will prove mosl serviceable. The directions for studying the lite-
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cycle of the lower forms, in the cases where it can be done to advantage,

is a valuable feature.

Comparatite Morphology and Biology of the Fungi, Mycetoma and Bacteria.

By A. BvBary. Translated by Henry E F. Garnsey, M. A; revised

by Isa;iO Bdyley B*l!'our, M. A., M. D., F. R. S. Clarendun Press, Ox-

ford, 1887. Koy. 8°, pp. 525 ; 198 wood- cuts.

A faithful and adequate translation of this invaluable work on fungi

and fungoid plants places the important facts pertaining to their physi-

ology, structure and classification within easy reach of every English

botanist. A feature that characterizes the work above all others on the

subject is the broad and philosophical treatment, giving not only a con-

nected view of the whole field, but a systematic arrangement of die sub-

ject matter based upon ample knowledge and sound deductive reasoning.

The title indicates the scope of the work, the lichens being included

with fungi. The course of treatment for the fungi is as follows: general

histological characteristics of hyphie and growth forms; forms of the my-

celium
; formation and dissemination of spores; systematic and compar-

ative account of the several groups, the principal ones being Perono-

sporea\Siprolegni€ie.Mucorini,Entomophthorea',Chytridieie,Ustilagineie,

Ascomycetes, Uredineoe and Basidiomycetes, covering over 200 pages;

spores and their germination; conditions of growth; and parasitism, in-

cluding that of lichens. The mycetozoa comprise the myxomycetes, the

Acrasiete and some doubtful forms, which severally receive general treat-

ment. The chapter on bacteria is an admirable summary of the chief

facts and relations of their morphology and physiology.
It is needless to go over the contents of the work more specifically,

for the limits of a review, even when extended, can give but an iraper-

'ect idea of the wealth of matter in so large and caref illy prepared

a treatise, and the opinion of the reviewer regarding its superior merit-

must be accepted without argumentative accompaniment.
In its German dress the work is already known to many of our ad-

vanced students of fungi, as it was issued about three years ago, being re-

viewed in this journal for December, 1884. The translators have not

ttempted to bridge the interval with notes or later discoveries which

affect the text. Thus, on pige 337, the statement that the germinating

-pondia from the teleutospores of Puccinia graminis penetrate into the

epidermal cells of the barberry, but "never into a grass," is shown by the

researches of Plowright not to be unqualifiedly true. However, in spite

of the mutations due to extension of knowledge, the work will be standard

for many years to come.

Ueh
, die Bildang der KwJlen. Ph vsiologische Untersuch ungen von Her-

mann Voehting. (15ibliothecaB.tanica,Heft4.) Theodor Fischer

.

Ousel, 1887. 4°, pp. 56. Illustrated.
This memoir forms the fourth number of the Bibliotheca Botanic*

•nder the editorship of Drs. Uhlworm and Hamlein. It deals with an
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investigation into the action of light, moisture and gravitation upon the

production of tubers, especially those of the potato: or, as the author lias

concisely stated it in the first sentence of the introductory chapter, " The

subject treated in the following pages is the problem, what causes deter-

mine the position and growth of tubers." The potato was used for most

of the experiments, being especially well adapted for the purpose. Be-

sides the potato, Helianthus tuberosus and Ullucus tuberosa, the latter a

South American esculent, were studied as examples of annual tubers, and

two species of Begonia for perennial tubers. The author refers to de

Vries' memoir (Landw. Jahrbiicher for 1878) for a critical review of most

of the literature pertaining to the subject.

The variety of potato chiefly used for the experiments is one not

commonly grown in this country; it is known in Germany as the "six-

weeks potato," in France as " marjoiin," and its peculiarity consists in

usually producing a thick leafless growth at one end during the period of

rest, being the expansion of the terminal bud.

By many ingenious experiments it was established that light exerted

a retarding influence upon the growth of the tuber, and that a certain

range of temperature was also desirable. Tubers may occasionally be

produced above ground in the light, as is known not only from casual ob-

servation but as proven by earlier investigators. The author showed from

his own experiments that the potato stem is verticibasal ;
that at its base

it normally produces, besides the roots, the tubers, and at the apex the

foliage. When a plant is grown from a reversed cutting, the tubers are

produced upon the proper base of the stem, which is now above ground

and in the light. Tubers can also be produced above ground by Bang a

cutting which has only part of one internode sunken in the -oil, so that

no node is below the ground to give off subterranean stolons. Another

method is to start the tuber, and when the roots around the base of the

shoot are of some length, to remove the old tuber and leave the stem en-

tirely above ground but with the roots in the soil. The base of the item,

which is now above ground, produces tubers. Tubers formed above

ground are small, but it was found that if the light wafl excluded from

such a tuber it grew to the usual size.

Space does'not permit a further mention of experiments or even a

full statement of the results. It must suffice to say that the author con-

cludes that the position and the growth of the tuber and the deposition

of starch in the same are separable processes; that gravitation has very

Httle or nothing to do with determining the position of tubers but that

it depends for the most part upon internal causes ;
and that light has a

strong retarding power on their development.

The work is an excellent example of physiological research carried

on with inexpensive apparatus and without the employment of a micro

scope.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

Professor Hcgo Lo.iKA,a Hungarian lichenologist,died at Budapest
September 7.

B. T. Galloway, of Missouri, has been appointed assistant in the my-
cological section of the Department of Agriculture at Washington.

D. Brand is (in Nature) says that the principal garden roses cultivated
in Europe and in India may be traced to Western Asia and China.

Prof. William R. Dudley, after traveling through parts of Germany
and Switzerland, has begun his studies for the winter in De Bary's labo-

ratory at Strassburg.

Dr. Vasey's report for 1886, as botanist to the Department of Agri-
culture, has been distributed in the form of an author's edition, consist-
ing of 27 pages of text and 21 plates.

Edward L. Greene, in Torrey Bulletin, says that Nelumbo of Baillon
has precedence over Nelumbium of Willdenow. and that Nelumbium
luteum snould be Nelumbo lutea Baillon.

The Government of Jamaica offers a prize of £100 for the best prac-
tical elementary text-book of t.-opical agriculture. Manuscripts are to be
sent to the Government of Jamaica on or before August 1, 1888.

In Journal of Botany for October, Arthur Bennett describes a new
^otamogeton from Mexico (P. Mexicanus), and incidentally remarks that
f. Uaytonn Tuck, should undoubtedly be P. Pennsylvania us Willd.

\r„
D
v f t

LEWIS
,

STi'RTEVAN T resigns his position as director of the

™-nV Agricultural Experiment Station at the close of the year, and
will be succeeded by Mr. Peter Collier, well known for his work on sor-

ghum sugar.

A paper of over two hundred determinations of fossil plants, includ-
ing some new species by Leo Leequereux, prepared for publication by

S'. Nattnal UuvinT
distrib"ted as an excerpt of the Proceedings V.

IPnJS;

;

GBAYJn? wi
[
e have returned from their six months absence in

in thfaI
n
u
g00d he

?
lth and spirits - The results of this visit will appear

Poly^S* long-looked-for volume on North American

deJr^t™ (

{
the T̂ ,B"'«™™1 Club for October, Dr. T. F. Allen

?hffconn fv?
e

-

8l ne£ ?
harac^ (with five plates), two of which belong to

SSSS?/' ?t: To vPelIa Macounii from Niagara Falls, and Nitella
-Horongn from Nantucket.

combed ?*IT[Sh
.

Dk*™, which has been issuing in parts, is no*

M^Woma'iJ^i?^8
?L 8Pecies - which is 160 less than recorded by

a ha f ilnS. K
Unit

S^States -
The bound volume is 80ld for tW<

? p

plates.
' °Ut tl8,12}

- Ifc is Castrated with sixty-six colored

andMr
TF

[w!ir'
DY

?
f Not«* American Umbelliferaa Professor Coulter

nv of hptl •

e t0 e
t

xamine collections from all parts of the countr •

in namhie ST^V8 8h°Wn by our best herbaria, ire greatly con used

from North a! 5'* l
? natne and ^turn any collection of Umbel]*?

ing pedmen r"
Ca

'
a
?
d attention « called to the fact that good fro*

ng specimens are usually necessary for accurate determination.
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Will. Threlfall its at work upon the gentians, and has asked Amer-
ican botanists to assist him in procuring plants, seeds, or dried specimens
of our species. He otters to exchange or purchase, and will send a list

of desiderata upon application. 'His address is Hollowforth near Preston,

Lancashire, England.

Word as late as July 29 has been received from Dr. G. M. Dawson's
party exploring the Yukon district. Only the great growth of sphagnous
mosses and the abundance of reindeer moss give the country a different

appearance from that of British Columbia, They speak of sometimes
-truggling through tangled woods knee-deep in moss.

Recent writings on the root swellings and their bacteria-like con-
tents in the Legaminosse and other plants are reviewed through eight
pages of the Botanisches Centrcdblatt (Bd. 31, Nos. 10 and 11) by Dr. Paul
Sorauer. No reference is made to articles in English, although such
have been published both in England and this country.

A distribution of rust exsiccati will shortly be begun under the
title, Sydow Uredineen, to contain the different stages, iccidium, uredo.
eleutosporic, and the forms upon all the different host plants. It will

ippear in fascicles of fifty numbers, at nine marks each. Address P.
•Sydow, Schoeneberg bei Berlin, Goltzstrasse 3, Germany.

Br.nviD, in Zeitschrift fllr Hygiene, claims the discovery of a chemical
test for the detection of the cholera bacillus. To bouillon-cultures ten to
twelve hours old, and gelatine-cultures after twenty-four hours, 5 to 10
per cent, of ordinary muriatic acid is added. In a few minutes a rose-
violet color appears, which increases in intensity for half an hour.

In the American Naturalist for October, Dr. Bessey extends the range
Of several well known trees. Pinus ponderosa, var. scopidorum Eng., he
found as far east as the 100th meridian, along the bluffs of the Niobrara
river. Along with it grows Juglans nigra L., whose range is thus ex-
tended westward to the 100th meridian! Ostrya Virginica was also ob-
served along the Niobrara river and in the Black Hills of Dakota.

The tomato disease called " black spot," caused by Cladospnrium Lu-
''Wemci Plowright, seems to have become very virulent in England. The
hardeners Chronicle for October 1 figures and describes it. The fungu
seems first to attack the decayed remains of the style while the fruits are
small and green, and thus gains access. The remarkable flattening of
tne apex of the fruit is one of the peculiarities of the disease.

K T
HE herbarium of H. H. Babcock, who published a well prepared

»st of the plants of Chicago and vicinity some fifteen years ago, was re-
cently presented to the Northwestern University at Evanston, 111., by his
widow. It contains over 10,000 species. The herbarium of E. R.
Krownell of Hartford, Conn., deceased, containing about 2

;
500 species,

wun unnamed specimens from Cuba, has been presented to Brown Uni-
versity at Providence, E. I.

In American Garden, Prof. L. H. Bailey, Jr., discusses the question of

camatization. The term he restricts to the operations of man in habit-
uating a species to a climate at first injurious. The discussion is a very
interesting one, and is divided into two heads : 1. Acclimatization
wrougha change in the individual plant; 2. Through a variation m
;,,ffr

in
Jr Under each head the modification or variation in constitution

<^u habit are separately considered.
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The third report, to cover the year 1885, on diseases of hyacinths
and other bulbous and tuberous plants, by Dr. J. H. Wakker,has recentlv
been distributed. Dr. Wakker was employed by the General Union of
Bulb Cultures of Holland to investigate for three years (1883, 1884.

1885) the diseases of flowering bulbs, and his three reports, the last

much delayed in the printing, contain valuable information based upon
careful research. • They are written in the Dutch language.

Dares and Medicines of North A merica, for June, has recently been
distributed, containing the concluding part cf the account of Erechthites
nieraciloha, and most of that of Caulophyllum thatietroides, both plant-
of much therapeutic value. Upon the completion of the present volume
three or four more parts, the publishers will no longer issue it as a

periodical but in completed volumes. This change is necessitated by the
numerous protracted investigations on which the work is based, and
which give it its special value, but which can not be invariably brought to
an end at stated intervals.

T" F
;^

x
iX? RSITY at(Jraz, Austria, is to have a botanic garden, the

sum of Si3,000 having been appropriated for that purpose. The Botan-
whes Lentralblcdt points out the absurdity, from the European point of
view, of expecting satisfactory results with this amount of money, as the
garden at Leipzig cost $1l'

_
),00<), and that at Strassburg about the same,

n will permit the erection of a small garden house and a green-house,
out there can be no lecture rooms, no offices and rooms for investigators
anu no place for students, although the latter are now recognized as a
necessary adjunct to a well-ordered botanic garden.

Q - uf-
R
!u
miCH T* Ki;etzing, the learned algologist, will complete his

eightieth year on the 8th of December next. He was one of the first to
recognize that for the investigation of the cell and its life the simplest

p ants, such as are found among alga}, are the most serviceable. He made
many profound researches, and his systematic works on the algae of

Lurope are still standard. It is proposed to offer him on his eightieth

prlil
ay 8°me mark

,?
f PoWic recognition and gratitude for his eminent

services as a naturalist. The committee having the matter in charge
consists of Messrs. Ascherson, De BarV , Berthold, Colin, Cramer, Eber-

RpSI^TH!
1?*^ Kny

'
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Three nuclei in pollen grains.

BYRON D. HALSTKI).

(WITH PLATE XVI.)

1 he pollen under consideration was obtained by placing
twigs of Sambucus racemosa in a tall bell jar of water on
March 3d ancl keeping them in a warm sunny room. The
experiment was begun primarily to illustrate to students the
etlect of coating the cut surface of the severed twig with
asphalt or a similar substance impervious to water. There
were four similar twigs, each eighteen inches long, placed
m the water. Two of them had- their cut surfaces coated
With varnish, while the remaining two were set in the liquid
With the freshly cut ends fully exposed. The asphalt used
was that employed for cementing cover glasses to the slides
in making permanent microscopic preparations. The buds
upon the stems paving free cut surfaces quickly began to
enlarge, while those of the twigs that had received the var-
nish did nothing more than slightly swell, and never produced
any leaves. The unvarnished stems sent out their charac-
teristic foliage, and at three of the nodes flower clusters of
considerable size were developed. It was from these flow era
that the pollen was obtained for the observations herein re-
corded.

Hie above facts are eriven because there may be a differ-
ence between the behavior of the pollen thus forced before
»s tune and that which would have been produced normally
Upon the shrubs several weeks later in the season.

v\ hen viewed dry, the pollen is about twice as long as
broad

( 20 ;i by 40 ft), and exhibits three dark lines or suture
Which run lengthwise of the grain. The appearance of the
dr

.
v grains is shown at a

gr appear

All the illustrationsm the plate.
v\er drawn with the camera to the same scale, and are mag-
n,ned two" hundred and eighty times.
lw° grains showing the surface of the dry grains. The

To the left of / are

extine is marked with faint irregular lines, resembling a net-

work of minute cells. This slight obstruction to the view
quickly disappears when water is added, and at the sami
"me the grains become nearly spherical and lose all signs of
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the original tripartite nature. When treated with a mixture

of half water and glycerine the nuclei are easily seen. On

the right off are three grains ; the upper one shows an end

view with the three division lines of the grain. Below this

are two grains in which the nuclei are evident. There seems

to be a nucleus for each third of the grain. After pollen has

been in pure glycerine for two days the grains become plump

ind the contents are nearly colorless, except the nuclei,

which are large and well defined. Three such grains are

shown at c. In many instances the nuclei seemed united

by their ends, while in others all three were evident.

For germination fresh pollen was placed in a ten per cent.

solution of cane sugar in one of a nest of porcelain macerat-

ing dishes, and forty hours after the tubes were ot the

lengths indicated in 'the plate. The earlier stages oi ger-

mination are shown at d. Usually there was a single tube,

but occasionally the tube branched as it issued irom the

grain. In some cases there were two points of departure, as

shown near a and at h. The course of the tube was rareh

in a straight line, but instead became much twisted and con-

torted during the early part of its growth. Afterwards it

expanded into a swollen tip as at e, where there is a strong

tendency to fork at its enlarged extremity. To the le

^
ot

.

6

is a tube which makes a sharp twist near the middle and at -

erwards swells into an Indian-club-like tip.

The coloring substances which proved the best for

study of the nuclei were eosin and azo-rubin. The latter is

by far the best of all substances used for the demonstration

of the nuclei. Nearly all of the tubes showing three nuc.ei,

as given in the plate, were treated with azo-rubin. rs° n '

clei are shown in some of the tubes, and these, as at e and .

were drawn from eosin-prepared specimens. The acei

methyl green recommended by Dr. Strasburger pioveci

very little service in comparison with the azo-rubin. *»
latter substance almost instantly developed a deep blooo-r

color in the nucleus, while the remaining portion oi the pi

toplasm was left of a lighter hue. . ,4,
Observations were repeated from dav to day with ti

specimens clipped from the culture dish, and the presence
^

the three nuclei was demonstrated in hundreds of cases.

fact, in nearly all long tubes the three blood-red bodies w<

appear upon the application of the coloring reagent. In &*h
instances the three nearly equal-sized bodies were t°u

alter all else in the tube had disappeared.

the
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The attention of teachers who give laboratory instruction

is called to the exceedingly easy way in Which an unlimited

supply of material was provided for this study. A thoroughly

cleaned porcelain dish three inches in diameter and a quarter

of an inch deep received an ounce of ten per cent, sugar

solution, and into this a large quantity of the pollen was
dusted from the flowers. A second dish was placed over the

first so as to prevent evaporation and the ingress of mold
germs. The nourishing solution was kept in a warm room,

for it was yet cold out of doors and snow covered the ground.

New pollen was dusted into the syrup from day to day so

that all stages of the tubes might be obtained at any time.

A preparation for the microscope was made by simply dip-

ping out a drop of the syrup on the cleaned tip of a scalpel

and placing it upon a glass slide. Fully a week elapsed be-

fore molds began to interfere with the culture. Even after

the fungus filaments were producing an entangled mass th<

pollen and their tubes could be easily determined by the ad-

dition of the azo-rubin. This substance did not affect the

mold unless very strong, while it almost instanth colored all

the protoplasm of the pollen grains and of their tubes.

No mention is found of pollen grains having three nuclei,

so far as the literature of the subject has been reviewed bj

the writer. 1 Dr. Goodale2 speaks of onlv two nuclei, one

which is usually larger than the other. Professor Cou er

in his paper3 shows' onlv two. In like manner Professor

Barnes4 demonstrates but two nuclei. If we follow Stras-

burger, in his later works, the larger is called the vegetative

nucleus. With the case in hand the nuclei are all of near!)

equal size. As a rule they pass out into, the tube early in

its development, and generally may be found in the
1

*ei

half, if not within the' club-shaped extremity. When 01113

two nuclei were found in a grain or its tube, one was fre-

quently larger than the other. This fact has led to the sug-

gestion that the larger or vegetative nucleus may undergo a

process of division early in the development oi the poJ n

grain. In some of the immature grains only two nuclei wei e

observed, and these seemed to be united by their slendei upa,

(c)
In closing, the attention of teachers of physiological not-.

t?

,„ J
1 Stra^Tmer describes and figures pollen grains with three nuclei m his

**chnngen.—]
3.]

*Gr"odaie\s Physiological Botany, p. 42&
'Pollen spores of Tradeseantia Virginica. Bor. Gaz. XI, p. 10- ^
4 Process of Fertilization in Campanula Americana. Bot. (xAZ. . , p-

•
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any is again called to the very easy manner in which a large

supply of germinated pollen was provided for the study here

outlined. The same method has proved successful in several

other cultures.

Fertilization of Calopogon parviflorus Lindl.'

CHARLES ROBERTSON.

While at Orlando, Florida, in February, 1887, I found

this plant very common in pine barrens.
The flower is interesting from the fact that the ovary is

not twisted, so that the labellum occupies the upper side and

the column the lower. These parts are at right angles to

each other, the labellum being erect and the column curving

outward and a little downward. The labellum gradually

narrows to a winged basal portion, on which it is hinged. In

the wind it often bends forward : in old flowers it falls from

its own weight and lies upon the column. In front it is fur-

nished with a conspicuous crest of club-shaped hairs. From
above the hairs increase in length so that their tips rise to

about the same level. The lower project strongly from the

labellum, and many of them are fused together/ especially

below. When the labellum is bent down upon the column
the crest does not reach as far as the stigma. The stigma is

at the summit of the column, and is covered with viscid mat-
ter. In a little pocket just under the stigma lies the anther.

which is two-celled, each cell containing two pollen masses
whose grains are lightly connected bv threads.

Small bees, Andrenid.e, approaching the (lower in front,

light upon the crt t, when the labellum bends suddenly, so

that the dorsal surface of the insect comes down upon the

column. The broad, slightly upturned wings of the column
keep tne body from passing "to either side, and so require it

to slip off the end. In doing this the body strikes the stigma
and is smeared with viscid matter. The pressure of the in-

sect upon the stigma starts the anther from the pocket, so

that theends of the pollen masses are exposed. As the boch

slips off the end of the column the exposed ends of the pol-

inia strike the part which is smeared with viscid matter from

the stigma, and the pollinia are drawn out and cemented to

ti^rt'&Sg^^l?T̂ ™°X*^*- ** an later ting account of *• *g
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the exact spot which struck the stigma in the first place.
Wl
pollen is glued comes down upon the stigma.

Cross-fertilization results from the fact that the stigma i

struck before the pollinia, from the startling. action of the
labellum, and from the fact that onlv two or three flowers
are open at a time. GuignardV opinion, that croi -fertiliza-
tion is not so well assured as in Pogonia, no doubt, rests on
an erroneous view of the floral mechanism.

There is no nectar. If there were any real source of at-
traction about the crest, small insects which are not heav\
enough to depress the labellum would be the onlv ones 10
enjoy it undisturbed. The hairs of the crest look like a
cluster of dehiscent stamens, for which, I think, they are
mistaken by insects. If so,. the flower is one of Sprengel's
kt
bcheinsaftblumen," except that the attraction imitated is

pollen instead of nectar. Specimens of two species of Ha-
lictus, which visited the flowers, had their pollen-carrying
hairs well filled, showing that they were on pollen-collecting
expeditions. On the other hand, butterflies, which do not
visit flowers for pollen, paid no attention to the crest, but
sought in vain for nectar near the center of the flower. Guig-
nard' .saw a bumble-bee light upon the column of C. pulchel-
his, no doubt expecting to find nectar, while one which I
saw pull down the labellum had pollen in her baskets and
evidently mistook the hairs for stamens.

,. T ,

re
Kard to the source of attraction. Guignard 4 say

J here is, indeed, no free nectar, but the basis of the lip and
01 the column, which are connate, are thickened around
small depression which seems to correspond to the spur of
the other genera, and are as if swollen with juices. To in-
sects knowing how to draw from this store the winged col-
umn offers a most convenient stage while sucking the sweets.
1 hen the anther is behind them and the pollinia must become
attached k> their legs, as is the case with the milk-weed."
iu t he did not see the thickened parts punctured by any in-

sect nor did he find pollinia on the legs of any. The thick-
ened base of the lip seems to be intended to keep it from
pending below the hinge, and that of the column to support
til" —-•!..- -

~ — A. •_e weight of an insect which falls upon it. From Guig-

P-43 Iilh "»i0rcMd8.» J. a. Guigoard. Wth Knmul Rap >t
.

Ontary

frrtilb ,; ™%^th r 'l> >rt <>t the*un-. p. 51. Gutyiard (five* *n ln& sitiujw 'unt«
«m*oo or theCypripedlum spi nolle by Megachile roelanophi i.

Joe. cit. Hfl ~ •

.1886 ,

oc. eit. a
4
Lor-, cit 13.
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narcTs account, the labellum might as well have no hinge,

and the crest would do as well if it were a bright spot on the

surface.

The Rev. A. B. Hervey 5 also takes it for granted that the

pollinia are fastened to the under side of insects.

When I first noticed the curiouslv hinged and crested

labellum it occurred to me that Mr. Darwin would say that

here was the place to look for an explanation of the flower,

and I soon formed the theory which I succeeded in verify-

ing. On relating my observations to Professor Trelease, I

found that he had held the same view of the flower^ and had

corresponded with Dr. Hermann Miiller on the subject. At

my request, Professor Trelease has furnished me with the

following note: " Briefly, mv idea of Calopogon was that

the weight of the insect visitor must bend tTTe labellum so as

to bring the bee's back against the column, thus enabling it

to effect pollination—a view that Hermann Miiller wrote me
was the only plausible one he could get from my sketches

and notes: but it was never demonstrated in the held.

Calopogon is one of a few flowers which move the insect

toward the* stigma . In Pterostvlis, 7 the labellum flies up

elastically and imprisons the visitor in the upper part ot the

flower, and the insect strikes the stigma in escaping.
There is no expenditure in keeping up a supply of nectar,

and the flower, although requiring a smooth insect ot a cer-

tain size and weight, suffers nothing from the visits ot those

it can not utilize.

Then, there is no delay caused by the insect waiting to

suck, but, as soon as it lights, it is thrown down against the

stigma. This occurs so quickly that, while standing with

net in hand, 1 have seen insects effect pollination and escape

before I could catch them.
So many orch

tongues of insects

d
ids fasten their pollinia upon the faces ana

that it is interesting to find one which ap-

plies them regularly to the first abdominal segment. It one

wished to place the loose pollinia of Calopogon on some par

of the bee where it would be least likely to be disturbed D)

the bee itself, or bv surrounding objects, he could not find a

better spot than the place where the flower is adapted to

6 " Wayside Flowers and Ferns "
* Under Mormoies

close

At the•

'
*. "At the

ignea, "Fertilisation of OkIi ," 216, Mr. rwin says. - he(1
tall w.s in despair. The strange position of the ^helium.^^Column nno-ht t,^ Ko,r^ «kAWn ^^ lu.,* K,.r<» uraa tihfi DliU't K' 1 '^

pllrn > • Thifl rj ...*".". ".I":'.;
' \

fcV"* "w.wwon trmt me laoenum was m"'', K': , '

K , titiMl toun-

<>n the mnmnii u V " * l " despair, in* >transje position or uu* " l
, ,« forexPer

"

"meat T '', '
,

'

,

.':."."^ 1

;W * bweshown me [hat her, was the m»5&V*nt r niKh . \\
•"""'• o'l-cni to nave sliowu mo that here was we ('"•",-

n0
P se T fis n '

i V
lV° T 1 ''

'
the noti'»" tllilt the labellum was thus p f*§S°-

7 Darwin, loc.cit. ;.

.
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fasten it. Mr. Darwin8 has observed that absence of hair on
the tongues of Lepidoptera and on the faces of Hymenoptera
has led to the more usual adaptations, and sparseness of hair

has its influence in this case. Species of Augochlora are the

only insects on which I found pollinia. These bees are very

smooth, depending for ornament on the metallic sheen of

their bodies. An Halictus repeatedly pulled down the la-

bella of flowers from which pollinia had not been removed
;

and the only reason I can assign for its failure to extract

pollinia is that it is more hairy than the Augochloras.
I watched the flowers on five mornings between February

21 and March 4, and caught the following insects (Mr. E.

T. Cresson kindly determined the Bombus and species of

Augochlora) :

Apiche: (1) Bombus separates Cress 9
, bending lip but

not removing pollinia; Audrenidce: (2) Halictus, do. ; (3)

Halictus, not bending lip
; (4) Halictus, do.

; (5) Augochlora

festiva Sm., do.
; (6) Augochlora sumptuosa Sm., with pol-

linia on first abdominal segment •/

pollinia :

Odynerus histrio St. Farg., bending lip, no

ph (9) Mesograpta raarffinata Say, not

bending lip,' determined 'bv Dr. S. W. Williston ;
Paplion

id*: (10) Papilio Philenor Linn., not lighting; Hcsfendce

(11) Pamphila, the only insect lighting on column.

Notes (hi Unibelliferse of E. United States. VIII.

JOHN M. COULTER AND J. N. ROSE.

(with plate xvir.)

DISCOPLKURA DC. Fruit ovate, flattened laterally:

carpel with 5 primary ribs subtended by strengthenin

dorsal and intermediates prominent and
rather acute ; laterals broad and united
with a thickened corky margin : oil-ducts
solitary in the intervals, two on the com-
missural side: seed-section roundish (tigs.

g cells

;

107, 108). Smooth branching annuals.
With finely dissected leaves (filiform divis-

10ns), and white flowers. Fl. June to Oc-
tober.

1. D. capillacea DC. Mem. Umbel. 38.
t- 8. Umbels 5 to 20-raved ;

involucral
leaves (filiform) usually cleft or

Ukj, cit. 72.
H of the beet are females.

* Section of carpel of Eryngium diffusnin XI"
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involucels more or less prominent.—Wet ground, Massachu-

setts to Florida, and westward to the plains. Runs through

many intermediate forms into the

Var. Nuttallii, with umbels 15 to 30-rayed, involucral.

)

leaves usually entire, and involucels minute {D. Nuttallii

DC).—In the lower Mississippi Valley.
Although var. Nuttallii is set apart as a variety, it must

be understood to include only extreme forms. There are

many forms which intermediate and combine the characters 01

the species and variety. The number of rays is very incon-

stant, while the involucral leaves are frequentty cleft and

entire in different umbels on the same plant, and the involu-

cels may be as prominent in forms which are var. Nuttallii

, or they may
icters entirely

fail to give any. distinction. As for the form called D. cafiU

lacea, var. costata DC, we are at a loss to discover even any

varietal characters. In a large series of specimens so la-

beled from different herbaria we fail to find the slightest dis-

in every other respect, as in true I), capillacea
be very minute in the species itself. Fruit chars

tinction from D. capillacea; and if there is a var. costata we

have never seen it, nor is it known to our best collectors.

by Grav.
*i>tocaulis

Af

ofThe general habit of the plants and the size

fruit may indicate some such common relationship, but

udy_of their fruit structure reveals differences fully as

of Umbellifenfc as atgreat as obtain among other
present consi

seating these

Lfenera
idered. In fact, a glance at the figures repre-

two genera and Apium on plate xvii will snow

a diversity of fruit characters cm iter than exists among any
""

Including these

:,.t nt with
other three allied genera we have figured.
three genera under one would be entirely i neons;

e definition of Other cr»n»ra «f TTmh*»11ifpr;»*. Wth

restore the genera as follows :

LEPTOCAULIS Nutt.—Fruit ovate, flattened laterally,

bristly or tuberculate : carpel with 5 primary ribs somen lia

prominent or obsolete, each subtended bv a prominent grout

of strengthening cells (except in L. patens) :
oil-ducts soli-

tary in the intervals (except occ
on the commissural side : see„
with face more or less concave

:

:casionallv in L. patens), tin

•d-section dorsally flattened,

°9"~
stylopodium conical [to

Very slender smooth branching annuals.
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flowers
')

1. L. ecliinatus Nutt. DC. Prodr. 4. 107. A span to a fool

fruit about half line long, eohinate with spreading
hooked bristles ; ribs obsolete and seed-face slightly concave

high

(tigs. 109, no). Ap echinatum Benth. & Hook.—Ala-
bama to Arkansas and westward.

2. L. divaricaius DC Mem. Umbel. 39. t. 10. One to two
ieet high, with spreading branches : umbels more diffuse

than in the last, and usually with fewer rays : fruit half a line

long, tuberculate
; ribs somewhat prominent and seed-face

slightly concave (tigs, in, 112). Apium divaricalum Benth.
& Hook.—North Carolina to Florida and westward to Tew

3. L. patens Nutt. DC. Prodr. 4. 107. One to two feet

high, branching above: fruit half a line long, tuberculate;
ribs obsolete and seed-face decidedly concave; pericarp
thinner than in the preceding species and without strength-
ening cells ; oil-ducts in the intervals often accompanied by
smaller accessory ones (rigs. 113, 114). Apiumfatcns Wat-
son, Bibl. Index, Polypet. 413.—From Missouri to Louisiana
and Texas. This species, while undoubtedly most closeh

related to Leptoeauiis, is exceptional in certain important

characters. The thinner nericaro. the entire absence ofThe thinner pericarp,
strengthening cells, the frequent increase in the number ol

oil-ducts, and the almost sulcate seed-face are all characters

that do not belong to Leptoeauiis.
include it under this genus, it must be considered as an out-

lying member.

While, therefore, we

AMMOSELINUM Fruit ovate, flattened

laterally : carpel with 5 prominent equal more or less scab-

rous ribs, the laterals closely contiguous to those of the other

parpel, forming apparently a single rib: pericarp exceed-
ingly hard, composed almost entirely of strengthening cells:

oil-ducts solitary in the intervals, two on the commissural
S] d-e, rather small and not close to seed cavity :

seed-section

dorsally flattened, with face slightly concave: stylopodium

conical, with very short style (ties. 115, no).—Low dihuse

itnnual,

ments 1

, nun very snort stvie (ngs. 11^, m-7.—*-"" —
, with ternately divided leaves, the small ultimate seg

inear to spatulale, and white flowers in small sessil<

( >r short-pedunculate
the '

. „ unequal-rayed umbels.
best marked genera of Umbellifene.

This is one oi

ucsi markea genera ot umDeiinene. Its affinitu re

doubtful, but it holds no relation whatever to Charophyllum,
aa was surmised in the original description, followed by l>en-

l"am and Hooker.
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i. A. Popei Torr. & Gray, Pacif. R. Rep. 2. 165. About a

span high, angles, midribs, rays, pedicels, and ribs ot fruit

rough scabrous : leaf-segments narrowly linear : fruit ovate-

oblong, 2 to 2\ lines long, with thick corky commissure.

Afium Popei Gray.—Texas ( Wright, Parry, Reverchon).

Fi. April, May.
2. A. Butleri. Smaller, nearly glabrous: leaf -segment-

narrowly oblong or spatulate : fruit ovate, about a line long.

with ribs smooth or minutely scabrous, and corky commis-

sure much less prominent (tigs. 11^, 116). Afium Butleri

Eng. Proc. Am. Acad, xxi. 453.—Texas (Hall, Reverchm,

Joor); Indian Territory (Butler). Fl. March, April. Dis-

tributed in various collections as Apium Popei.

APIUM Linn.—Fruit ovate or broader than long, flat-

tened laterally: carpel with 5 prominent obtuse corky nearly

equal ribs: pericarp with no strengthening cells: oil-ducts

solitary in the narrow intervals, two on the commissural side:

seed-section round : stvlopodiurn depressed or wanting (&"*
— — — —--»-—-»- w -.— villi v* . U^ Y *Vl' V^N.* I II I I 1 VlV>LVAV-.Vjk_»^-' ^* V/» « » <"_7 \ —-

117, 118).—Erect or prostrate herbs, with pinnately or tei"

nately divided leaves, umbels opposite the leaves, and white

Muel., Benth. Fl. Austral. 3. 372 '

high : leaves ternately divided into

flowers.

I. A. leptophyllum F.
A few inches to two feet higl--.,-,, .Mvni-o iw uvu icci lllj^ll . ICclVCS iciiiaii.n v. a .

filiform segments: umbels sessile or short-pedunculate :
f

a line long. Helosciadium leftofhyUum DC— Florida

Texas and westward. March to J
A. nodiflonim

~

Koch), an introduce

fruit

to

& Hook. {Helosciadium nodifom'^

""-'v «*" inimuutcu species, reported first by Walter arou

Charleston, S. C, and not afterwards found, has been re-

ently collected by Dr. J. II. Mellichamp. It is also touiw

on the ballast grounds near Philadelphia by I. C. Marundaie.

BIFORA Hoffin.—Fruit broader than long, flatten d lat-

erally, the two globose carpels connected only by a narr°.

commissure: carpel with primary ribs obsolete, and 4
m

form secondary ribs : pericarp thin and very bard, made p

almost entirely of strengthening cells : oil-ducts none: see
-

face deeply concave : stvlopodiurn conical : styles recurv

over the carpels (tigs. 119, 1 20).—Slender smooth annua*,

with pinnately dissected leaves (segments filiform), and wi

flowers in few-rayed umbels. . foot
I. B. Americana Benth. & Hook. Gen. PI. 1. 9l6 ' L.

or more high, branching above, rays and angles of stem V
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pecially summit of internodes) roughened with minute callous
points: fruit i| lines long-. 2.} lines broad. Atrema Amer-
icana DC.—Missouri (Tracy), Arkansas and Texas.

ERYNGIUM Linn —Fruit ovate or obovate, flattened

laterally, scaly, tuberculate or bristly : carpel with ribs obso-
lete (in ours) : pericarp without strengthening cells : oil-

ducts solitary beneath the ribs (or their normal position), two
on the commissural side (making g in all) : seed-face plane:
styles filiform (figs. T21-124). — Herbs with spiny or prickly

mostly lobed or toothed leaves, and bracted flowers closely

sessile in dense heads.— A large genus, with about 20

North American species, chiefly southern. The genus is so

well defined by its general habit, and mature fruit is so com-
pletely lacking in our herbaria, that in the present series ot

papers we will not undertake to define the species. We
would urge upon collectors the necessity of securing good
fruiting specimens of all our Ervngiums* as in the few spe-

cies studied there is indicated a wide range of fruit structure.

With this paper is concluded the presentation of our 80

species of Umbelliferae east of the 100th meridian. It is to

he hoped that the characters presented will be subjected to a

thorough test by collectors and herbarium workers, that m
the final elaboration of the North American representative-

°f the family the most permanent possible results may be

obtained. At the same time we would ask for additional

material from all quarters, especially fruiting specimens.

We are under great obligations to many botanists, to whom
we have already, in earlier papers, given our grateful ac-

knowledgments."

Kxplanation of Plate XVIL—Fig. 107, fruit of Discopleura capil-

laee*; lig. 108, section of carpel of eame; fig. 109, fruit of Leptocauliseehi-

natna; a*. 110. section of carpel of name: tig. Ill, fruit of L. divancatus ;

fi «f- H2, section of carpel of same; fig. 113, fruit of L. patens
:

tig. 114

section of carpel of same : fig. 115, fruit of Ammoselinum Butleri
:

fig. 116,

section of carpel of same; fig. 117. fruit of Apium leptophyllum ;
fig. 11*,

action of e ; , rpel of same: tiff. 110. fruit of Bifora Americana: fig. 120,

section of carpel of same; fig. 121. fruit of Eryngium aromaticum :
B*

122, Bftotion of carpd of same; ft*. 128, fruit of E. diffusum. Fig. 119

'8X5; fig. 107 i< X7; figs. 109, 111. 113, 115,117,120,121, 12:!. are K»
figs. 108, 110, 112, 114, 116, 118, 122, are X 40.
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BRIEFER ARTICLES.

Solanum triflornm Nutt.— Five years ago this plant was comparatively

uncommon in Northern Montana. It might -then be found here and

there on the prairies or near water-courses, but now, during the past

three years, it has been noticeably increasing, owing to the rapid influx

of people who, instead of going into stock-raising or mining, have turned

their attention to agricultural occupations. The plant grows better in

cultivated ground, and it is a fact worth recording that it grows best of

all in situations particularly suited to the development of S. tuberosum.

In its finest condition the plant spre Is over the ground in mats three

feet or more across the branches, usually rooting all along the portions

touching the earth, and bearing many pale blue to purplish flowers, sim-

ilar in general appearance to those of S. tuberosum, but much smaller.

Where the plant is found on the wild prairies it is often low but nearly

erect, sending out short lateral ascending branches, which bear small,

pale, often yellowish, less conspicuous flowers, and the subsequent ber

ries are usually a little smaller and less numerous than in the field form.

One day during August, passing through a field of potatoes, the owner

of which, who was with me, and evidently an intelligent man, pointing

to a heavy musky-smelling mat of S. triflorum, asked tta* name of those

" wild potatoes. " I replied by asking why he railed them wild potatoes.

" Well," said he, " they are, aren't they ? They bear flowers like a potato

and potato-bugs live upon the leaves." I had noted the latter fact sev-

eral years before, but had never seen the larvae very numerous upon the

plants. This season, however, an enormous cr< >p of potato-beetle Ian has

been produced, and chieflvupon S. triflornm. This species seemed, even

where S. tuberosum was also present, to be mainly used ag theprelinu-

narv or original host, from which many, hut by no meahs all, of the

larv:o after attaining a certain size, would crawl to plant* of the other

pecies.— F. W. Anderson, Great Fall*, Montana.

Copt is, section Chrysocoptis.-- A Dy one collecting in Idaho (say on tbe

Peru! d'Oreille river, or on the Lolo trail above Clear Water) in thesprmg

should look out for Coptis o. identalig, the Sowers of which are ;i
desid-

eratum. In Wyeth's four spe mem they are undeveloped, and little

can be made of Nuttalfa figure in this respect. Geyer's specimens were

going out of flower: but I have found withered remains of a sepal and*

petal. When good flowers are obtained the three following species wi

propably be con firmed :

C. occidental!- Torr. and Gray. Leave* simply trifoliolate:
leaflets

long-petiolulate (2 or 8 inches long at maturity, with terminal petiolui

1-1} inches long, and lateral on. hard I v half shorter), of roundish OU

line, 3-lobed to middle; the lobes obtu ;ht left <>r incised, ar>«

obtusely dentate: oetals shorter than sepals, subulate from a Bub**
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Wats

hardly nectariferous base: mature carpels longer than stipe: seeds

oblong.

C. laciniata Leaves trifoliolate : lateral leaflets comparatively

short petiolulate; all ovate in outline, nearly 3-parted, with divisions :!-7-

cleft or incised and dentate, mostly acute: sepals linear-attenuate, and

tili form-attenuate petals nearly of the nextspecies: mature carpels longer

than stipe: seeds oval.— C. asplenifolia Gray, Proc. Am. Acad., viii. 375,

>n, Bot. Calif, ii. 427. This we have only from Oregon and

Northwest California, collected by E. Hall,Cusick, Henderson, G. K.Vasey,

Rattan. Only Cusick has sent it in blossom.

C. asplenifolia Salisb. Leaves pinnately 5-foliolate ; with leaflets all

slender petiolulate. ovate-oblong in outline, and pinnately divided or

parted, lower divisions short petiolulate and upper confluent: sepds and

petals iiliform-attenuate, nearly equal; the latter with thickened concave

nectary between middle and base : mature carpels shorter than the stipe.

We have this only from British Columbia and Alaska.—Asa Gray.

of

Dredge for Ghara. -Last year, in giving directions for the collection

of Characese, I recommended a modification of a dredge used by Prof.

Xordstedt, of Sweden. [ am cons rained to say th it .t dredge more like

his original one is better for deep iwter, and that the one here illustrated

answers perfectly every purpose, provided one

carries, as I now do, a small rake for shallower

water. This dredge consists of a disk of lead

about three inches in diameter and three-fourths

an inch thick, in the edge of which are im-

bedded about ten hooks. I have bad them bent

backward in order to furnish a ki ml of
k

* *h< adder
"

to give greater strength in case of catching in an

obstruction.. These will firmly hold a boat, or

rai^e a couple of hundred pounds from the bot-

tom. Through the center of this disk is passed,

vertically, an iron rod about a foot long, which
has a ring in the upper end, for a line, and which
i allowed to project about three inches below the disk. It takes apart

readily by means of a nut and screw on the rod, and packs in a small box.

It weighs about two and a half pounds, and is made by Flynn A: Doyle,

Bantam, Conn., at a cost of four dollars.—T. F. Allkn.

OPEN LETTERS.

Vitality of seeds.

In makin g the 1_. .... excavation for the new building of »*»^"^S
»«*t fall the dirt was hauled upon the campus, and in a *noiJtune,nw»*

noticed where the soil wa* placed a great many'"^"•"•J".^Stedin
(Phytolacca decandra) were growing. The north budding was ereetea in
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1844, and the south building in 1854, and these two buildings stand forty-

seven feet apart. It was in this space the excavation was made. These

seeds have been lying dormant in all probability since 1844, as students

do not generally permit such plants to grow within forty- seven feet of the

college. D. A. Owen.

Franklin, Ind.

Dispersion of seeds in Euphorbia.

It may be worth noting, in connection with the interesting remarks

of Dr. Schneck on the dispersion of seeds of Euphorbia marginata (page

226), that the phenomenon is recorded in connection with other Euphor-

biaceae, especially in a small Mexican tree, there known, according to Her-

nandez, as 'Qu^uhtcatlatzin," which 1 suppose might be translated as the

'creaking tree." In view of this Mexican term, Linnaeus seems to have

given it the name of Hura crepitans. De Candolle (Prodromus 18, p. 1229)

remarks on it :
'• Cocca * * valde erepit' inter dissilienfia %em inaqaedeji-

cientia." Thomas Meehan.
Germantown, Penn.

Systematic Botany—A correction.

In the note on " the old and new botany/' in the October Gazettf

an error occurs, namely, the omission of the word tematic before botanv

in the seventh line from the last. As it stands, it reads that the general

subject, b itany, is falling into disfavor, which I am sure is not true. But

it is quite clear to me that systematic botany is considered as quite
s

de-

tached from the living proce>M s going on in plants, and, therefore, falling

into disfavor. E. L. Gregory.
Bryn Maivr College.

CURRENT LITERATURE.
Hepatic* American*; prepared by Lucie-. M. Underwood and 0. F.Cook.

Decades I and II. Syracuse, N. Y. 1887.

Under the above title Dr. Underwood, of Syracuse University, and

Mr. Cook have begun issuing a set of extkeaUe for the special encourage-

ment of students undertaking the collection of Hepaticse. As no preface

to the set has been issued, we are authorized to say that the object of di e

^ a _

publishers has been
1. To issue this preliminary set more for the assistance of beginner*

than as a matter of special interest to those who have long studied the

Hepaticse. Later numbers may have a wider interest.
f

2. By issuing &few numbers to bring the price 1 within the reach

the most moderate means.
3. To issue representative (though common) species.2 Tl M

\

rJJr
hl^« f tw«nty numbers will be sent p U\ for $1.25. AcMn-s Dr. Lucie*

underwood, Syracuse, N Y.

-<-w« cm v a Kraveoieus, u
Hagiochila porelloides.

Scapa
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orders, all the larger genera, and the thallose, incubous and sucoubous

Jungermaniacese will be found represented.

4 To procure specimens as free as possible (a by no means easy task)

from other and misleading plants

From an examination of the set we are prepared to say that the

specimens are admirable, and leave nothing to be desired. The labels

are full and are accurately printed. We sincerely hope that the au hors

will be liberally encouraged not only by the purchase of sets, but also by

the contribution of material; and that the sets may soon begin to include

the rarer species. Certainly, the enterprise is most commendable, and

must prove of great benefit to all students of Hepatwa\

Synopsis of the Mora of the Laramie Group. By Lester F Ward Sixth

Annual Report of Director of the U. S. Geological Survey, 1884-85.

Washington, 1886; pp. 405-557, pi. 31-65.

Perhaps no controversy over the stratigraphic position of any of the

various members in the geologic series has been waged with greater

persistency than has that over the position of the member now so well

known as the Laramie Group. This group was first brought to light by

the pioneer investigators of the geology of our western territories, and

they, together with prominent paleontologists, from considerations of its

animal remains, were led to refer it to the cretaceous age Others,

equally eminent, basing their conclusions upon examinations of the plant

as well as animal remains, argued for it a tertiary age So persistently

have these two theories been attacked and defended that the subject has

leveloped a copious literature of its own; and for the general student to

attempt to read this and decide for himself is a nearly hopeless task.

What was needed was a succinct account of the progress of opinion re-

garding it, irrespective of partisan feeling. This is precisely what Prof.

Ward has done in the historical review of opinion which occupies the

first forty pages of his memoirs, and the result must be conclusive. From

this it is seen that the conclusion generally accepted at present is that the

Laramie group belongs as much to the cretaceous as to the tertiary, or

rather occupies a somewhat intermediate position between the two. But,

as Prof Ward so pointedly suggests, it makes very little difference

whether we regard it as belonging to the one or to the other, so long as

we clearly understand its relative position. We know positively that the

<

abov

tertiary.

derstood ation, which has a thickness of

more than 4 000 feet of strata, occupies a vast area, extending for hun-

dreds of miles on either side of the Rocky mountains and from Mexico

to far within the British possessions. This immense inland sea was at

first iilled with brackish wai r, with at least one opening into the ocean ;

but afterword, through the gradual cutting off of this avenue of inter-

communication, it became nearly or quite fresh. The period of change
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from the one to the other must have been very gradual, and have ex-

tended over an immense interval of time; long enough, indeed, as Dr. C.

A White has so clearly shown, for the transformation of a distinctively

hrackish water molluscan fauna to a fresh water fauna, without extinc-

tion of types It is in these peculiarities that lies the explanation of the

difficulty experienced in attempting 10 correlate this formation with

others probably deposited at the same time in different parts of the world.

It would be extremely improbable that precisely similar conditions should

prevail in widely separated localities cut off, as we know they must have

been, by barriers of both land and water that existed at that time.

In order to ascertain what answer an exhaustive examination of the

plant remains would be able to give to the question, Prof. Ward has pre-

pired an elaborate table, in which are compared all the known specie>

found in the Senonian, Laramie and Eocene formations. The result

shows that the Laramie flora resembles the one about as much as the

other, which in itself proves nothing ; but in the discussion which follow

the table it is concluded, in a manner satisfactory to the author, at least

that it has a stronger 8 monian than Eocene faciei This is because moiv

important types extend from the Senonian into the Laramie, and when,

as it is well known, the vegetation was less diversified than later The

flora of the Laramie period is perhaps no more remarkable than coulu

be accounted for on the ground of the peculiar conditions which obtained

at the time of its deposition. Its isolated character, its change from a

upon it a strongbrackish toa fresh wafer dep >sit, are sufficient to imp
individuality. This examination shows more plainly than ever that th^

whole discussion resolves itself into a mere question of a name, and what

this shall be is not of as much importance as might at first be antici

pated.

This discussion is followed by the systematic portion of the paper

which deals with the results of the personal observations of the author

upon the flora of this group. This is in the form of a list, unaccompanie^

by descriptions, of the type or representative species detected in the^'
lections made by Prof. Ward in Colorado, Wyoming and Montana. The

descr ptionsand discussions of specie.^ tre to be found in a later work, 10

which this list is but supplementary; and, indeed, both papers are de-

signed as an introduction to the larger monograph which the author has

in preparation.

The illustrations, which are by the photo-lithographic process, ar<>

among the hest of the kind that we have seen.
Taken as a whole, this paper must be regarded as one of the m*

valuable contributions that have been made to the discussion of the har<

mie group.*

Typyfthe Laramie Flora. By Lester F. Ward. Bulletin of the U

Geological Survey, No. 37. Washington, 18-7. Pp. l-llft PL L"J '

'

In this paper the species given in a list in the former work are Je
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1

scribed and discussed at length. The illustrations are also the same, hav-
ing been rearranged to accommodate them to the reduced size of the
work.*

Grasses and Forage Plants. By Charles L. Flint. Revised edition, 12°, pp.
398. Lee & Shepard : Boston, 1888.

This, although called a "revised " edition, is practically the same as

that published twenty-four years ago, the only changes of any importance
being confined to about half a dozen pages, where new illustrations of

some more recent agricultural machines are substituted for old ones,

with some cutting out and change of type to correspond. The only new
matter relating to forage plants is on page 196, where a short account of

Japan clover (Lespedeza striata) is introduced, and even this is not in-

cluded in the systematic index. The preface is unchanged from the sixth

edition of 1864, except in giving a new date— 1 8 instead of 1859—not
even mentioning the few changes already noticed. It is, therefore, little

more than a reprint of the old edition of twenty years ago. As that has

been a long time before the public, its many excellent qualities are well

known.

But, in a " revised edition," after the lapse of so many years, some
important changes or additions might reasonably have been expected.

Within the Inst ten to twenty years the subject of grasses for cultivation

has in certain portions of our country attracted very great interest. Ex-

tensive tracts of country west of the Missouri river, and southwestward

in Texas and New Mexico, have been brought under culture, subject to

climatic conditions very different from those of the Northern and Eastern

States, and the belief is very generally entertained that the older kinds of

cultivated grasses are not adapted to use there; and intelligent agricult-

uralists are inquiring and experimenting with reference to some pri

better adapted to their wants. Very much the same condition exists in

the South Atlantic and Gulf States, where long summer droughts prevail,

greatly to the injury of the grazing interests, and a number of new and

promising grasses and forage plants are under trial. These points are

entirely ignored in this " revised edition."
In another particular the public might naturally look for some change.

This is in relation to the botanical terms and the clarification employed

in the description of grasses in the introductory chapter. A proper

revision would have changed the botanical names of ten or twelve genera,

and would have changed the application of some of the terms used in de-

scribing the parts of the flower. Thus, Calamagroatis (of our country)

is now Dayeuxia, Brizopyrum is Distichlis, Lepturus (of our country) 1

known as Schedonnardus, our Triticums are Agropyrums, Dupontia i

called Graphephorum, Gymnostichum is Asprella. etc. The application

of the terms glume and palet should have been modified so as to express

the modern view of the structure of grass flowers-the term glume being

now extended to include what was formerly called the lower palet. and
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the term palet being restricted to that bract or scale formerly known as

the upper palet. Several other needful changes of terms will occur to the

botanist, as well as in the loose employment of the terms ovary and seed

on page 15.— George Vasey.

Monogravhix Phanerogamarum. Vol. quintum, pars secunda. Ampe-
lidtk Auctore J. E. Planchon. Pp. 305-664. Paris, July, 1887.

Few groups of plants are more perplexing than the one forming the

subject of this monograph, and as a consequence there are wide differences

in its treatment. The present presentation makes some radical changes.

Bentham and Hooker in their Genera Plantarum group three genera un-

der Ampelideae, viz.: Vitis (including Ampelopsis and the large tropical

genus Cissus), with 230 species; Pterisanthes, with three; and Leea, with

about twenty. Planchon, in the monograph before us, does not include

Leea as being among the true Ampelidese; accepts Pterisanthes as de-

fined, but increases its species to eleven ; and of Bentham and Hooker's

Vitis makes nine genera. Vitis is left with twenty-eight species, and in

it are all our American vines (sixteen in number) except the few noted

further on. V. amneosa Leconte, from N. Georgia and Athens, III, »
new to our manuals, and the V. tnonticcda of Eng. is V. Berlandieri Plan-

chon. Ampelocissus is a new tropical genus of sixty-two species, hereto-

fore included under Vitis, none of which concern us, except two in Mex-

ico and one in the West Indies. Clematicissus is the Australian Vitis

angustissima, and is monotypic. Tetrastigma, once a section of Vitis,

and also of Cissus, is an Asiatic genus of thirty-eight species. Laxdiikia

is a monotypic genus, founded upon a species which has been variously

referred to Ampelopsis, Cissus Mid Vitis, and now rejoices in the name

Landukia Landuk. Parthenocissus is Ampdopm Mx, in part, and to it

belongs our Virginia creeper, which is, therefore, Parthenocissus quinq™-

fdia Planch., and six other species. Ampelopsis Mx., the other part, we

get back again, not to include our old Ampelopsis, however, but some

species that we have been referring to Vitis. Vitis indivisa Wilkl. isnow

Ampelopsis eordata Mx., and Vitis bipinnata T. & G., which was V.arborea

L., is Ampelopsis bipinnata Mx. B HOICISBU8 is separated from Cissus, with

nine species, while Cissus remains the largest genus, with 214 species.

The development of the Ostrich torn. By Douglas Houghton Campbell
J-JD Memoirs of the Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, No. 2. Pp- "-**

with four ulates. Boston, April, 1887.
This is the Walker prize essay of 18S6, that was so worthily won by

Dr Campbell. Since that time the author has been studying in Germany

with Strasburger, Pfeffer, and now with Knv, and we predict for him a

very successful botanical career. The paper "before us gives evidence o

nne ability, and is a model in its way. It is so compact and technical

that it hardly admits of a review fimher than a notice of its contents.

The important points discussed the author himself sums up as »o

lows: The presence of a third coat in the spore ; the marked dioecism
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displayed by the prothallia ; formation and development of the apical cell

of the prothallium; continuity of the protoplasm in the cells of the pro-

thallium; development of the antheridium and antherozoids; absence of

the ventral canal-cell in the archegonium; succession of the divisions of

the embryo, and the establishment of the apical cells of its different mem-
bers; development of the different tissues of the embryo; development

of the leaf from the apical cell and the relation of the different tissues of the

leaf to the segments of the apical cell ; method of formation of the pinnae J

development of the stem from the apical cell; development of the spo-

rangium. These subjects indicate the completeness of the study. A very

interesting fact brought out is the vitality of the spores, and the ease with

which they can be germinated. The plant can thus be had at any time

for study.

Mustrationes florae insularum maris Phcifici. E. Drake Del Castillo. Fas-
cicles I-III. Quarto. G. Masson, Paris, 1886-1887.

The author proposes to issue from time to time fascicles of ten spe-

cies; each species with descriptive text and a full pige lithographic plate.

Not all the Paciiic island species are to be included, but those that are

new, rare, or especially interesting. In the resume of the publications

concerning the flora of this region one is surprised at its copiousness.

The three fascicles before us bring us thirty species, many of them new,

and thirty plates. It is one of those works that demonstrate the highest

possible skill of the printer and engraver, and to which one sits down as

to a book of fine engravings. The typography, although of marvelous

clearness, c.m be equaled in this country, but it is to these matchless

European engravings that we must yield Our artistic engravings, such

as appear in Century ox Harper, are linr enough, but our scientific engrav-

ing and plate-printing, compared with that in the work lyinf, before us,

W dreadfully coarse. The explanation probably lies in the fact that all

such work here must be done as cheaply as possible, and of course in an

inferior way.

Parasitic Fungi of Illinois. Part II. Ervsipheie. (Bulletin of the T 'Iiiiois

State Laboratory of Natural History, Vol. II, No. 6.) By T. J. Burnll

and F. S. Earle. Peoria, 1887- 8°, pp. 46. Illustrated.

The surface mildews have been elaborated in the present paper with

the same thoroughness and discriminating judgment that the rasta re-

ceived in the first contribution to the parasitic fungi of the state. The

introduction deals with their structure, development and classification,

together with an account of the parasite, Cincinobolus. The genera are

illustrated after the manner of Winter in the " Flora von Deutsehland/

and are provided with a key.

Twenty-eight species are admitted, with full diagnose drawn from

the specimens in hand, the synonymy traced, each host with its locality

and herbarium number given, and critical remarks appended. Th^ list

embraces all the species enumerated by Trelease for Wisconsin (Para-
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si tic Fungi of Wisconsin), by Bessey for Iowa (Bull. Iowa Ag. Coll.), by
Rose for Indiana, except one (Bot. Gaz., ix), and forty two of the sixty-

one species given by Bessey for the whole United States (the Erysiphei),

with two in addition.

The feature which gives a value beyond that of a local list is the

careful study of the limits of the species, and the consequent synonymy.
The forty-two species of Bessey's United States list, with two not in it,

making forty-four, are reduced to twenty-eight, showing an actual con-

densation of more than one-third, although two of the species were
doubled instead of contracted. The principal changes are as follows:

PRESENT NAMES. FORMER NAMES.
• Sphaerotheca Humuli (DC.) Burrill. S. Castagnei in part,
fcrysiphe Galeopsidis DC. . . . . E. lamprocarpa in part.

„ ; , ._
, ( E. lamprocarpa in part.

fcrysiphe Cichoracearum DC. . . 1 E. Montagnei.
E. horrid ula.

f U. adunca.
Winter . . < U. heliciformis.

U. leuculenta.

f
P. Kunzei.

Podospha3raOxyacanth£e(DC.)DeBarv ! £ tr
.y
dact

.
v,a -

J
' P. minor.
P. Myrtillina.

Microsphajra Quercina (Schw.) Burrill j S"
e* tensa

-

4'
( M. abnreviata.

{
M. Hedwigii.
M. penicillata.

M. pulchra.
Winter. . J M. Frit <ii.

M. Platani.

M. Van Bruntiana.

(.M. Viburni.
Furthermore, Erysiphe communis is made to include E. Martii, and

Uncinula Ampelopeidis to include U. Americana, U. spiralis and U. sub-

tusca. It is now also pointed out that the gooseberry mildew belongs to

bphserotheca Mors-Uvaa, and not to S. pannosa, while the clematis mildew
is Lrysiphe communis, and not E. tortilis: changes which appear to be

necessitated by former errors of determination. The data and conclu-
sions

;

given under Podosph,ra Oxyacantlm; are essentially the same as

pum™ m this
J' ,urrml th^e years and a half ago by one of the authors,

butthefac is not mentioned.
Few classes of fungi were in greater need of revision than the surface

imldews and the advancement made by Dr. Burrill and Mr. Earte in &«
paper will doubtless, in the main, meet with the approval of systematicA chang... the value of which might be questioned, is the placing of *>

many o rills under M A , nj including ihe exdagiw,y American one on

'

; ^
lIture ^Periments are much needed to throw more light upon

points like this.

1
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NOTES AND NEWS.

Dr. B. D. Halsted is spending his winter vacation at Passaic, N. J.,

his old home.

" The conception of species in cryptogenic botany n
is the title of a

paper by Dr. W. G. Farlow read before the Boston Society of Natural
History at its November meeting.

It has been found that herbivorous fish aid largely in disseminating
algae, numerous species being found in the stomachs of such fish. Very
often the fertile portions are eaten and the viable spores voided.

Dr. J. W. Eckfeldt and W. W. Calkins have begun an enumeration
of the lichen flora of Florida in the Journal <f Mycology for November.
The first installment embraces 146 numbers, and reaches Camogonium.

A separate author's edition of the report for 1886 of the mycologist
to the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Prof. F. L. Scribner, has been dis-

tributed. It contains forty- four pages, seven plates, three maps and one
diagram.

Dr. Hermann Voohting has been called to the Professorship of Bot-
any in the University of Tubingen, and Dr. Klebs, privat docent at Tu-
bingen, to the profe^or's chair at the University of Basel, vacated by Dr.

Vochting.

Is the August Gazette (p. 199) we made the unintentional blunder
of announcing that Dr. DeBarv had been appointed professor at Leipzig
to succeed Prof. A. Schenk. Instead of Dr. DeBarv. it should have read
Prof. Pfefl'er.

Rev. F. D. Kelsey, of Helena, Montana, recently delivered a lecture

before the teachers' institute of Lewis and Clarke counties, entitled, "A
bird's eye view of botany," in which he gave an outline of the history of

botany and an explanation of modern classification.

The Western Pennsylvania Botanical Societv, of Pittsburgh, baa elected

the following officers for the coming year: John D. Shafer, president;
Dr. A. Koenig, vice-president ; Miss Willa Matthews, recording secretary;

Prof. B. H. Patterson, corresponding secretary; C. C. Mellor, treasurer.

Some marked differences between the typical Acer saccharinum and
the variety nigrum are pointed out and illustrated by Prof. L. H.
Bailey, Jr., in Popular Gardening for November. The chief differences lie

in the shape and size of the fruit, and in the contour and habit of the

leav

The electric lighting of the Winter Palace at St. Petersburg has

brought great damage to the ornamental plants used for decoration. J he

plete illumination of the room for a single night is enough to cause

The cele-the leaves to turn yellow, dry up, and ultimately to fall oft.

brated collection of palms has* especially suffered.

A new weekly journal of horticulture, landscape gardening and for-

estry, entitled S>,lva,is to be started earlv in the new year, under the

editorship of Prof. Charles S. Sargent, of Harvard College. It aspires to

bean authority on questions coming within its scope, and will prove a

welcome addition to scientihco-practical literature.
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The new fossil group, Bennettites, recently described by Count Solms-
Lauhach as between angiosperms and gymnosperms, accord with cycads
in vegetative structure, but possess undoubted gymnospermous fruits.

The October number of the Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society

contains a monograph of the genus Lycoperdon by G. Massee, F. R. M. 8.

Mr. M. recognizes 129 species, of which 49 are found in Europe and 26 in

the United States. Doubtless, the revision of the puff-balls of the United
States, which we may expect at an early day from the pen of Dr. William
Trelease, will modify this estimate materially.

A course of five lectures on the dissemination of plants by Dr. Will-

iam Trelease, Director of the Shaw School of Botany, has been announced.
The course began on November 18th, and is to be continued on Friday
evenings. Dr. Trelease has collected numerous illustrations for this

series, both from the works of others and his own studies, and the synop-
sis of the lectures promises a most interesting course.

Mr. C. R. Orcutt, of San Diego, Cal., desires to secure young, active

men, with enthusiasm for natural history work, and with scientific train-

ing, as well as older and more experienced scientists, to collect for him
in all departments in Lower California, Western Mexico and Central
America. It is not a financial venture, and little more than expenses need
be expected, but due credit will be given collectors for their work.

C. C. Babington, in a review of Professor Areschong's paper on the

genu- Kubus, in Journal of Botany, remarks that " it is far too thoroughly
pervaded by the theory of evolution to be quite satisfactory to those who
continue to look upon that as a theory rather than a fact:

7 (Italics in the

original.) The student of European Rubi who is not tainted with evolu-
tion has a faith in the fixity of species that very few things could shake.

Dr. Robert Caspary, director of the Botanical Garden, KonigAurg,
died September 18, from the effect* of a fall. He was born at Kdnigs-
burg, in 1818, and was originally an assistant professor at Bonn. His
original work wa* chiefly anatomical, and the best known was his Month
graphjmKnter-LUies, a model of fullness and accuracy. He first pointed
out the distinction of the endodermis or bundle-sheath. He also made a

thorough investigation of the flora of Prussia.

.J
H
u
KVNT

"friCA[ ' production of glucose by Drs. Fischer and Tafel

in the chemical laboratory of the University of Wiirtzburg, recently an-

nounced in the Berkhte, and referred to in Nature and Seien* adds another
to the listof vegetable products which can be formed artificially.

Glucose
is one of the most important substances having to do with the nutrition
and grow h of plants, and the discovery may confidently be expected to

lead to valuable additions to the present knowledge of chemical changes
within the living plant.

twnTr,^- .

ANCH\C^ have lately had full treatment at the hands ot

Acld8
nP«

0r8
- M

- Maurice Hovelaeque presented to the French

™ , 1 . r
enCe\recently> two notes/ entitled " Development^et

memVm ,

P
,

0l?iqu
S
du 8,^oir des Orobanchea » and - Sur le d*>*lavpe-

\nt? nnK i £Cturue d
,

es Jeunes Orobanches." while Dr. Ludw.g Koch ba
mat Dubhshprf* . k~o- „, „._, m "Entwickelun^e-
Rchir t 7 A t ,

OI near,
.
v 40° Pagps on the " l»rocwm«w*rB£ oBSSfitf?

b-onder^BenicWchtigung ,hrer B*»

0-4
* and 530-533. (Sept., 1887.)
UmversLt&ts buehhandlung.
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Prof. John Macoun is now engaged on Part IV of his ' Catalogue of

Canadian Plants," which will be published next spring. It will contain

the ferns and their allies, including the charas. Part V, to follow, will

contain the lower cryptogams. Centuries of these are to be issued, de-

termined by the most eminent authorities. The first century is about

ready for distribution.

J. Kruttschnitt, of New Orleans, has been making some observa

tions on " S.irraceniacese or Pitcher Plants." Among them we quote the

following: "The fly has evidently a task to perform in connection with

the Sarraceniacese ; it consists in exciting the plant to certiin actions by

the gentle friction exerted by the padded foot of the fly." Objecting to

the theory of development, it is said, " the Sarraceniaeese, after it has

obtained its full growth, is brought into intimate connection with the fly;

but the fly derives apparently no advantage from the S.irraceniacese." It

is to be hoped that these valuable observations will be continued.

G. Karstex has discovered that under certain circumstances Fega-

tella (Conocephalus) conica reproduces by genmise. These gemmae are

only formed when the conditions are unfavorable for growth and the

thallus is about to die. The whole vegetative strength is then concen-

trated upon the development of one or two globular gemmae on the mid-

rib beneath, which arise from the division of cells of the epidermis or the

subjacent layer. Upon the return of suitable conditions for growth these

gemmae send out rhizoids and extend their single growing point into a

narrow thallus, which, after attaining a certain length, suddenly broadens

to the normal width. (See But. Zeitung, xlv, 649, Oct. 7, 1S^< .)

Several methods for preparing orchids for the herbarium so as to

preserve their colors have been tried by R. Hegler, and the results given

in the Deutsche botanische Monatsschrift. Salicylic acid was used with goou

success bv dusting the dry substance upon the plants as they lie in tne

press. When they are taken out of the press the salicylic acid 1
removed

from the flowers with a brush, and can be used for other plants. U ?pe-

«ially preserves the intensity of the red colors. Powdered boracic atia
- •> - ' - - 1 '- A union 01m

one
ay be used in the same way with nearly as good results. A

tan>na
.>e part salicylic acid to fourteen parts of alcohol, applied bv »*•£*"»

pieces of blotting paper and placing them above and below the nowere in

the press, or by wetting absorbent cotton and putting it in and aDoui uie

flowers, forms a simple method of attaining the same end.

.
Mr. F. W. Oliver has investigated the mode of conduction ^f the

irritation in the stigmas of Martynia lutea and proboscidea and wnw
luteus and cardinalis, and believes it to be due to the^to™l

J5jjES
plasm from cell to cell, which he was able to demonstrate by ^™'°°™
method of sulphuric acid and Hoffmann's blue. In both the genera men

tioned the tissue of the stigma consists of two lamella, which are
-
ei a

tive to contact on the inner side only. The internal tissue o the Ian

Ik is composed of 15 to 20 Livers of excessively thin-walled pri«n1.»»<
j^J

with a great development of intercellular spaces. Between he lower ana

upper epidermis of the lamella runs a simple ax.le vascu Jar bm i.i e^
spirally thickened tracheids. The bundles from the two stomas do no

unite before they reach the ovary. The irritability is W^StoffiJS
layers of the prismatic cells of the inner side o ^"jSteXSZhere that the continuity of protoplasm from cell to oellj***££%£
• • • That the conduction does not take place through the vascui

r ou

die was demonstrated by the fact that it was not attected by cutting we

bundle.—J„tir. Roy. Mie. Soc.
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An excerpt from Comptes Rendus, cv, p. 473 (although such source
is not stated), giving an account of the new rot of the grape, Greeneria
fuliginea, found in North Carolina by Messrs. Scribner and Viala,has been
distributed. It states no facts in addition to those in the paper read by
the authors before the Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science.

T. F. Bourdtllon, writing to Nature from India, describee the fertil-

ization of the coffee plant. It is protogynous and chiefly fertilized by
bee.-, though somewhat visited by night-flying insects and butterflies.
"Owing to all the plants of one clearing being usually grown from seed

of a single estate, there must be a great deal of interbreeding, more espe-
cially as all the coffee of Ceylon and most of S. India is supposed to be
descended from a single plant introduced into Batavia about two cent-
uries ago," He suggests that this may have something to do with the
deterioration of the younger coffee.

The proceedings of the Society for the Promotion of Agricultural
bcience have been printed and distributed with remarkable promptness,
the credit for which is due the efficient secretary, Prof. W. P. Lazenby.
Besides the nine papers mentioned in the September Gazette, the vol-

ume also contains the following articles of botanical interest: "A study
of Toa pratensis," by W. J. Bed, in which the author seeks to deter-
mine whether the variations in growth are due to external or internal
influences, but has neglected to state his conclusions. "A disease of

broom-corn and sorghum," by T. J. Burrill, is a description of a disease
ol considerable economic importance, which the author traces by pure
cultures and inoculations to a specific bacillus, whose appearance and
transformations are described. It is a very important contribution to the
subject of true bacterial parasites in plants. "Some botanical and horti-
cultural generalizations/' by E. Lewis Sturtevant, relate to the origin
and stability of cultivated varieties. "Some crosses in corn/' by A. A.
Lrozier gives the result of observation and experiment, showing that "for-

eign pollen affects the appearance of the crossed kernels the first season
out aiso that an unusual appearance may be due to a cross of a pre-
vious year."

Gazette has gone to the printers, Dr. Asa

f ill. Late word from Cambridge indicates
m *

Since this number of the
Gray has been taken seriously ,„
no change, but we hope for the best.
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tfName* of new tptcies Art printed in t>old-

A

A. A. A. S. New York meeting, 112, 164:
botanical club, entertainment of, 142;
letter io, 142; proceedings, 226: botani
cal jHnera at, 222; cmrait.ee on post-
age, 235

Abbott, Helen C. Des.. election, 170 '

Abies, eoncolor, 23; grand is, 23; Lowi-
ana, 23

Acclimatization, Bailevon, 28:;

Acerates. longifolia, 215; viridiflora, 247
Acer sacchariuum and var. nigrum 105

Mdium Berniudiaiium, 206
Ethusa Cynapinm. 62: oil ducts,

strengthening cells, 239, 243
Afghanistan, plants of, 46
Agarics, preparing for herbarium, 271
Agricultural Department, appropriation.

97; desiderata of herbarium. 25S ; re-
port for 1886, 19, 235 ; report of botanist,
282; report of mycologist. 905

Agricultural experiment station bill, 43
agricu ural Science, new journal, 45 ; soci-

ety for promotion of, N. V. meeting, 236 ;

proceedin-s f, :

Agriculture, tropical. 282
Albumin, 124
Alders, Parry on Pa< c coe 119
Alga', dire >ry of writers, 44; dissemina-

tion by flsh
t 3G5; render water alkaline,

4;>: snpposed poisonou-, 202
Allantoin, pjT
Allen, Grant, on scientific writing, 236
Alpine flora of Australia, 16ft
Amanita. Morgan's Key to, 94
Amide*, 126
Ammoselinum, 292, 293; Butleri, 294;

Popei, 29i
Amorpha canescens, 201
Anatomical botanv, 3

Anders's "House Plant- as Sanitary
Agent- 20

Angelica, 14, 60; strengthening cells, 2:50

;

atropurpurea, 61 ; Curtissii. 60, 61 ;
den-

tata, 61 ; hirsuta, 61 : fru/ainata, 61
Aniline colors, for staining living cells, 192
Annals of 1? my, announcement, 202
Anthriseus Cerefolium, 160APnyllon fasciculatum on geraniums
Apium. 294 ; Butleri. 294: Carsrm/. 262: dir

ricatum, 293 ; eekinatem, 293 ; leptophyl-
lum, 294; nodifloram, 294 : -patens, 293

;

Popei, 294
Apospory, Polystichum angulare, 46
vrabis petraea, not American. 200
yai;

l albe.ns, Stearns on, 199
Arboretum. Arnold, 91

type; i^mmymi in italic*; t signifies death.

Vrchangelica.14.60: atropurpurea, 62; den-

tata 61; Gmetini, 60, 62 ; hinuta, 61; per-

Archemora. 74; rigida. >»:Jernata, ,4

Arctostaphylos, Parry on. 259

Ardisia pectinata, 132
...... i n .mnmntmPlV., _

. ~t aim -iaa

Rtil-
lepias, I'ornuu.^. u»»"?£?

"^Uetl-
livantii 210; tuberosa, 212, verticil

Ash in basket-work, 64

Asparagin, 124

Atrema Americana. &0
Austin, moss-herbarium of J

Hellenden-
Australia. Alpine flora. 165; Mt. iseiienaen

Aux^nomeler, how to make, 149, 150

B

u \ a B (mints for botanical work, 25*

taSS&K
1

tent«lb..t« tOr, new j-u,

nal,47
Bacterium xylinum.4.)

Bamboo, square, 1> _ itttnkM . »9

BaBtln'B
,, tiemen»wt«r-Tr*.

Beal's' trasses o( N. An J"

Bee» mutilating flo#ew,
-'•-<<

hennettites. :'.<)<;

Berula anguMifolnt. lb-

Bernal, Hon Francisco L

Berthold, O., appoinment iw ^
Bibliography. N- Am. 1

nngi,

Kavenel. 1%
.2„.> . Tt

UiDliothecabotanica, 1*0, —

.

Blfom Americana,^^ m . A . W1
Biography, H. W. i™*

grand. 16 . ..

Blight, celery leaf. «>

Boletus decipiens,|0 d 3i

Botany, anatomical ,

oia a.

- Z)8
h Vin « Practical Botany." 27

Bower and Vin s

B,S aT„l Karle Par., *K«BgiOf Illi-

nois," !
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C

Calopogon parviflorus, pollination, 288
Caltha palustris, ovule buds, 145
Campbell's ,4 Development of Ostrich -fern,"

302
Canada, Burgess's additions to Filicinere, 22
I apitalization of plant names, Gray on, 96
Carbohydrates, production of, 55
Carex glaucodea, 63
Carices, of Pennsylvania, Porter's list, 202;

wanted, 198
Cam m, aureum, 138; Carui, 138: cordatum,

138; Gairdneri 157 ; Kelloggii, 157
Caspary, Robertf. 306
Castillo's " lllustrationes florse insularuni

Pad fid," 308
Celery, disease, 22 ; leaf blight, 66
Oephalantlura grand iflora, 108
Cerastium arvense, Britton and Hollick

on, 95
Cereospora, Apii, 66; Pastinaca-, 67
Cereus, fertilization of, 146
Crnerophyllum. procumbens, 159; develoj

mentof fruit, 237; strengthening cells.
239; variety dasvearpum, 160; var.
Shortii, 159; var. Tainturieri, 160: sati-
vum, 160, Tainturieri, 160; var. dasycar
pum, 160

Chapman herbarium, 9
Chara, dredge for, I'Jl

Chenopodium album, spots on leaves, 259
Chippeway plant names, 37
( hlorophyll baud of Spirogyra, 153
Cholera bacillus, 2*3; fungus, 45
<icuta, 263; bulbifera, 263; maculata, 2S3

;

poisoning, antidote for, 113
« itation of authorities for species, 112
Cladosporium Lycopersici, 283
C(elopleuruni,62; oil ducts, 238; Gmelini
( offee, pollination of, 308
olor, preserving, in alcohol, 1 i, 15 ; drv, :

l

>07
Columbia College herbaria, 9
ompass plant, dry weather foliage, 161

Conglutin, 124
Conioselinuin. 18 ; strengthening cells, 239

;

Canadense, 14; Fischeri, 14
Coniuin, 63; oil ducts, 238; strengthening

cells, 239; maculatum, 63
onocephalus, production ofgemmee, 307

ConomUriurn, 2 ; HaUianum
t 2&\ Julianum 28

icame," 298

282
d) •• Hepatic* Amer-

ift,
Coptis, I Chrysocoptis, 296; aspleni folia

297; laciniata, 297; occidentalis, 296
Cork, yeirly increase, 1U
< rantzia lineata, 262
Cryptogams, Farlow, on species of, 305
ryptotsenia, 15; oil ducts, 238 ; strengthen -

ing cells 239; Canadensis, 15
Cuctirbitaceous plants, Halsted on, 198
Cultivated plants, DeCandolle on, 70
Currant, Sturtevant on history, 96
Cynosciadium, 288; digitatura, 263; pinn

atum, 263
Cypripedium, Masters on flowers, 121
ystidia, nature of, 147

D
Datura meteloides, proterogyny 228
Daucus. 264 ^secondary ribs, 238; Carota,

261; pusillus, 264
DeBary, A., appointment, 199, 231, 305:

< omparative Morphology and Biology
of *uugi, Myeeto/.oi and Bicteria"' 2s

Delphinium, N. Am. species, 49 ; Ander-
soni, 50, 53: zureum, 49, 52; bicolorr

50,52: Californicum, M) ,52; decorum,
51, 53 ; depauperatam, 54 ; distichum. 51 r

53; elatum, 52; exaltatum, 50, 52; glau-

cum, 52; hesperium, 51, 53; Menziesii.

51, 53; Menziesii, var. Utahense , 52 ; Nut-
tallii, 51, 54 ; occidental*, 52 : Parishii. 50.

53; Parryi, 50,53; patens, 54 ;
paucifior-

um, 51, 54: scaposum, 49, 52; scopulo-

rum, 50,52; simplex, 51, 53; trollufo-

lium, 50, 52; tricorne, 49, 52 ; uligmo-

sum, 49, 52; variegatum, 51, 53

Description, aid to, 114

Diatoms, raising, 96, 113

Dicranum, 2 : polypodioide* ,
25

Didrichsen, Didrik Ferdinandf, 118

Didymodon subalpinus, 118

Dipsacuslaciniatus, relation to insects 26

Discopleura, 291 ; capillacea, 291 ;
bnttalhi

292
Diseases, relation of moisture to, 229: of eel-

erv, 22, 66 ; of grape, 48, 308
:

of hya-

cinths, 284; of onion, 284; of tomatoes

283
Dissemination, of plants by birds. 17

;

of

algje bv fish, 305; Treleaseon Oh

Drugs and Medicines of X. Am.. 23, 201. 251

E

Earle (Burrill and) " Parasitic Fungi of

111 503

Eichler, A.'w.f, 95

Electric light, damage to plants, 305

Elms. Kara 171
.

.. ,. .
rt„

Engler and PrantFs, <« Die imturhchen

Pnanxenfamilien," 89, 143, 200

Entomophthoni Phytonomi, germination or

spores, 72 n .

Epipactis latifolia, pollination of, 104

Erigenia, 15: oil ducts 238; ^J
b^ L

•

'

EriSgonum. indicative, 250 ; JtaTO 2ol

ovalifolium,201,250; unibellatuni,

Eryn^ium, 295 . .M_ oai
Ervsiphei. changes in nomenclatun .

m
Eulophu Imericanus, 158

rf
Eupatorium perfoliatum, antidote toruu

ta. 113
Eupl

26 : m
/Vegetable parasites ana,.««

h
Exoascus deformans, structure of pww

leaves attacked by, 21<»
hntani

Exploration, government aid tor bowin

cal, 197 _ , „„.., -n

Extinction of plants, DeCandolle on, n

F

Faikenberg, P., ftPPoil!f
!uent '

t

1

u!

)

orkson N'

Farlow and Trelease's " Llstol uorkso

A. Fungi." 256
Faseiation in .phora, 100

lentatlon. lactic acia > ,, HonS to.22:
s, Canadian. Burgess's^dlt$ ivaiian.

>f Ceylon. Yates on, 9->

,

Fermentation, lactic *eld._23

Ferns
of
Yates on, 71 ,q p pollind'

Fertilization, of Cereus, 146. I***

tion.)

Ferula oopoda, 46 Lebensge-
Fisch's fKees and) jil lJ' ^phomy

dtichte der Hirschtrurfel, m*p

ces," 255

JLiVj*»
y^^-^f.

TS
J
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idanus. 26, 3L; Garberi, 6. 30; grandi
Irons, 27, SI ; Hallianus, 29 ; Hallii, 32 ;

hyalinus, 5; impar tt ; inconstans, 31;
ineurvu 50; in*ignis < 27: Julianus,
28; limbatus, 3 ; majus, 27 : minutulas, 5,

30; obtusifolius, 7. S) ; osmnndoides, 8 ;

polypodioides, 25 ; Ravenelii, *i : rufu-
lu>. 8, 31 : stricta* , 27 ; subbasilarls, 25 ;

subgru lifrons, 27; 8ynoicus, 32 ; taxi
follus, 26; Tcj-iau<, & rntrico*us. 8

Flint9
!
M Grasses and Forage Plants." SOI

Flora of ancient Rome, 23
Florida, lis of lichens, 05
Flowers. Sachs on relation of light to pn

duction, 260
Fontinalis Juliana, 28
Forest, flora, completion of Dietrich's. 209;

trees, key to, 110
Forests of X. Am.. Shaler on, 119
Forestry, new journal of, 305 ; report of N.

Y. Corn mission, 24
Fossil plants, Lesquereux on. 282; new

group,:?00: Solms-Laubachon,258; tree
"»

Fuller- Practical Forestry." 231
Fungicides, stations for testing, 170
Fungi, course of study. 162 ; differentiation

of tissues. Massee on, 147; forays for,
23; Hays's book on, 199: laticiferous
vessels. 147; proliferous, 274

G
galloway, B. T., appointment, 2S2
garden

, botanic, at Grax. 284 : need of, 275
Uarnsey's (De Barv's) Comparative Morph.

and Biol, of Fungi, Mvcetozoa and Bac-
teria." 280; iQnebel's) "outlines of
Classification, 3

Gattinger's " Tenness< Flora." 98
' ura coccineain Indiana, i

£AZ] for 1887, 18
Gen< t, homonymous, 16
Gentians. Huxley on, 146; wanted, \ I

<* graphical distribution, 33, 70. 76, 91, 9
H». 121, in, 161, 165, 171. 192, «, 200,
202,219,! J, 283

ueraniace eon, 70
geraniums ittacked by A.phylion, 235
urod s

<4

Manipulations de botanique." 90
'•lauds, Cucurbita* e and Passi Horaces,

46; petiolar. 17
Wceotrichia Pisum, Arthur on, 202
glucose, artificial svntb 106
-'el^el Dr.. appointment, 44
^rape. fungus diseases of, 48 508
grasses of south, Vasey on, 199
Gravis, a., appointment, 170
"<*my Asa, cane to, 18; "Contributions toV Am. Botany, XV list of "Coo-
fllfl

tribl!^nv." 9g; degrees conferred, 204
Treeneria fnliginea, new rot on grape, 308
Greene s •• Pittonia." 2o5 ; -Studies in hot-

«*•}*. of California," 259
^nnaeha - larrosa, 2i

l»i. ' J
1** e on direction, 260

'Wemala, undescribed plants from. 131
*jmno »rangia, Thnxter's cultures. 16

H
H »;mato\ylin in Saraea ludica, 71
Hillr stinging, 17

Hale's " Little Flower People/ 1
168

Hamelia calycosa, 132

H.-mce. H. F., biography. 48

Hart, J. H., appointment, 44

Harvard University, Summer School of Bot-

any, 96
Hatch bill, 43

rtA-
Heliosciadittm, kptophyllum, 294; nodiflor-

um 294

Heliostat. a plant. 82

Ileliotrnpism of Malva bOKAlls, 82

Hepati exsiccatse, by Underwood and

Cook, 120. 298 aU .

Heraclcum lauatum, 76 :
strengthening

cells, 239

Heredity, influence on vigor, 41

Herbarium. Babcock,283: British Museum,

201 ; Brownell, 2S : ; cas shelf for. 19 ;

Chapman, 9; Columbia ( *e,9; mal

ing specimens pliable, 6 Meisner. 9

;

Torrev 9

IlcucheraVspp.. astringent qunities »
Hillhonse'fl (Strasburger's) Practical Bot-

any, 91

Hod: >nia, gland- 46

Honzo Dsufu. 16.88

Horticulturist the American, 23

Hueppe'- "Formen der Bakterien, ZJ

Humphrey, J. E. appointmen t, 258

Hura crepitans, dispersion of seeds, .-'8

Hybrids, Rolf- n bigenenc, 203

SSSotS^SS :°oil Nicies, an;; rtrengto;
' f

- enffclhs. 239, 243; Americana, ftg

Asmiiea, 104: secondarj r. «,

« ;inl>vi. 10^ : interni] .

103 pro-

Hfera, 102 ; ranunculoides, 103: rrmmta,

1M; umbellata, 102 ; vulgar!

I [ vpnum polypodioide*, 2o

Hypocreacete, enumeration oi, M

I

[mbeddinj Wn^^^<g\g^
index, to Genera Plantarum, M», « P»»

name; "• • . g...,-^ -.» . Gaura
Indiana. \ demy of Sciences, re, wu™

coccineain 3 Vl
] rj 200.

I and flowers,
;
2, |

1 ',;^- ' '

r*swa,:a „;;s
»

100

J

,• v r von appointment, W9
Jane k > •

K
','^ ,r,V Ito »i •"

apan, history »^h?U Sdenti'nc Society,
Journal, Elisfia MiteheUBCienB &i _

Jug n,n|*abn«n»l ruit. W; **

iEcidium on, 2ro

K
Kansas, flora pt 96

1S2SJ 1. it »"""""'-1 ; t
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L

Labellum, sensitive, in Masdevallia, 200
Laboratory, plan for botanical, 273 : Stras-

burger's, 35; Univ. of Nebraska, 47
Lactic acid fermentation, 23
Laticiferous ve 'Is in fungi, M7
Leaves, changes of color in autumn. 78:

Molisch on fall of, 259
;
peach, abnormal

structure of, 218; prints, 83
Legumin, 124

LeguminossB, root-tubercles of. Ward on,
235; source of nitrogen in 258 ; Sorauer
on, 283

Leptocaulis, 29 1 ; divarieat , 293; ecliina-
tus, 293 : patens. : ;

Leucin, 126
Lichens, algo-fungal theorv, 177. 202; flon

of Florida, 305; new. Llo
Light Sachs on effect of ultra-violet rays,

•0; useful artificial, 40
Ligusticuni, 1 1. ; ; acfceifolium. 73 ; Seoti-

cum. 7:;

Liriodendron, cause of leaf shapes, L19;
white and yellow. 1(15

Lojka, Hu . 282
Ludwigia lustris. -lands of, 17
Lycoperdon, M .(_.,> monograph on

M
Macoun's " Catalogue of Canadian Plants "

part in, 21; part I v. 307
-Madagascar, new plants, 44
Magnolia cordat Michaux's M
Maize, aerial roots. 70
Maiva borealis, heliotropism,
Manitoba, Christy on botany. 257
Maple lea\

, autumnal chan 78
Marsilia growing spores, 198; Underwood

and Cook on, 146
Martynia, conduction of stimulus in

stigma, 307
Maxiilaria Lehmanni, mimicry in. 202
Mayr, H., appointment. _f>7 *

Meisner. herbarium.
Mertensia Virginica, how bees take honey

ironi, Ill
Microbe, bread -fermentation,

; laetj.
acid fermentation, 2*; rabbit «„
mia, \\

r

Micr po, wan sto 146
Microsph a) r&fuloofuli . L»9
Milkw meson. 201
Mill ,tu-h> •American MedicinalPlants,"

Mimicry in Maxiilaria K2
Mimulus, conduction of stimulus in stigma,

Mistletoe on peach, 237
Mitella pentaadra, astringence of 65

Morthier, Dr. Fault. 22
Mos s, new speci of X. Am., 231Movement in Cucurbita, 118

sssas%ll!ca
'
^w

Mynocarpa heterospicata, b

X
^>li, seventieth birthday, 145

\ehrwl
l

f
t,

v

A
!

u,Ti( 'an
' •cieutiflc news, .j:$Nebraska botanic*! department in Dniv

Necrology: Bernal. 44; Broome, 24; Cas-

lver-

parv, 306; Didrichsen, 118; Kichler, 95 ;

Kellogg, 118; Kosteletzkv, 258; Lojk<

282; Morthier, 22; Ravenel, 194 ; Scor-
techini, 118: Tuelberg, 44; Uechtritz.

44; Wigand, 16; Wilder, 4G ; Winter,
284; WiOstein, 257

Nelumbium, Greene on, 282
Nephrodium Fendleri, var. paucipiti-

liatum, 134; Xuercfclieimii.
133

New Guinea, list of monocots, 28

Xitella Morongii, Allen on, 282

Nitrogenous bodies, occurrence and func-

tions, 123
Nitr< en, source of in Leguminosae. 258

Nomenclature, Bailey on horticultural,'.

North Carolina, botanical tramp through, 76

Xunic synthesis of, 146

Nuclei, fixing and staining, 40 ; staining liv-

ing, 192; three, in p men tube,

Nutrition, relation to sexuai variation, 48

Nymphsea lu tea, l

o
Oak< of Califoni >reutt on, 198

ktodieeras, 2; Julx wm
t
28

kiors of plants, 265
>il ducts <,f tJmhellifcr.r. 238

Onagrac peti >lar glands, 17

i )nion disease, 284 . ,

Ophioi;lo icece.Dav nport'sphoto mot

147
Orchidaceee, development of ovules in, 203;

preserving colors in drying, 301

Organization for botanical work, 276

Orobarn haccM , n tent papers on .00

Osmorl i, 13: obliteration of oil ducts

239; stn aeniug cells, 2::i'
:

t)rew-

s 13; j, L3; ioi Istylis, io f

nuda, 18

»strva Virglnica, 283

Ouvirandra fenestralis, 21, 69

»vary. ripening of. 23
m {

'vui levelopmait In Orchids, aw, ui

Verbascum, 203 . ..,

Oxal ntt 'mil bh ming, H* w
P

Palmer, Dr. Edward, 19
.

.

Pammel w Wisconsin i«

Papaver CaliCorn tea, t>7 . . ,. %M ,

Parasit and evolution, 17: ;
origin °

•

J* 1 '

phanerog ni ?, 175; relation to hot.

175
Parks of ancient Rom

fi v .

t

p renj hening ( 239, »*"

Pearh. abnormal structure oi Bates, 21 »

yellows, study of, 171

Pear, bud on pedun e, 270
)0

Pennsylvania, Por list oi < "««
Pentstemon Lyallii, 2V2

Peronospora Schleidoniana. #n
Peronosporea\ ottish. 144

Petn urn spirit as pr itvn *-

Petunias and b
Peucedanuoi midieaule, 75

Pezizn miiiu', »

Phlox Rtchardaonii, 252 .

Phyllospadix Scouleri «: Forreyi

Pierre. Dr., pensioned, VM
. m

Pimento rufaaris dispersion Of
t^ mteger-

Pimpinella, i >. 157; aPj^^i? oftlifraV
rima, 1">7; PariHliiIf
var. m jor. 158

:U

7; -is



GENERAL INDEX. 3
1 3

Pinus. ponderosa, var., eastward range, 283

Planchon's "Monograph of Ampelidese,"
302

Platte valley, excursion to, .219

Plumb, Charles S., appointment. 234
Po losphfera minor, 189 : Oxyacantlne, 191

Poisonous plants, 234, 275
Pollen, three unci in tube, 285 : tube as a

parasite, 23 ; of Uvularia, 139
Pollination, of Calouogon parviflorus, 288 :

of Coffee, 308 ; of Epipactis latifolia, 104 ;

method of preventing, 167
Polyporus, differentiation of tissues. 147

Polyt:inia, 63; oil-duets. 238; Xuttallii, 63
Poplars, white and yellow, 105
Potamogeton, Bennett on, 198; Clayton it,

: Penusylvanieus, ;

Potato beetles on Solanuni triiloruin. 296
tower's (1 ickij t and Tsehinh's " Prin-

ciples of Pharmacogn y.
M 92

Pr< rvaiive. petroleum spirit, 12

Pringle, C. G., 19
Proterogyny iti Datura meteloldes, 223
Protoplasm, continuity of, 2,07

P ralea tenuiflora, 22
Ptomaines, detection, 47
Puccinia bullata, 22

R

RattanN "Analytical Key to W. ( st Bot-
any/" 89 *

*
•

Ravenel, II. w.f, 194
Redwoods, preservation of, 120
Bees and Fisch's Bauu. Lebens schichte

der Ilirschtniffel, Eiaphoinyces,n 255
Rhode Island. Bailey on flora, 199
Rhododendron nudiflorum aiM bees, 1 12

Roll's "Zur Systematik der Torfmoose," 20.

45

Rcestelia, Thaxter'a cultur* 46
Roots/action ofyoung branches, 145; aerial,

of maize. 70; tubercles on leguminous
235, 258. 283

Ro Crepin on American. 201: reversion
of cultivated, 120 . source of cultivated,
'J -2

Rot, Mack, err urn, 7c: new. on grape, 308
Rusts. Seymour on orchard. 121

S

^ lo's " Sylloge Fungorum," vol. IV,

116; vol. V, 234, 278
Saccharoniycet cultivation of. 270
Sambucus raeerm i, three nuclei in pollen

tube, .">

|an Domingo, exploration of. 114
Sanicula, 12; rib«,23S: strengthening cells,

: Canadensis, 13; Marvlandica, 13

Santa Barbara, flora of, 33
Baraca Indica, btematoxylln in. .1

Behenck's " Vergleichende Auatomie der
submerse G u ba ' 232

Schenk's •* F sile Pllanxen mis der Albour
flkette," 277

Set* phyUum,2
gchusterkugel, 11

Science, change of form, 200
fcoliopus llallii, ill
Bcortecbini, Abbe Beu.f. 44, 118
gcripjji botanic*, new Journal, 258
Seeds, disper >n of Euphorbiaeeous, 225,

a
'«

: vitality, 253, 297
oelmuni, 14
Shortia galaci folia, new station for, 24

Silphium laciniatum, dry weather foliage,

161; perforatum, relation to insects

268
Sisymbrium tagM, 200; huuiile, 200

Sium
21-

Skitopk9 , _„ - -

Sotannm'trinonim. 296; tuberiferous spe-

oH&bieolorand var., Uljerwta 114

Sopbora secundiflora, taaauUtoain. 160

Sorghum gaccharatnm, variation, oi sucrose

SouthWorth, E. A.. apiwintaent
liLneiit

Spermato Ms, Campbell on de\elopmuH

BphSgnm Jensen on variations of, 171

-niroKvra under shock, 106 . ,,-

Pezi ^5

Stage, hot and cold, 14b

Sta?ch. composition of grain, 146, m
sels, 200 .

171

Stol^f?Mic^H>>forrinnors,.-llT

SES^KtEn to tr^aeturc from

"esse mo gssftt &
Svlvti. a new journal, Wo
ymbiosis, 176. 180; erratum, I

T

Teaching* "tf.f7^ ,«? i«7. 270, 2M
Teratology, 120, 144.

,

.'
?, r

',45

Terms. Bailey on horticnUnrai,

Text-boo botanical «' N c p;i

Thalictrnm pnrpura ns, var.
,
1

Ihaspinm. 1: trengthei

M

71 :
ri!?idft, -4

Q .,-,,

Tillan.lsi
r

.Bakeron'U9 ,

TolypeHa Macoumi. Alien on,

Tomato disease. '-

Torre v herbarium, •'

iSS.; foreign. 96 :
tan ^* Am . Una. .

Tr- » - ^KS List of Workson N.

229; (Farlowand U «
« l

Am. Fungi 2, ril)v »;

Trepocarpus,
.Kthu '>!. ., «; IS

Truffles, edible, m U. S.,

Tsuga Carolinian" --
uill „ 2», - *.

Tubercles on roots of i>ego.

Tuber nix mi 45

Tuelber^. ^r.s.A . l.T.

Tumble-weed.--
. liuU1 iati.>!

Turg -on'

Tyrosin,12<' -y

> tern 1 • B*. l -'

2'»I
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Uncinia Jamaicensis, dispersion of, 47
Underwood's " Our Native F rns " burned,

23; and Cook's "HepaticseAmerieanie,"
120,298

Urediaeae, Sydou's distribution of, 283
Uredospores, roughness of, 24
Utricularia, crackling of, 276
Uvularia, abnormal pollen of, 139

V
Variation, relation of nutrition to sexual, 48
Verbascum, development of ovules. 203
Vermicularia Coptina, 67

; ptilo^i na, 67
Vernin, 126
Vicia Faba, Ward on root tubercles, 235
Vigor, influence of hereditv on, 41
Vinegar, mother of, 45
Vines's (Bower and) "Practical Botanv"

279
Viola cala miliaria, 201
Vochting, Dr. H., appointment, 305; "Ueber

die Bildung der Knollen," 280
Vochysia Onatenialensis, 181

W
Walnut, abnormal, 167; large trees, 24
Wallace, A. R., lectures, 23
Ward's, H. M. (Sach's), < Lectures on the

Physiology of Plants," 255

Ward's, L. F., "Synopsis of the Flora of
Laramie group," 299; ''Types of the

Laramie Flora," 300
Washington, additions to flora, 24; botan-

ical work at, 85
Watson's "Contributions to N. Am. Bot-

any, xiv," 230
Weeds of Wisconsin, Pammel on, 171

Wkand, Dr. A.t, 16
Wilder, Marshall P.f, 46
Willev's "Introduction to the Study of

Lichens," 143
Winter, Georgef, 234; life of, 45
Wittstein, G. C.f, 257
Wolle's ,l Fresh-water Alg;e of U. S.," 21,

199, 230

Y
Yeast, cultivation of. 270
Youman's (Bentley's)

,; Physiological Bot-

any," 11

z

Zannichellia palustris, 109, 192

Zea Mays, aerial roots, 70
Zizia, 137; oil-ducts, 3; aurea, 13/

;
aurea,

van BelJtoii, 138; cordata, 138; v

Zopf, W., appointment, 198; " Ueber die

Gerbstofl' und Anthocyan-Behalter cter

Fumariaceen," 233
/ tera marina, var. lati folia, -)\.
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Read WHAT PROMINENT BOTANISTS SAY of

Di\ Ci C. Parry, Davenport, Imva :

M The Botanical Gazette, with its monthly budget of news and

more solid scientific articles, is supplying a long-felt want, and as such is

worthy the support and encouragement of the botanists of the
country."'

F. I.aitison Scribner, Mycologist to the Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C:
MA journal of progress and a progressive journal which 110 live bot"

aiiist ran afford to be without. The rapid advance made in botan-
ical mutters of late and the increased enthusiasm of our botanical work-
er ts largely due to the energy of the editors of the Botanical Ga-
/KTTK."

*>n J. T. Rothrock , Professor of Botany in the University of Penn-
tybnnia, Westchester, Pa.:

The Botanical Gazette has become indispensable to all botes-
fete- Its fearless tone commands respect, and the original articles and
pithy extracts go very far in the way of keeping us posted in the work of

workers. 1 should feel that to be without the Botanical Gazette
would be to get far back into the past."

W. Whitman Bailey, Professor of Botany in Brown University,

Providence, R. J. ;

"I cousider it indispensable to every working botanist."

Or. W. G. Farlow, Professor of Cryptogenic Botany in Harvard Uni^

***>, Cambridge, Mass.:

'The Gazette not only gives the cream of current botanical
lews, but the high character and variety of the original communi-
cations ami the excellent typographical norfe do great credit to the
enterprise and good judgment of the editors."

L.H. Bailey, Jr., Professor of Horticulture, Agricultural College, Mich-

igan :

; Th
™ nj. 11 is uroau in its scope v.
toe can not expect to keep abreast of the m ience without it."

*>«"• William Trelea^e, Show .School of Botany, St. Louix, Mo :

"A very useful journal that no American botanist can do without.
6 Gazi tK has an able corps of contributors. The editorial notes

ar* always interesting and useful."

Dr
* T. J. Burrill, Professor of Botany in the Illinois Uni> fsfjf, Cham-

/*".'/", Ills.:

"The Botanical ( . \/ette is worthv the heartiest support of every
u^nnHi and educator. To the former it is indispensable ;

to the hitter,

f*m suggestive and often of great value. Thoroughly edited,

orally patronized by contributors, excellently printed."

l**> AsaGray, Harvard Cnii <ity, Cmnhridije, Mam.:
4i

The improvement of this useful journal in typographical appear-

;^»ce and dress, as well as in matter and handling, is is great as ik in-

M
.

5< rea^ in size in this its eleventh vear. It is wonderrul that It can
SlTe.sn much for the subscription price of two dollars a year.
-l'«. Jour .s^;

rhe Botaxhal Gazette represent- the best thought in American
. It is broad in its scope and clear and careful in its editing.

Dr. Charles E.Bessey, Professor of Botany in the Vu nOgfDtSU *6., EdUor'of Department*? Botanyin Amevvan toi*

« Mnvariably recommend it to all^j^^^JS^
!ike it in the English language, nor so tar

~"ffi£ ^l** ">
trust that you will maintain it on about Ite fjjj^ ^journal."
conceive of any improvement being possible in the plan oi

»r. Byrotl D. Halted, Professor of Botany in the Agricultural

lege, Ames, Iowa: ^e proves-
"The Botanical Gazette is nearly fts mfM

J» cyoropbjj|oiM

she American botanist as sunlight is to the growing I J

plant."

M. Spalding, Acting

igan, Ann Arbor:

11
I value the Botanical

f
n^nyinthtUnirer^iMr

. , u tHp nroniptncss aim ait"**

raenuYterature, and the large Portion «• ;'
(iisp,M.sal.le/'

buttons are among the features that m.ike im

»r. George Vasey, Botanui <o the Depart*** 4****"*>
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HENRY HOLT & CO.'S

BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOKS
HAM) BOOK OF PUNT DISSECTION. By J. C. Arthur, M. Sc.

Charles R. Barnes, M. A., and John M. Coulter, Ph. D. A guide to the careful

and systematic study of a few typical plants. The discussion of each plant is divided

into three parts; 1. Preliminary, giving explicit directions where to find the speci-

mens and how to prepare them for examination. 2. Laboratory if or*, ine aim nere

is to lead the student to discover the facts for himself—to suggest rather than to de-

scribe. 3. Annotations, which aim to explain points that for any reason the student

can not be expected to clear up for himself, and to furnish hints and references for

more extended work. The whole has been carefully and repeatedly tested in classes,

rimo. $1.50.

BE§§EV'S BOTANY. For students and general readers. By CK. Bessky Pro-

fessor of Botany in the Iowa Agricultural College. With over 500 illustrations, i-arge

12mo. (American Science Series.) $2.75.

THE SAME. Briefer Course. 12mo. $1.35.

MACEOSKIE'S ELEMENTARY BOTANY. With Student^ Guide to

the Examination and Description of Plants. By George Macloskie, u. &g.,i^. u. f

Professor in Princeton College, N. J. 12mo. $1.60.

McNABS BOTANY. Outlines of Morphology, Physiology and OuM^jmdl
Plants. By Wm. Ramsay McNab, Professor of Botany in Royal College of fc*iente ior

Ireland. Revised for American Students by Prof. C. E. Bessey. 16mo. fl.ou.

KOEHIER'S PRACTICAL BOTANY. ^C^"^Z?X^ &£
latter portion being an analytical key to the wild-floweniig^
ordinary herbs, sedges and grasses of the Northern and MiddleWW^g $
the Mississippi. By August Koehler, M. D., Professor of Bota tf «* the

^authorPharmacy of the City of New York. With numerous illustrations bv the autnor.

Large 12mo. S2.S0.

SCIENCE :

An Illustrated Journal, Published Weekly

Science is a paper for the discussion of all questions af-

man
without

journals

"A mnch-neede.1 periodical, admirably edited and managed, and steadily

growing in interest and usefulness."—Christian Union.

" The best publication of the kind in this country ."-Rochester
Democrat and

Chronicle.
f

" No student, business or professional man should be without ii"-M»ntrea

Gazette.

SUBSCRIPTION RAXES:
One Year, United States and Canada, - *£

()0
Trial Subscription, Three Months,

.••***
THE SCIENCE COMPANY, Publishers,

47 l^afa> ette Place.
1

NEW

•



PRINGLE'S PLANTS MEXICANS, 1886.
Sets of 125 species collected in the State of Chihuahua, and including the

usual proportion of new and rare species. Price, $10.00.
Also reissued sets of about 300 species, fresh Mexican specimens of species

included in former distributions.

Lists of both sets supplied. C. G. PRINGLE,
Charlotte, Vermont.

The Canadian Horticulturist
is edited by L. Woolverton, M. A., Grimsby, Ont., and published by the

Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario. Colored plate of some flower or fruit

in each number. Invaluable for Gardeners, Fruit Growers, and Gentlemen

owning rural or suburban homes.

Scribner's Magazine.
VOL. I, NO. 1.

Contents for January.
Gambetta proclaiming the Republic

. m . _ Front isp fee.
Siege and Commune of Paris.

Seth s Brother's Wife Harold Frederic.
btory of a he\v York House..//. C. Banner.
bonnets in Shadow Arlo Bates.Our Defenceless Coasts F. V. GreeneIn a Copy of the Poems of Herrick.

Austin Dobson.

In Mexico Thos. A Janper

Babylonian Seals W. 1L Ward.

Gllmpsea at the Diaries of Gout*
erneur Morris A. C. *NJJJ

Socialism Francis A. walker.

The New Year Maybwy *«£"*£
A Violin Obligate Margaret Crosby.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
•

number
CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, Publishers,

743-745 Broadway, Neyr York.

EDUCATE YOURSELF
By joining a Reading Circle, and pursue a systematic course of

HOME STUDY
in any of fifty different subjects, under eminent college professors, leading to High School

and College Degrees, and

DIPLOMAS,
at a nominal cost (only $1.00 per year). Full information given in the

UNION READING CIRCLE,
a large 16-page literary monthly, sample copy of which and Application Form for-Mem-

bership will be sent to any address on receipt of ten cents (postage stamps accepted),

send at once the fee, 51.00, and receive your Certificate, suitable for framing, good for o

year. Address

THE READING CIRCLE ASSOCIATION,

147 Xliroop St., CHIcaso.
111.

N. B.—Situations to teach free to worthy subscribers and members. Agents wante .
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The following standard journals are offered in combination with the Ga-
zette, at exceptionally low rates, even very considerably below the cheapest

subscription agent's terms. In order to secure more than one of these at the

owest rates, it will be necessary to subscribe for more than one year, or for

more than one copy of the Gazette, otherwise the higher single rates, which

are still very cheap, may be taken :

Science, a weekly journal dealing with all branches of scientific inquiry and discov-
ery, appeals especially to those who wish to follow intelligently the rapid progress of
investigation throughout the world, without the encumbrance of technical details.
Botany receives a fair share of attention. Regular yearly subscription, $5.00.

Scienck for 1887 and GAZETTE for any one year, together $6.25

Science in combination with other journals on this page 4.50

The Gardeners' Monthly and Horticulturist, edited by Thomas Meehan, the
oldest gardening journal in America, is quite as vigorous and indispensable to the cul-

tivator as when first started nearly thirty years ago. It contains much of special inter-

est to botanists. Regular yearly subscription, $2.00.

The Monthly for 1887, and Gazette for any one year, together S3.25

The Monthly in combination with other journals on this page 1.50

The American Florist, published on the 1st and 15th of each month, is devoted
to floriculture and the interests of American florists. It is well edited, is abundantly

supplied with contributions from the ablest members of the profession, and full of in-

terest to all cultivators of flowers. Regular yearly subscription, $1.00.

The Florist for 1887, and Gazette for any one year, together 52-75

The Florist in combination with other journals on this page 8°

Th
.

e American Monthly Microscopical Journal b devoted to bio-

logical studies and matters of technique coming within its sphere, and is a valuable

medium of information on mien npical subjects in general. Regular yearly sub-

scription, 51.00.

The Journal for 1887, and Gazktte for any one year, together *-•&>

The Journal in combination with other journals on this page 8°

N. B.—If more than one f tne aboye journals is desired, it will be neces-

*«7 to take a corresponding number of copies, or of years in advance, of the

Gazette, or to add the individual rates to the combination selected. This

offer doe* not apply to subscriptions already paid. Drafts on New York. 01 express

in°ney orders preferred. Address

BOTANICAL GAZETTE,
Geneva, N. Y.



JAMES W. QUEEN CO.

Manufacturing Opticians,

924 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Factory, 819 & 821 Filbert St. Branch Store, 403 Chestnut St

ACME NO. 4 MICROSCOPE STAND.

m*Abridged Catalogue, containing list of our fifteen com

plete catalogues, will be sent on application."*®*



NEW BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOKS.
V Prepwed under the personal .supervision of Prof. Asa Gray, of Harvard Uniwrsitv

and forming a part of Gray'a Standard Series of Botanies.

BRAY'S BOTANICAL TEXT* BOOK.
In 4 vols., each complete in itself, and

the whole forming a comprehensive Bo-
tanical Course for Colleges, Institutes of
Technology and Private Students.

Vol. 1. STRUCTURAL BOTANY; Or,
Organography on the basis of Morphology
to which is added the principles of Tax-
onomy and Phytographv and a Glossary of
Botanical Terms, by Asa Gray, LL. D., etc.,
Fisher Professor of Natural History in
Harvard University. 8vo, cloth. 454 pp.
Price, by mail, $2.:.0.

Vol. II. PHYSIOLOGICAL BOTANY:
'utlines of the Histology of Phsenogam-
ona Plants. Vegetable Physiology. Bv
George Lincoln Goodale, A. M., M. !>.,

Professor of Botany in Harvard Univer-
sity. 1 vol., 8vo, cloth. 560 pp. Price,
by mail, $2 30.

Vol. III. INTRODUCTION TO CRYP-
TOGAlfflC BOTANY. By Professor Wil-
liam G. Farlow. (In preparation.)

Vol. IV. THE NATURAL ORDERS Of
PILENOGAMOUS PLANTS. By Prof.

Asa Gray. (In preparation.)

FOB WESTERN STl DOTS.
COULTER'S MANUAL OF THE BOT

ANY of the Rockv Mountains. For the

use of Schools and Colleges between the

Mississippi River and the Rocky Moun-
tains. Bv Prof. John M. Coulter. Ph. D.

f

Wabash College. 8VO, cloth. 4% page^

Price, by mail, $1.85.

GRAY AND COULTER - TEXT-BOOK
of Western Botany. Consisting of < dt-

er>8 Manual of the Rocky M to

which is prefixed Gray'* lawns in Botany.

Price, by mail, 18.50.

COULTERS MANUAL OF THE BOT-

ANY of the Rocky Mountains. Tourists

Edition. Light, utrong paper, flexible lea-

ther cover. 8vo. VM\ pages. Price. h>

mail. 18.00.

For term? of introduction, etc., address the publishers.

IVISON, BUKEMAN, TAYLOR & CO

753-755 Broadway, **. V.



To OUR
In renewing your subscription to the Botanical Gazelle, it will be to your

interest to take advantage of our club rates and secure the Drugs and
Medicines of North America.

OUR PRICE:
Botanical Gazette, one year

Drugs and Medicines, complete to end of year 1887, ... j

HERS PRICE:
Bound Volume, $1 50.

Subscription, 1886-7 2 °°

Botanical Gazette - 00.

Total 57 50-

The following historical account was written by the authors:

DRUGS AND MEDICINES OF NORTH AMERICA.

Historical Account.—In the Spring of 1884 we began a publication de-

voted to the consideration of our native medicinal plants, taking each plant

separately, and giving a complete account of its Botany, Pharmacy, Chemistry

and Medicinal properties. A plan of the work as originally prop. ed. and

which has been faithfully carried out, is given on the following page.

The work is issued on fine, hundred pound paper, and the illustrations an

produced in the best possible manner. It is a complete encyclopaedia of the

subject, nothing similar having ever been attempted.

It is issued, 32 pages every quarter, and is consecutively paged, and when

;i volume is bound it forms an elegant book, showing no trace of having been

Printed in parts. At the present time, (1886). it is in its third year ol ptlbli

««on. The two years of 1884 and 188;, ?m<\ the first issue of 1886, (am

ambers), form volume one of the work, and is accompanied with a complete

l^ex, list of illustrations, list of contributions, etc. The June number. .886,

1 number ot?e of volume two.

We will furnish a complete set in parts, including the subscription to the

end of year 1887, binding the first volume in an elegant cover of green and

Nd, designed expressly for this work, for $$ 50.

The price of the bound volume alone is S3 5°-
,

This work ha. been successful from the first, rapidly acquiring a larg uh-

cription list without special solicitation, and retaining its subscribes w,>

year, besides making large additions. It is accepted a. invaluable In - -

authorities of the world, and cannot be replaced in any literature.

, We present ort the following pages, a plan of the work, and some specimen

^rations, the excellence of which will be at once appreciated by our botan-

,Cnl readers. Address Subscriptions to

BOi XNICAL GAZETTE,

Geneva, X. V,
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By J. U. & C. G. LLOYD.

THE PLAN OF THE WORK.—A quarterly publication, which will describe the

vegetable productions of North America, and the plants which yield them. It is 7 x ioj£

inches in size, on the best grade of book paper, the finest of press-work, and each number
will consist of not less than thirty-two pages. Every known medical plant of North America
will he considered in the sequence in which it stands in the Natural system of Classification,

as adapted by the latest authority.

ILLUSTRATIONS.—Careful drawings are made of each plant when in flower, by a

special artist under the direction of the authors. -Full-size pictures will be given of each plant
which is specially valuable. In addition, the work will be profusely illustrated in the text,

showing the dissection of flowers, fruit, shape of leaves, and all matters of botanical interest;
also the part of the plant which is used in medicines, with the different varieties as found in

commerce ; also sophistications, if any, and all other matters of commercial, chemical or

pharmaceutical interest.

BOTANY.—The botanical description and botanical history of the plants are complete,
tracing the various views in which each plant has been held from the first description of it. A
table will be added, showing all the names and references under which the plant has been de-
scribed or figured in botanical or medical works. Geographical distribution will receive spe-
cial attention, and with this object in view the authors are in correspondence with botanists
in all sections of the country. Each important plant will be accompanied with a map, show-
ing the precise range, where it is in abundance, where rare, etc. Plants that could be con-
founded with the one under consideration will be described, and their distinctive characters
shown. The herbarium which Mr. C. G. Lloyd has collected in connection with the study of
botany, consisting of over 12,000 species from this country and Europe, will be of valuable
aid in the botanical department of the work.

MEDICAL AND COMMERCIAL HISTORIES—Are given in detail, and from
the commencement of the use of each remedy. They will be more complete than ever before
presented. Statistics are collected and systematized in such a manner as to show at a glance
the present and past of each drug. As the writers are extensive dealers in crude American
drugs and have friendly relation with all the principal collectors and dealers of the country,
their facilities to obtain the commercial history are unexcelled.

CHEMISTRY AND PHARMACY.- These two branches will receive exhaustive
treatment, especially in regard to the constituents of plants. The pharmaceutical portion will
be largely the results of J. U. Lloyd's practice in the laboratory, where for years he has given
si cial attention to the products of the vegetable kingdom. The foremost and talented chem-
ists and pharmacists of the country are uniting with us, and special subjects will be perfected
by persons specially qualified to render them complete.

THERAPEUTICS.—It is intended that the therapeutic properties of the plants shall
be written by the leading American authorities, and will be presented without discrimination
for or against any school ol medicine. The work is intended to be a scientific treatise, and
wd not recognize individual antagonisms, differences of opinion, or prejudices. In this con-
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Specimen illustration from the Drugs and Medicines of North America.
Every native medicinal plant will be illustrated in the work in a similar manner.

Magnolia acuminata I
Wagnoti* Tur).



Specimen illustration from the Drugs and Medicines of North America.

Every native medicinal plant will be illustrated in the work in a similar manner.
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BAUSCH & LOMS OPTICAL CO.
j

MANUFACTURERS OF

Microscopes,

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES,

And other Optical Instruments

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—531-539 North St. Paol St.

NEW YORK—37 Maiden Lane

A catalogue with a number of improvements and additions in the line of

Microscopes is in press now, and will be sent to any person interested in Mi-
croscopy free on application.

BOTANICAL PAP
E. MORRISON,
WAEEHOUSB,

No. 805 D Street, Washington, D. C.

Standard Herbarium Paper, ll%x!6J4 25 and 30 lbs., at 84.50 and 85.50 per ream.
Genus Covers, standard size (16% by 24), No.l, 81.25; No. 2, $2.50; No. 3, 82.00 per hundred.
A iso drying paper.

AMERICAN
MONTHLY

MICROSCOPICAL JOURNAL,
A periodical for all who use the Microscope, either professionally or as amateurs.

w
l am much pleased with the Journal, and have received much valuable information."

"I learn many new things from it, and I am sure that it is the case with all who read it

The eighth volume now current. Subscription price, $1.00.

Editor, HENRY h. OSBORff, Ph. B.,

Lafayette, Indiana.
Business Manager, RUFUS W. DEERRfft,

Box 630, Wasliittgtonf »• c
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THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE
A monthly journal embracing all departments of botanical science. Corres-

pondent and subscriptions may be sent to any of the editors, but, for conven-

ience, money orders and drafts should be made payable to John M. Coulter,

Crawfordsville, Indiana.

Annual Subscription, $2.00.

Single numbers, 20 cents.

In Great Britain, 9 shillings.

Agent, W. P. COLLINS,
157 it j ortlan St., London, W.

In Germany, 9 marks.

Agents, R. FRIEDLANDER & SOHN,
11 Carlstrasse, Berlin. N. \

Contributors of leading articles are entitled to 25 separate copies of their

articl
, additional copies to be paid for. The number desired should be

marked at the head of the manuscript, as none will be struck offunless ordered.

1 >red at the post office at Crawfordsville, Ind., as second-class matter.
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ARIZONA AND TEXAS PLANTS t

I have sets of 700 species of plants from Arizona, Texas and New Mexico. Many of
them are new or rare, including many of the species of Wright and Fendler. The total

list of species is 1325, the largest single collection from this region. This makes my collec-

4500

Selected specimens (desiderata) 810.00 per 100 species. Lists to actual purchasers free, to

others 10 cents each, or 50 cents for the set of 4500 species.

MARCUS E. JONES, A. M.
f

125 West 3d, South,

SALT LAKC CITY.

THE WEST AMERICAN SCIENTIST

This

magazine of POPULAR SCIENCE. A prominent feature consists of articles on the topog-
raphy and natural history of Upper and Lower California. Eminent scientists of the U. ft.

are contributors. Price, 81.00 a year. 10 cents a copy. Agents Wanted.

C. R. ORCUTT, Editor, San Diego, California.

[Send U ml, for a fonr months trJa| NIlbM . riptio|l>]

EDUCATE YOURSELF
By joining a Reading Circle, and pursue a systematic course of

HOME STUDY
School
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147 Ttaroop St., Chicago, 111*
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The following standard journals are offered in combination with the Ga-

zette

subscription agent's terms. In order to secure more than one of these at the

lowest rates, it will be necessary to subscribe for more than one year, or for

more than one copy of the Gazette, otherwise the higher single rates, which

are still very cheap, may be taken :

4

Science, a weekly journal dealing with all branches of scientific inquiry and discov-

ery, appeals especially to those who wish to follow intelligently the rapid progress of

investigation throughout the world, without the encumbrance of technical details.

Botany receives a fair share of attention. Regular yearly subscription, $5.00.

Science for 1887 and Gazette for any one year, together $6.25

Science in combination with other journals on this page 4.50

The Gardeners 9 Monthly and Horticulturist, edited by Thomas Meehan, the

oldest gardening journal in America, is quite as vigorous and indispensable to the cul-

tivator as when first started nearly thirty years ago. It contains much of special inter-

est to botanists. Regular yearly subscription, 82.00.

The Monthly for 1887, and Gazette for any one year, together $3.25

The Monthly in combination with other journals on this page 1.50

The American Florist, published on the 1st and 15th of each month, is devoted

to floriculture and the interests of American florists. It is well edited, is abundantly

supplied with contributions from the ablest members of the profession, and full of in*

terest to all cultivators of flowers. Regular yearly subscription, SI. 00.

The Florist for 1887, and Gazette for any one year, together $2.75

The Florist in combination with other journals on this page 8°

The American Monthly Microscopical Journal is devoted to bio.

logical studies and matters of technique coming within its sphere, and is a vaiuaDie

medium of information on microscopical subjects in general. Regular yearly sud-

scription.Sl.oo.

The Journal for 1887, and Gazette for any one year, together 12.65

The Journal in combination with other journals on this page 8°

N. B.-If more than one of the aboye journais is desired, it will be neces-

sary to take a corresponding number of copies, or of years in advance, of the

Gazette, or to add the individual rates to the combination selected. This

offer does not apply to subscriptions already paid. Drafts on New York, or express

money orders preferred. Address

*

BOTANICAL GAZETTE,
Geneva, N. V.



JAMES W. QUEEN CO.

ufacturing Opticians,
924 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.

Factory 81!> k S21 Filbert SI. Branch Store, 403 Chestnut S(

ACME NO. 4 MICROSCOPE STANO.

m-Abridged Catalogue, containing list of our fifteen cow
plete catalogues, will be sent on application.-^



To OUR
In renewing your subscription to the Botanical Gazette, it will be to your

interest to take advantage of our club rates and secure the Drugs and

Medicines of North America.

OtJR PRICE:
Botanical Gazette, one year

Drugs and Medicines, complete to end of year 1887,

PUBLISHER'S PRICE:

S5 25

Bound Volume > • $3 5°

2 00inscription, 1886-7

Botanical Gazette 2 °°

Total $7 fo

The following historical account was written by the authors:

DRUGS AND MEDICINES OF NORTH AMERICA.
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'ted to the consideration of our native medicinal plants, taking each plant
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THE PLAN OF THE WORK.—A quarterly publication, which will describe the
vegetable productions of North America, and the plants which yield them. It is 7xio>4
inches in size, on the best grade of book paper, the finest of press-work, and each number
will consist of not less than thirty-two pages. Every known medical plant of North America
will be considered in the sequence in which it stands in the Natural system of Classification,
as adapted by the latest authority.

ILLUSTRATIONS.—Careful drawings are made of each plant when in flower, by a
special artist under the direction of the authors. Full-size pictures will be given of each plant
which is specially valuable. In addition, the work will be profusely illustrated in the text,
showing the dissection of flowers, fruit, shape of leaves, and all matters of botanical interest;
also the part of the plant which is used in medicines, with the different varieties as found in
commerce; also sophistications, if any, and all other matters of commercial, chemical or
pharmaceutical interest.

BOTANY.—The botanical description and botanical history of the plants are complete,
racing the various views m which each plant has been held from the first description of it. A
table will be added, showing all the names and references under which the plant has been de-
scribed or figured m botanical or medical works. Geographical distribution will receive spe-
cial attention, and with this object in view the authors are in correspondence with botanists

Li °nS country.^ Each important plant will be accompanied with a map, show-
ing the precise range, where it is in abundance, where rare, etc. Plants that could be con-
lounded with the one under consideration will be described, and their distinctive characters
shmv n. I he herbarium which Mr. C. G. Lloyd has collected in connection with the Study of

.iKLf-8
, ,

°Ver I2'°° SPecies from this country and Europe, will be of valuable
aid in the botanical department of the work.
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Specimen illustration from the Drugs and Medicines of North America.

Every native medicinal plant will be illustrated in the work in a similar manner.



Specimen illustration from the Drugs AND Medicines of North Ameri
Every ivitive medicinal plant will be illustrated in the work in a similar mann

MAfimLlAGLAUCA (Small Manioiia)
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BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO i
5

MANUFACTURERS OF

*oseopes, Telescopes

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES,

And other Optical Instruments.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.-531-539 North St. Paul St.

NEW YORK—37 Maiden Lane

A catalogue with a number of improvements and additions in the line of

Microscopes is in press now, and will be sent to any person interested in Mi-
croscopy free on application.

BOTANICAL IFAIP

E. MORRISON,
WAEEHOUSE,

No. 805 D Street, Washington, D. €.

Standard Herbarium Paper, 11K*16K, 25 and 30 lbs., at «4.50 and 85.50 per mm.
Genus Covers, standard size (16% by 24), No. 1, H.25; No. 2, *2.50; No. 3, $2.00 per hundred.
Also drying paper.

AMERICAN
MONTHLY

MICROSCOPICAL JOURNAL
A periodical for all who use the Microscope, either professionally or as amateurs.

"lam much pleased with the Journal, and have received much valuable information,
i learn many new things from it, and I am sure that it is the case with all who read it

The eighth volume now ourrent. Subscription price, $1.00.

Editor, HENRY L. OSBORN, Ph. D.,

i Indiana*
Busiaess Manager, RUFUS W. DEERISG,

Box 630, Waafiiiifftoiit IK c
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NEW BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOKS.
*** Prepared under the personal supervision of Prof. Asa Gray, of Harvard Univ }

and forming a part of Gray's Standard Series of Botanies.

6BAT>3 BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOK,
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HENRV HOLT & CO.'S

BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOKS

into three parts; 1. Preliminary, giving explicit directions where to tin

mens and how to prepare them for examination. 2. Laboratory Work. T]

HAND BOOK OK PUNT DISSECTION. By J. C. Arthur, M. Sc ,

Charles R. Barnes, M. A., and John M. Coulter, Ph. D. A guide to the careful
and systematic study of a few typical plants. The discussion of each plant is divined
' A " -----**'-*' -- - -- - •

i n) ] the speci-

_ r m The aim here
is to lead the student"to discover "the factsfor "himself—to suggest rather than to de-
scnbe. 8. Annotations, which aim to explain points that for any reason the student
can not be expected to clear up for himself, and to furnish hints and references for

more extended work. The whole has been carefullv and repeatedly tested in classes.

I2ltt0. $1.50.

BESSEY'8 BOTANY. For students and general readers. By C. E. Bess

k

v. Pro
lessor of Botany in the Iowa Agricultural College. With over 500 illustrations. Large
l2mo. (American Science Series.) $2.75.

THK SAME. Briefer Course. 12mo. 81.35.

MAaosKU;^ ElEMENTARV BOTANY. With Student's Guide to
me Examination and Description of Plants. Bv George Macloskie, D. Sc. LI* v.,
i rok-ssor m Princeton College, N. J. 12nio. $1.60.

Mc^At

B '® BOTANY. Outlines of Morphology, Physiology, and Classification of
Plants By Wm. Ramsay McNab, Professor of Botany in Royal College of Science for

Ireland. Revised for American Students bv Prof. C E. Bessey. 16mo. $1.00.

-ui.mry neros, sedges and grasses of the Northern and Middle umtea »w*»*5»* "
ftic Mississippi. By August Koehler, M. D., Professor of Botany in the College oi

Hiarmacy of the Citv of New York. With numerous illustrations by the author.
Large 12mo. $2.50.

SCIENCE :

An Illustrated Journal, Published Weekly.

Scienc

welfare of man
without

purely political journals.

"^ much-needed periodical, admirably edited and managed, and steadily

S'owmg ln interest and usefulness."—Christian Union.

ChrJuS
^^ publication of the kind in this country."-Rochester- Dm*** «"<*

<Wfc°
SUldent

- business or professional man should be without Hr-Montred
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$5.00""; »ear, United States and Canada, - *T^In
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iption, Three Months,

47 Lafayette Place.
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ARIZONA AND TEXAS PLANTS I

» vJ-

V
I have sets oi" too species of plants from Arizona, Texas and New Mexico. Many or

:> them are new or rare, including many of the species of Wright and Fendler. The total

1 ist of species is 1325, the largest single collection from this region. This makes my collec-

tions of the Rocky Mts. and Great Basin to exceed 4500 species. Sets, 88.00 per 100 species.

Selected specimens {desiderata) $10.00 per 100 species. Lists to actual purchasers free, to

others 10 cents each, or 50 cents for the set of 4500 species.

MARCUS E- JONES, A. M.,

125 West 3«*» South,

SALT LAKE CITY

THE WEST AMERICAN SCIENTIST I

This journal, established in 1S84, begins a new volume as a 24-page illustrated monthly

magazine of POPULAR SCIENCE. A prominent feature consists of articles on the topog-

aphy and natural history of Upper and Lower California. Eminent scientists of the U. S.

are contributors. Price, Sl.00 a year, 10 cents a copy. 'Agents Wanted.

C. R. ORCUTT, Editor, San Diego, California.

[Bori IS rents for a four months trial subscription.]

EDUCATE YOUKSELF
By joining a Reading Circle, and pursue a systematic course of

HOME STUDY
n any of fifty different subjects, under eminent college professors, leading to High Schoo

and College Degrees, and

DIPLOMAS,
at a nominal cost (only 81.00 per year). Full information given in the

UNION READING CIRCLE.
a laree lipase literary monthly, sample copy of which and Application Form for Mem-
bership will be sent to any address on receipt of ten cents (postage stamps accepted), or

end at once the fee, 51.00, and receive your Certificate, suitable for framing, good for one

year. Address

THE REAMXG CIRCLE ASSOCIATION,

147 Tliroop St., CHicatfO, 111-

N. B.~Situations to teach free to worthy subscribers and members. Agents wanted.
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CHANCE.

The following standard journals are offered in combination with the Ga-

zette, at exceptionally low rates, even very considerably below the cheapest

subscription agent's terms. In order to secure more than one of these at the

lowest rates, it will be necessary to subscribe for more than one year, or for

more than one copy of the Gazette, otherwise the higher single rates, which

are still very cheap, may be taken :

Scieiice, a weekly journal dealing with all branches of scientific inquiry and discov-

ery, appeals especially to those who wish to follow intelligently the rapid progress of

investigation throughout the world, without the encumbrance of technical details.

Botany receives a fair share of attention. Regular yearly subscription, «5.00.

Science for 1887 and Gazette for any one year, together 16.25

Science in combination with other journals on this page 4.50

The Gardeners' Monthly and Horticulturist, edited by Thomas Meehan, the

oldest gardening journal in America, is quite as vigorous and indispensable to the cul-

tivator as when first started nearly thirty years ago. It contains much of special inter-

est to botanists. Regular yearly subscription, $2.00.

The Monthly for 1887, and GAZETTE for any one year, together 18.28

The Monthly in combination with other journals on this page IM

Th
t

C
fl

American Florist, published on the 1st and 15th of each month, b devoted
to floriculture and the interests of American florists. It is well edited, is abundantly
supplied with contributions from the ablest members of the profession, and full of in-

terest to all cultivators of flowers. Regular yearly subscription, 81.00.

The Florist for 1887, and Gazkttk for any one year, together S-- 7*

The Florist in combination with other journals on this page *>

Th
,

e A»nerlcau Monthly Microscopical Journal is devoted to bio-

^•cal studies and matters of technique coming within its sphere, and is a valuable

medium of information on microscopical subjects in general. Regular yearly sut>-

8CTiption,$i.oo.

The Journal for 1887, and Uazktte for any one year, together I--65

|
The Joitrnal in combination with other journals on this page 80

N
'
B~If more than one of the above journals is desired, it will be neces-

^

ary t0 take a corresponding number of copies, or of years in advance, of the

*AZETTE
>
or to add the individual rates to the combination selected. Thi<

°ffer d0e* not «PPl>J to subscriptions already paid. Drafts on Xew York, or expresa

m0Dey orders Preferred. Address

BOTANICAL GAZETTE,
Geneva, N. V.



JAMES W. QUEEN CO.

Manufacttiring Opticians

924 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

•

Factory, 819 & 821 Filbert St. Branch Store, 403 Chestnut St.

ACME NO. 4 MICROSCOPE STAND.

f * 9. Abridged Catalogue, containing list of our fifteen com

plete catalogues, will be sent on application."
3^
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HERBARIUM FOR SALE.

A complete European Herbarium, collected from 1860-1886, containing in

300 fascicles more than 150,000 specimens in excellent condition. This herba-

rium contains a very complete flora of Germany, Austro-Hungary (original

specimens of Ko 'h, A. Braun, Nees von Esenbeck, Reichenbach, Kerner, and

many other authors), and the whole of middle Europe, France, Switzerland,
w

Italy, Spain, with Madeira, the Orient, Russia, Sweden, Norway, and Lapland.

It contains the undivided herbarium Wimmer (-f 1867), especially the Saliees

of this author and the artificial Salix hvbrids of Wichura.

E*rice $3500.

AddrwB B. STEIN, Botanic Gardens,

BKESLAU, PRUSSIA

THE CAYUGA FLORA :

A Catalogue of Phsenogamous Plants growing without cultivation in the

Cayuga Lake Basin. By Professor W. R. Dudley, Cornell University.

For sale by Andrus & Church, Ithaca, N. Y., who will send it postpaid on

receipt of the price, $1.00.

HERBARIUM CHECK-LIST
OF

NOKTH AMERICAN PLANTS
#

Printed ix Larue Tyi>k, on Fink Paper

For sample pages and prices, address

H. X. PATTERSON,
Oquawka, 111-

BACK MJMBERS WANTED.
Full price will be paid lor the following numbers of the Botanical <Ja-

zette: July, 1885 (Vol. x, No. 7) ; Aogoat, 1885 (Vol. x, No. ,- : J annoy,

1886 (Vol. xi, Ko. 1).

A,l,ln'ss BOTANICAL GAZETTE,

G'RAWFORDSVinLK, !>'!>



To OUR
In renewing your subscription to the Botanical Gazette, it will be to your

iterest to take advantage of our club rates and secure the Drugs and

Medicines of North America.

Q1 IR PRICE :

Botanical Gazette, one year ,

Drugs and Medicines, complete to end of year 1887, . . .

PUBLISHER'S PRICE:
Bound Volume, #3 5°

Subscription, 1886-7
' 2 °°

Botanical Gazette 2 co

Total 87 50.

Hie following historical account was written by the authors:

DRUGS AND MEDICINES OF NORTH AMERICA.

Historical Account.—In the Spring of 1884 we began a publication de-

voted to the consideration of bur native medicinal plants, taking each plant

Parately, and giving a complete account of it- Botany, Pharmacy, Chemistry

,ul Medicinal properties. A plan of the work as originally proposed, and

*hich has been faithfully carried out, is given on the following page.

The work is issued on fine, hundred pound paper, and the illustrations an

Policed in the best possible manner. It is a complete encyclopaedia of tin

a Ject, nothing similar having ever been attempted.
!t is issued, 32 pages every quarter, and is consecutively paged, and when

!

a v"lume is bound it forms an elegant book, showing no trace of having been

I

P ri »ted in parts. At the present time, (.886), it is in its third year of pubn-

cat,°". The two years of l884 and 1885, and the first issue of 1886, [nine

C1
I. form volume one of the work, and is accompanied with a compenumb

ind. 88
*• Hst of illustrations, list of contributions, etc. The June number,

1

,s numbers of volume two. . tn thc

]

^ will furnish a complete set in parts, including the subscription to t

ldof year i^ 7< binding the first volume in an elegant ever of gr<
.

,ro!rl 1u
< designed expressly for this work, lor $$ 5°-

The price of the bound volume alone is S3 50-
. . . sub-

.

™s work has been successful from the first, rapidly acquirin* S

SCr, Ption list without special solicitation, and retaining its
i»JJ"™^ h^ides making laL additions. It is accepted a, im .mole b>

aut
'lorities of the world/and cannot be replaced in any literatun ^ ^^
U e present on the following pages, a plan of the woi

.

a
fl

iUst
«^i«>ns. the excellence of wbkh will be at once appreciated b,

". uie excellence oj wnicn uiu 1^ ».

,Cal readers. Address Subscriptions t

)TANICAI GAZETTl
Geneva, N. \
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By J. U. & C G. LLOYD.

THE PLAN OF THE WORK.—A quarterly publication, which will describe the

vegetable productions of North America, and the plants which yield them. It is 7 x \oy2

inches in size, on the best grade of book paper, the finest of press-work, and each number

will consist of not less than thirty-two pages. Every known medical plant of North America

will be considered in the sequence in which it stands in the Natural system of Classification,

as adapted by the latest authority.

ILLUSTRATIONS.—Careful drawings are made of each plant when in flower, by a

special artist under the direction of the authors. Full-size pictures will be given of each plant

which i specially valuable. In addition, the work will be profusely illustrated in the text,

showing the dissection of flowers, fruit, shape of leaves, and all matters of botanical interest;

also the part of the plant which is used in medicines, with the different varieties as found in

commerce ; also sophistications, if any, and all other matters of commercial, chemical or

pharmaceutical interest.

BOTANY.—The botanical description and botanical history of the plants are complete,

tracing the various views in which each plant has been held from the first description of it. A
table will be added, showing all the names and references under which the plant has been de-

scribed or figured in botanical or medical works. Geographical distribution will receive spe-

ci.d attention, and with this object in view the authors are in correspondence with botanists

in all sections of the country. Each important plant will be accompanied with a map, show-

ing the precise range, where it is in abundance, where rare, etc. Plants that could be con-

founded with the one under consideration will be described, and their distinctive characters

shown. The herbarium which Mr. C. G. Lloyd has collected in connection with the study of

botany, consisting of over 12,000 species from this country and Europe, will be of valuable

aid in the botanical department of the work.

MEDICAL AND COMMERCIAL HISTORIES—Are given in detail, and from

the commencement of the use of each remedy. They will be more complete than ever before

presented. Statistics are collected and systematized in such a manner as to show at a glance

the present and past of each drug. As the writers are extensive dealers in crude American

drugs, and have friendly relation with all the principal collectors and dealers of the country,

their facilities to obtain the commercial history are unexcelled.

CHEMISTRY AND PHARMACY.— These two branches will receive exhaustive

treatment, pecially in regard to the constituents of plants. The pharmaceutical portion wi

be largely the 1 ults of J. U. Lloyd's practice in the laboratory, where for years he has given

pecial attention to the products of the vegetable kingdom. The foremost and talented chem-

ists and pharmacists of the country are uniting with us, and special subjects will be perfects

by persons specially qualified to render them complete.
shallTHERAPEUTICS.—It is intend d that the therapeutic properties of the plants slum

polities, and will be presented without discriminationbe written by the leading American autho
for or against any school of medicine. The work is intended to be a scientific treatise, a

will not recognize individual antagonisms, differences of opinion, or prejudices. In this c
-

section it is only necessary to state that such men as Prof. Roberts Bartholow, Prof. J

o

King, Prof. J. M. Scudder, Dr. Eric Sattler, Dr. Lawrence Johnson and other pronimei-

authorities have engaged to contribute on the immediately succeeding subjects, and that -

rangements will be made for the other numbers. The Homoeopathic use of the drugs will

written by Prof. E. M. Hale, thus presenting the views of this prominent author.

MICROSCOPY.—Original microscopic investigations and descriptions will be **d**f

each important drug by Mrs. Louisa Reed Stoweli, editor of The Microscope, Ann
^

r

X
L[

Mich. Drawings of magnified portions of the plants will be made and engraved, an
•

th e will be of unusual value and beauty may be perceived by referring to the one prt n

in our first number.

NEW —— w*.s.v* niv iin^l l ill I M II I till L RtlUil V-.^ WI IHV TFV»» '•-
'

1 MY L0
gation of the thera] utics and chemical properties of such native plants as will be H**^
prove valuable additions to onr materia mediea. Through the extensive botanical *^a

f aUance and correspondence of the writers, they are enabled to secure authentic specime
new drugs.

I

,11 (1

RfeU
,

M^-In brief> the work is intended to be a complete encyclopedia, and to contain

all that is known regarding American drugs. Each number will be continued »
une.

weak by the succeeding one, and when a volume is completed, it will be a work U»« .^^
mated. \\hen a book of convenient size is produced, we shall furnish a detai ie

which will complete that volume. Favorable arrangements vriU be made for binding.



Specimen illustration from the Drugs and Medicines of North America.
Every native medicinal plant will be illustrated in the work in a similar manner.

i^^a v *



Specimen illustration from the Drugs and Mkihcinksof North America.

Every native medicinal plant will be illustrated in the work in a similar manner.

i

Magnolia glauca (Small Magnolia).



INVIGORATING

Strengthening.

"*T »u«''

HEALTHFUL

Refresljirjg.

For Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Nervousnc , Diminished Vitality, Etc.

Prepared according to the directions of Prof. EL N. Horsford, of Cambridge.

aAP^eparation °* tbe P^^sphatvs of lime, magnesia, potash and iron with phosphoric
aeia, m such form as to be readily assimilated bv the s tern, Universally recommended
wia prescribed by physicians of all schools. Its action will harmonize with such stimu-S as are necessary to take. It is the best tonic known, furnishing sustenance to both
Dram and body. It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

sJH* BRAI> AXI> M^RVE TONIC. Dr. E. W. Robertson, Cleveland, O., says :
"From mj

experience
i cordially recommend it as a brain and nerve tonic, specially in nervous

rphO8
-?^

etc
' F0R WAK1FULHESS, Dr. William P. Clothier, Buffalo, N. Y., sa *I pre-

«*« lor a Catholic priest, who was a hard student, for wakefulne Ureme nervous-

T)l &?*' *?<* h <5 reports it has been of great benefit to him." IN NEBYOUS DEBILITY,

fn««D
w
*
m

" Vose > Portland, Me., says: "I have prescribed it for many of the various

OF Tft2
fi^^°Ss debility, and it has never failed to do good." FOR THE ILL EFFECTS

fiTT.it-
C

.? Dr- C - A - Fernald, Boston, savs : "I have us 1 it in cases of impaired nerve

tn-?£ •' Wlt ,
beneficial results, e eciallv in cases where the stem is affected by theW act

£5U?f
. t°bacco

-
'

' Prices reasonable. Pamphlet giving further information mailed
free. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

Manufactured by the RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, R. I.
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Address
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BAUSCH & LOMB OPTIGAL CO.
*

MANUFACTURERS OF

croscopes, Telescopes

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES,

And other Optical Instruments.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—531-539 North St. Paul St.

NEW YORK—37 Maiden Lane

A catalogue with a number of improvements and additions in the line of

Microscopes is in press now, and will be sent to any person interested in Mi-

croscopy free on application.

BOTANICAL ZF-A^IP

E. MORRISON,
PAPEE WAEEHOUSE,

No. 805 D Street, Washington, D. C.

Standard Herba; Paper, ll%xl<% 25 and 30 lbs., at $4.50 and $5.50 per rear

Vienna Covers, standard size (] by >, No. 1, 84.25; No. 2, «2.50 ; No. 3, 12.00 per hundred.

Also drying paper.

A^MERIC^jST
MONTHLY

MICROSCOPICAL JOURNAL
A periodical for all who use the Mil >scope, either professionally or as amateurs.

»

I am much pleased with the Journal, and have received much valuable information

•I learn many new things from it, and I am sure that it is the case with all who read it

The eighth volume now current. Subscription price, 31.00.

Editor, HENRY L. 0SB0RN, Ph. D.f

I*afayette, Indiana.
Business Manager, RUTIS W. DKEKKW,

Box 6jo, Washington, D* C
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THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE
A monthly journal embracing all departments of botanical science. Corres-

pondence and subscriptions may be sent to any of the editors, but, for couvec

ience, money orders and drafts should be made payable to John M. Coulter

Crawfordsville, Indiana.

Annual Subscription, $2,00.

Single numbers, 20 cents.

In Great Britain, 9 shillings.

Agent, W. P. COLLINS,
157 Great Portland St., London, W.

In Germany, 9 mark^.
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NEW BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOKS.
personal supervision of Prof. Asa Gray, of Harvard

forming

GRAY'S BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOK.
In 4 vols, .each complete in itself, and

tne whole forming a comprehensive Bo-
tanical tirse for < ges, Institutes of
Technology and Private
Vol.1. STRUCTURAL BOTANY; Or,

Organography on the basis of Morphology
to which is added the principles of Tax
onomy arid Phytography and a Glossary of
Botanical! ~ms,by Asa Gray, LL.D., etc.,
Fisher Professor of Natural History in
Harvard University. 8vo, cloth. 454 pp.
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COULTER'S MANUAL OF THE BOT-
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Wabash College. 8vo, cloth. 496 p«gw-

Price, by mail, 81.85.
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Single numbers, 20 cents.

In Great Britain, 9 shillings.

Agent, W. P. COLLINS,
157 Great Portland St., London, W.

Contributors of IpsiHino artioloa

In Germany, 9 marks.

Agents, R. FRIEDLANDER & 80HN,
11 Carlstra \ Berlin, S. W

articles, additional copies to be paid for. The number desired should be

marked at the head of the manuscript, as none will be struck off unless ordered.

Entered at the post office at Crawfordsville, Ind., as second-class matter.

NEW BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOKS.
** Prepared under the personal supervision of Prof. Asa Gray, of Harvard Unive y

and forming a part of Gray's Standard Series of Botanies.

OBIT'S BOTANICAL TEXT. BOOK.

thl?\ih?}h
eac^ comPtete in itself, and

tonw £e form
]
n& a comprehensive Bo-

TeXo^ TJC
S Crttop* Institutes of

lology and Private Students.
Vol. 1. STRUCTURAL BOTANY- OrOr^no^raphy on the basis of Morphologvowh

1 is added the principles < Tax

™tanicaTTerms, by Asa Grav.LL.D etc
^ofessor of NatHnU History" in

D PHYSIOLOGICAL BOTAVY-
gas Giants. Vegetable PhvsioIoCT B*
gfoyge Lincoln Goodale, A M \f r>K Tvof Sto

? £ ^rvard" Urdver^:

w£?ai5£ JEF*O1>V<m08 TO CRYP-
aam G. FarUr- In preparation.)

Vol. IV. THE NATURAL ORDER? OF
PHiENOGAMOUS PLANTS. By Prof.

Asa Gray. (In preparation.)

FOR WESTERS STlDEfTS.
COULTER'S MANUAL OF THE BOT-

ANY of the Rockv Mountains. For the

use of Schools and lieges between the

Mississippi River and the Rocky Moun-
tains. 6y Prof. John M. Coulter, Ph. P.,

Wabash College. 8vo, cloth. 496 pages.

Price, by mail, $1.85.

GRAY AND COULTER'S TEXT-BOOK
of Western Botany. Consisting of W*
er's Manual of the Rocky Mountains, to

which is prefixed Gray's Lessons in Botaaty-

Price, by mail, $2.50.

COULTER'S MANUAL OF THE BO£
ANY of the Rocky Mountain Tmntif
Ediiion. Light trong paper, flexible lea-

ther cover. Svo. 496 pages. Price, oy

mail, 13.00.

For terms of introduction* eta, , address the publishers

IYISON, BUKEMAN, TAYLOR & CO

753~75ff Broadwar »• V.



EDUCATE YOURSELF
By joining a Reading Circle, and pursue a systematic course of

HOME STUDY
an any of fifty different subjects, under eminent college professors, leading to High School

and College Degrees, and

DIPLOMAS.

at a nominal cost (only $1.00 per year). Full information given in the

UNION READING CIRCLE,

a large 16-paere literary monthly, sample copy of which and Application Form for Mem-

bership will be sent to any address on receipt of ten cents (postage stamps accepted). Or

send at once the fee, 81.00, and receive your Certificate, suitable for framing, good for one

year. Address

THE READING CIRCLE ASSOCIATION,

147 Tliroop St., Chicago, 111.

N. B.-Situations to teach free to worthy subscribers and members. Agents wanted.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
Has never before had so rich a Bill of Fare to lay before its readers as the one prepared for

Volume Five. Will contain a new serial by Catherine Owen, entitled
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HERBARIUM FOR SALE.

A complete European Herbarium, collected from 1800-1886, containing in

900 This herba-

rium contains a very complete flora of Germany, Austro-Hungary (original

specimens of Koch, A. Braun, Nees von Esenbeck, Eeichenbach, Kerner, and

many other authors), and the whole of middle Europe, France, Switzerland.

Italy, Spain, with Madeira, the Orient, Eussia, Sweden, Norway, and Lapland.

It contains the undivided herbarium Wimmer (+ 1867), especially the Saiices

of this author and the artificial Salix hybrids of Wichura.

Address B. STEIN, Botanic Gardens,

BRESLAU, PRUSSIA

THE CAYUGA FLORA :

A Catalogue of Phsenogamous Plants growing without cultivation in the

Cayuga Lake Basin. By Professor W. R. Dudley, Cornell University.

For sale by Andrus & Church, Ithaca, N. Y.
f
who will send it postpaid on

rtceipt of the price, $1.00.

THE WEST AMERICAN SCIENTIST.

This .ournal, established in 1884, begins a new volume as a 24-page illustrated mont!u>

magazine of POPULAR SCIENCE. A prominent feature consists of articles on the topo-

graphy and natural history of Upper and Lower California. Eminent scientists of the D.

S. are contributors. Price, 81.00 a year, 10 cents a copy. Agents Wa nted.

C. R. ORCIJTT, Editor, San Diego, California.

[Send M cents for a four months' trial subscription.]

BACK NUMBERS WANTED.
Full price will be paid for the following numbers of the Botanical Ga-

zette : July, 1885 (Vol. x, No. 7) ; August, 1885 (Vol. x, No. 8) ;
January,

1886 (Vol. xi, No. 1).

Address BOTANICAL GAZETTE,

Cbawfordsville, !**>•
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A bi-monthly journal devoted to Microscopy, and allied 'iences- Its articles

are practical and to the point. Contains frequent articles and notes of botan*

ical interest.

Rev. Samuel Lockwood says: "It is an intert ng magazine, and the jadgmc

shown in selecting is adLrLirable."
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Howell's Pacific Coast Plants
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BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO
j

MANUFACTURERS OF

croscopes, Telescopes

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES,

And other Optical Instruments.

ROCHESTER, X. Y.-531-539 North St. Paul St.

NEW YORK—37 Maiden Lane

A catalogue with a number of improvements and additions in the line of
Microscopes is in press now, and will be sent to any person interested in Mi-
croscopy free on application.

BOTANICAL HP^IPIE^.
E. MORRISON,
WAEEHOUSE,

No. 805 I> Street, Washington, D. C.

tand* Her rium Paper, llJ$xMfc, 25 and 30 lbs., at $4.50 and $5.50 per earn.
a« tandard size (MJj b | No. 1, $4.25; No. 2. $2.50 ; No. 3, $2.00 per hundred.
Also drying paper.

AMEEICAN
MONTHLl

MICROSCOPICAL JOURNAL
A periodical for all who use the Microscope, either professionally or as amateurs.

J

* I am much t
'

wed * h the Somasxl, and hare received much valuable information,
learn many new things from i and I am sure that it is the case with all who read it.

The eighth volume now current. Subscription price fl 00

Editor, HENRY L. OSB0RX, Ph. D.f

Lafayette. Indiana.
Badness Manager, RUFUS W. DEERIX0,

ttoac 6jo» Washington, O. C«
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HERBARIUM FOR SALE.

A complete European Herbarium, collected from 1860-1886, containing in

300 fascicles more than 150,000 specimens in excellent condition. This herba-

rium contains a very complete flora of Germany, A astro-Hungary (original

specimens of Koi'h, A. Eraun, Nees von Esenbeck, Keichenbach, Kerner, and

many other authors), and the whole of middle Europe, France, Switzerland,

Italy, Spain, with Madeira, the Orient, Eussia, Sweden, Norway, and Lapland.

It contains the undivided herbarium Wimmer (+ 1867), especially the Salices

of this author and the artificial Salix hybrids of Wichura.

rice $ ,EOO.

AddreaB B. STEIN, Botanic Gardens,

BRESLAU, PRUSSIA

THE CAYUGA FLORA :

A Catalogue of Phoenogamous Plants growing without cultivation in the

Cayuga Lake Basin. By Professor W. R. Dudley, Cornell University.

For sale by Andrus & Church, Ithaca, N. Y., who will send it postpaid on

receipt of the price, $1.00.

THE WEST AMERICAN SCIENTIST.

This Journal, established in 1884, begins a new volume as a 24-page Illustrated monthly
magazine of POPULAR SCIENCE. A prominent feature consists of articles on the topo-

graphy ami natural history of Upper and Lower California. Eminent scientists ol the V .

S. are contributors. Price, 81.00 a year, 10 cents a copy. AGENTS Wanted.

C. R. ORCUTT, Editor, San Diego, California.

[Semi U cents for a fonr months* trial subscription.]

BACK NUMBERS WANTED.
Full price will be paid for the following numbers of the Botanical Ga-

zette: July, 1885 (Vol. x, No. 7); August, 1885 (Vol. x, No. 8); January,

1888 (Vol. xU No. 1).
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FOE SIMPLE

A bi-monthly journal devoted to Microscopy, and allied sciences. Its ar-ticles

are practical and to the point. Contains frequent articles and notes of botan

ical interest.

Rev. Samuel Lockwood says: -It is an interesting magazine, and the judgment

sbown in selecting is admirable.*'

JAMES W. QUEEN CO. 9

i
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1886, eighth year of publico*™**

Back-volumes, each complete with inc.ex,w still to be



BAUSGH & LOMB OPTICAL CO
J

MANUFACTURERS OF

Microscopes, Telescopes
*

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES,

And other Optical Instruments

ROCHESTER, K. Y.—531-539 North St. Paul St.

NEW YORK—37 Maiden Lane

A catalogue with a number of improvements and additions in the line of

Microscopes is in press now, and will be sent to any person interested in Mi-

croscopy free on application.

BOTANICAL IPAJP

E. MORRISON,
WAEEHOTJSE,

No. 805 D Street, Washington, D. C.

Standard Herbarium Paper, Il}$xI6J$, 25 and 30 lbs., at 84.50 and $5.50 per ream.

nu8 ( uidarrt size (18 t), No. 1, H.25; No. 2, 12.50; No. 3, 12.00 per hundred.

Also drying paper.

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE.

This magazine is devoted to the sciences underlying Agriculture, and con-

tains a great deal of matter appertaining to Botany.

Each nosnber contains articles of original research, with abstracts from

contributions in scientific publications of various countries. This is the only

journal of ind in the English language.

Subscription Price, $2.00 per Year.

C. S. PLUMB, Editor and Publisher,

Please mention Botanical Gazette. GENEVA K, Y.
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THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE
A monthly journal embracing all departments of botani ieiice. C

pondcnce and subscriptions may 1 sent to any of the editors, but, for conven-

money orders and drafts should be made payable to John If. er,

r res-

Craw rdsville.

Annual Subscription, $2,00
Single numbers, 20 cents.

In Great Britain, 9 shillings.

Agent v. p. ( LLINS,

1 Great Portiai , London. W.

1 In Germany, 9 marks.

Agents, R. FRIED! ER
11 Carl Berlin
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THE WEST AMERICAN SCIENTIST

This journal, established in 1884, begins a new volume as a 24-page illustrated monthly-

magazine of POPULAR SCIENCE. A prominent feature consists of articles on the topo-

graphy and natural history of Upper and Lower California. Eminent scientists of the U.

S. are contributors. Price, Sl.OO a year, 10 cents a copy. Agents Wanted.

C. R. ORCUTT, Editor, San Diego, California.

[Send -J5 cents for a four months' trial subscription.]

BACK NUMBERS WANTED.
Full price will be paid for the following numbers of the Botanical Ga-

bette : July, 1885 (Vol. x, No. 7) ; August, 1885 (Vol. x, No. 8) ; Jaauary,

1886 (Vol. xi, No. 1).

Address BOTANICAL GAZETTE,

Crawfordsville, Ind.

BOTANICAL PAPE
E. MORRISON,

PAPER WAEEHOUSE,
No. 805 D Street, Washington, D. (\

Standard Herbarium Paper, ll&acH 25 and 30 lbs., at $4.50 and $5.50 per ream.
Genus Co ra, standard J by 2i), No. 1, $1.25; No. 2, $2.50; >. 3, f2.0O per hundred.
Also drying paper.

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE.

This magazine is devoted to the sciences underlying Agriculture, and con-

tains a great deal of matter appertaining to Botany.

XT IS 8TRICTW SCIENTIFIC*

Each number contains articles of original research, with abstracts from
contributions in scientific publication^ of varum countries. Th is tl only

journal of its kind in the English b age.

Subscription Price, $2.00 per Year.

C. S. PLOIB, Editor and Publisher,

Please a Be a, i ktte. GENEVA N. Y.
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THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE
A monthly journal embracing all departments of botanical science. Corres-

pondence and subscriptions may be sent to any of the editors, but, for conven-

ience, money orders and drafts should be made payable to John M. Coulter,

OawfordsTille, Indiana.

Annual Subscription, $2,00.

Single numbers, 20 cents.

In Great Britain, 9 shillings.

Agent, ^ P. COLLINS,
157 Great Portland St., London, W.

In Germany, 9 marks.

Carlstraese

Contributors of leading articles are entitled to 25 separate copies of their

articles, additional copies to be paid for. The number desired should be

marked at the head of the manuscript, as none will be struck off unless ordered.

Eu red at the post office at Crawfordsville, Ind., as second-class matter.

NEW BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOKS.
3er the personal supervision of Prof. Asa Gray, of Har

and forming a part of Gray's Standard Series of Botanies.

GRAY * BOTANICAL TEXTBOOK.
In ivt \ch compter in I f. and

the whole forming \\ mprc ive Bo
tan rse lie > of
Techn< ai ate^

:. CTURAJL BO r

Or
Orga i the basis of Morphology

*h is added tfcu Tax
ly and Ph} ap md a Glossary of

Bote rms,l Asa* I D. tc.

1 Pro' if Nat a] inm Universit gyo, cloth. S pp
Pr mail, £ K

^ II. Pin >LOGl \L BOTANY:
C es of the Histology of Phaenogam

ants- Vegetable Physi<
>r£ lale, A D. y

2 f J vard Univer
560 pp. Price,

TROT CTION TO CRYP-
TA By Prof * V !-

liamG. Fa , preparat ,)

Vol IV. THE NATURAL ORDERS OF
PH/ENOGAMOI PI - By Prof.

Asa Gray. (In preparation.)

FOR WESTERN STt PESTS.

COULTE] >f ran BOT-

ANY f the R ratal I the

use of eh. id ( * 1 ween the

Missis? River and H' v^"
tail ] Prof. John M. * alt

.

Pn. J

Wabash College. 8vo, cloth. 496 pages,

Pri« by m SI 85

GRAY AND LTER'S TEXT-BOO,
of W< (?rn Botany. n* ?* f mJ£
er's 3

' V Rocky Mountains to

whit orefixedOray'sLamms .Botany.

Prif by mail, $2.50.

COULTERS H OF THE BOT-

ANY of the Roei tains. ?^fjff& s. Light, stroi paper, fiexibie iea-

wiv > rther
mail, $3.00

pages.

For terms qfintrodw on % etc. , address the vublishers,

IVISON* BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR & COm

753-755 Broadwav Bi. V
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THE WEST AMERICAN SCIENTIST

Thi ournal, established in 1884, begins a new volume as a 24-page illustrated monthly

magazine of POPULAR CIENCE, A prominent feature consists of articles on the topo-

graphy and natural history of Upper and Lower California. Eminent scientists of the U.

8. are contributors. Price, $1.00 a year, 10 cents a copy. Agents Wanted.

C. R. ORCUTT, Editor, Nan Diego, California.

[Send 25 cents for a four months' trial subscription^

ARCTOSTAPHVLOS.

Specimens of the following new species of Arctostaphylos from California, A. Manman-

viscida, A. Stanfordiana, A. myrtifolia

plication to

Price, Si.oo.

Academy of Science,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

BOTAITIOAL PAPER^
E. MORRISON,

PAPER WAEEHOTJSE,
No. 805 D Street, Washington, D. C.

Standard Her! mini Paper, 11- x 16%, 25 and 30 lbs., at $4.50 and $5.50 per ream.

^ er5 Ktord (16 b} s
T
o. 1, $4.25; No. 2, $2.50 ; No. 3, $2.00 per hundred.

Also g paper.

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE.

This mug ie is oted to the sciences underlying Agriculture, and con-

tains a great deal of matter appertaining to Botany.

ir 19 STRICTLY SCIENTIFIC.

I h nun r con ins articles of original research, with abstracts from

<3ontributi m in scientific publications of various countries. This is the only

journal of ml in the English wage*

Subscription Price, $2.00 per Year.

C. S. PLUMB, Editor and Publisher,

P! ^e mention Botanical Gazette. GENEVA, N* I.
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THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE
A monthly journal embracing all departments of botanical science/ Corres-

pondence and subscriptions may be sent to any of the editors, but, for conven-

ience, money orders and drafts should be made payable to John M. Coulter,

Crawfordsville, Indiana.

Annual Subscription, $2.00.

Single numbers, 20 cents.

In Great Britain, 9 shillings.

Agent, W. P. COLLINS,
157 Great Portland St., London, W.

In Germany, 9 marks.

Agents, R. FRIEDLANDER <fc SOHN,
11 Carlstrasse, Berlin, N. W.

Contributors of leading articles are entitled to 25 separate copies of their

articles, additional copies to be paid for. The number desired should be

marked at the head of the manuscript, as none will be struck off unless ordered.

Entered at the post office at Crawfordsville, Ind., as second-class matter.

NEW BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOKS.
%* Prepared under the personal apervision of Prof. Asa Gray, of Harvard University

- and forming a part of Gray's Standard Series of Botanies.

GRAFS BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOK.
In 4 vols., each complete in itself, and

th hole forming a comprehensive Bo-
tanical onrse for Colleges, Institutes of
Technology and Private Students.
Vol. 1. STRUCTURAL BOTANY; Or.

Organography on the basis of Morphology
towhii added the principles of Tax-
onomy and Phytography and a Glossary of
Botanical Terms, by Asa ( av, LL. D.

T
etc.,

Fisher Professor of Natural History in
Harvard Unive y. 8vo, cloth. 454 pp.
Pri< by mail. * fo.
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Outlines of the Histology of Phsenogam-
ous Plants. Vegetable Physiology. By
George Lincoln Goodale, A. M.. M. D.,
Professor of Botany in Harvard Univer
sity. 1 voL, 8vo, cloth. 560 pp. Price,
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V III. INTRODUCTION TO CRYP-
TOGAMIC BOTANY. By Professor Wil-
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Vol, IV. THE NATURAL ORDERS OF
PH.ENOGAMOUS PLANT- By Prof.

Asa Gray. (In preparation.)

FOB WESTERN STUDENT*.
COULTER'S MANUAL OF THE BOT-

ANY of the Rock intains. For the
use of Schools and C< eges between the
Mississippi River and the Rocky Moun-
tains. Bv Prof. John M. Coulter, Ph. D.,

Wabash College. 8vo, cloth. 496 pages.
Price, by mail, $1.85.

GRAY AND COULTER'S TEXT-BOOK
of Western B< my. Consisting of Coult-

er's Manual of the Rocky Mountains, to
which is prefixed Gray*8 Lawn* in Botany,
Price, by mail, $2.50.

COULTER'S MANUAL OF THE BOT-
ANY of the Rocky Mountains. Tourists

Edition. Ligh t, strong paper, flexible lea-

ther cover. 8vo. 496 pages. Price, by
mail. S3.00.

For terms of introduction , etc., address the vubluhert
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IVISON, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR & CO,,

75J--S5S Broadwav W. V.



Objectives for Specialists.

HERBERT R. SPENCER & CO.,

G-IEINEV^, 3ST. T
Our Homogeneous Immersion Objectives, for the study of Bacteria, and

Student Series for general Botanical Work, rival any Objectives in the world.

We challenge comparison.
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Address the author and publisher, FRAKC
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THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE
A monthly journal embracing all departments of botanical science." Corres-

pondence and subscriptions may be sent to any of the editors, but, for conven-

ience, money orders and drafts should be made payable to John M. Coulter,

Crawfordsville, Indiana.

Arnual Subscription, $2.00.

SlHOLE NUMBERS, 20 CENTO.

In Great Britain, 9 shillings.

Agent, W. P. COLLINS,
157 Great Portland St., London, TV.
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Contributors of leading articles are entitled to 25 separate copies of their

articles, additional copies to be paid for. The number desired should be

marked at the head of the manHscript, as none will be struck off unless ordered.

Entered at the post office at CrawfordsviNe, Ind.. as second lass matter.
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NEW BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOKS.
V Prepared under the personal supervision of Prof. Asa Gray, of Harvard University

and forming a part of Gray's Standard Series of Botanies.

CfRAY'S BOTANICAL TEXTBOOK.
In 4 vols.

,
each complete In itself, and

the whol inning a comprehensive Bo-
tanic*, nrse for Colleges, Institutes of
Technology and Private adents.
V L STRUCTURAL BOTANY; Or,

Orgs on the basis of Morphology
to which is added the principles « Tax-onomy and Phytography ai lossary of

ical Terms, by Asa Gr , LL. D., etc.,
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Vol. IV. THE NATURAL ORDERS OF
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Asa Gray . (In preparation
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COULTER'S MANUAL OF THE BOT-
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When the (Jazktte entered upon Lta new career in 1886, greatly Inet id in size and

with improved typographical and illustrative features, all in much larger ratio than th

advance in subscription price, there was some apprehension on the part of its editors an-

friends that the financial support would not k p pace with the increased cost, and a cm
tailmenl in some direction would be necessary.

THE BEST GUARANTEE OF STABILITY
the publishers can offer, or need to otter, is a reference to the well maintained monthly

issues from January, 1SS(>, to the present time The volume for 1886 contained :>">6 pap

12 plates, two of which were double size, and 13 cuts in the text ; the ten pre* ling num-

bers of the present year have contained 260 pages, 14 plates, one being double size, and 12

cuts in the text. Taking these statistics in connection with the quality of the subject

matter, and no further argument is needed to show that pr« not retrogression, is to

be as much a feature of the second decade of the journal as tt was of the first The joui

nal is in some sen e a

MIRROR OF AMERICAN BOTANY,
and for this is indebted to the hearty cooperation of the botanists of the country, nearl

every one of whom is a contributor to its pages.

Botanical science in America is making a rapid and healthy growth, and it seem

enough to promise that the Gazette will present its readers during 1888 with much oi Die

test fruit of this activity. But it is ready to promise something more. Arrangements

have been made to give a diversified series of illustrated

ARTICLES ON EUROPEAN LA BORATORIES
Pl, i of other objects and matters of botani< merest in the Old World, prepared for 11

roost part by American botanists who are now studying or traveling abroad Th. uili

doubtless prove both interesting and instructive.

As the subscription list in increased the publishers are able to add to the attract ive-

,,0SS ami value oi the journal, and to this end the following

OFFER TO OLD SUBSCRIBERS
• s

' •* Any one upon renewing his subscription and sending the name of a PA***-

"^'. with M.oo, win have his own subscription extended six months.

Addresa

EDITORS \NI> PUBLISHERS:

JuHN' M. COULTER, Crawfonlsville, Ind.

CHARLES R. 1URXKS, Madison, Wis.

J. c. ARTHUR, La Fayette, In*.
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Fresh-water Alg» of the United States, Complementel to Vesmids of V. S.

In two volumes, the one containing the text, 364 pp., and the other the illustra-
tions, repi Dting on 1&7 plates nearly all of the forms described in the text; the fig-

ures, over two thousand, are colored after nature.
A large portion of the plants were identified for the first time in this country by the

author and added to our flora.

The two volumes, well bound in cloth, and securely packed and mailed to any part
of the unit states, Canada or Europe, on the receipt of Ten Dollars.

Address the author and publisher, FRANCIS WOLI.K,
Betttleliem, l*a.

Patterson's Herbarium List of North American Plants

is the out heck-list of the kind ever printed in large tvp
cloth. Pjiee $i. ,;>. >vvu\ tor a copy, or for sample pages, to

, os Sue paper. Bound in

H. N. PATTERSON, Oquawka, 111
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BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL COM
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Microscopes, Telescopes,

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES,

And other Optical Instruments.

Factory and Office : ROCHESTER ». Y.-5S1-543 N. St. Paul St.

Branch Office : NEW YORK- 48-50 Maiden Lane.

Eleventh edition of illustrated catalogue, with a number of improvement* and addi-
tions in the line of microscopes, will be sent free on application to any person intercite
in microscopy.

EDUCATE YOURSELF
By joining a Reading Circle, and pui e a systematic c< ^ of

HOME STUDY
In any of fifty different subject under eminent college professo 100I
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at a nominal cost {only $1.00 per ye >. Full inform i given i: e

UNION READING CIRCLE,
a large 16-page literary months rnple copy of whi and Ap orm ft ber-
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at once the fee, $1.00, 1 ret ve your Cert lit frs ear.
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